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That the relation between Edwin Muir, the writer, and the 
persona who seems to emerge from his poetry and prose ia neither so 
aimple nor ao direct as the reader would be led to believe but ia, 
rather, bjghly problematical is the initial concern of this thesis. 
The evidently cOIlscious construotion of a fictive personality has ita 
origins ill Muir's early journalism, where it serves to cope with the 
straina imposed on a Scottish socialist forced, by the contemporary 
pOTerty ot Scottish periodical publishing, to write for The New Age -
the English organ of Social Credit theory. Successive chapters trace 
the development ot this figure as the index of Muir's ideological 
struggles while he sought, unsuccessfully, to reconcile the elements 
.. 
of hia iden'ti ty marked for him as 'Scottish' or t English' through his 
magazine critiCism, nOTels, aocial commentaries and autobiographies, 
analysing the repetition of pattern in his poetry. Set amid the 
interplay of these oontending pressures during a particular historical 
period, Muir's life and work can be seen not as the neatly conventional 
narrative of victorious transcendentalist Christianity which he so 
assiduously fostered in his own writings, but as a particularly explicit 
uaaple of the operation of poll tical and cultural hegemonies: a 
sodel more relevant to our interpretation not only ot the present 
81 tua tiOD ot peripheral cul turea, but also of the role of Muir's work 
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Muir: 
Auto An Autobiography (1954) 
Ql'60 Collected Poems, 1921-1958 (1960) 
Estate The Estate of Poetry (1962) 
SC&LP Social Credit and the Labour Party: An Appeal (1935) 
~ The Story and the Fable (1940) 
§l Scottish Journey (1935) 
~ Scott and Scotland (1936) 
Letters Selected Letters of Edwin Muir, edited by P.H. Butter (1974) 
Bibliography Elgin W. Mellown, Bibliography of the Writings of Edwin 
Muir (Alabama, 1964: revised, 1966, and with a 
supplement, 1970) 
Bibliographical Study Robert B. Hollander, 'A Textual and Bibliographical 
StudX of the Poems of Edwin Muir' (Doctoral thesis, Columbia 
University, 1962) 
M &: P P.H. Butter, Edwin Muir: Man and Poet (Edinburgh, 1966) 
NLS National Library of Scotland1 
EUL Edinburgh University Library 
1. Quota tions attributed to NLS Mil 19671 are from the transcriptions 
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The beauty of the first person singular is that, when it is 
used as it should be, it implies at every moment, transpiring 
through the simplest statements, a whole background, a whole 
life; and it does this the more perfectly, the more apparently 
unpremeditated the narrative ••• 
Edwin Muir, Transition (1926), p.91 
6 
Chapter I : 
Introduction: First Writings, 1913 - 1919 
7 
Edwin Muir's most controversial book, Scott and Scotland, seems to 
end with a series of absolute pronouncements anent Scottish cultural 
politics. 'It is of living importance to Scotland', he writes, 
that it should maintain and be able to assert its identity; it 
cannot do so unless it feels itself a unity; and it cannot feel 
itself a unity on a plane which has a right to human respect 
unless it can create an autonomous literature. Otherwise it 
must remain in essence a barbarous country. That sense of 
unity can be preserved by an act of faith, as it was preserved 
in Ireland. Our task is to discover how this can be done. 1 
This extract can be seen as Muir'S contribution to what has become a 
~ 
cliche of modern literary criticism: the notion that due to the particular 
character of the two Unions with England, and of the Reformation sandwiched 
between them, the identity of the Scottish writer is -- like that of his 
country -- continuingly problematical. Yet itiis indicative of the 
peculiarity of Muir'S status in relation to the traditions of Scottish 
and English literature that even his own formulation of the topic has 
not been seen as relevant to his own position. 
The sense of oddity to which this gives rise is, moreover, intensified 
when a closer reading of the passage reveals its insubstantiality. Here 
Muir provides not an argument so much as a collection of statements, the 
r~lationships between which are suggested rather than demonstrated. 
Having claimed that it is vital ('of living importance') that an 'identity' 
be not only maintained but actively asserted, he defines that concept 
only by giving as one of the preconditions for its existence the shared, 
1 • Scott and Scotland: The Predicament of the Scottish Writer 
[henceforth'S & S'] (1936), p.182. 
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intuitive apprehension of 'unity'. Further, a prior condition for the 
maintenance of identity must be its present survival: yet the whole 
movement of Muir's study is directed towards claiming precisely that 
there has been insufficient unity in Scotland during the previous three 
hundred years. Such is the importance attributed to 'identity' that its 
alternative is cast as some species of Arnoldian barbarism;2 yet the 
reference to 'an autonomous literature' is phrased in terms of its being 
not a consequence of 'unity' but another of its preconditions. By these 
internal obscurities, the passage denies the possibility of a reversible 
process whereby literature might be turned to foster Scottish identity 
in the manner advocated by C.M. Grieve,3 leaving Muir with only the 
intuitive to offer: 'that sense of unity can be preserved by an act of 
faith', he writes. 
This imprecision, concealed behind a faiade of arbitrarily arranged 
statements, predicts and determines the illogicality and pessimism of his 
conclusion; but it also reveals the nature of the unity in Muir's own 
attitude. There is a disjunction between the superficial impression 
of rigorous analysis and the withdrawal into the vocabulary of an 
intangible, obscurantist, quasi-religious faith: yet without any but a 
formal unity, this passage still has a strong identity; and by extension 
Muir's demand for unity before identity becomes suspect in any context --
literary, national, cultural or personal. 
2. Matthew Arnold, Culture and Anarchy (1869), Chapter 3. 
3. For example, in the opening of Albyn. or Scotland and the Future 
(1927): 'The forces that are moving towards a Scottish Renaissance 
are complex and at first sight incompatible. The movement began 
as a purely literary movement some seven or eight years ago, but of 
necessity speedily acquired political and then religious bearings' 
(p.5). 
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Despite the efforts of philosophers and psychologists, a full 
understanding of the concept of 'identity' has yet to be achieved. 
Nevertheless, it seems unnecessarily naive to equate the term with the 
monistic, as Muir does throughout his study. As displayed by this 
example of his own prose, an identity may consist in the conglomerate, 
in the collection of diverse, disparate or even contradictory components. 
Similarly, the identity of an individual may be seen as the holding in 
tension of a number of different and possibly differing elements, each of 
which modifies the others and may, independently or in collaboration, 
take precedence at any given time in response to the interaction of the 
individual with his social, political and cultural circumstances. A 
person may be described in a huge number of terms: memories, ambitions, 
achievements, class, nationality, political opinion, religious faith and 
language, for example, are some of the aspects that must be balanced in 
each case. The strain imposed when the conflict between such parts 
becomes acute consequently reflects not only their relative priority 
within the individual but also the external pressures with which he comes 
into contact. By examining Muir from such pluralistic premises, it is 
possible to read the illogicality undermining his insistence on 'unity' 
as the reflection of the great difficulty with which he reconciled the 
elements of his own identity, and to begin to estimate the nature of the 
social circumstances in which he sought that resolution. 4 
The evidence of strain in Muir'S discussion of identity may seem 
surprising, since his work leaves a general impression of unity which he 
attributed in the autobiography to the experience of psycho-
4. For an analogous argument, see the introduction to G.J. Watson's 
Irish Identity and the Literary Revival (1979), p.13-35. 
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analysis. 5 Yet the matter of his identity is not so simple as he 
would suggest. To take only the most obvious indicator, for the first 
nine years of his literary career his writing was credited to 'Edward 
Moore'. The adoption of this precisely anglicised version of his 'name 
was a gesture the equal in significance -- if the opposite in intention 
to the invention of 'Hugh MacDiarmid' or 'Lewis Grassic Gibbon'; but no 
one seems to have taken it as evidence of Muir's having had some difficulty 
in defining the role of nationality in his own identity. The critics 
fall into two factions on the subject of Muir's Scottishness. 
One group, led by George Mackay Brown and Tom Scott, makes much of 
his Orcadian childhood, as if they accepted completely the declaration 
in a letter of 1927: 
After all I'm not Scotch, I'm an Orkney man, a good Scandanavian, 
and my true country is Norway, or Denmark, or Iceland, or some 
place like that. 6 
The context of this statement is a report by Muir of his discussions on 
Scottish nationalism with Grieve; and yet the almost desperate quality of 
the search for a country with an alternative claim to his allegiance~and 
the protestation in the same letter that he feels 'rather detached' from 
the issue, have not been seen as indicative of a deeper uneasiness. 
Rather, in a movement that disappointingly mirrors the pattern more 
5. He writes: 'By painful stages, I reached a state which resembled 
conviction of sin, though formulated in different terms ••• I saw 
that my lot was the human lot, that when I faced my own unvarnished 
likeness I was one among all men and wom~~~/." .. My own analysis was 
never finished; it had to be broken off wheniI left London. It was 
not till nine months after that, when we were staying in Prague, 
that I knew how much good the analyst had done me: my vague fears, 
I realized one day, were quite gone.' (An Autobiography [henceforth 
'Auto'] , (1954) p.158-9). 
6. Selected Letters of Edwin Muir, edited by P.H. Butter (1974) 
[henceforth 'Letters'] , p.64. 
1 1 
usually associated with the handling of Scottish literature by the 
English critical establishment,7 these critics accord him the double-
edged honour of being acclaimed 'Orkney's Greatest Poet' -- double-edged 
inasmuch as this parochial supremacy is regarded as taking him outwith 
the Scottish literary tradition, thereby relieving them of the 
responsibility to examine his writing in its terms. 
Meanwhile, a larger group of critics, led by Peter Butter, fails to 
discern any problem in Muir's nationality because it sees him as belonging 
to the tradition of English mystical poets such as Herbert, Traherne and 
Eliot9 ; and since they can calIon the evidence of both versions of Muir's 





For example, by T.S. Eliot: 'Scottish literature falls into several 
periods and ••• these periods are related not so much to each other 
as to corresponding periods in English literature ••• We are quite 
at liberty to treat the Scots language as a dialect, as one of the 
several English dialects which gradually and inevitably amalgamated 
into one language. Only Scotland, more isolated, and differing from 
the others more than they differed from each other, retained its local 
peculiarities much longer'. 'Was there a Scottish Literature?', 
The Athenaeum (1 August 1919), p.~80-1. 
The title is Tom Scott's: 'Orkney's Greatest Poet - Edwin Muir', 
~3cotia Review 18 (Winter 1977-8), p.29-37; but the attitude is wide-
spread. For further examples, see George Mackay Brown, Edwin Muir -
A Brief Memoir (West Linton, 1975), George Bruce, 'Edwin Muir - Poet', 
Saltire Review, VI 18 (Spring 1959), p.12-17 and Bernard Bergonzi, 
'Platonic Poet', The Observer (14 July 1974), p.32. 
Butter, Edwin Muir: Man and Poet [henceforth 'M & p'] (Edinburgh, 
1966). See also, for example: Helen Gardner, Edwin Muir: The 1tl.D. 
Thomas Memorial Lecture at Universit Colle e of Swansea 8 December 
1960 Cardiff, 1961), Brian Keeble, 'Edwin Muir: Our Contemporary 
and Mentor', Agenda, XII 4 - XIII 1 (Winter/Spring, 1975), p. 79-87, 
I.H. Hassan, 'On Time and Em blematic Reconciliation: Notes on the 
Poetry of Edwin Muir', South Atlantic Quarterly, 58 (1959), p.427-39 
and Sister M. Joselyn, 'Herbert and Muir: Pilgrims of their Age', 
Ren~scence, XV (Spring 1963) p.127-32 • 
The Story and the Fable [henceforth'S & F~ (1940) was republished 
in revised and extended form as An Autobiography (1954). Where the 
distinctions between the two versions are irrelevant, such terms as 
'the autobiography', 'the autobiographical account', etcetera, are 
used, and quotations are taken from the more frequently reprinted Auto. 
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to a single letter, they have tended to outweigh the Orcadian faction. 
Yet it is not the geographical distance between their rival 
candidates for recognition as the centre of Muir's consciousness that 
really divides these critics: in the service of their mutual aim -- to 
dissociate Muir from Scotland London and Kirkwall are merely 
alternative versions of the same gambit. Rather, it is the status of 
the evidence on which they ultimately depend that marks the significant 
division, although it is not a separation that they would probably be 
keen to acknowledge. The island party relies implicitly on a private 
letter written by Muir and accessible only by chance --a simple 
biographical datum: the other depends primarily on a reading of the 
autobiography as if it were of the same category. This curious reversal, 
whereby the personal study is more openly cited than less suspect 
material, marks the extraordinary status accorded that work. Ignoring 
the fact that it is a book deliberately and consciously created for 
publication, they accept it as giving direct access to the whole truth 
about Muir, entirely discounting the mediating role he himself must have 
played, as author, in the selection and presentation of the material'. 
This role was, of course, determined by the ideology Muir had evolved by 
1940. 
The confusion surrounding the word 'ideology' can be made to 
perform an especially useful function in this investigation of Muir's 
development. Terry Eagleton defines the term as 'the ideas, values and 
. ., 11 
feelings by which men experience their societies at var10US t1mes ; 
that is, he attempts to restore its use as an innocently descriptive noun 
11. Terry Eagleton, Marxism and Literary Criticism (1976), p.viii. 
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roughly analogous to Raymond Williams's 'structures of feeling,.12 
However, Williams's discussion in Keywords traces the growth of the 
pejorative connotations gathered by 'ideology' as it came to be used 
in reference to 'the set of ideas which arise from a given set of material 
interests', to a position consciously deri~ed from a social theory and 
implying commitment to a distinct political stance. 1' In Muir's case, 
the balance achieved between antagOnistic elements of his identity __ 
especially in relating his nationality, his peasant childhood and his 
working-class youth to his literary ambitions -- constitutes the 
ideology which simply determines his early writings; but through his 
association with The New Age he can be seen to be developing his political 
convictions and choOSing to emphasise or suppress aspects of this 
'situational'ideology in the interests of propagandising his 
theoretically based, conventionally 'political' ideology. The jockeying 
for position between the elements of his identity can be discerned 
throughout Muir's writings, culminating in the renunciation of any 
overtly political standpoint in favour of a supposedly apolitical brand 
of transcendentalist Christianity; and in tracing this process the 
mixture of historically and contemporarily determined constituents of 
opinion at any given moment implied by 'ideology' is particularly 
appropriate. 
Muir'S response to his difficulties in balanCing the different 
aspects of his identity was, then,far from equable. If the auto-
biography represents his own 'act of faith', if it is his major attempt 
12. Raymond Williams, The Long Revolution (1961), p.48ff. 
13. Williams, Keywords (1976), p.126-30. 
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to create a unitary identity such as he had advocated for Scotland at 
a personal level, it is performed at the cost of denying several facets 
of his own self -- and concealing the fact that there had ever been any 
conflict beyond his psychoanalysis at all. There is, for example, no 
reference in the autobiography to 'Edward Moore', the most blatant signal 
of his compromising between peasant-proletarian background and 
membership of an intellectual circle centred on London. But the critics 
have never deeply examined the principles upon which Muir's autobio-
graphical writings are structured • 
• 
On publication, The Story and the Fable was hailed as 'a book of 
outstanding delicacy and integritY',14 and An Autobiography has been 
15 
described by Michael Hamburger as a 'singularly honest and lucid account', 
while Rex Warner says that these writings are 'gentle and wise, modest, 
vivid and illuminating,.16 When Willa Muir's memoir, Belonging, was 
published in 1968 it was discovered that there were some things which 
Muir had chosen to omit, such as his wish to leave his wife for Gerda 
Krapp in the j920s: 17 yet, inevitably, her book was read in the light of 
his. Philip Toynbee, believing that Muir had written the spiritual 
biography and Willa had dealt only with the left-overs, complained that 






Unsigned Review, ~ (1 June 1940), p.268. 
Michael Hamburger, 'Connections Everywhere', The Spectator, CCXIV 
(18 June 1965), p.791. 
Rex Warner, London Magazine, I (December 1954), p.80. 
Willa Muir, Belonging - A Memoir (1968), p.80. 
Philip Toynbee, 'A Marriage of True Minds', The Observer (14 January 
1968), p.30. 
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and Butter, commenting that 'her mind played around the how of his 
visions' while his worked 'round the whence', clearly regretted that 
although at moments Belonging may reach down to the Fable, 'most of it 
is Story, well told story,.19 Q.D. Leavis, the only critic to suggest 
that something had been lost in Muir's refusal to give an account of 
literary London in the twenties (when she felt he had been 'the best 
critic at that time of that phase of our literature'), nonetheless 
conceded that he could 'hardly be blamed for writing his own book and not 
the one we wanted', even though the result was consequently 'disappointing 
20 for most of us'. In her last point at least Mrs Leavis was completely 
and demonstrably mistaken: 'most of us' were not disappointed at all, 
but captivated by the autobiography. And through that enchantment Muir 
exercised an ability not only to fashion aesthetically the shape given to 
the facts of his life in the books, but also to determine the context in 
which critics were to examine the entire corpus of his poetry and prose, 
to the extent of providing the criteria by which, exclusively,they were 
to evaluate hi,s significance as a writer. 
At one level, the critics' pleasure in the autobiography was 
understandable: it explained, matched and completed the poetry. 
Hayden Carruth boldly declared that 'its full meaning will not be 
21 
apparent to readers who are unacquainted with the poems', and 




Butter, Scottish International, II (April 1968), p.60. 
Q.D. Leavis, 'The Literary Life Respectable', Scrutiny, IX (1940-1) 
p.170-1. 
Hayden Carruth, 'Edwin Muir's Autobiography', Poetry (Chicago), 
LXXXVIII (October 1955), p.51. 
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version of his life might almost be regarded as a gloss on his 
allegorical poems' was in fact a remarkably precise premonition of 
the way in which the autobiography was to be used. 22 
While it would be absurd with the days of the New Criticism past 
to suggest that the events of a writer's life are irrelevant to an 
understanding of his work, it can be recognised that the trouble with 
the attitude of Muir's critics is that their work has not been 
biographical so much as 'Autobiographical'. Whatever their disagree-
ments over points of emphasis, they seem to share a communal blindness 
to the theoretical problems surrounding autobiographical writing, and 
this is made apparent by their failure to distinguish between the man 
and his appearance in his books. 
It is possible to chart the growth of this radical confusion from 
the earliest critical responses. Time and again, the adjectives 
applied to the autobiography emphasise the 'honesty' and 'integrity' 
of the account Muir gives of his life, and these words come to 
characterise all levels of Muir criticism. In that disappointed 
Scrutiny review, Q.D. Leavis nonetheless goes out of her way to comment 
that he had been 'notable for his integrity in reviewing' (p.71), and 
others take the notion further: John Holloway asserts that the return 
to Scotland as Warden of Newbattle Abbey College gives An Autobiography 
an 'integrity of development',23 and Alfred Kazin refers to Muir as 




Elizabeth Jennin~s, 'A Poet's Life', 
(2 November 1954), p.558. 
John Hollowa~, 'Enacted on a Distant 
(Summer 1955), p.313. 
The Spectator, CXCIII 
Isle', Hudson Review, VIII 
Alfred Kazin, 'A Dream-Haunted Giver of Testimony', 
Times Book Review (13 March 1955), p.4. 
New York 
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that he is still what he always was', adds that the only problem is 
that 'it is difficult to criticise a work which gives a single-minded 
impression of integrity,.25 By 1954, an anonymous reviewer could 
claim unchallenged that 'nothing could be milder or more modest or 
more complete than his disclosures of what he thought of himself,.26 
But the definitive expression of the muddle Comes from no less an 
authority that T.S. Eliot in his 1965 preface to Muir's Selected Poems: 
I stress[his]unmistakable integrity, because I came to recognise 
it in Edwin Muir's work as well as in the man himself. 
and the man are one. 27 
The work 
It comes as no surprise, then, that Butter's major study, published 
the following year, should carry the title Edwin Muir: Man and Poet. 
The premise of this book seems to be that whatever Muir wrote in the 
autobiography was true, complete and largely sufficient. The structure 
Muir provides for the understanding of his life might be supported 
with extracts from his letters (then unpublished) or tempered with some 
incident from Willa's memoir, but essentially Butter's attitude is to 
acknowledge Muir as his own best critic. Man and Poet amounts to 
little more than a well-informed celebration of that opinion. Its 
technique consists mainly of the unqualified quotation of segments of 
the autobiography in unquestioned explication of the poems. The 
apparently obvious connections are thereby reinforced: 'The Ballad of 




Stephen Spender, 'Being Alive', New Statesman and Nation, XIX 
(22 June 1940), p .778. 
'Time's True Servant', ~ (12 November 1954), p.720. 
Selected Poems of Edwin Muir [henceforth ,~,] , edited by 
T.S. Eliot (1965), p.9. 
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Sinclair, the 'Ballad of the Soul' with the famous 'waking dream' 
experienced during psychoanalysis in London, and so on (M & P, p.97-8). 
But there is no consideration of the role Muir played in writing the 
autobiography for publication, and consequently his criteria of 
significance, and his dicta regarding the relative importance of 
different sections of his oeuvre, are followed with absolute deference. 
For example, there is again no mention of 'Edward Moore'; and further, 
having written of the contributions to The New Age that 'Muir would 
not wish much attention to be paid to this early journalism of his' 
(M & P, p.73), Butter deals with the work of these four crucial years 
to his own satisfaction in something under two pages. 
In his naive conviction of the integrity and exclusive validity of 
Muir'S view of his past, Butter is typical. No one seems to have 
wondered whether George Watson's warning of the dangers of personal 
reminiscence might be relevant in this particular case: 'old men 
forget', he writes in Politics and Literature in Modern Britain, 
and so do the middle-aged. What is worse, they sometimes remember 
creatively, attributing to their youth views they later wish they 
had held when young.... An author is often a poor and unreliable 
1 
.. 28 witness to his own ear y op1n10ns. 
Muir'S success in making such scrutiny seem irrelevant to his 
autobiography stands as tribute to the skill with which he there 
emphasises those areas of his experience which would provide, in return 
for little more than cursory reading, an abundance of material suited 
to the concerns of successive waves of AnglO-American criticism. For 
28. George Watson, Politics and Literature in Modern Britain (1977), 
p. 11 • 
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example, his adolescence in Glasgow had given him the kind of class 
consciousness which made him stress, twenty years later, that he had 
never actually lived in the slums but merely passed through them daily 
on his way to work (Auto, p.90-1), and this awareness i~ so nicely 
expressed as to make him seem a natural ally of the growing interest in 
working-class culture. Indeed, the centrality of the autobiography 
made him easily acceptable in the 1950s. by chiming methodologically 
with the reliance on personal reminiscence of such a class background 
that underpinned the New Left criticism of Williams, Hoggart and 
others.
29 
Further, the vaguely Ossianic associations of coming from 
a small Scottish island mingled with the esoteric challenge of his 
imagery and the sense of his being one of the last of the peasant· poets 
to produce in the 1960s a rash of studies, mostly from the United States 
of America, which sought to annex~ Muir as if he were an upmarket 
poetic, Celtic variant on the transatlantic sport of Hobbit-hunting.30 
And in the background to all this, his ability to handle the respective 
jargons of psychoanalysis and religion ensured that there would always 
be a steady flow of explicatory essays on these themes to keep his 
29. 
30. 
For example, Richard Hoggart in The Uses of Literacy (1957). 
Raymond Williams's The Country and the City (1973) shows the 
typical development of the technique. 
For example, D.K. Boyer 'A Descriptive and Comparative Study of 
the Poetry of Edwin Muir' (doctoral thesis, University of Missouri) 
1961), F. Garber, 'Muir's Heraldic Mode', Twentieth Century 
Literature, XII (1966), p.96-103 and Daniel Hoffman, Barbarous 
-~lowledge: Myth in the Poetry of Yeats, Graves and Muir (New York. 
1967). 
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reputation alive as the trends rose and fell. 31 
But this success was only partially due to Muir's powers of 
selection: his ability to manipulate the presentation of those aspects 
of his life which he had chosen to write about was at least equally 
skilled and, arguably, even more significant. By the creation of a 
specific tone of writing, amounting to a definable voice, he was able 
not only to determine the way in which his material was to be 
interpreted, but also to make it seem that no such influence had been 
asserted. Hoggart, whose critical reputation was built on his flair 
for detecting ideologically biased dishonesties in writing from and 
about the working class, himself slides into the familiar vocabulary of 
'integrity' when trying to claim precisely this tone as the mark of 
successful autobiography; and although Muir's strength can be gauged 
from his being alone commended for achieving the required cadence, 
Hoggart fails to grasp the fuller implications of the problem he tackles. 
In holding back from deeper analysis, he becomes self-contradictory. 
Autobiography depends, he argues, on 
31 • 
questions of tone or voice. For myself, I would like to find 
a voice which could carry a wide and deep range of attributes 
and emotions without being socially self-conscious or derivatively 
literary. Among modern autobiographers I know hardly anyone who 
Examples include James Aitchison, 'The Limits of Experience: 
Edwin Muir's -Ballad of the Soul"', English, XXIV (1975), p.10-5 
and J.P. Celli'The use of the Term Archetype in Contemporary 
Literature'(doctoral thesiS, Kansas State University, 1974). See also 
Christopher Wiseman, 'Edwin Muir's "The Labyrinth": A Study of 
Symbol and Structure', Studies in Scottish Literature, X 2 (October 
1972), p.67-78, Kathleen E. Morgan, 'The Search for a Pattern: The 
Poetry of Edwin Muir' in Christian Themes in Contem orar Poets: 
A Study of English Poetry of the Twentieth Century 1965, p.4~1-
57, J.F. Hendry, 'Time and Edwin Muir', Adam International Rev~ew, 
247 (1954), p.3-7 and Horace Gregory, 'To Explain is not to 
Understand', New York Times Book Review (11 March 1962), p.5. 
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has found this tone, this clarity which seems almost like 
talking to the self, since no one is being wooed. Edwin 
Muir's autobiography has this quality, and about it one can 
properly use phrases like 'sensitive integrity'. He was a 
poet and he used his poetic skills here in a disciplined way.32 
Hoggart's use of quotation marks indicates his disco~ort in this passage, 
and yet he cannot break through the confusion of the earlier reviewers. 
He knows that this tone which convinces him of Muir's 'sincere integrity' 
can only be a product of the 'poetic skills' to which he pays tribute; 
he knows that he is dealing with a text that has been consciously 
created, fashioned to make a certain impression on the reader; and yet 
part of that impression is the conviction that no impression has been 
intended at all. Having been seduced by his art, Hoggart vehemently 
denies that Muir was trying to woo anyone. The function of style in 
the autobiography would seem to be to deny its own existence. 
If the text attempts to hide itself in this way, then only the 
narrator can be holding the book together. Of course, this is a false 
distinction, since the narrator exists only in the text: in fact, he 
is the text, since it consists only of the words he selects in the ....... 
characteristic style in which he chooses to use them -- in short, in 
the tone created by that style. Tone and narrator, then, are one. 
But the distinction does usefully suggest the source of that pervasive 
belief in the integrity of the autobiography. If the narrator is to 
hold the book together, he must be a complete and convincing construction, 
a thoroughly integrated persona strong enough to prevent the book from 
32. Hoggart, 'A Question of Tone: Some 
Writing'in. Essa in Diverse Hands 
Royal Society of Literature, XXXIII 
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disintegrating in disorder. But this persona, which is an aspect of 
the text, must not be mistaken for Edwin Muir. Roy Pascal is quite 
astonishingly naive when he claims that Muir's 'moving evocation of 
his childhood is not justified through being a piece of fine writing; 
it is the embodiment of his spirit,.33 It is precisely because it is 
'a piece of fine writing' that Pascal reacts in this way; but what the 
text embodies is not Muir's 'spirit'. Rather, it is the persona which 
he has chosen to imbue with some aspects of his own identity -- most 
notably, Some of his memories. But the selection of those aspects, 
made according to the ideological convictions he held at the time of 
writing, turns the persona into something of quite a different order 
from the identity of Muir himself. The 'integrity' of the persona is 
a matter of deliberate literary artifice, of creating a viable, 
convincing figure in much the same way as a character in a novel may be 
invented, although under different constraints; and the personal 
'integrity' of Muir remembered by his family and friends is quite 
irrelevant to the role of that persona in the text. 
Since the autobiography is as much a consciously created literary 
artifact as the poetry, in providing the one in explanation of the other 
Muir was setting up a self-reflexive system for the study of his 
writing. Together they form a closed, exclusive structure which will 
prove satisfactory so long as its terms and the expression of its values 
are sufficient, but which necessarily, in the interests of the willed 
creation of the unitary identity of the persona, denies significance to 
many important aspects of Muir's identity. The skill of the writing 
33. Roy Pascal, Design and Truth in Autobiography (1960), p.134. 
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charges this system with so high a degree of elegance that the critics 
have been imprisoned within its terms, and much of their work has 
consequently consisted of examinations -- usually celebratory -- of 
the design of small areas of the device. 34 Yet Muir was most anxious 
not to claim any credit for this success. In a letter sent to 
George Mackay Brown while he was in the course of revising The Story 
and the Fable he writes: 
I have not much news except about this confounded autobiography, 
which is giving me a headache and which runs quite nicely for 
a little while, and then stops, and then runs on again not quite 
so nicely, and then stops again, and doesn't seem to have much 
shape of any kind; I don't see how one can give any shape to 
one's life very much. 35 
Butter excludes this from the Selected Letters and in quoting it in 
Man and Poet (p.246) he helps perpetuate the illusion of artlessness 
by omitting without comment the last two words, which Muir himself had 
excised from the typewritten letter. This movement towards denying 
his formal role culminates towards the end of An Autobiography with a 
more absolute denial: 
34. 
35. 
Some kind of development, I suppose, should be expected to 
emerge, but I am very doubtful about such things, for I cannot 
bring life into a neat pattern. (Auto, p.280) 
To cite just two examples, Gregory claims that the autobiography 
provides 'a valuable backdrop to the poems, a far better exegesis 
of their visionary content than a conventional critical analysis 
would yield' in 'The Timeless Moment in Modern Verse: Edwin Muir', 
Spirit of Time and Place (New York, 1973), p.201; and David Galler 
states that the autobiography and the poems depend upon each other 
of their 'ultimate explication' in 'Edwin Muir', Poetry, 94 (1959) 
p.331-2. 
E.M. - George Mackay Brown, 22/9/53, Edinburgh University Library 
[henceforth' EUL' J, MS Gen. 767/7,5. 
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This denial that the book has formal elegance is an attempted 
negation of the persona whose completeness underlies that patterning; 
and it arises from Muir's ideological intentions. Perhaps the most 
accomplished example of his eventual commit~ment to narrative, to the 
telling of stories which reinforc~ patterns of development, structures 
of feeling, conventional to the acceptance of Western culture, it 
marks his final political opposition to many of the levels of 
intellectually revolutionary development with which he had ambiguously 
engaged since he began writing. The major premise of the autobiography 
is that pattern and form can be known only on the transcendental plane 
of the Fable and cannot be lived out in the Story of an individual's 
life; and yet Muir's account of his life is marked by its satisfying 
form and integrating structure. It is part of the function of the 
persona to charm the reader with a sense of hearing the voice of a man 
of integrity so convincing that even the illogicalities of this 
application of this part of his ideology are overlooked. Pascal is 
less simplistiC in dealing with the theory of his subject than in 
treating Muir's practice: an autobiography, he states, gives a 
coherence to life, and 'this coherence implies that the author takes a 
particular standpoint, the standpoint of the moment at which he reviews 
his life, and interprets his life from it' (Design & Truth in 
Autobiography, p.9). In Muir'S case the sense of reinterpretation 
from a particular juncture is especially strong, since the autobiography 
grew out of the spiritual journal he kept in the late 19308 to deal 
with his latest conviction of Christianity.3
6 
From 1939, his religious 
36. See Auto, p.244 - 247. 
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faith, in a particular transcendentalist form, became the dominant 
element in his ideology. His thought may have altered in terms of 
emphasis from that point, but his ideology was never again to undergo 
radical revision, such as occurred when his Nietzscheanism or his 
socialism lost priority. 
When writing poetry, Muir had almost always allowed the religious 
element of his identity to take precedence. Consequently, to find on 
the publication of the autobiography from within the new order by 
which this aspect was dominant in all areas of his writing that the 
prose and verse were comp~mentary should not have been so unexpected 
as to prevent an examination of his work on any other grounds. The 
willingness to accept Muir's system was no doubt encouraged by the 
publication of The Labyrinth in 1949 and One Foot in Eden in 1955: 
the reinforcement of his poetic transcendentalism by its adoption in 
all other spheres, and by the applause that had greeted the autobio-
graphy, results in their making the structure appear even more elegant. 
But just as Scott and Scotland had attempted to rewrite Scottish 
literary and cultural history in accordance with his growing peSSimism 
for the f~ture of Scotland, the autobiography attempts to reinterpret 
his personal history in compliance with his renewed Christianity. 
Since his response to external pressures had led the chief characteristic 
of that Christianity to be its transcendentalist emphasis, the 
autobiography shows him denying not only the consciousness with which 
he wrote that book (and, by extension, the persona which constituted 
its form), but also various elements in his ideology no longer congruent 
with his final beliefs and the fact that they had on occasion been 
the determining, directing components of his identity. 
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Moving outwith the elegance of Muir's system demands a willingness 
to reject the neatness of his narrative for a different plan of his 
development, less tidy and more complex, in order to see the confusions 
and occasional contradictions of his position as he struggled to 
balance the elements of his identity against each other and against 
the external pressures of society. It also requires a readiness to 
contend with the disapproval of those who have been happy to accept 
his system and the ideology for which it canvasses support, since the 
structure is satisfactory only if precedence is granted to the 
transcendental. Kathleen Raine's scorn for such attempts reveals a 
total confidence in Muir's persona and a complete acceptance of his 
terms: 
~he conscientious researcher who comes later to fill in the 
temporal events that Coleridge did not record in his Biographia 
or Yeats in the Hodos Chameleontos can add little or nothing 
to our essential knowledge of the lives of the poets.37 
Her very reference to 'essential' knowledge suggests a shared infatuation 
with the world of Platonic absolutes. Roger Knight maintains this .. 
attitude, and expresses it less subtly: 'the directive to the critic 
of Muir's own work is clear', he says; 'if it does not exercise his 
"capacity for admiration", he had better leave it alone,.38 
Yet an escape from this world must be attempted if Muir criticism 
is ever to get beyond the cosy concensus that currently prevails and 
examine the wider significance of his work. One way to begin is with 
37. Kathleen Raine, 'Books in General', New Statesman and Nation, 
XLVIII (27 November 1954), p.711. 
38. Roger Knight, Edwin Muir: An Introduction to his Work (1980), 
p.5. 
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the thesis that Muir created a persona in accordance with his 
ideological concerns in the autobiography because this method of 
writing had been forced upon him by the politics of cultural 
circumstances since the time of his first publications (when the 
persona had had a separate name to mark its existence) and the method 
had become endemic. Every work, in poetry or prose, involved for him 
the creation of a persona and the denial of its existences. An 
examination of this dualism could tell us far more about Muir and about 
the society of which he was a part than could any new study of time, 
heraldry or archetype in his writing, since the writer was neither 
'the gentle Muir' of whom Maurice Lindsay continues to talk. 39 nor 
the ideological innocent George Bruce describes as having almost 
accidentally produced Scott and Scotland,40 nor any of the other personae 
he created, but the far more interesting man who felt driven so to 
create. 
Writing of the aims of literary criticism, Frederic Jameson says: 
the self-consciousness aimed at is the awareness of the thinker's 
position in society and history itself, and of the limits imposed 
on that awareness by his class position -- in short, of the 
ideological and situational nature of all thought. 41 
Muir's first thirty-two years were spent, as a peasant and as a member 
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that formed by the effect of spending those years in that class in 
Scotland as it then was; but part of that situation involved the 
absence of a commercial outlet for the kind of writing he wanted to 
do.'A little while ago I made an attempt to get into journalism', he 
writes to H.L. Mencken in July 1919, 'but there appears to be no 
place there forme in this country, and such places as I did see were 
not more enticing than an office' (Letters, p.21). Reviews such as 
Blackwood's and newer periodicals such as The Thistle and The Celtic 
Review were published in Edinburgh while Muir was in Glasgow,42 but his 
42. The Thistle, subtitled 'A Scottish Patriotic Magazine', was 
published in Edinburgh from 1908 to 1918. Founded to provide 'a 
literary organ exclusively devoted to Scottish affairs - to the 
maintenance of Scottish National Rights, and more especially to 
the preservation of the National Honour of Scotland' (No 1, August 
1908, p.2), it dealt mostly with Scottish pcl1tics and history, 
excluding Muir'S socialist, philosophical and literary interests. 
For example, the contents of No.6, Jan 1909 were: 
'The Thistle' papers - 21. Headlines of Scottish History 
- 22. On the alleged meanness of the 
Scot 
- 23. Lord Rosebery on the Downgrade 
- A Highland Minister on the Scottish Land Question 
- Mr Walter Long's Insult to Scotland 
The Scots the Strongest Race in the British Empire 
Gaelic and Nationality. 
The tone of the magazine may be gauged from a comment in the last 
of these pieces: Gaelic it claims is one of'the sweetest and 
most musical tongues in Europe - especially when chanted by 
Highland Maidens' (p.96). 
The Celtic Review, 1904-1916, also came from Edinburgh. It tended 
to specialise in learned articles such as those of the issue dated 
October 15 1904: for example, 'Egyptians and Celts', 'The 
Glenmason Manuscript', 'Irish Riddles', 'The Legend of St Brendan', 
'Cael Mor - its Structure and Definitive Terms', 'Welsh and 
Semitic' and 'A Jacobite Walking Song'. 
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asking Mencken whether 'there is a greater opportunity in America for 
original work in the journals and reviews' shows that he felt them 
inhospitable to the kind of writing he wanted to do. .It seems that 
he may have done a little reviewing for The Glasgow Herald (~, p.71), 
but this was inadequate as the basis for his ambition to 'make a 
living by ~iting'. Almost twelve years later, he states, starkly and 
with some bitterness: 
I fancy that almost every other country in the world gives its 
writers a chance to live in it; Scotland does not. 43 
Grieve, too, stressed that this cultural hiatus was the chief cause 
of Muir's moving to London when discussing his growing reputation in 
'Contemporary Scottish Studies': 'it is deplorable', he says, 
that when for the first time in its history Scotland produces a 
literary critic of the first rank it has no organ to offer him 
in which he may express himself, and a ~ading public of which 
only an infinitesimal portion can follow, or profit by, what he 
writes, so that he is compelled to devote himself to English or 
American periodicals where his subject-matter seldom has 
reference to Scottish interests, and in which he is practically 
debarred form a creative Scots propaganda of ideas,.44 
Grieve accurately assumes that Muir will have to choose his topics to 
suit his audience, and that because he has been driven out of Scotland, 
he will inevitably become part of an Anglo-American 'propaganda of 
ideas'. 
~. 'Why Scots Writers Emigrate', Glasgow Evening News (2 September 
1931), p.4. 
C.M. Grieve, 'Edwin Muir' in 'Contemporary Scottish Studies', 
The Scottish Educational Journal (4 September 1925), p.906-9 
(p.906); reprinted in H~h MacD.iarmid: Contemporary Scottish. 
Studies (Edinburgh, 1976 , p.29. 
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While the ideological developments and transformations resulting 
from having to tailor his work to the expectations of English middle-
. 
class culture led immediately to the use of 'Edward Moore,' the 
subsequent developments caused by his later travels and repeated returns 
to Scotland are equally revealed in his use and denial of developed 
versions of that persona. Only by examining Muir's work from outwith 
the restrictions his late ideology made him try to impose can an 
understanding be reached of the development which resulted in his 
ultimate withdrawal into a faith in transcendental absolutes, leading 
him to seek such an embargo. This examination would deepen our 
awareness of the situation in which Muir lived, where his ideological 
development was typical of the rule to which Grieve was the exception. 
But since Muir's books and their working of his ideology have become 
part of our culture, of the situation which helps to determine our 
'structures of feeling', it is of more than academic interest that we 
should become aware of why and how they act; indeed, it is essential 
if the study of Muir is to advance the achievement of that level of 
self-consciousness which is the aim and justification of the practice 
of literary criticism. 
I.2 
First Writings, 1913 - 1919 
1909 October · Begins reading The New Age · 
1913 October · Begins 'We Moderns' · 
1917 September · Ends 'We Moderns' · 
1918 · Publishes We I~oderns · 
1919 September: Moves to London; within a few months, 
assistant editor of The New Age. 
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When George Watson warns that, for all their particular authority, 
the personal reminiscences of writers do not necessarily constitute 
. 
the whole truth and are not imbued with any exemption from the biases 
of the time of writing, he goes on to stress the importance of a 
return to the primary sources. 'Only documentary evidence dating from 
youth itself', he argues, 'is clear evidence of the convictions of 
youth' (Politics and Literature, p.11). Yet even this rigorously 
empirical attitude underestimates the complexities of dealing with a 
writer's complete 08U'Tr9. The notion that pieces having temporal 
priority are charged with some prelapsarian innocence by virtue of the 
author's comparative youth is an oversimplification which, in leading 
Watson to forget his own reminder that critics deal with texts at a 
level which renders the language of 'belief' both inappropriate and 
dangerously misleading,45 reflects the continuing pervasive influence of 
the Edenic myth. But by discounting the textuality of !ll works, it 
sets up a false dichotomy within the cannon that at best postpones 
and at worst evades -- the essential problem. 
A writer's opinions and beliefs, and the priorities by which he 
orders them during the period of composition, condition his writing. 
While his ideology is more likely to change during his life than to 
remain static, it would be logically impossible for the author ever to 
step outside the convictions of the moment and write from an entirely 
unbiased standpoint. Ideology is not a corruption accompanying age 
45. 'Intellectual history is about what men have said, in speech or 
in writing. The verbs "to think" and "to believe" are too 
convenient to be avoided here, but they are not in this context 
to be regarded literally'. Politics and Literature, p.12. 
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but a continuous factor, the components of which - and their ordering _ 
~ 
may change, but whose presence is an immutable constant. The critic's 
task is not to discover some early text and acclaim the ideology it 
expresses as the 'real' or 'true' faith of the writer, but, despite 
M ., t 46 ~r s ve 0, to seek to understand the internal and external pressures, 
the conflicts within his identity and between that identity and the 
society in which he lives, that result in the alterations in his 
ideology over the years. 
Moreover, one of the most significant of the external pressures 
exerted by society on the writer is virtually discounted by Watson's 
formulation, which seems to imply that the author's sole concern when 
writing is the expression of his own ideology. While this might be 
a valid supposition in dealing with private writings such as diaries 
or - less certainly personal letters, it is inadequate as the basis 
for any account of a published work. Whatever the species of writing 
-- political argument, literary review, autobiographical prose or 
lyric poem, for example --publi~ation necessarily implies that the 
author enters into the communication of his ideology to his readers. 
But since published works are a commodity whose existence depends to 
a large degree, directly or indirectly, on their commercial success, 
the author must take into account the ideology of his audience if he 
, is to persuade them most effectively to accept and buy his work. The 
status of this accommodation, then, is that of a particular determining 
factor influencing the author's decisions on the form and content of 
46. He writes of Yeats: 'I feel that to explain anyone is an attempt 
that should never be made'; but the passage continues, 'I am 
concerned with the poetry and what worked such a radical change in 
it, and the probable forces in Yeats's life which may have helped 
to bring the change about' (The EState of Poetry [henceforth 




In Muir's case, the rhetoric of his writing, the techniques he 
developed in order to communicate and to convince, remained stable 
throughout his career, despite massive shifts in the priorities by 
which he arranged the elements of his identity, altering his ideology 
in response to his changing environment. Whether producing the 
political propaganda of 'Our Generation', the reviews and novels of 
the twenties and thirties, the famous and infamous analyses of 
Scottish culture, or the autobiography by which he sought to deny 
that his ideology had ever truly been different from that espoused in 
1939, his writing employs the same identifiable features, mutatis 
mutandis, to win the assent and compliance of his readers; and the 
nature of these features, most notably the use of a persona, may also 
be accounted for in terms of a response on a technical level to the 
same internal and external conflicts of ideology as determined the 
content of the works. 
For all these complications, Watson's empiriCism remains an 
essential characteristic of the method by which a study of these 
teChniques, leading to an understanding of Muir's ideological development, 
might be attempted. Any such essay must therefore begin, not with his 
account of his childhood in Orkney for which there exists no independent 
documentary evidence by which it may be assessed, but with Muir'S 
account of his first published writings and of his relationship with 
the periodical in which they appeared, The New Age. 
It is a mark of Muir's literary skill that the techniques employed 
in the autobiographical persona's depiction of his past -- the ways 
in which he shapes his own history in accordance with the criteria of 
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his transcendental Christianity so as to convince the critics of his 
'integrity' -- are not especially complex. For example, elements of 
that past obdurately unsusceptible to this patterning, such as the 
relationships with Gerda Krapp and Chris Grieve or the authorship of 
Scott and Scotland, are completely omitted from the account. But 
since so drastic a move would arouse suspicion if repeated too 
frequently, it is more usual to find discussion of earlier commitments 
and their one-time supremacy within his ideology in terms that ensure 
the greatest emphasis is placed on their less reputable aspects and 
imply their having been merely superficial enthusiasms, diversions 
from his 'true' development towards Christianity. This is the strategy 
used, with varying degrees of subtlety, in Muir's writing about the 
many different areas of his work for The New Age and its influence on 
his career; and its operation may first be directed in the autobio-
graphical discussion of his earliest published writings, the contributions 
he made to the paper from Glasgow between 1913 and 1918. 
Muir denies absolutely the political motivation and significance 
of these pieces. They constitute a collection of about a dozen poems 
and some epigrams which he places wholly within the context of one of 
his recurrent bouts of obsession with Heine's poetry: 
I steeped myself in that sweet poison, and began to write 
lonely, ironic, slightly corpse-like poems, which I sent to 
Orage, who accepted them. 
first attempt at writing. 
I was twenty-six, and it was my 
When, a little later, I discovered 
Baudelaire, the shock of reading a man who was genuinely 
obsessed by death, and not merely coquetting with the shroud 
and the tomb, cured me of that infatuation. (Auto, p.146) 
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It would have been quite understandable had Muir wished to enter 
a plea in mitigation on the grounds that these poems were his 'first 
attempt at writing'; but he goes further and tries to make the whole 
business of first publication --usually a time of much excitement 
and encouragement --seem the shabby product of a kind of sickness: 
Heine's poems are described as 'poison', albeit 'sweet', and disparaged 
as mere coquetry~in comparison to Baudelaire; and his own work is 
dismissed as the result of an infatuation with this second-rate 
material of which he is said to be soon 'cured'. 
While none of these pieces is more than doggerel, the point 
remains that they are not the kind of doggerel which Muir describes. 
He had accepted a moderate tradition of Socialism which led him to 
join Blatchford's Clarion Scouts and the Independent Labour Party, and 
to believe in the efficacy of the Guild Socialist movement as a step 
towards the reorganisation of society: and he began to read The New 
Age in 1909 (shortly after Holbrook Jackson had withdrawn leaving 
sole editorship to A.R. Orage), preCisely because it was then the organ 
of that movement. Undoubtedly he was also attracted and increas-
ingly so -- by the intellectual breadth of the paper, which, denying 
any simplistic base-and-superstructure model of the relation between 
economics and culture, was subtitled 'A Weekly Review of Politics, 
Literature and Art!. It carried articles on international developments 
in philosophy, psychology and all the arts; and indeed, this 
characteristic eclecticism was to have a great influence on Muir's 
development. But in the first place the attraction was above all 
political, and these first contributions constitute a statement less 
of his ambition to be a poet than of his desire to show a shared concern 
with the injustices fostered by capitalism. 
The New Age enjoyed printing pastich~s of poetic styles, and if 
there is anything 'ironic' about Muir's poems it is only in the minor 
sense of their being written with tongue in cheek. 'A Chronicle of 
Woe' (C3),47for example, is composed of iambic pentameters and designed 
to lament the operations of the free labour market: 
There lived a man (but now his life is o'er) 
Who toiled from dawn to night, yet evermore 
Found that prosperity escaped his hand: 
Yea, he was thelmost wretched in the land. 
At brutish tasks his meagre strength he spent, 
With care his soul, with toil his back was bent; 
Yet would he gladly have endured his lot, 
To work and work, to bear and grumble not, 
If even so he'd had security. 
Alas! e'en drudgery was denied him; he 
With cheerless gait tramped the cold countryside 
Seeking the phantom labour. (1.1-12) 
The collection of 'poetic' archaisms (such as 'o'er', 'Yea', and 
'e'en') and the inversions of syntax in the interests of neat 
parallelism (such as 'With care his soul, with toil his back was bent'), 
combined with a rhythm that alternates between the boring and the 
barely managed, strongly suggest ~hat both content and form were 
tailored to suit the style of the paper. Similarly, 'To the City 
Class' (C10) is an attack not only on profiteers, but on the whole 
47. Poems, essays, reviews etcetera published in periodicals are 
cited where applicable by the identifying code assigned them 
in El~in W. Mellown's A Biblio ra h of the Writin~s of Edwin 
Muir (Alabama, 1964, revised 1966 and with a supplement) 1970). 
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financial system underpinning the countries at war; and even the most 
self-indulgently and self-consciously 'poetic', a vaguely Tennysonian 
piece seeking the rescue of 'The Forsaken Princess' (C12), finally 
works its way round to appealling for action on a political level 
('She is called the Princess Britain,/This fair, forsaken one.' 1.55-6). 
Just as the verses are an attempt to align himself with the 
political and literary sides of The New Age, the epigrams, which are 
totally ignored in the autobiography, can be seen as marking his desire 
to be identified with the wider ethos of the magazine. Indeed, being 
contributions to attacks on the paper's current b~tes noi~ such as 
Arnold Bennett(C13), James Stephens (C15) and John Galsworthy (C16), 
they mark his desire to join the coterie who produced the paper. 
However, as a clerk in Glasgow, Muir had developed an ideology which 
could not match that of an intellectual circle in London quite perfectly. 
Living in a different country and a different class, he was susceptible 
to pressures with which they were unlikely to be in contact. Indeed, 
the discrepancies between his ideology and that of the magazine was 
to be the major problem of his association with the paper after 1919, 
and, on a broader level, typical of his whole career. It is significant 
that the first foreshadowing of the problem should be apparent in the 
political attitude of one of these earliest poems, 'Address to the 
Wage-Slaves' (C5). Again, the piece is very lame verse deSigned 
to convey a political message; but this time it is not a revolution in 
consciousness but a revolution in the streets that is recommended in 
order to usher in the new age: 
Ye wage-slaves, deaf too often to your good, 
Oh, listen not to selfish counsels weak, 
And weak desires that tempt you to embrace 
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A generation's comfort at th'expense 
Of servitude forever for your children. 
But to the harsh, brief, cold word reticent 
Of Duty iron-tongued attune your ear. 
And if aught noble ye can still achieve, 
If, flaccid-limbed weak-soul'd and hunger-spent, 
Ye once yet o'ercome your lethargy, 
Gather your lax and mighty limbs together, 
Brace your great thews and summon from its lair, 
Where drugged in sleep it lies, the spirit pure 
Of your forgotten manhood, Circe-charmed, 
Oh, now is Come the struggle, now the hour. 
Not for yourself ye fight, mankind awaits 
Impatiently your holy proclamation, 
And cannot stir until your fight is won. 
This image of the proletariat as a drugged, bewitched beast sleeping 
in its lair, exhorted to throw off its lethargy for inevitabl~ victory 
in political 'struggle', by its echoes of the closing stanza in 
Shelley's 'The Mask of Anarchy,48 reveals the" depth of his involvement 
at this time in what had become a working-class tradition of overtly 
and committedly left-wing poetry; and it displays a zeal for direct 
action that was not to last long with Muir. 
48. 'Men of England, heirs of Glory, 
Heroes of unwritten story, 
Nurslings of one mighty Mother, 
Hopes of her, and one another, 
Rise like Lions after slumber 
In unvanquishable number, 
From the mould of the 
Stake your chairs to earth like dew 
Which in sleep had fallen on you -
Ye are many - they are few.' § XXXVII - XXXVIII 
'The Mask of Anarchy' (1819); Shel Poetical Works ed. Thomas 
Hutchinson, 2nd edition corrected G.M. Matthews 1970), p.341. 
~ XXXVIII is repeated as the final stanza, XCI (p.344). 
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self-educated, upper working-class, Edwardian clerk -- indeed, a 
founder of a branch of the National Union of Clerks49 -- his tradition 
of thought depended on advocating the gradual amelioration of the 
system in order not to frighten the bourgeoisie or tarnish the image 
of 'the respectable working-class' with hints of 'bloody revolution'. 
Although he spent the First World War in Glasgow, he seems to have 
made no mention of the activities of the 'Red Clydesiders', and his 
letters suggest that he first heard of the notion of a Scottish 
Socialist Republic in the 1920s, through Grieve. 50 The significance 
of 'Address to the Wage-5laves' is that it shows Muir responding, 
albeit unconsciously, to elements in the culture within which he lived, 
despite its conflict with elements of the English intellectual ideology 
to which the piece was intended --at least in part -- to align him. 
The poems are evidence that the impulse which first led Muir to 
publish verse was his commitment to political activism, and that from 
the beginning he was, with greater or lesser success, tailoring his 
expression of his ideology to that slightly but Significantly 
different -- of The New Age. Such activism and such literary 
manipulation were quite incompatible with the political quietism and 
attitude of naIve directness of the autobiographical persona; and 
since any account which relates these aspects of the earliest writings 
49. 
50. 
Butter, footnote to Letters, p.155. 
He wrote in December 1923: 
'The Scottish members should make a move for Scottish Home Rule, 
and then they would have the field to themselves. Do you know 
if that idea has taken hold of the Socialist parties in Glasgow 
or not? There's a man, C.M. Grieve, a Socialist, running the 
idea in The Scottish Nation... Perhaps in a few years Scotland 
will be a Socialist Republic. I shouldn't wonder: things are 
moving so fast.' (Letters, p.30). 
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to the context of his association with The New Age thereby extends 
the period and deepens the significance of such interests, making 
them more difficult to discount as a short-term diversion from his 
spiritual growth, the autobiography assigns them, exclusively and 
therefore wrongly, to Heine's influence, and describes them 
misleadingly. 
In all these respects --tha autobiography's biased account of 
embarrassingly dissenting material and its playing down of political 
awareness and personal ambition, Muir's being responsive to elements 
of Scottish culture which were not matched in the English-based group 
he wished to join, his adoption of a style in conformity with 
established English practice the pattern of these earliest pieces 
is paradigmatic of the major problems of his early career. 
A further paradigm may be discerned in the critics' handling of 
this sector of his work. Robert Hollander regards these pieces 
, . I .. t . ,51 lth h h d t· h· f ma1n y as cur10S1 1es, a oug e oes no g1ve 1S reasons or 
suggesting their subsidiary interest. He places them in an appendix 
to his study because, he argues, 
to give each of these pieces its own entry would be to invite 
a surplus of attention, as well as to confuse the reader by 
making these early works seem a major part of Muir's 'develop-
ment' as a poet. (p.101 ) 
Although he recognises that only a few of the poems might be said to 
bear 'even the slightest resemblance to Muir's own description' (p.101), 
51 • Robert Hollander, 'A Textual and Bibliographical Study of the poems 
of Edwin Muir' (doctoral dissertation, Columbia University, 1962), 
p. 1 01 • 
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and although the use of quotation marks suggest some repressed 
uneasiness, Hollander nevertheless accepts Muir's separation of his 
, "development" as a poet' from the b .. f h· 1 . t eg1nn1ngs 0 1S 1 erary career . 
in fitting his work to the stance of The New Age; and he further seeks 
to prevent any other reader from being • confused , into suspecting these 
pieces of relevance by tucking them away at the end of the descriptions 
of all Muir's other poems and presenting them in a completely different 
style and format. Convinced by the autobiography's description of 
the past to the point where he seeks to suppress inconvenient empirical 
evidence out of a patronising concern that others should not be troubled 
by it even to the degree of his own minor discomfort, Hollander's 
argument here becomes a model of the collaboration of critics with the 
autobiography. 
Butter's description,of the period shows the continuation of the 
process. He accepts the letter of Muir'S account of the poems, saying 
that 'a few, written in imitation of Heine, attempt to combine irony 
with sentiment', but he also notes that 'some are versified propaganda 
on current politics' (M & P, p.56). However, having accepted the 
criteria of value established in the autobiography, he dismisses them 
all because 'none are the expression of an authentic personal vision' 
(M & P, p.56), and chooses not to examine the nature or the role of such 
propaganda in Muir's career any further. 'The New Age', he argues, 
was a stimulus to Muir's mind, but, like his friends in the 
Clarion Scouts, did little to help him rediscover the source 
of his special power within himself. It released over him a 
flood of exciting ideas, but he could not at that time distin-
guish those which were in accordance with his deepest intuitions 
from those which were not. In consequence we find him in the 
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next few years adopting a series of opinions and attitudes 
which were not native to him. eM & P, p.38) 
More clearly even than the simple statement that 'his political 
activities and his large reading of political literature were 
misdirections, albeit honourable ones, of his energies' (M & P, p.47), 
this passage, by virtue of its vocabulary, reveals the extent of the 
autobiography's influence. Fostered by Muir's transcendentalist 
mysticism, Butter's anti-intellectual disparagement of 'ideas' and 
separation of them from 'the source of his special powers within 
himself' are further moves towards the privatisation of the writings. 
Only ideas 'in accordance with his dee.pest intuitions' - that is, 
presumably, those bolstering his religious convictions: how intuitions 
are to become accessible without becoming ideas is not explained -
are to be considered. This romantic concept of the artist leads 
Butter to the point of primitivism in his insistence on the primacy of 
the 'native', so that he seems to hover on the brink of pre-empting 
Hoffman's presentation of Muir as the unspoiled hero of mysterious 
knowledge and uncivilised powers from the Celtic mists. 52 Such an 
attitude t9 Muir, assuming that any work other than those directly 
concerning his development towards Christianity is irrelevant to the 
critics -and, indeed, to that development itself - severely limits 
the terms in wh;ch the significance of his writing may be discussed 
and evaluated. 
This restriction is again apparent in the accounts of Muir's first 
series of contributions to The New Age. From October 1916 to October 
52. Hoffman's Barbarous Knowledge exemplifies this approach. 
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1917 he published, irregularly, a column under the general title 'We 
Moderns'. Each article consists of several individually-titled 
paragraphs, mostly aphoristic in style, and a selection from these 
was reprinted in 1918 as Muir'S first book. 
The autobiographical version of events, being concerned to make the 
earlier philosophical commitment which 'We Moderns' reflectsand embodie~ 
appear another diversion from his 'true' development, attempts to 
initiate the desired opinion through the terms in which the series is 
discussed. The first mention of the articles states that they were 
written when he was 'still under the influence of Nietzsche' 
(Auto, p.151): since that influence has already been disparaged some 
thirty pages earlier, it is immediately apparent that 'We Moderns' is 
not to meet with the approval of the autobiographical persona. 
Although Muir had been advised by Crage' from London to continue his 
self-education by studying one work or author in depth, he had rejected 
the suggestion that it might be the Mahabharata. 'After some 
hesitation,' he writes, 'I chose Nietzsche' (Auto, p.126). Apart from 
this unexplained vacillation, there is no suggestion that this decision 
was anything other than arbitrary; but this account filters out the 
important effect of the general cultural situation. Patrick Bridg~water's 
study of Nietzsche's reception in the English-speaking world concludes 
that while his works enjoyed a considerable vogue following their 
translation in 1902, that celebrity was confined to a comparatively 
tiny sector of the advanced intelligentsia. 53 He variously influenced, 
for example, Shaw and Wells, Yeats, J.C. Powys and D.H. Lawrence, to the 
53. Patrick Bridg=water, Nietzsche in An lo-Saxon: A Stud of 
Nietzsche's Impact on 6nglish and American Literature Leioester, 
1972). 
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point where n2i to have been aware of him might be said to be an 
~ndication of not having belonged to the avant-garde; and one of the 
reasons for his pervasive influence within this restricted world was 
that Orage, an early disciple, had published many articles on him in 
The New Age. 54 Although his own enthusiasm was waning by the end" of 
the decade, his magazine had adopted Nietzsche's work as part of the 
intellectual climate in which it worked, and its readers were expected 
to be able at least to understand the frequent allusions to his 
philosophy. Since he lacked precisely this breadth of intellectual 
life in Glasgow, Muir's choice of Nietzsche cannot be seen as the 
innocent mistake which he depicts it to have been, but can more certainly 
be interpreted as an attempt to follow and emulate Orage, and to equip 
himself for membership -- albeit at a distance --of his circle. 
While the incompatibility of the early poems with the later 
Christianity was dealt with by putting them in a context outwith his 
spiritual concerns, the strategy employed in accounting for 'We Moderns' 
casts those pieces within the same religious system but on the opposing 
side, so making them stand merely as a reflex of his temporary loss of 
faith. Describing his period of allegiance to Nietzsche as being quite 
unintellectual -- thereby echoing the intuitive vocabulary used 
positively in talking of his religion -- he states that he 'had no 
ability and no wish to criticise Nietzsche's ideas' (Auto, p.126), and 
54. Orage's own studies included Fried~ich Nietzsche: the Dionysian 
S irit of the e (1906), Consciousness Animal Human and Su e 'an 
1907 and Nietzsche in Outline and Aphorism Edinburgh, 1907 ; and 
BridgQwater lists a dozen articles appearing in The New Age from 
October 1907 to July 1910. 
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he castigates his past self for failing to see that they were 'quite 
incompatible' with his socialism, 'little suited to a clerk in a 
beer-bottling factory' and even 'tinged with madness' (Auto, p.126-7). 
His reading of Levy's translation is even said to have ruined his 
'feeling for good English' (Auto, p.127). The lengthy account of his 
dream in which Nietzsche commits the blasphemy of attempting to usurp 
the cross (Auto, p.129) confirms the antithetical role to which it is 
assigned, and lends the whole business of his interest in the German 
philosopher a slightly absurd aura of diabolism. Regarding it as a 
compensation for his loss of faith, he claims that the 'perpetration' 
a word hinting that it was almost some kind of criminal enterprise -- of 
'We Moderns' ended its efficacy: from such a point of view, the book's 
no longer being in print can be cause only for some relief (Auto, p.151). 
Although Butter discusses individual articles at some length, he 
does not differ from Muir's account. He explains Nietzsche's 
attraction as having been due to his being 'a poet and prophet as well 
as a thinker, expressing himself in myth and parable and metaphor rather 
than by logical argument', so accounting for his influence by relating 
it to Muir'S poetic interests; and adds that he had 'a special appeal 
for those who had lost faith in Christianity, and yet felt the need for 
something more than a merely materialist creed to put in its place' 
(M & P, p.57). Since his justification for this chapter of Man and 
Poet is that 'We Moderns is our most direct means of making contact with 
Muir as he was in his twenties' (M & P, p.59), making it clear that his 
only interest is to find the character of the autobiographical persona 
in the early writings, his adoption of this argument is predictable. 
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Brid~'wa ter writes that Muir succumbed to Nietzsche's influence 
'more completely than any other British writer' (p.96); and indeed 
'We Moderns' is largely written in imitation of his work. But if the 
project of trying to find a man in a sequence of literary texts is 
abandoned and the series is examined as part of a literary career, 
then they can be seen as performing a different role, that of 
validating Muir's credentials for membership of a particular grouping 
of the political and cultural avant-garde. 
Moreover, all these early works were published under his anglicised 
pseudonym, 'Edward Moore'. In Scottish Journey,55 Muir explains that 
'We Moderns' was largely written during the breaks organised by the 
olerks to take advantage of the lax atmosphere in his current office 
(§l, p.139-40); but he used the pseudonym from 1913, some years before 
this need for secrecy existed, and the :a.necdote fails to account for 
the precise anglicisation involved or for its continued use in The New 
Age after he had left Glasgow and even later while on the Continent 
and publishing under his own name in other periodicals. These 
ciroumstances suggest that the nature and use of the pseudonym were 
directly related to the ethos of The New Age, arising from the fear 
that oontributions obviously from a Scot -- no matter how closely they 
oonformed to the paper's ideology would be resisted by the readership, 
if not by the editor and his circle. This problem can be seen to 
invoke a more complex response from Muir in his later articles in the 
magazine, published after he had moved to London in 1919 and become 
Orage's editorial assistant, and showing the development of 'Moore' 
from a pseudonym to a persona. 
55. Scottish Journey [henceforth '§I 'J, ( 1935) • 
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Chapter II : 
The New Age, 1919 - 1923 
48 
1919 September · to London • 
1920 November · begins 'Our Generation' · 
1921 August · to Continent · 
1922 September · ends 'Our Generation' · 
November · begins 'Causerie de Jeudi' · 
1923 August · ends 'Causerie de Jeudi' · 
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II 1 
After their London wedding in June 1919, Muir returned to Glasgow 
and Willa Anderson set about finding a place where they might live. 
Having rented and furnished rooms in Guildford Street, she was 
astonished to find on her arrival in Scotland that her husband had not 
resigned his job in a Renfrew office. 'But you said you didn't want 
to be a clerk all your life, and that you wanted to get out of Glasgow', 
she said ••• 'But I'm earning three pounds seventeen and six a week', 
he replied. (Belonging, p.30-1) 
In Willa Muir's memoir, this anecdote performs several roles. 
Showing how little she knew of her hus~and and emphasising her 
comparatively greater adventurousness, it also supports the image of 
Muir'S unworldliness: by 1968, with knowledge of his success by 
virtue of hindsight, and with the effects of inflation making the 
security of £3/17/6 a week seem so tenuous as to be negligible, his 
appeal to an economic argument appears slightly ridiculous, the result 
of his timidity and an inability to discuss his neuroses. But the 
fact that Muir was concerned about his earnings is at least discern~ble 
in Belonging: the autobiography suggests (albeit with the touch of wry 
amusement associated with a man complacently considering the naiveties 
of his yout~) that at the time the subject was of no interest. 
Implying that they were infected by their surroundings with a Peter 
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Pan-like inso~ciance, he claims that he and his wife existed 
in a suspended state, waiting for work, not really apprehensive, 
for we could not imagine the possibility of not finding it: 
the work was there, invisible for the present, and one day it 
would appear. When we were tired of looking for it we went 
to Kensington Gardens, and in complete idleness dreamt through 
the afternoon\. (Auto, p.155) 
Since Muir's psychological difficulties continued in London through 
several months of psychoanalysis, the discrepancy between the anguished 
protestations recalled by Willa and the confident ease portrayed in 
Muir'S account cannot be explained merely by the fact of their having 
left Glasgow. The autobiography's description reinforces the 
impression that Muir, seen here as too interested in idle 'dreams' 
a term associated throughout that work with the spiritual and poetic . 
aspects of his identity -- to be 'really apprehensive' about diurnal 
economic realities, had always conceded the dominance of the trans-
cendental element of his ideology. Willa had lost her post at a 
ladies' college on her marriage, and was able to find only less well-
paid work at a crammer's, so when Muir accepted Orage's offer of £3 
for three days' work each week, the loss of nearly a quarter of his 
income must have imposed the kind of difficulties he had anticipated 
from Scotland. The autobiography discounts this entirely, slanting 
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the image of the past to help create the feeling that the supremacy 
of transcendentalism in the autobiographical persona is natural, 
the inevitable realisation of his 'true' self as foreshadowed in such 
early attitudes, rather than the result of internally and externally 
determined modifications of ideology. And this strategy of selecting 
the aspects of the period which can be turned to congruence with his 
later concerns is followed throughout the description of his time in 
London and his continuing association with The New Age. 
The account of his career during these years, for example, is 
very thin. Having mentioned that reviewing for The Athenaeum and 
providing drama criticism for The Scotsman boosted his income to an 
acceptable level (Auto, p.157), he makes no comment on the manner in 
which this new work was approached nor on its relationship with his 
contemporary editorial training. 
Instead, emphasis is placed on his personal life. Having arranged 
for Muir to join the paper, Drage's first role in the 'London' chapter 
is not as editor of The New Age but, surprisingly, as the provider of 
Muir's introduction to psychoanalysis through his friendship with 
Maurice Nicoll and his colleagues (Auto, p.157). Moreover, having 
chosen to ignore the interest possibly inherent in a description of 
the Jungian analytic method he met in the early 1920s,1 Muir 
1. In the introduction to Dream Psychology (191"7), Nicoll writes 'I 
shall feel justified in prodUCing this book if it enables its 
readers to regard the dream, in some degree, from Dr Jung's stand-
point, and I desire to place on record here the debt that I owe 
personally to Dr Jung.' ~.vi~ He is more stringent in the second 
edition, 1920: 'I believe that we find in the unconscious material 
- in the dream - a typical doctrine or tendency, which is not 
unrelated to the central teachings of many religions. I believe 
that doctrine or tendency to be relative to the necessity of the 
development of the individuality - the rebirth of the self from 
collective values to individual ones. The rebirth symbolism of 
dreams has been very badly handled by Freudians' (p.ix-x). Both 
indicate the influence of Jung on Muir's chief analyst. 
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concentrates exclusively on his subjective experiences. The five-
page account of a particularly vivid 'waking dream' details such 
religious images as Muir and his wife rising on angels' wings to sit 
on the shoulders of 'a gigantic figure clad in antique armour, sitting 
on a throne with a naked sword at his side' (Auto, p.162); and 
although other dreams are left in comparative obscurity, the cumulative 
effect of their description is to suggest that the spiritual -- and, 
tangentially, the poetic -- development they Signify is the most 
important aspect of the period. 2 Further, the similarly protracted 
account of his friendship with John Holms (Auto, p.177-181) also 
stresses the personal side of this stage of his life at the expense of 
his public and literary development. 
The autobiography does give some space to his association with 
The New Age, but this is largely taken up by a discussion not of the 
paper itself but of the personalities surrounding it. Orage's 
influence is not discussed in the concrete terms of his writings, but 
in the impressionistic terms of Muir's interpretation of his character, 
and these derive from the autobiographical persona's transcendental 
2. Auto, p.163-7. He writes: 'I did not know at the time what to 
do with these mythological dreams, and I do not know yet; I used 
the trance for a poem, but a poem seems a trifling result from 
such an experience.' (p.165). 'Ballad of Eternal Life' (C131)) 
which was revised as 'Ballad of the Soul' for Collected Poems 
(1960) E: henceforth 'CP '60'J) is generally held to be the poem in 
question: for example, see James Aitchison, 'The Limits of 
Experience - Edwin Muir'S Ballad of the Soul', English, XXIV 
(1975), p.10-15; but Muir's account, with the characteristic modesty 
of the persona, implies that even this poetic form is secondary to 
the religious centre of the experience. 
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Christianity. Consequently, passages apparently praising Orage 
resolve themselves into an indictment, undermining each positive 
quality, on the grounds of his failing to achieve the kind of 
spirituality held to be the standard within the autobiography. For 
example, his skill as an editor is seen as a gift for clarifying 
thought, but only at the expense of altering its essential character: 
'his mind', says Muir, 
was peculiarly lucid and sinuous, and could flow round any object, 
touching it, defining it, laving it, and leaving it with a new 
clarity in the mind. From a few stammering words he could divine 
a thought you were struggling to express, and, as if his mind 
were an objective clarifying element, in a few minutes he could 
return it to you cleansed of its impurities and expressed in 
better words than you could have found yourself. This power was 
so uncanny that at first it disconcerted me, as if it were a new 
kind of thought-reading. Sometimes the thought was not quite 
the thought I had had in mind, and then I was reassured; 
perhaps, indeed, it was never quite the same thought, though it 
came surprisingly close to it. He was a born collaborator, a 
born midwife of ideas, and consequently a born editor. His mind 
went out with an active sympathy to meet everything that was 
presented to it, whether trifling or serious; and his mere con-
sideration of it, the fact that his intelligence had worked on it, 
robbed it of its triviality and raised it to the level of rational 
discourse. (Auto, p.172) 
Continuing the anti-intellectual bias of the autobiography, Orage's 
intuitive qualities are praised -- his ability to 'divine' a thought, 
his attitude of 'active sympathy' -- while his skill in objective 
expression is referred to as 'uncanny', as if it were the cheap 
trickery of 'a new kind of thought-reading'. His seriousness of 
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approach is turned into a lack of discrimination as he deals 
equally with the significant and the trivial, and his major success 
is described as an ambiguous talent for elevating unimportant matters 
to the level of 'rational discourse'. 
Having undermined his intellectual life, the autobiography 
further attacks Orage's spiritual interests by implying an 
ineradicable dil~ttantism. 'Ever since his youth', it is claimed, 
Orage 
had taken up and followed creeds which seemed to provide a 
shortcut to intellectual and spiritual power. He had been 
a theosophist, a member of a magic circle which included Yeats, 
a Nietzschean, and a student of Hindu religion and philosophy. 
He was convinced that there was a secret knowledge behind the 
knowledge given to the famous prophets and philosophers ••• it' 
was this that made him throw up The New Age a few months after 
I had left it, and put himself under Gurdjieff's directions at 
e 
Fontai~bleau. (Auto, p.173) 
The derogatory suggestion that for all his self-discipline Orage was 
searching for a 'short-cut' cancels out the tribute paid in 
acknowledging that he was prepared 'to sacrifice everything and take 
s 
upon him any labour, no matter how humble or wearisome or abtruse' in 
" 
the interests of his quest (Auto, p.173-4). The hint of unreliability 
implicit in the listing of his various enthusiasms is reinforced by 
giving the rather pretentious yoga mantra which Orage recommended to 
the Muirs;3 and an account of the book he loaned them cataloguing 'all 
the spiritual dominations, principalities and powers, giving the exact 
numbers and functions of each' (Auto, p.175) emphasises further the 
3. 'Brighter than the sun, purer than the snow, subtler than the air is 
the self, the s~irit within my heart. I am that self, that self am 
I' (Auto, p.173). 
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tendenoy to orankiness in such matters. 4 This eccentricity is not 
even seen as being original: rather, it is a given characteristic of 
the New Age cirole as a whole, as represented by Mitrinovi6. 
The decision to introduoe Mitrinovi6 at this point was not 
arbitrary. Although he is not desoribed at great length, that he 
and Orage are analogous figures is suggested by again using an account 
of a book which was lent to Muir by the 'tall, dark, bullet-headed 
Serbian with the lips of a Roman soldier' (Auto, p.174), to imply the 
absurdity of his ideas. Noting that it was a French volume and that 
it desoribed 'the history of man since his birth in Atlantis, when he 
was a headless emanation with flames shooting from his open neck' 
(Auto, p.175) is sufficient to complete the impression of his oddity 
derived from the aocount of his thought: 
He was a man for whom only the vast prooesses of time existed. 
He did not look a few centuries ahead like Shaw and Wells, but 
to distant milleniums, which to his apocalyptic mind were as 
near and vivid as to-morrow. He flung out the wildest and 
deepest thoughts pell-mell, seeing whole tracts of history in 
a flash, the flash of an axe with which he hewed a way for 
himself through them, sending dynasties and civilizations flying ••• 
He would arrive with a large bottle of beer under each arm and 
talk endlessly about the universe, the creation of the animals, 
the destiny of man, the nature of Adam Kadmon, the influence of 
the stars, the objective science of oriticism (for he held that 
it was possible to determine the exact greatness of every poet, 
painter and musician and set it down in mathematioal terms), and 
a host of things which I have since forgotten. (Auto, p.174-5) 
4. The book was called The Rosicrucian Cosmo-Conception. By noting 
Orage's admonition that he might get something out of the book if 
he did not 'read it too critically', Muir suggests that what 
intellectualism Orage had was not applied to all aspects of his 
life, so further denigrating the man and Simultaneously casting 
fresh doubt on the species of spirituality he pursued. (Auto, p.175) 
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The hint of violent apocalypse in the image of Mitricovic wielding 
a flashing axe against the centuries seems out of joint with the list 
of his rather abstract interests and mildly silly convictions such as 
the project of a mathematically formulaic aesthetic; but this is 
because what Muir claims to have 'forgotten' is that the column 
Mitricovi6 largely wrote for The New Age under the joint name 'M.M. 
Cosmoi', 'in an English of his own, filled with energ7but difficult 
to understand' (Auto, p.174), was savagely anti-Semitic, and that, 
whatever its unspecified influence on Orage,5 he himself had found it 
deeply attractive. 'Our Generation' would appeal to its precepts as 
authority in discussion of contemporary events, as for example when it 
was suggested that an English Jew should be appointed Indian Viceroy: 
There is no question of impugning the qualities of the Jewish 
people. Their tact, ability and character it is impossible 
not to admire; but as the writers of World Affairs have insisted, 
they are not members of the Aryan race, and cannot undiluted be 
made the instruments for the Aryanisation of the world. Yet the 
Press talks of sending Lord Reading to India as the representative 
of Aryandom, and only a few have made any protest against it. 
Nevertheless, everyone would feel it was wrong if Lord Reading 
were called Sir Rufus Isaacs. (C73-10)6 
There are several reasons why Muir might wish to hide this allegiance, 
including the disgust at anti-semitism aroused by his experiences in 
post-war Europe and the possibility that the views expressed by 'Moore' 
5. Mitricovi6, Muir says, 'had a great influence on Orage at this 
time' (Auto, p.174). 
6. Mellown allocates only one code, C73, to the entire series of 
articles. To identify individual pieces, a second sequence of 
numbers has been assigned chronologically, and full references are 
tabulated in bibliographical appendix 2(a). 
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were not necessarily held with absolute conviction by Muir even in 
1921. Whichever took precedence in 1940, the autobiography's 
intention is clearly to suggest that Muir observed the follies of 
his fellow contributors and even of his editor from a secure position 
within his own ideology. 
That the characteristics of that ideology included a claimed 
apoliticality is stated when Muir refers to Orage's attempts to 
persuade him to write the weekly editorial of the paper. His efforts 
are said to have met with an uncompromising integrity: 
I was capable of doing only one thing, which was to writew.hat 
I thought in my own way. I did not have Orage's intense interest 
in politics. I did not possess real political intelligence, and 
although in Orage himself this would merely have inspired him to 
acquire an interest in politics and create in himself a political 
intelligence, in me it had the opposite effect; I thought that if 
I yielded I should be unfaithful to what talent I had. Orage at 
last gave up his attempt to get me to write the 'Notes 0f the 
Week' and uncomplainingly continued them himself. (Auto, p.171) 
Orage is here made to serve as the political figure against which 
Muir's apoliticality may claim to be defined. There is a curious 
movement, if the passage is read in context, whereby apparent self-
depreCiation resolves itself as self-congratulation: Muir describes 
himself negatively in relation to Orage -- he was 'capable of doing 
only one thing' in contrast to the polymathic editor; he could only 
'write what I thought in my own way' whereas Orage could articulate, 
albeit with alterations, another's ideas for him; he 'did not possess 
real political intelligence' and was not inspired by this lack as he 
says Orage would have been -- but within the autobiographical ideology, 
the episode takes the cast of the denial of a temptation to which 
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Muir refuses to 'yield' for fear of being 'unfaithful' to his true, 
transcendentalist self. By this choice of vocabulary and use of 
negative syntactic structures, that which appears immediately in terms 
of the New Age ideology as churlish inadequacy is read in terms of 
transcendental Christianity as heroic steadfastness; and one more 
indictment, that of attempting to entice Muir into the foreign world 
of politics against his natural inclination, is added to the charges 
of intellectual confusion and spiritual dile~tantism against the 
New Age circle and its political ethos. 
Conspicuous by its absence from the autobiographical account is 
any discussion of the nature of that political ethos: the attempt is 
rather to condemn by association, using the journalistic ploy of 
attacking an ideology by blackening the reputation of its adherents. 
The critics have drawn from this the obvious conclusion concerning 
Muir'S own contributions to the paper: 'Muir would not wish much 
attention to be paid to this early journalism of his' writes Butter 
(M & P, p.73), and he goes on to argue that this realisation should be 
regarded as delineating the boundaries of critical investigation rather 
than as itself being the subject of enquiry because 
in these articles he was sometimes uncharacteristically ill-
tempered and carping, sometimes too confident on matters of 
which he was ignorant. He adopted the stance, distasteful 
to him later, of a prophet denouncing his contemporaries for 
spiritual impotence while himself having nothing very precise 
or securely-held to offer. (M & P, p.73) 
The complaint is not that the writings of this period are 'uncharacter-
istic', but that Muir himself was behaving 'uncharacteristically' in 
producing them, and this again reveals the depth of the conviction 
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that criticism of his works should find early writings of interest 
only in so far as they conform to the image of a character created 
in the autobiography -- the picture of a man whose spirituality lifts 
him above or beyond such evidence of fallibility as being impatient 
or poorly informed. Butter can suggest that the failure of the 
early journalism to provide many traits of that person (a) means that 
in those articles Muir was iadopting 'a stance', but such is his 
loyalty to the precepts of the autobiography that he cannot consider 
it even possible that some or all of his later writings -- including 
the autobiography may have used the same technique. Assuming that 
the autobiography is true and that all else is somehow consequently 
false, he remains unconcerned by the question of the reasons for this 
'uncharacteristic' mendacity: for Butter, Muir only becomes 
interesting once he has achieved spiritual calm and has something 
'precise or securely-held to offer', and the processes which 
determined the nature of that special knowledge are regarded as 
irrelevant. 
As a result, Butter writes of his acquaintances at this time as 
'a good many cranks and charlatans' (M & P, p.82), merely acknowledges 
the existence of the distinctions between the different groupings 
within Muir's work for The New Age, and is satisfied to deal with the 
evidence of his association with the paper --the writings of almost 
four years -- by examining the 'Our Generation' series -- in 
something under four pages 
the autobiographical image. 
to seek out the few elements which match 
The distortion this approach can cause 
is exemplified by his suggestion that 'Moore's concern with the 
Anglican church is indicative of a latent spirituality (M & P, p.72), 
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ignoring the wry comment that on occasion 'it almost seems as if 
religion and superstition were not the same thing' (C73-75). 
Maintaining the orthodox opinion that these articles are eccentric 
to Muir's true development, Butter concludes that 'this kind of thing 
was not his metie~and he was discovering where his real strength 
lay' (M & P, p. 92) •7 
The incipient anti-intellectualism implicit in the autobiographical 
assertion that Nietzsche's ideas could not be repudiated has already 
been noted; but that is not the sole significance of that section of 
the text. Muir says that the 'infatuation' with his theories was 
unnaturally prolonged 'since they gave me exactly what I wanted: a 
last desperate foothold on my dying dream of the future' (Auto, p.126), 
so suggesting that his Nietzscheanism was the final -- and rather 
unsav~y --blossoming of the political concerns and commitments that 
had led him, through The New Age, to the German philosopher. Yet 
'Our Generation' began as the most politically optimistic gesture of 
his literary career, reflecting Muir's faith in his ability not only 
to be assimilated by a dominant foreign cultural formation, the 
operation of the English periodical, but to choose a sector of that 
formation, The New Age, which would offer the opportunity to direct 
his writing towards changing the entire economic, social, political 
and cultural structures of capitalism. 
The development of these series reveals that the price Muir paid 
for admission to the Douglas-New Age circle -- ironically, the denial 
7. In a more recent article, '" Edward Moore" and Edwin Muir' , 
Akros, XVI 47 (August, 1981), p.34-47, Butter maintains that although 
'the farmer's boy and the social critic still existed within the 
mature poet' (p.46), the poetry is to be accorded precedence. 
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of precisely those Scottish and working-class aspects of his 
experience which had made him want to help alter the functioning of 
capitalism -- was not sufficient to protect him from the greater irony 
that the apparently radical programme for which he had opted proved 
to be radically conservative, seeking to strengthen a variant of the 
centralism it had seemed to oppose entirely, and effectively acting 
as the licensed form for dissent originating in the bourgeois 
conscience, thereby assimilating and neutralising its threat to the 
status quo. 
II 2 
'Our Generation' is Muir's second major series of articles, 
following 'We moderns'. Consisting of ninety-six articles, it ran 
from November 1920 to September 1922; and its chief importance is 
that the evidence it provides of Muir's ideological development and 
supporting technical virtuosity at this time reveals not only the 
underestimated significance of his relationship with the magazine, 
but also the ideological import of the autobiographical and critical 
treatments to which it has been subjected. 
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The main precon~dition of Muir's association with The New 
Age was the absence of any serious journal of political and 
cultural affairs in Scotland for which he might have written. 
He may have done some reviewing for The Glasgow Herald while working 
as a clerk, but the scope and level of the arts coverage of a daily 
newspaper could not rival the opportunities offered by a weekly 
review devoted to a total revaluation of society: and Grieve did not 
begin his attempts to fill this void, with such publications as The 
Scottish Chapbook and The Scottish Nation, until after Muir's 
8 departure for the south. But on his arrival in London he found 
that there had been a major change in the policies of the paper to which 
he had become accustomed to look for a lead. This may explain the 
delay of about a year, during which he learnt how to edit the paper 
and contributed occasional reviews and articles (including what appear 
to be the abortive beginnings of two series, 'Recreations in 
Criticism' and 'New Values'), before the launching of 'Our Generation' 
as a column completely in tune with the new philosophy of the 
magazine. The New Age had at this time two distinguishing character-
istics to which the paper's attraction for Muir may be attributed. 
The first was its policy of insistingupon the inter-relatedness of all 
aspects of culture. If the condemnatory force of 'totalitarian' had 
8. The Scottish Chapbook. was published in Montrose from August 1922 
to November/December 1923, and The Scottish IINa tion from May to 
December 1923. 
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not become exclusive,9 that term might usefully suggest the political 
direction in which the magazine's development led its 'totalising' 
approach. The journal maintained its refusal 'to regard aesthetics 
as a phenomenon of a secondary superstructure throughout its life, 
continuing to aim at the mixture described by Gerald Cumberland in 
1919: 
Its literary, artistic and musical criticism is the sanest, 
the bravest and the most brilliant that can be read in 
England. It reverences neither power nor reputation; it 
is subtle and unsparing; and if it is sometimes cruel, it 
10 is cruel with a purpose. 
The other chief enticement of The New Age did not prove so constant. 
Its advocacy of Guild Socialism was suddenly submerged, coming to be 
regardea in the magazine as a stage towards a different reformation 
of society based on Major Clifford Hugh Douglas's theories of 'Social 
Credit'. 
Muir does not discuss this programme in his autobiography, 
mentioning Douglas only as the agent who seduced Orage from the Guild 
system which is described as 'one of the most satisfactory plans for 
a Socialist State which have ever been attempted in this country' 
9. The definitions in two modern dictionaries are brief and stern: 
'of, denoting, relating to or characteristic of a dictatorial 
or one-party state that regulates every realm of life', (Collins 
English Dictionary, 2nd edition (Glasgow, 1979), p.1533); 'belong-
ing to a system of government by one party that allows no rival' 
(Chambers Family Dictionary (Edinburgh, 1981), p.827). 
10. Gerald Cumberland, Set Down in Malice (1919), p.131. 
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(Auto, p.147). His attitude to the Guild System is ambiguous, the 
apparent praise being undercut by the use of upper case initials in 
the phrase 'a Socialist State', carrying all the disapproval of 
communist machinery that Muir had developed by 1940; but this does 
not lessen the implication that Social Credit, being omitted, is less 
interesting and less important. Yet it can be argued that this was 
the greatest single influence on Muir, its principles informing his 
writing on both the conventional levels of form and content at the 
time when its potential success seemed imminent -and informing his 
thinking so completely that it continued to act, in different ways, 
as a factor in his ideology discernibly affecting his work long after 
its public failure had become irrevocable. Indeed, its legacy is 
apparent to the end of Muir's career. 
Social Credit came to The New Age in 1919, and was established 
by June (just a few months before Muir settled in London) when Douglas 
1 1 began the serialisation of Economic Democracy. Although the 
autobiography suggests that because Muir refused to contribute to 
editorials Orage continued to write them alone, the extent of the 
paper's commitment to the new theories may be gauged from Douglas's 
frequently composing the 'Notes of the Week' from 1919 under his own 
name. The stance of the paper changes from general left-wing 
sympathies Csuch as those expressed by Orage on the railway strike 
in October of that year) to advocating an analysis governed 
specifically by Social Credit doctrine (as written by Douglas the 
11. The periodical appearances ended on 7 August 1919, and the book 
was published in 1920. 
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12 
following month, for example). The speed of this transition can 
also be estimated from its being thought necessary to have a 
familiar contributor reassure readers that 
Douglas's ideas are by no means subversive of our former 
economic opinions and theories. On the contrary, they are 
the fulfilment of them; and they are destined, so I believe, 
to transform from theory to reality the splendid conception 
of National Guilds with which The New Age will always be 
inseparablyassociated. 13 
Hugh Kenner argues that the chief attraction of Douglasism for 
writers and artists -- it influenced Pound, Eliot and Grieve, for 
12. Orage writes, in this case: 
The carefully-taught parrot-press has been repeating the 
phrase as if it were a mantram, that this is a 'strike 
against the community'. So, in effect, it is; but in 
this respect it does not differ from any other strike, 
great or small, or, for that matter, from any lock-out, 
or even from any of the normal operations of capitalist 
industry. The very concept of capitalist industry is 
anti-social, or, at least, social only by accident. 
('Notes of the Week', The New Age (9 October 
1919), p.38~ 
Douglas, on the other hand, makes explicit reference to his own 
specific theories: 
So utterly detached and abstract is the official Labour 
Party from the facts of the position that it professes to 
be attacking that it seems unable to retort with any 
effect that the great mass of its numbers are working day 
after day, and year after year, on articles they never use 
in order to obtain money which will barely buy them the 
simplest necessities of life. 
(~otes of the Week', The New Age (13 November 
1919), p.1~ 
13. 'R.H.C.', 'Readers and Writers', The New Age (6 November 1919), 
p.12. 
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example was that its theories of value14 'relieved art from the 
impasse of aestheticism by absolving it of the need to demonstrate 
its immediate utility,.15 In Muir's case, however, the transition 
was probably eased as much by the experience of the life he was 
14. An outline of 'The New-ABe Economics' was frequently published 'so 
that all readers may know the thesis, and be enabled to follow 
the arguments': 
1. Gold has been a standard of cur~ency but has never been 
the standard of value. 
2. The ultimate standard of value always tacitly recognised 
by mankind is calorific or energy value in food and fuel, in 
other words, the means of maintaining life itself. To secure 
these men will give all their gold. 
3. The supply of gold has become totally inadequate to bear 
the weight of credit, in the form of national debts, issued 
during the war. Unless there is a vast increase in the gold 
supply, notes cannot again become convertible. 
4. A true paper currency must be based on the ultimate 
standard of value; the calorific values of food, fuel and raw 
products. 
5. By fixing the price of these under cost and covering the 
cost by an issue of credit, States would stabilise their own 
currency; produce a recognised international medium of exchange; 
stimulate agriculture and mining which are a necessary basis of 
all industry; stimulate manufactures by capitalising the worker 
with cheap food, fuel and materials; set a limit to the possibil-
ities of State interference with manufacture and retail, and 
prevent the possibility of artificial slumps; give the public, 
through low prices for food, fuel and raw materials, the means of 
protecting itself by co-operative factories, small industries 
and handicrafts against attempts on the part of Trusts to charge 
excessive prices; and finally, so increase the production and 
distribution of energy, purchasing power, and demand for goods 
that the fallacy of "cat-canny", of objection to machinery and 
improvement of process and sabotage would be demonstrated. The 
upward tendency of dividends, salaries, and wages would exceed 
that of prices. Machinery would be given no rest except such as 
metal fatigue requires, and Trade Unions would concentrate on a 
struggle for shorter hours and improvement of process. 
6. Production would be so stimulated that there would not 
be a false inflation of the currency. The State would receive 
interest on its issues of credit from an expanding revenue, and 
would, when necessary, contract credit by increase of taxation 
or by using revenue as well as credit to maintain the fixed prices 
of raw products. Taxation would play the same role in Consumer 
Credit as the Bank Rate plays in Producer Credit. 
(The New Age, 21 December 1922, p.12,) 
15. Hugh Kenner, The Pound Era (1972), p.316-7. 
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leaving as by the ideals of that he sought to enter. He had spent 
about fifteen years working in various offices in and around Glasgow, 
often dealing with systems of cost accounting -- Harvey Wood was to 
say that not the least of Muir's contributions to the British Council 
in Edinburgh was his ability to sort out in minutes a set of figures 
which had completely puzzled everyone else (M & P, p.190) - and 
Douglas's basic argument was that cost accounting embodied the 
fundamental fallacy of the capitalist system. He sets out this 
argument in numbered steps in Economic Democracy: 
1. Price cannot normally be less than cost plus profit. 
2. Cost includes all expenditure on production. 
3. Therefore, cost involves all expenditure on consumption 
(food, clothes, housing, etc.), paid for out of wages, salary 
or dividends as well as all expenditure on factory account, also 
representing previous consumption. 
4. Since it includes this expenditure, the portion of the cost 
represented by this expenditure has already been paid by the 
recipients of wages, salaries and dividends. 
5. These represent the community; therefore, the only distri-
bution of real purchasing power in respect of production over a unit 
period of time is the surplus wages, salaries and dividends 
available after all subsistence, expenditure and cost of materials 
consumed has been deducted. The surplus production, however, 
includes all this expenditure in cost, and, consequently, in price. 
6. The only effective demand of the consumer, therefore, is a 
few per cent of the price value of commodities, and is cash credit, 
which is controlled by the banker, the financier and the indus-
trialist, in the interest of production with a financial objective, 
not in the interest of the ultimate consumer. (p.75-6) 
This analysis came to be known as the 'A+B theorem': that wages, A, 
could never logically meet the cost of production so long as that was 
A + B, B consisting largely of the interest paid on bank loans for the 
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purchase and maintf.nance of plant; and it seemed to lead to a new 
programme for introducing Socialism. In Social Credit and the Labour 
Party, Muir argues that 'the Labour Party wish to change society by 
taking over first of all the means of production; while we who believe 
in social Credit would begin by taking over the means of exchange',16 
so allowing for the payment of National dividends; but most of 
16. An A eal [henceforth 
'SC&LP'], 1935, p.16. He goes on to make the dubious claim that 
this preference is closer than Labour Party policy to Marxist thought: 
I honestly think that in insisting at the present stage of 
Capitalist development on the importance of ensuring control of 
exchange Social Creditors are acting more in the spirit of Marx than 
his more orthodox followers. Marx foresaw, as you know, that the 
last stage of Capitalism would be the accumulation of financial 
capital. This stage has been reached, and since that is so, surely 
anyone should see that an effective attack on Capitalism now must 
have a different approach from the traditional attack of thirty or 
forty years ago, when capital was mainly industrial. The stronghold 
of industrial capital was the ring and the combine; the stronghold of 
financial capital is the banking system. You may say that these two 
things, industrial capitalism and financial capitalism, are integral 
parts of the same power, and there n~ doubt you are right; but one is 
primary and the other secondary, and my quarrel with your party is 
that it goes on hammering away at the secondary manifestation of the 
system as it did 30 years ago, ignoring the deviation of Capitalism 
since, and ignoring Marx as well. (p.17) 
This rather dubious argument can be seen now only as a propagandist 
move, seeking to convert Muir's readers to his own opinion; but that 
the movement originally appeared to be dangerously radical should not 
be forgotten: A.C. Hixon notes that The New Age was banned from the 
US mail in 1919 on the grounds of being subversive ('Light Dust of 
Fame: A Critical Study of the Life and Thought of Edwin Muir' 
(doctoral thesis, University of Louisville, 1960), p.101). The 
interest of Douglasism for today's economists would seem to be its 
awareness of the potential advantages of technological development: 
Bill Jordan and Mark Drakeford note that Social credit aimed 
to increase incomes without increasing costs, by introducing 
dividends to all citizens in measure with increases in output. 
As technology conferred the benefits of non-manual production, 
these dividends would gradually replace wages and salaries as 
the main source of incomes for all citizens. 
'Major Douglas, Money and the New Technology', 
New Society, L1 903 (24 January 1980), p.167. 
this pa:nphlet is devoted to a iefence of the underlyi~g prinCiple of 
Social Credit ideolo~J which was at once its greatest strength a~d its 
major handicap, and which had the ~ost prolonged of its overtly 
poli tical effects on !1uir: its gradualist, anti-revolutionary stance, 
'The reos t urgent arg'!..L"Ilen t agaiLs t a violent revolution', ::'e ~1rl'i tes , 
is the suffering it would be bound to bring; but that is 
not the only argument nor, I think, even the =ost i~portant 
one. In a violent upheaval many bad things are destroyed, 
but ~any good things are destroyed as well; and once a good 
thing is destroyed it can never be replaced again... It is 
comparatively easy to destroy institutioLs and even systems; 
it is infinitely difficalt to produce a civilization out of 
the resulting debris, no ~atter how admirable the new 
institutions or the new system ~ay be. (Social Credit, p.11-12) 
This inherent conservatism opened Social Cre~t to the potential support 
of the concerned middle-class, especially members of the intelligentsia 
who already desired a socialist state but who hai been terrified by 
contemporary reports from Russia, as Grassic ~ibbon recognised when he 
had Ewan Tavendale refer to the theory as 'the Bourgeois Pank-Far. tas;;" , • 17 
17. Lewis Grassic Gibbon, Grey Granite (1934), p.101. He shows his 
contempt for the scheme by having ElleL Johns seem to deQolish its 
argument fro~ a positior- of appayeLt common sense: \ 
'Even :'~r Q.uari tch forgot his books, the pussy-cat had snared 
him as well, he'd waggle his thin little beard at her and 
tell her stories of the Daily Runner, and start to explain 
the Douglas Scheme, the Only Flan to 3ave Civilization by 
givir:g out lots and lots of money to every soul 'tThethel' he 
worked for it or not. TNho would be such a fool as ",oTork at 
all then? Miss Johns would ask, but she'd ta'en it wrong, 
Mr Quaritch would marshal bits of bread to prove the Scheme 
again up to the hilt, and Miss Johns would say it sounded 
grea t fun, she knew there was Re 130 ti "ri ty in phys ics, this 
was the first time she'd met it in maths.' (p.83) 
... 
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As such it was Douglasism's major potential attraction, but it was 
also the chief flaw in the idea. Conservatism is implicit in the total 
absence from Social Credit writings of proposals for engineering the 
implementation of the scheme: attacks on the illogicality and 
inefficiency of the existing system depend on contrasting descriptions 
of the Douglasite utopia to come, when everyone will be able to afford 
all the material productions required from the National dividend plus 
the wages from no more than three or four hours'work a day; but there 
is no consideration of the manner by which this system is to come into 
operation. It is not suggested, for example, that there should be a 
programme for the lobbying of M.P.s, or for the election of Social 
Credit members. It seems to be assumed that Social Credit is so 
clearly the answer to all political and economic ills that it will come 
about almost naturally, just as soon as enough people have heard the 
details. 
This lacuna in the theory made it absolutely dependent on being 
communicated, on being passed from Douglas to as many other people as 
pOSSible, and ,this explains the modification of its title to 'the 
Douglas-New Age Scheme'. Fulfilling the long-standing totalising 
notions of the magaZine, this conjunction offered the journal the 
function of sole and essential agent in changing the political and 
economic structures within which it worked. As 'National Guildsman' 
wrote on 16 October 1919, the defeat of 'Prussianism' surely meant 
'the end of the fisticuffs era': if society were to progress (and 
even so soon the movement is through rather than towards the Guilds 
'the scheme already several times referred to for bridging over, 
without social catastrophe, the interregnum between Capitalism and 
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Economic Democracy'), -it must be 'by argument and persuasion' (p.404). 
The paper Muir joined in 1919 was in the first flush of a new 
enthusiasm, having found the theory for which it might have been 
designed, for which it might almost have been waiting, and which had 
confirmed its vital part in bringing about the eponymous new age. 
As part of this enterprise, 'Our Generation' can be seen as far 
more than miscellaneous hack journalism. Within the context of 
The New Age, the column assumes a very specific role which remains 
constant beneath the apparent profusion of the materials on which it 
draws. This function depends on the fear that the paper will be 
hindered in its task of spreading the Douglasite message by the channels 
of communication being governed by established institutions that wish 
to maintain the existing system, and by the processes of understanding 
and receiving new ideas being deformed to the point of blockage by 
the lazy habits of thought which they induce and encourage. 'Our 
Generation' aims not to argue the case for Social Credit directly18 
(since that is done in 'Notes of the Week', in 'Economic Democracy' and 
in many other occasional pieces), but rather to carry out the necessary 
supporting (if not prior) task of attacking the 'superstitions' which 
prevent the acceptance of that case, and thereby to make the way clear 
for true communication and understanding. 
This programme may have been inspired by an article Pound wrote 
(a part of one of his many series in the paper) in January 1920, which 
shows that the plan of 'Our Generation' was entirely in keeping with 
the attitudes of the magazine at this time. It defines the key term 
18. Although Muir does on occasion make an open appeal for 
Douglasism: for example, C73-19/32/44/8/51/2. 
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, 
of Muir's series: 'What I want the reader to consider', says Pound, 
is the-type and types of mentality which cause the obstructions 
to peace, to sane economics, to sane 'customs'; and which make 
pOSsible the prolongation of 'superstitions', superstes, left-
overs .19 
'Systems were made for men, not men for systems', wrote Douglas 
(Economic Democracy, p.1S), and 'Our Generation' depends on faith in 
the political principle that if people could see clearly the faults of 
the system under which they suffer, they could and would take effective 
-al though unspecified - remedial action. The most explicit statement 
of this faith comes in the seventeenth article of the series: 
Men cling to the belief that, by a necessity in the nature of 
things, they must fight for their bread; that they must 'fail' 
or succeed at the expense of their brothers; and this belief 
gives birth to a legion of terrible passions, to anxiety, 
suspicion, fear, envy and hatred. The way to freedom lies 
open to them, but they cling to their superstitions, preferring 
thea when they are hideous to the truth when it is fair. The 
most pressing need for humanity to-day is the same-as it was in 
the time of Lucretius: intellectual emancipation, the power to 
realise that in every sphere two and two make four; the knowledge 
that they have created mysteries, most of them malignant, where 
(C73-17)20 everything is perfectly simple. 
The method of 'Our Generation' is to dismantle each problem --
possibly one of the benign legacies of his reading of Nietzsche21 --
19. The New Age (lS January 1920), p.177. 
20. For further examples of the attack on superstition see C73-1S/9/20/ 
1/2/9/36. 
21 • Walter Kaufman, Nietzsche: Philoso her 
(New Jersey, 1950, 4th edition 1974 says 
to solve problems so much as to 'outgrow' 
terms and showing them to be merely the 
thought (p .82) • 
Ps cholo ist Antiq~i~t 
Nietzsche does not try 
them by analysing their 
illusion of a habit of 
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as each article selects three or four items from the week's news and 
exposes the prejudices inherent in the treatment they have received 
in the press, revealing that 'everything is perfectly simple' beneath 
the apparent complications created by customary ways of thought. 
While he uses the column to attack the continuing abuse of power by 
politicians, churchmen, trade union leaders and the like, and 
occasionally criticises the laziness and anti-intellectual philistinism 
of 'the man in the street' directly, his main target is the daily press. 
This policy is active from the opening section of the series, where the 
report is quoted of a man who, arrested for fighting, refused to name 
his opponent because he felt personally responsible: 
Now this story, told in any company of men, would be recognised 
at onee as English in the authentic tradition; a variation on 
the noble commonplace of fair play. But reported in the press 
it appears literally extravagant. Why is this? It is simply 
because we are unaccustomed to seeing in print nowadays a phrase 
showing generosity or magnanimity. We shall look in vain in 
the Press for the parallel of this police-court sentiment. But 
on the other hand we shall find everything that is antithetic to 
it, we shall see the Press not only refusing to acknowledge that 
it is wrong when it is wrong, but even refusing to admit that 
anyone else is right when he is right. The truth is that the 
Press has made meanness a public imperative, so that collective 
generosity now appears to be against the public advantage. We 
cannot afford public magnanimity, it implies. Government is 
altogether too serious a matter for justice. And these degraded 
values have been accepted by us, almost insensibly. The news-
papers spread them wherever they go. Already unquestioning 
magnanimity is found most easily among those who are called 




The assumption of apparent naivety in asking a basic question in 
elementary vocabulary ('Why is this?') and answering it with highly 
contentious declarations cast in a form that implies complete 
naturalness ('It is simply because ••• ') underlies the step-by-step 
exposure of journalistic technique. The aim is to create a double 
awareness: not only must the case in question be seen differently, but 
the process by which the mistaken impression was created and fostered 
must be understood in order to prevent similar recurrences. 
Consequently, the column deals with the workings of the press in some 
detail: 
Imagine, then, that our citizen at the Elephant and Castle gets 
his news every evening by the 'Evening News' (because it arrives 
first); he discovers, or worse still, he does not discover, that 
he has become somehow or other accustomed to it; its sentiments 
and ideas 'grow' upon him; he finds himself repeating them; he 
insensibly takes sides; he is 'influenced'. It is being slick 
that gets a paper read; it is being read habitually that gives a 
paper 'influence'. The 'ideas' that it expresses? These do 
not matter in the least. The man in the street is indeterminate, 
absolutely impartial about ideas: he 'believes' in those which 
he hears most habitually. (C73-53)22 
In order to make the 'citizen' realise the extent to which he is being 
manipulated, 'Our Generation' widens the attack to demonstrate that 
these reiterated ideas may well have their source in the operations of 
other institutions equally committed to maintaining the passivity of the 
22. The Press also comes under explicit attack for abusing its power 
by propagandising shallow thought and values, acting ,as agents of 
repression, in C73-1/2/4/5/6/8/9/10/1/2/3/4/5/23/4/7/34/5/8/9/42/ 
5/6/7/51/2/3/5/6/7/64/7/70/7/82/6/8/92. In some of these articles, 
the press is the major or secondary topic in several sections of 
the week's piece. 
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individual through buttressing superstitious modes of thought. 
Politicians, for example, are shown to be inefficient, self-seeking 
and dishonest; yet the mood of the column is optimistic, since each 
falsity can be exposed by the method of analysis it uses. For example, 
a speech by Churchill on unemployment is analysed at some length: 
Now consider for a moment the phraseology of this extraordinary 
pa ssage, for the phraseology certainly gives more away than the 
sense; in political speeches at present, indeed, it always does, 
for where nothing is said, and always the same nothing, the only 
concrete thing we can seize upon is the style, which no doubt is 
the politician. ¥ell, then, it is 'not quite fair' to say that 
the Government has done nothing to relieve the misery of its own 
citizens! It is almost fair, we are to assume; the Government 
has not altogether neglected the chief thing it exists for, the 
rendering of justice to every section of the people: therefore 
no one has a right to cast blame upon it. 'Some harsh 
expressions had been used' about the Government. This is hardly 
the thing, we must admit; but then, when we remember it, is not the 
condition of the unemployed, too, harsh and hard to bear, and does 
not the impotence of the Government make it harsher? Is not the 
Government's action, or failure to act, more harsh than any 
'expressions' which can be used about it? We cannot be accused of 
inventing an intellectual subtlety in believing this to be so. 
But wait. The Government harsh? You will change your mind when 
you hear that it has given £105,000,000 to the unemployed, and some 
of that out of its own Exchequer. That is at any rate kindness, 
if it is not exactly self-sacrifice, and what conceivable emergency 
could arise that would make self-sacrifice to a British Government, 
or to the British monied classes, conceivable as a pressing necessity? 
Not, apparently, even the present distress, which is 'unexampled in 
British h~story'. But, after all, self-sacrifice should be the last 
way of dealing with a practical problem; we should only share our 
riches with the poor, after we have tried, and failed, to make the 
poor rich. And it is not their lack of charity, but their ineffect-
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iveness, that makes the Government hated and despised to-day. 
(C73-49 )23 
By this mid-point in the series the technique has become assured, with 
a profusion of quotation marks and italicisations foregrounding the 
phrases which 'a moment's' deliberation is sufficient to expose. 
Simply expressed questions (for example, 'Is not the Government's 
action,or failure to act, more harsh' than any "expression" which can 
be used about it?') are still opposed to the vacuous loquacity of the 
reported speech, and the hint of Douglasite economics at the end 
('after we have tried, and failed, to make the poor rich') is 'presented 
as the realistic concrete progression from the abstract quality of 
charity. 
'Our Generation' also attempts to make its readers conscious of 
more generalised and pervasive aspects of the same underlying dependence 
on 'superstition'. For example, when a government poster is discussed, 
its Significance as a cultural and political phenomenon is revealed: 
23. 
The disastrous state of men's moods is reflected in the recruiting 
posters which,have everywhere been stuck up once the miners went on 
strike. We are each asked, in large letters, 'How can I help the 
nation?': and the reply is given: 'By joining the National Defence 
Force' • Here again the dead call to the dead, and with the 
certainty of a response. The nation has not asked, is not expected, 
to understand the position of the miners, or to come to a decision 
of its own. One does not 'help the nation' by striving to get 
justice done, but by ensuring that everything shall be as it was 
before. Injustice as usual; and let force, starvation, endurance 
anything which is not mental or spiritual decide the issue. 
(C73-24) 
Politicians and labour leaders are also the target in C73-8/10/ 
37/8/41/50/7/66/7/9/71/2/83/4/92 • 
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This distinction between new ideas as living and superstitions as 
'dead', 'left-over' notions becomes a motif of the series, and is 
frequently invoked when the Church is being discussed, as, for example, 
in an earlier paragraph of the same column: 
The debate in the House of Lords the other day on the new Divorce 
Act shows that the Church though dead is not powerless. Bishops 
came out of their holes in a legion; 'there was an imposing array 
of spiritual peers', the Daily Express said; an array of dead hands, 
we should add, lifted, as they can only be, to destroy where they 
have no longer the power to create. There is something weird, 
almost preternatural, in this sudden mustering of the clergy; and 
it warns us plainly of a danger which we always forget, though it 
should be a commonplace: that dead hands are in our society more 
powerful than the hands of the living ••• Has a reason for anything 
more grotesque been given at any time by a prelate of the Church 
than that which the Archbishop of Canterbury gave in support of the 
Bill as it was first introduced? He said, in effect, 'that as 
the measure in no way changed the grounds for divorce, he would not 
oppose it'. Religion as usual: everything as usual. (73_24)24 
Although the column scrupulously remains within the limits of its 
self-imposed task of clearing the channels of communication, it is not 
presumed that 'Our Generation' is the sole agent of this process. 
Artists, especially those popularly regarded as being avant-garde, can 
also be enlisted as allies in the same endeavour, as, for example, when 
all the representatives of the opposition are enjoined to watch modern 
dance: 
24. 
The presence of Madame Isadora Duncan in London at present gives 
everyone the opportunity to know a standard of noble feeling and 
beautiful movement. To watch Madame Duncan is to realise how . 
For further instances of criticism of the Church (often in the 
person of Dean Inge), see C73-8/11/22/3/4/5/7/30/ 8/42/3/4/54/ 
73/5/8/90. 
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universally meretricious our habitual emotions are; how rare is 
the capacity to feel purely and justly. Every public man, every 
politician, every clergyman, every journalist, should be made to 
watch her dancing until they began to realise what justice in 
feeling is; and justice established there, justice in thought and 
in action would follow. (C73-24) 
This passage invokes the premise that the natural and immediate 
consequence of 'justice in feeling' would be 'justice in thought and 
action', so representing the totalising view of the individual held by 
The New Age. But it also reveals further assumptions about the 
readership of the paper. That the form of that just action will, 
equally naturally and immediately, be the implementation of Douglasism 
is hinted at within 'Our Generation' and is implicit throughout the 
column by virtue of its appearing in that magazine; but all the profusion 
of evidence against the existing system assembled in the series and in 
the periodical as a whole cannot compensate for the lack of a plan of 
definite action in Social Credit theory itself. This absence suggests 
that the sense of hollowness which undermines the optimism of The New 
Age was probably as perceptible a phenomenon to contemporary readers as 
it is to those examining the pa~r with the benefit of hindsight; but 
it also carriesthe more immediate implication that writers for the 
magazine must presume that its readers simply do not need to be told 
how to bring reforms about. They write as if assured that they speak 
to the kind of people who require only to be convinced on the theor-
etical level because, by virtue of their education and their position 
in society, they already understand how to operate changes in the 
system and have the power to introduce whichever alterations they may 
wish to see. 
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This view of their audience was the explanation favoured by the 
New Age circle for the paper's small sales and consequently constant 
financial difficulties. Muir and Pound were among the few contributors 
to receive payment for their work: and although the circulation was 
estimated at between two and three thousand in 1919,25 the editorial of 
12 August 1920 stated that since it was no longer possible to continue 
publishing at a loss, the number of pages per issue would have to be 
reduced from sixteen to twelve from the next week. Factual records 
that might give access to information about the readers, such as 
subscription lists, are not available, but there is some evidence of 
the image of those for whom the paper was designed which was held by 
those associated with it. For example, the autobiographical claims that 
Muir had been embarrassed by a remark of Orage's to the effect that the 
paper was written 'by gentlemen for gentlemen' (Auto, p.123), and that 
The Guildsmen attempted to mitigate the exclusive note struck by 
The New Age (Auto, p.148), may suggest a sense of solidarity with the 
working class vexed by Muir's later social rise: but this does not 
invalidate the import of the quotations. The New Age undoubtedly 
belonged to a sector of the intellectual cultural and political avant-
garde, a position illustrated by Willa's claim that she was dismissed 
from her job not because she married but because even the principals of 
a London college could not bring themselves to employ the wife of a man 
who published his apparent atheism in We Moderns (Belonging, p.26), 
and highlighted by Hixson's note that the paper was banned from the 
United States mail service for carrying subversive ideas (Light Dust of 
Fame,p.101). But this did not necessarily abolish the elements of 
25. Cumberland, Set Down in Malice, p.130. 
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class prejudice and discrimination within Orage's ideology. Moreover, 
that these notional 'gentlemen' were supposed to be in positions of 
responsibility, authority and power was stated with some pride in 
Cumberland's account of the paper: he concedes that the readership may 
be numerically small, 
but the men and women who read it are men and women who count --
people who welcome daring and original thought, who hold important 
positions in the civic, social, political and artistic worlds, and 
who eagerly disseminate the seeds of thought they pick up from 
The New Age. Tens of thousands have been influenced by this paper 
who have never even heard its name. It does not educate the masses 
directly: it reaches them through the medium of its few but 
exceedingly able readers. (Set Down in Malice, p.130) 
With,his background as a self-educated clerk, Muir can be seen to 
represent only a minor section of the paper's readership. 
Writers for The New Age already had to work against the general 
difficulties of an avowedly intellectual periodical in a magazine market 
increasingly devoted to popularised trivia since the establishment of a 
mass audience of the barely literate through the operation of the 1870 
Education Act;26 but the role of the paper within the scheme of 
Douglasism created special difficulties. Since the function of The New 
Age was educative and its success was to be measured by its ability to 
26. That 'Our Generation' was well aware of the market pressures on 
The New Age is shown early in the series: 
'Everyone must have noticed the alteration in the illustrations 
upon magazine covers during the last few years. I stopped 
before a book-stall the other day, and among a score or so of 
magazines with illustrated covers only three had the represen-
tation of anything else than a woman's head - I think they had 
pictures of trains, or trees, or some other irrelevancy. Ten 
years ago the public taste was different.' (C73-4) 
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convert its readership, the narrowness of the social backgrounds from 
which that readership -- the English bourgeois intelligentsia -- was thought 
to be drawn imposed further restrictions on the writers. Because 
Muirts work was justified by its ability to change selected elements 
in the ideology of that class, he had to be constantly aware of all 
its aspects and the mann~r in which they inter-related, in order to 
shape his articles into the most effective instrument of propaganda. 
And he could not afford to prejudice his case by antagonising areas of 
that ideology apparently tirrelevant t to Douglasism. 
As assistant editor, Muir must have been particularly conscious of 
these pressures. The reduction in pages of 1920 occurred almost 
preCisely in the middle of his time in the office: and his commitment 
to Social Credit musthave been given an intensified sense of urgency 
by the prospect of the paper from which he derived the largest proportion 
of his income failing. His response is to create in tEdward Moore t a 
figure, a persona, without any of the elements of his own identity which 
might conflict with the ideology of his audience. Speaking as one of 
their own, who shares their background, habits of thought, mannerisms 
even their prejudices -- he encourages them to accept .his reading of 
their apparently shared society by reducing still further the element 
of upheaval and revolution implied by a commitment to Social Credit. 
Muir moved to London because there was no magazine to match the 
seriousness of The New Age in Scotland; but the incongruent element of 
his identity to be most consistently denied in tOur Generation t is his 
Scottishness. tMoore t refers again and again to the English in the 
first person plural. Isolated examples of this may appear relatively 
innocent, the result of an easy assimilation to living in London, as 
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when he writes that 'it may be that we English need Dostoyevsky, his 
profundity, even his disorder, his "pathology", more than other peoples' 
(C73-55). But within the context of the column, where English culture 
is deliberately contrasted with Scottish on several occasions, it would 
be simplistic to conclude that Muir or 'Moore' had simply risen above 
nationalism. And these comparisons are drawn throughout the run of 
the series. For example, he notes quite early that there is no 
English equivalent of Burns' Day: 
The celebration of Burns' Day allover Scotland reminds one more 
unwillingly than ever that England, in spite of her splendid 
literature, has no central popular figure in her culture, no man 
of geniu.s whose writings are as familiar to her as popular sayings. 
It is less her misfortune than her fault, for she has writers in 
abundance who can be understood by everyone, and who are English 
as characteristically as Burns is Scotch. The divorce between the 
English nation and its written and spoken culture is surely almost 
a unique phenomenon; we have forgotten even the minimum of popular 
culture which half-savage peoples possess -- we have forgotten our 
very ballads. It is strange how little this loss incommodes us.(C73-13) 
'Moore' clearly knows more about Scottish culture than the reader might 
have expected, but the use of 'we' removes any suggestion that he is 
other than English. On other occasions, it is suggested that 'Moore' 
has lived in Scotland and observed its mores. For example, he invokes 
a contrast with Scotland to illustrate English attitudes to poverty, 
concluding that 
in more realistic countries, on the Continent, even in Scotland, 
the same desperate attachment to the empty and yet significant 
badge of respectability is not to be seen. But in the renunciation, 
open and Simple, of respectability and all its works, these peoples 
gain a dignity more real, because more natural, than that of their 
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brothers in England, the dignity not of a class or of a convention, 
but of humanity itself. It is really a question whether in 
England there exists this sense of humanity. (C73-14) 
Similarly, commenting on the importance of the Russian Ballet's visit, 
he quotes Stendhal's reflection that 'the Scotch dance with a joy and 
an abandon unknown in London', noting 
and that is as true to-day as it was a hundred years ago. Those 
who know Scotland and have lived in it for however short a life-
time become conscious, when they find themselves in England, of 
this English unwillingness, amounting to refusal, to get out of 
themselves, to forget themselves absolutely and unconditionally ••• 
Why have we lost, not merely the art, but the ability to dance? 
Perhaps the psycho-analysts can tell us. We are delighted, almost 
taken out of ourselves, in seeing the Russians dance, but, neverthe-
less, we should be ashamed to dance like them. (C73-32) 
There is just a moment in this passage where 'Moore', talking of having 
spent 'however short a lifetime' in Scotland and of then 'finding' a 
difference in England, seems to be on the brink of stating his 
Scottishness: to use 'lifetime' instead of merely 'time' implies the 
sense of having been born north of the border, while the insistence on 
the less personal plural form suggests a general unease in discussing 
his relationship with Scotland which is stamped out by the reversion 
to the use of 'we'. 
The comparison is not made in terms of institutions, since all 
these would be liable to change once Social Credit were brought in. 
For example, Scottish lawyers are discussed not because they operate a 
distinct legal system, but for their higher level of general culture 
('Even in Scotland a lawyer has respect for things which he does not 
understand; but for an Englishman not to understand something is an 
indictment of it and not of himself.' C73-40); and the Kirk is 
neglected while the phenomenon of the contemporary east coast revival 
is examined (C73-62). Such comparisons create within the column an 
awareness of Scotland's separate culture which makes it impossible to 
see references to 'Moore' as one of the English other than as attempts 
specifically to deny his Scottishness. 
Apparently casual use of this 'we English' technique recurs 
virtually to the end of 'Our Generation': considering the alleged 
humourlessness of the English in C73-82 'Moore' writes that 'as a people 
we have perhaps a stronger sense of humour than any other', and as late 
as C73-89 one of the 'few truths about England' which a German magazine's 
report is said to convey is that 'we are as a people becoming more and 
more stitched and sewn up in routine'~ for example 
This consistency of standpoint means that, within the context of 
'Our Generation', an article which ignores the distinctions between 
England and Scotland assumes special significance. For example, when 
'Moore' writes of the qualities which The Spectator attributes to being 
educated at Eton he argues that 
these the English possess as a race. What distinguishes us as 
a people is precisely 'the precious gift of character', 'the gift 
of knowing the true man from the false', 'the power to lead and to 
be le~; and these will be found as easily in a Clyde shipyard or a 
Lancashire cotton mill as in the class who have been initiated into 
the unintelligent mysteries of Eton. (73-4) 
Referring to Clydesiders as English and assuming that all the variations 
of culture outside London can be collected under a couple of stereotyped 
images is redolent of the metropolitan English middle-class attitude, 
reflecting a characteristic lack of awareness of their political and 
constitutional position: and the point is that this insensitivity is 
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not the subject of 'Moore's' attack. Rather, he adopts here one habit 
of thought of this class -- their lack of real concern about nationalism 
and regionalism -- in order to encourage their agreement and complicity 
in his criticism of the upper-class, itself drawing on another middle-
class prejudice in order that he might lead them, ultimately, to Social 
Credit. 
The image of the aristocracy in 'Our Generation', of a class 
indulging in irrational and inhumane behavio~r as a~ part of belonging to 
a residual element of an outdated social structure and contributing 
nothing to the improvement of the country held to be the aim of his 
audience, is typified by the reiterated denunciation of fox-hunting. 
The major premise of the attack is that this activity is no longer part 
of the true tradition of the English way of life, and this cushions 
the conservatism of the bourgeois whilel.suggesting fairly massive changes 
to that tradition in his implicit advocacy of Douglasism. It is 
typical of the paper's stress on the inter-relatedness of the elements 
of culture that a major instance of this complaint involves comment on 
the prominence of The New Age, developments in literature,27 and appeals 
to the notion of 'tradition', as well as a repudiation of the sport 
27. The condemnation of brutality in the name of the 'true', 'humane' 
tradition anticipates the argument of 'The Assault on Humanism' 
(C133) and Transition (1926). 
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itself and of the principles of those who follow it. 28 
This strategy of adopting the prejudices of his audience may 
account in part for Muir's advocacy o'f 'World Affairs' • He states 
quite simply that 'if the World Association for Adult illducation were by 
a miracle to adopt the idea which my colleagues, 'M.M. Cosmoi', have 
outlined in these pages, no one knows what a transformation it might 
effect '(C73-9). The idea that 'Cosmoi's' philosophy is 'miraculous' 
makes it clear that 'Moore' approves the column; but the 'transformation' 
for which he hopes is not of so obscure a nature as he suggests. 
Talking the next week of the decision to propose Lord Reading for Indian 
28. 'It .is a pleasure to remember, after reading Mr Masefield's latest 
affirmation, that a decade ago, when every other paper was 
acclaiming his "Nan" '0. The New Age almost alone found in it a vein 
of brutality. Writing of fox-hunting and the fox, Mr Masefield 
says: "To all Englishmen who have lived ~n a hunting country 
hunting is in the blood and the mind is full of it. It is the most 
beautiful and the most stirring sight to be seen in England." 
There is an aesthetic judgment! Fox-hunting "is a sport loved and 
followed by both sexes, all ages, and all classes. At a fox-hunt, 
and nowhere else in England, except at a funeral (our italics), 
can you see the whole of the land's society brought together, 
focussed for the observer as the Canterbury Pilgrims were for Chaucer." 
Really, we are a very gruesome people, or else Mr Masefield has a 
very gruesome taste. It remains only to make fox-hunting something 
moral, and that is easy. "Hunting makes more people happy than 
anything I know. When people are happy together I am quite certain 
that they build up something eternal, something both beautiful and 
divine, which weakens the power of all evil things upon this life 
of men and women." And of foxes, perhaps? No doubt the slaughter 
of animals in the Roman amphitheatre made people "happy," but 
history does not tell us that "something eternal, something both 
beautiful and divine" was built upon it. Our happiness hangs, it 
seems, on the brush of a fox. Chaucer's pilgrimS gathered together 
to keep alive dead saints; we congregate to kill foxes. The picture 
is, fortunately, grotesque. Fox-hunting is a class pleasure simply 
and baldly, and to call it national and speak hypocritically about 
it is to fight against the time when common decency to animals will 
be the rule. Fortunately, in this as in everything else, Mr 
Masefield is not in the tradition of English poet~J. The En~lish 
tradi tion is humane. ' (C73-33 ) 
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Viceroyalty, he notes simply that Jews are ineligible: I as the writers 
of World Affairs have insisted, they are not members of the Aryan race, 
and cannot undiluted be made instruments for the Aryanisation of the 
world.' (C73-10) These comments show that 'Moore's' assumption of the 
, 
ethos of the paper was more than conventional politeness towards his 
fellow writers. Using the column as a standard and reference in 'Our 
Generation' signals a much deeper commitment to the principles for 
which 'Cosmoi' produced his propagandising sector of The New Age. The 
anti-semitism of the magazine was such that a book reviewer could 
refer without censure to 'the profound but unconscious realisation that 
the creatures called Christians are being drained of their life-blood 
by the v~genius of the Jews' (3 February 1921 p.163), so that 'Moore's' 
implicit condoning of the column which most frequently expresses this 
attitude further endorses his claim to be aligned with his audience. 
Similarly, he adopts their convention of regarding the working-
class, however sympathetically, as undifferentiated 'masses'. 
Individual labour leaders such as Clynes are singled out and dealt with 
in the same way as politicians like Churchill and Lloyd George or 
churchmen like Dean Inge; but the class as a whole is discussed in terms 
which reveal a sense of bourgeois incompatibility, as when he discusses 
the true end of extending education: 
What reading must do for the workmen of this country is not to 
polish but to quicken them. It must not merely initiate them 
in a convention, however praiseworthy; it must reveal what the human 
spirit has attained, and what it is still capable of doing. They 
will add a cubit to their stature not by relinquishing one tradition 
to take up another but by a rebirth, a spiritual discovery, and 
after that by the creation of a tradition from within. Otherwise 
"they will simply cease to be dead workmen in order to become dead 
gentlemen. (C73-1) 
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The notion that this ~evolution might be brought'about by reading 
underlies the entire enterprise of The New Age, but the impersonal 
and abstract terms in which he refers to 'a new tradition', 'a 
spiritual rebirth' and 'the creation of a tradition' without giving 
any details of what he means by such conservative platitudes distances 
the prospect of its occurrence almost as much as the Biblical cadences 
in the phraseology of 'a cubit to their stature'. 
This distancing is typical of a tone of cynicism, always present 
in the column as a characteristic of the persona, which becomes 
increasingly prevalent as a mark of his disillusion as the failure of 
'Our Generation' and The New Age becomes increasingly apparent. It 
begins as a note of flippancy, usually applied to the last and shortest 
item in each article as light relief after the more stern preceding 
analyses, and implying that 'Moore' and his readers, being of the same 
mind, have joined a pact to ridicule the stupidity, :im,percipience and 
slowness of those beyond the extended circle of the paper and its 
readers. It adds an element of variet~and a confirmation of being 
on the right side for habitual readers of the paper. For example, when 
talking of the ease of prohibiting fox-hunting, he adds with mock-
ruefulness, 
Still, it is very easy to see where humane legislation for the sake 
of animals would very soon lead. Only the public would be hit 
by the prohibition of entertainments with performing animals; but 
what would happen if the aristocracy were not let loose in the 
proper season upon a fox here and there, with the collaboration of 
their only remaining admirers the horses and hounds (but we forget 
the House of Commons) it pains us to think. (C73-32) 
Butter claims that there is a 'flagging' of enthusiasm (:'i & ?, p.92) 
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towards the end of the series, but there is no evidence for this in the 
main sections of the texts, bar a tendency to deal with two or three 
topics in greater depth rather than retaining the old prescription of 
three or four per week. 29 Even the last article gives no reason to 
suspect that 'Our Generation' will not continue confidently until 
success is achieved. But while this flippancy of tone first signals 
'Moore's' certainty of his position as prophet of the coming system, 
beginning as a mark of the assurance which permits him to be occasionally 
less than the wholly sober, respectable, responsible citizen he is 
usually at such pains to appear, it gradually becomes more bitter, and 
less witty, as time passes. Complaining of popular philistinism on 
the tercentenary of Dante's death, for instance, he notes that 
only in so far as, after six hundred years, Dante happens to 
have become an item of news are our newspaper editors interested 
in him. The, Dante celebration, simply as a celebration, without 
its meaning, without an understanding of what it is all about: 
that satisfies them. But they are adepts at rendering Hamlet 
without including the Prince of Denmark; in fact they prefer 
Hamlet in that state. (C73-50) 
To finish on this note not only fails to give a plan for remedial action, 
it seems to despair of any improvement being achieved. Two thirds of 
the way through the series this pessimism becomes explicit: 'the 
individual is divided against himself', he writes 'and that is why 
everything is ineffectual' (C73-62); and he does not exclude 'Our 
Generation' from the indictment. The division of the individual 
against himself, of 'Moore' against Muir, the price of denying the very 
29. For example, C73-75/6. 
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experience of being a working-class Scot which had brought him to 
attempt to win the allegiance of the powerful middle-class, was not 
sufficient to compensate for the theoretical softness which caused 
Social Credit to fail to win the necessary support. In June 1921 it 
had seemed as if people were beginning to respond: 'these notes have 
begun to succeed,' he writes, 
they are arousing a little opposition, and during the last few 
days two letters have reached me expressing it. (C73-33) 
Two letters might mark the beginning of debate, but it never swelled to 
anything more than a beginning: and as a return on some two years' 
work, within a context that made the return the justifying factor, it 
must have been bitterly disappointing. For all the Arnoldian echoes 
and references,30 'Our Generation' sought to dispense not 'sweetness 
and light' but Douglasite propaganda, and the failure of Social Credit 
marked the end of Muirts commitment to political activism. 
It did not, of course, mark the end of his career. 'We Moderns' 
had been his introduction to writing for the English periodical, but 
his time helping to edit The New Age demanded that he learn the finest 
details of the ideology and functioning of the system of which it was 
a part and on which he was financially dependant. The measure of 
his success in this is debateable: on what might be regarded as the 
'public' level, The New Age survived against the pressures of the market 
but only with a reduction in the number of pages, circulation figures 
which may have remained stable but which almost certainly did not grow, 
and an increasing reliance on the established structure of the paper 
that amounted to mechanical repetition of the set format. 31 The 
30. lor example in C73-11/25/41/57/63/70/S6. 
31. See appendix 1(a). 
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inability of Social Credit theory to break through to the public it 
required may also be accounted in part a failure of the editors of 
The New Age. On the contrasting level of his 'personal' career, 
however, the achievement was remarkable. Close comparison of 'Our 
Generation' with the editorial 'Commentaries' written by T.S. Eliot 
very soon afterwards for The Criterion shows how completely 'Moore' 
assumes the concerns, manners and style of the avant-garde sector of 
English periodicals; and does, indeed, suggest that the relationship 
between Muir's writing and that of other alienated intellectuals from 
'peripheral' cultures seeking to revitalise the centre whose corruption 
had disappointed them was, in the early 1920s, at least symbiotic.32 
Although he committed the occasional breach of etiquette,33 Muir'S 
awareness of his position was very shrewd and sure. His response to 
it was embodied in the literary achievement of creating the persona 
of 'Edward Moore' and maintaining it virtually unblemished for the 
duration of the series for which it was deSigned even although he was 
living abroad for almost half of its run. The effects of losing this 
persona, along with the political strategy it had personified in 'Our 
Generation' can be seen in the last series of articles Muir wrote for 
The New Age, 'Causerie de Jeudi'. 
32. For a detailed comparison of the two series see appendiX 1 (b). 
33. For example, when he incurred Eliot's disapproval by referring 
to the Criterion'S 'school of criticism' (C374): see chapter 111.2. 
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II 3 
By September 1922, when Orage gave up the editorship of ~ 
New Age and 'Our Generation' came to an end, the confidence gained 
from his success in the American periodical The Freeman combined with 
the danger of being confused with the new editor, Arthur Moore, had 
already encouraged Muir to publish two poems as 'Edwin Muir' in ~ 
New Age.34 That his writing changes with the abandonment of the 
pseudonym signalling his use of a persona, and that this change was 
objectively noted by contemporary readers, is confirmed by the Editor's 
note to the fifth article in the new series: 
Style is apparently an elusive thing. One or two correspondents 
have written to ask whyMr Edward Moore no longer writes in 
The New Age. The explanation is that, to avoid confusion with 
the editor, 'Mr Edward Moore' is now writing under his own name, 
Edwin Muir. (C142_E)35 
Since 'Causerie de Jeudi' began in November 1922, only a few weeks 
after the end of 'Our Generation', so sudden and complete a change in 
style as to render his column unrecognisable to the followers of his 
earlier writings cannot be accounted for in terms of gradual maturing 
of technique or increasing sophistication of approach. And 
34. These were 'Rebirth' (C127) and 'Ballad of Eternal Life' (C131). 
35. Although Mellown's Bibliography lists all twenty-one articles 
with dates, he assigns them only one overall number, C142. The 
appended initials run chronologically and full listings are 
given in the bibliographical appendix. 
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although 'Causerie de Jeudi' is largely ignored by Muir's critics, 
inoluding Butter,36 the nature of its differences from 'Our 
Generation' suggests that it embodies the almost violent rejection 
of the ethos of his longest series in The New Age and signifies his 
temporary withdrawal from active political debate on the failure of 
Douglasism. 
The title of the new series is only the most immediate indioation 
of the altered approaoh, 'Thursday Chats' suggesting far less serious-
ness and urgenoy than the appeal to personal relevance in 'Our 
Generation', and the use of Frenoh acting as an extention of the 
element of distanoing cynicism that was growing in 'Edward Moore'. 
'Causerie de Jeudi' does, however, accurately refleot the piecemeal 
constitution of the series, both externally and internally. 'Our 
Generation' had only three minor slips in continuity over nearly two 
years,37 but in their nine month span the twenty-one 'Causerie' 
articles are quite irregular in appearanoe. And where 'Our Generation' 
articles oonsisted of three or four seotions, often interrelated and 
treated at some length, 'Causerie' returns to the haphazard collection 
of aphorisms and short, brittle paragraphs that characterised 'We 
Moderns' • The first article, for example, is punctuated with one-
and two-liners such as: 
36. 
37. 
To guess is more diffioult than to reason. 
The poet is not born but re-born. 
The rule is solemn, the exception is witty. (C142-A) 
Butter merely notes that 'between October 1922 and January 1924 
thirty-one more prose contributions by him appeared, mostly under 
the heading ItCauserie de Jeudi lt and mostly on literary subjects' 
( M &: P, p .92 ) • 
There were no artioles on 27 October 1921, 9 February or 9 March 
1922. (Mellown, Bibliography, p.61). 
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This style is maintained through most of the series, never being 
extended beyond the length of such extracts as these: 
It is the shallow who long for profundity; to the profound depth 
is a necessity and a torment. 
to lie on the surface. 
They long to escape from it and 
The Dangers of Criticism:- It is more difficult to judge an 
aphorism than an epic. (C142-B) 
The heretic is a dogmatist without a dogma. (C142-C) 
Changing the strategy employed in 'Our Generation', Muir attempts 
to explain the theory behind this series explicitly, in the first 
article: 'writers who stimulate, who incite to thought, are of three 
classes', he claims: 
Of the first are those who give a paradoxical turn to a platitude: 
these are useful, for they make the platitude live. Re-stated by 
them, it surprises us, and surprise is a sign of vitality; if a 
thought takes us unawares, we immediately begin to think about it. 
But this programme of short, sharp attacks on established ways of 
thought is less effective than 'Our Generation's' attempts to combat 
'superstition' for two reasons. The examples lose most of their 
force when the paradoxes are safely contained in a set column, neatly 
boxed off like a set of intellectual riddles from the political and 
social concerns of the magazine and, with no basis in contemporary 
affairs, having no reference to them save by contrasting juxtapOSition; 
and they are utterly dependent on the wit of the author for their 
existence, not encouraging the readers to learn a technique of analysis 
available to any member of the audience, but asking them to applaud 
the extraordinary skill of Edwin Muir. The lack of sustained 
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exposition and argument means that the column is full of hard little 
nuggets of thought apparently conjured from no-where save the talent 
of the writer, and it is this trait that most deeply marks the divide 
between 'Causerie' and the democratic drive in the painstaking, 
empirical process of investigation of 'Our Generation'. 
This regression to the mode of 'We Moderns' is itself an index of 
political withdrawal from the ethos of The New Age, since it returns 
to work typical of the easier, less totally committed and less 
political relationship he had had with the paper when it was held at 
the distance between Glasgow and London. Examined in isolation from 
the overall development of his career, 'Causerie' would seem to suggest 
that Muir was simply running out of steam. 
And as the series haltingly progresses, even the weak and 
disappointing early justification breaks down as Muir gradually gives up 
the idea of shocking the reader into new thought, and starts to write 
at more length on his own pet subjects. There is a much greater 
concern with the 'philosophical' rather than the practical aspects of 
the topics with which he deals. For example, the first article includes 
an attack on the stereotypes of classification that govern our thought: 
It is dangerous to think of men as mere classes, whether it is 
economic, social or spiritual, for that is bound to lead to the 
justification of one class, and generally a small one, and the 
condemnation of all the others. It is dangerous to think of men 
as nations, or even races, for then one can find for the over-
whelming maSs of mankind no raison d'~tre except the conditional 
one that without them a particular race or a single nation could 
not have existed. It is dangerous to think of some ideal society 
in the future towards which our own life is moving, for that makes 
our whole life relative and deprives it of its individual and 
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unique truth. It is dangerous to regard the primitive races 
still eXisting as a sort of irrelevancy in our world, and to be 
concerned with Europe only and not with Asia and even with 
Africa. (C 142-A) 
The tone of calm reasonableness, the slow build-up of what tension 
there is through the repetition of the same sentence structure, and 
the general economy of tone, all contribute to the feeling that Muir 
is merely pointing out established truths. But the platitude is 
turned to paradox in the end of the passage: 
It is dangerous to do all these things, and yet it is impossible 
not to do them. No man is great if these assumptions, along with 
the mystical negation of them, are not in him. Every great man 
incarnates in himself what mankind has attained - and has not 
attained - and in doing that he makes mankind irrelevant and at 
the same time in the highest sense irrelevant. It is the mystery 
of greatness. (C142-A) 
It is the constant use of abstractions that is so wearing about this 
extract -- and about the series as a whole. Mankind, mysteries, 
greatness and negationsJcombined with verbal tricks implying 'highest' 
and other degrees of irrelevanc~ amount to a drastic retreat from the 
kind of writing he had been producing during the previous three years. 
Throughout the entire series, there is no suggestion of it being possible 
to alleviate any situation discussed. The cynicism amounts to a 
total lack of sympathy and betrays a complete loss of faith in human 
potential capability: he claims, for example, that 
The sinner sins because he can sin well; the moralist exhorts 
him not to sin because he exhorts well; the psychologist looks 
on and points this out because he can point it out well. How 
clever this makes life! (C142-A) 
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and that 
In our time, when ideas lie in such heaps in every man's 
cellar, a new philosophy can only be a new filing system. 
(C142-B) 
If the persona behind 'Our Generation' was becoming disillusioned, the 
persona behind 'Causerie de Jeudi' is a dile~tante. Hoffman (C142-N) 
and Spengler (C142-Q), typically introduced, were important European 
writers unjustly neglected by the parochial English magazines, and 
Muir's work in resisting such prejudice was undoubtedly valuable. 
But that task of widening awareness could have been performed with 
equal, if not greater, success in occasional articles without disrupting 
the more specialised endeavour supposedly the aim of 'Causerie'. By 
the end of the series those pieces are, as Mellown describes them, 
little more than 'disguised reviews' ( Bibliogranh$ p.64): and, as in 
the case of the consideration of Georgian poetry (C142-R), unenthusias-
tically written reviews at that. 'Mr Davies', he- says, is one of the 
most natural and delightful of minor poets' (C142-R). Again, it would 
appear that Muir was simply burned out as a critic. 
Yet the dating of 'Causerie' makes this an untenable conclusion. 
1922-1923 was the period of the start to a phase of great expansion 
in his writing. From the knowledge of the English periodical gained 
through his work for The New Age, he was able to tailor his writing 
for other magazines and become a highly successful and extremely 
prolific literary journalist. The 'Causerie' articles mark the 
beginning of this expansion; but they also mark the political decision 
to move away from political journalism into the safer world of the 
purely literary reviews, to write more narrowly about books albeit a 
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wider range of books than almost any other critic of the time - at the 
expense of renouncing social and economic criticism. He may have 
carried with him residual elements of the idealism of The New Age, and 
he may have temporarily returned to the advocacy of Social Credit 
during the politically dangerous days of the 1930s, but a political 
commitment to any programme of reform was never again to be a 
structural principle in his work as it had been in 'Our Generation'. 
Even this movement away from Douglasism could be argued to have 
been determined in" part by Douglasism itself. If the persona of 
'Causerie' is more cynical, more brilliant, aloof and ~litist than the 
old 'Edward Moore', this is not merely a reflection of Muir's 
disillusionment at the failure of Social Credit to break through. 
These characteristics also reflect traits inherent in Douglasism itself. 
Although the Scheme was intended to bring about 'economic democracy' 
and a socialist state, its reliance was entirely upon the action of 
bourgeois individuals, and the expositions of the structure of the 
Douglasite system leaves little doubt that the bureaucratic organisation 
of the working class is to go on being handled by precisely this class: 
Any or all business undertakings will be accepted for registration 
under an assisted price scheme ••• Undertakings unable to show a 
profit after five years' operation to be struck off the register ••• 
Unregistered firms will not be supplied with the necessary bill 
forms for treatment in this manner, with the result that their 
prices will be 25 per cent, at least, higher than those of 
registered firms. (It is obvious that the larger the discount 
rate can be made, the greater will be the handicap of the non-
\ 
registered firms.)... For a period of five years after the 
initiation of this scheme, failure on the part of any individual 
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to accept employment in whatever trade, business or vocation he 
was classified in the last census, under conditions recognised as 
suitable to employment (unless exempted on a medical certificate), 
will render such individual liable to suspension of benefit in 
respect of the national dividend. 38 
A strong central authority to administer the distribution of credits 
is essential to the Scheme. Vast numbers of civil servants are to be 
employed (for 4 hours a day to ensure fair job-sharing) on this task 
(Social Credit, p.210), and it is therefore clear that its implications 
of an organic community were founded on an acknowledgement of the 
rights of that community over the individual. Muir'S later emphasis 
on the lack of an organiC community in Scotland depends as much on the 
intellectual inheritance of the New Age Scheme, with all its implicit 
authoritarianism, as on his experience of pre-industrial Orkney; and 
the move Muir made towards the cultural centre 1n his abandonment of 
The New Age was itself an instance of fulfilling the centralism implicit 
in Social Credit theory. 
Moreover, while the ideology of the paper had been the determining 
factor influencing both the form and the content of his writing, ~ 
New Age had also demonstrated to Muir the absolute necessity of 
developing a relationship with the existing system of economics, through 
the instructive example of Pound's career. When Pound wrote and 
reviewed for Orage as 'B.H. Dias' and 'William Atheling', he too was 
using acceptable personae. These are columns of interesting -- though 
not startling -- criticism; but in those written under his own name he 
goes to the opposite extreme, writing to emphasise the differences 
38. Douglas, Social Credit (1924; 3rd edition, revised and enlarged, 
1933), p.208-11. 
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between his background and that of his readers with a zest that 
suggests a deliberate attempt to shock the aud~ence out of their 
customary social expectations. In 1913, for example, he writes of 
his plans for an American Academy: 
My proposal is of the Simplest. I want not ten men but a 
hundred. I want not Rome, but New York or Chicago. 
I want these hundred men chosen with regard to their 
intentions and capacities, not by an academic footrule. 
I want them to be men who have done enough to show that their 
work is neither a passing whim nor a commercial prediliction. 
(29 May 1913, p.116) 
In a long series of articles, he goes more radically against the 
metropolitan ethos and claims to be writing an account of the pioneering 
exploits of his immediate family. Such revelling in the differences 
between himself and the accepted mores of literary circles did him no 
good at all: in the early 1920s he seems to have been utterly 
dependent on Orage for his income. Other editors would not employ him. 
Muir, on the other hand, who did his best to seem to belong to the 
London circles in which he was moving and to the audience for which 
he assumed he was writing, consequently attracted the attention of 
Van Wyck Brooks and was offered the contract to review for The Freeman 
that enabled the travels on the continent to begin. The moral was 
clear. The parameters of these intellectual circles, for all their 
interest in new ideas, and however in advance of the rest of the 
society in which they functioned they might be, were just as rigid as 
any other social formation. Muir's assimilation of the rules won him 
~he freeman's money, and over the next eight years he was to exploit 
such knowledge of the material rules underlying the literary reviews 
to the full. 
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Chapter III: 










Began to write for Freeman 
Augus t : to Prague 
March: to Hellerau 
May: to Forte dei Marmi 
August: to Salzburg 
September: to Lucca 
October: to Salzburg 
December: to Vienna 
March: Freeman closed Latitudes 
to Sonntagberg 
July: to Montrose 
January: to Penn First Poems 
October: to Montrose 
March: to St Tropez Transition 
October: to Menton Chorus of the 
Newly Dead 
~ 
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Freeman 
New Age, Freeman 
New Age, Freeman, 
Scottish Chanbook, 
Scottish Nation, Dial, 
Living Age 
New Age, Freeman 
Nation, Dial, Observer, 
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Nation (NY) , Criterion, 
Calendar of Modern 
Letters, Living Age 
Calendar of Modern 
Letters, Nation, 
Living Age, Adelphi, 
Calendar Quarterly 
May: to Surrey The Marionette Saturday Review, 
Calendar Quarterly, 
Natior. 
December: ceased reviewing The Structure Bookmar., ria tion, 




Muir's autobiographical account of the 1920s employs the same 
strategy as that used in talking of the earlier years when he was 
working primarily on The New Age. By naming chapters according to 
the places where he and his wife lived and travelled ('London', 'Prague', 
'Dresden and Hellerau', 'Italy and Austria' and so on), he designs a 
travelogue backdrop to the continued concentration on the drama of his 
spiritual development, an emphasis which makes it seem unrelated to 
the other elements of his identity. 
For instance, his description of their stay in Italy focuses on 
a recurring dream experienced in a hotel in Lucca, and he talks of it 
with the same attitude of naive enthusiasm and wonder as he uses in 
relating his 'waking dreams' under psychoanalysis in London, demanding 
that readers will accord the manifestations of his subconscious the 
priority he assigns to them: 
In the dream I was a young man of twenty, dressed in what seemed 
to be a renaissance costume, a closely fitting suit of black. 
I was waiting in a dark archway for the approach of someone; it 
was late in the night; the moon was up, but I was hidden in the 
shadow of the arch. Presently I heard a man's footsteps growing 
louder; as he passed I leapt out, filled with rage from head to 
foot, a sort of possession, and plunged my dagger into his breast. 
~e warm blood spouted out, covering my hand; this always wakened 
me. Why I dreamt this dream, and why it came back to me night 
after night, I cannot think. (Auto, p.213) 
Again, Muir, through the retelling of his dream, is making a propagandist 
point while denying that he has any awareness of such a process. By 
giving the most preCise details at such length (the dark clothes, the 
lateness of the hour, the arch under which he hides from the moonlight) 
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he elevates this kind of experience above his literary work of the 
same period,the details of which are omitted; but by disclaiming any 
authority in interpreting the dream ('Why I dreamt this dream ••• I 
cannot think') he seeks to deny the ideological ordering that produces 
this elevation. That he is constantly advancing his own ideology in 
the autobiography becomes even clearer when he discusses Italian 
religious mores: 
On the stone floor of the church old peasant women were kneeling 
in prayer, their faces streaming with tears as they gazed at the 
statue of their Lord. At the same time, not far off, a fair was 
in full swing, with booths displaying giants and dwarfs, clowns 
and conjurers. This was an immemorial part of the solemn day, 
and it seemed to us in no way incongruous. In the evening the 
results of a lottery were announced to the crackling of fireworks. 
(Auto, p.213) 
By stressing that he and Willa were outsiders --- he writes of 'their 
Lord', and notes that-the fair 'seemed to us in no way incongruous' --
Muir pretends that he is an impartial observer neutrally recording the 
foreign manners he has witnessed abroad. But the eaphasis on the all-
embracing nature of Catholicism, with the fair and the proceSSion as 
part of the same ceremony, is a major theme in his mature poetry and 
underlies the advocacy of an 'organic' community. Similarly, his 
reaction to the squalor of peasant conditions embodies a political 
attitude: 
The gentleness and dignity of that family in that lonely place, 
the veil of flies hanging from the walls, bemused us as we 
walked on, and I became dimly aware of a good life which had 
existed there for many centuries before medicine and hygiene 
identified goodness with cleanliness. (Auto, p.212) 
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Unlike the distrust of modern science familiarly attributed to Muir on 
the evidence of such poems such as 'The Horses' and 'After a 
Hypothetical War', this passage reveals an opposition, not to the dubious 
results of modern research in physics, say, but specifically to the 
medical sciences which have fought to prevent premature death through 
unnecessary infection. And it does so in the nalle of an undefinedly 
'good' life identified with poverty and dirt and yet said to invoke 
the ideals 'gentleness', 'dignity' --of the refined bourgeoisie. 
An a ttellpt is made to hide the anti-huaanis t transcendentalism. under-
lying this politely genteel primitivism by claiming that Muir was 
'bemused' and only 'dimly avare', as if this described his consciousness 
not only on leaving the cottage but also while writing about it. The 
political conservatism is masked by the language used by the narrator, 
and it is denied that Muir is conscious of the ideological pressure 
which he exerts through applying it to determine the full operation of 
the text. 
In the autobiography, where such recollections are emphasised 
because they are congruous with his later ideology, his contemporary 
writing is reduced to being merely the activity -- hardly worthy of 
I1ention that finances the travels around Europe; and its importance 
is said to be that it thereby smooths the way for the central spiritual 
progress. He notes that 
we had a great deal of leisure, for living vas cheap and I could 
make enough to keep us comfortably by writing two articles a 
month for The Freeman and a weekly article for The New Age. 
(Auto, p.189) 
But instead of discussing these articles, he immediately continues by 
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saying that tit was the first time since I was fourteen that I had 
known what it was to have time for thinking and daydrealling' (Au to, 
p.189); and while,as usual, he tells us a lot about his dreams, his 
thoughts are merely disparaged. 
Por example, he claims that 
except for the time I spent in writing my articles for the American 
Freeman, on which we lived, we had our days to ourselves ••• 
Reading some of my articles tor The Freeman written about that 
time, I see that I was very little concerned with the truth of what 
I said; I was Simply letting my mind range freely among 'ideas', 
as if that were a sufficient end in itself. I.had started the 
habit in Glasgow, where ideas were so scarce that any, good or bad, 
was a· treasure to be prized. I had afterwards come under the 
influence of Orage, the most intelligent merchant of ideas of his 
time. But in Hellerau my imagination was beginning to waken after 
a long sleep, and the perceptions it promised were so much more 
real than those with which I had been trifling, that these no longer 
excited me. (Auto, p.197-200) 
By traCing the source of these articles to Glasgow, Muir suggests that 
the intervening years spent working on The New Age were irrelevant to 
the development of his writing; it is almost implied that the pieces 
he sent to The Freeman from 1921 to 1924 were somehow tainted by an 
association with the horrors he describes in the industrial Scotland he 
left in 1919. And in this formation Muir then implicates Orage, 
referring to him as a 'merchant' of ideas (as if Orage were some kind 
of cynical profiteer), thereby devaluing the work without actually 
discussing its content, form or role in his career. The notion of 
conflict between his intellect and his imagination replays the favoured 
theme of a 'dissociation of sensibility', but in such a way as to make 
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it seem an exclusively personal matter without cultural reference or 
relevance -- and to stress the value of the private over the public 
again. 'I was very little concerned with the truth of what I said' 
implies that he was intellectually irresponsible, as does the use of 
'trifling'; and by putting 'ideas' in inverted commas he suggests that 
these have nothing to do with 'truth', so buttressing his transcendent-
alism. The confusion arising from the lack of definition in saying 
of his imagination that 'the perceptions it promised were so much more 
real' --as if comparative degrees of reality were attributable through 
sOlie paradox that reversed the usual understanding of 'real' and 
'imaginary' -- completes the manoeuvre that distracts attention from 
the earlier work which he wishes to discredit by its relentless 
disparagement. 
Again, the critics have followed Muir's lead in evaluating this 
area of his writing. There is no single study of the work of this 
period. Butter's chronicle follows the autobiography very closely, 
spending only about a page on Latitudes and that largely for the purpose 
of making a contrast with First Poems;1 and despite his own judgement 
that 'in critical prose he was by the summer of 1924 approaching 
maturity, in poetry he was only a beginner' (M & P, p.94), the superior 
valuation of the latter leads him to devote almost ten times as much 
space to the verse. Similarly, Transition2 is described as 'his most 
mature book yet, full of original perceptions and without the stridency 
and overstatement of his earlier writings' (M & P, p.110); but this 
totally unsubstantiated verdict is immediately followed by a long 
1 • !,ati tudes (1924); First Poems (1925)., 
2. Transition (1926). 
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quotation from a letter by Muir that emphasises the importance of 
his poetry at this time. Moreover Butter carefully makes explicit 
the autobiography's suggestion by saying that Muir's other writing for 
periodicals was merely 'bread-and-butter work' (M & P, p.l08). 
No curiosity seems to have been aroused-by the reputation Muir had 
among his contemporaries in the 1920s as a critic. As it has been 
pointed out, Q.D. Leavis was almost apologetic in 1940 that she 
remembered Muir's earlier status (Scrutiny, IX, p.170-1): yet Willa 
reports as a simple accolade Leonard Woolf's telling Muir 'that his 
book reviews were the best The Nation had ever had' (Belonging, p.lla); 
and although MacDiarmid was prone to claim more on the basis of promise 
than achievement for anyone he might recognise as a manifestation of 
the Renaissance, no objection seems to have been made when, in 1925, 
he dubbed Muir 'a critic incontestably in the first flight of 
contemporary critics of welt-literatur~' (Contemporary Scottish Studies', 
p.906) • 
While the enthusiasms of contemporary writers always may prove to 
have been short-Sighted, Muir's attempts to deter investigation of this 
period have succeeded in preventing any examination of this earlier 
feeling that he was doing important work. Yet even the apparently 
superficial evidence of the bibliographical listings suggests that 
these were years of great expansion, as he wrote on more varied subjects 
and for more mixed audiences than he had ever reached before -or, 
indeed, than he would reach again. It seems to have been the time 
when, using all the experience and contacts that he had gained in his 
association with The New Age, he made the most strenuous efforts to 
fulfil the ambition he had confided to R.L. Mencken while seeking a way 
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out of clerking in Glasgow: 
May I ask if there is a greater opportunity in America for 
original work in the journals and reviews? Do you think my 
work would be accepted if I sent it to some of the American 
reviews? I am certainly going to make an attempt to dispense 
with my clerical work, for it is, from my point of view, a 
sheer waste of time if I can make a living by writing. If 
you would be so kind as to give me your candid opinion of the 
literary market in America -- and especially what can be made 
by writing for the better journals -- I should be much obliged. 
(Letters, p.21-22) 
This ideal of a literary life is the dominant motive behind the 
work of the twenties. But just as Muir'S account of this period 
follows a strategy parallel to that employed in talking about the time 
with The New Age, so the development of his career in the later 1920s 
parallels that of 1919-1923. Although the scale of activity is 
greatly enlarged, the general pattern is the same: Muir can be seen 
to be exercised on finding forms through which to influence the reader, 
working with much enthusiasm and some stamina, but becoming slowly 
disillusioned with the form he has chosen until quite suddenly 
abandoning it. Within this framework he continues to try to reconcile 
the conflicting elements· of his identit.y as a Scot, as a member of the 
working class and as a writer wanting to join the forces of a 
(revitalised) English literary centre. Released from the narrow 
audience expectations with which he had compromised through The New Age, 
he is able to modify the characteristics of the writing persona; but 
it proves to be a change of restriction, not an escape to freedom, and 
he is not able to dispense with the use of a persona entirely. 
Moreover, the conflicts the persona seeks to conceal become increasingly 
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apparent in the response Muir makes to his subjects, especially when 
he begins to identify and criticise literary modernism. As Muir tries 
to cope with the resurgence of these problems, the use of personae 
becomes a dominant topic of concern in his writing, to such an extent 
that in 1928 he virtually abandons periodical literary journalism to 
concentrate on the experiments he might make with personae in the 
apparently freer context of novel-writing. 
III 2 
Mellown's Bibliography)by listing all the 'Our Generation' and 
'Causerie' articles under single numbers, gives the impreSSion that 
his contributions to The New Age were less extensive than in fact they 
were;3 but no such misinterpretation could be made of the listings of 
the work of the 1920s as a whole. Although there are no records of 
his writing for the Glasgow Herald before he left for London, nor of 
the drama criticism he did for The Scotsman, and although some pieces 
are omitted (such as the review of Sacheverell Sitwell's All Summer in 
a Day, which he wrote for Vogue in 192&Letters, p.57», the most obvious 
characteristic of the period remains the proliferation of essays and 
reviews for literary periodicals, and the variety of publications which 
carried' his work. Latitudes, like We Moderns, consists of essays 
collected from a magazine, in this case The Freeman; and most chapters 
of Transition were published independently before they appeared in a 
, 
Single volume. Even The Structure of the Novel,4 being an extension 
of the views he had developed in regularly reviewing contemporary 
fiction, is directly attributable to his work for the periodicals 
,. For full publication details, see bibliographical appendix p. 
4. The Structure of the Novel (1928). 
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inasmuch as reviewing had encouraged his interest in fiction but also 
restricted his opportunities to consider theoretically the problems he 
was tackling. 
It seems to be tacitly assumed that by moving from London in 
August 1921 Muir cut himself off from the literary world that was 
centred there5 and this assumption fosters the reading of the 1920s 
as a period important only for his spiritual development. 'Our 
Generation', however, continued until September 1922, and shows, by its 
similarities to Eliot's 'Commentaries', that Muir continued to be 
typical in his response as an alien writer to that centre. Throughout 
the 1920s his decision to work through periodicals marks his continued 
complicity with the ethos and mores of that literary sector. 
The boom in literary magazines in the 1920s was encouraged by the 
end of the war-time restrictions on publishing. Muir wrote for many 
of the new magazines of the period, such as The Criterion, The Calendar 
of Modern Letters (later Calendar QuarterlY), The Scottish Chapbook and 
The Scottish Nation; and the purpose underlying this association on 
Muir's part can be inferred from a letter written to Van Wyck Brooks 
in December 1922: 
The temper of your work, for the task you have, I take it, in 
hand -the bringing of America culturally to her senses --
is, I think, absolutely right. Such criticism as yoursis more 
living than anyone can find in England, because you have an 
end for America, and work towards it: whereas in England the 
critic has no general end, under the impreSSion, mistaken it 
seems to me, that nothing, for culture in general, remains in 
5. For example, Butter writes that London was 'exciting but life was 
becoming too hectic... He needed a time of quiet to discover 
himself. Luckily the means to get it came at just the right time.' 
(M & P, p.75). 
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that country to be done. This state of things (I mean in my 
country) is due almost certainly to the fact that the English 
critics are a class who, beneath their reading and equipment, 
have the prejudice of the English man in the street that culture 
does not matter. The English critics cannot see culture for 
the books, or rather for the one book or one writer they are 
imaediately concerned with, and while certainly t hey deal very 
competently sometimes with their immediate subject, this lack 
of a general conception is a bad fault in them -- having 
something profoundly to do with English indomitable self-
satisfaction. But at any rate I am far enough away from it here 
no longer to be acutely hurt by it. (Letters, p.26-7) 
Although his assimilation to the London centre of this ethos is such 
that he writes of England . as 'my countr,r, the political awareness of 
, 
the New Age period is still apparent: each of the new papers advocated 
its own programme for cultural regeneration, in England or America or 
Scotland, so meeting Muir's desire for a 'general conception', an 
ideologically committed scheme within which the criticism of individual 
works or topics would depend on criteria that were not arbitrary. 
Being 'away from it' may have eased the embarrassment of The New Age's 
failure, but it also seems to have helped make him especially responsive 
to the motives of the new magazines. 
But while the notion that the role of the literary periodical is 
to bring a country 'culturally to her senses' (the phrase is Muir's, 
not Brooks's) is clearly an extension of the Arnoldian bias of 'Our 
Generation', it also points to the fact that, unlike The New Age, these 
magazines did not seek to change the concept of literary orthodoxy by 
altering the structure of the society in which that concept functioned. 
Rather, they sought to change the design of the icons that were 
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venera ted by that orthodoxy-. Through the influence of his contacts 
in London, Muir was employed by established papers, writing for 
The Athenaeum, for eumple, because Leonard Woolf was then literary 
editor; and his growing reputation in America led to work for the Evening 
Post and the Bew York Nation; but for all this apparent heterogeneity, 
Muir did not attempt to move outside the boundaries of the literary 
world to the kind of directly political writing he had done for ~ 
New Age. In this phase of his bid for a career in the teras of the 
literary centre, he had to suppress the political dimension of his 
convictions; and the strain of this concealment can be detected in the 
occasional breakdown in his literary personae and, towards the end of 
the decade, in the temporary abandonment of the strategy of using 
periodical publication. 
The idea that Muir planned his career at this time with any 
enthusias. or energy comes strangely in contrast to the dominating 
values of the autobiography. There Muir barely mentions his writing 
for papers other than The New Age and The Freeman, so giving the 
impreSSion that when the Aaerican paper collapsed in March 1924 he 
and Willa were totally reliant on her work as a teacher: 
In the spring I vas suddenly informed that The Freeman was to be 
discontinued. Neill was in Austria on his .ountain, and to 
tide us over until we found some other way of making a living 
Willa wrote to hi., asking if she could help again in his 
school; he sent her a wara invitation to come. (Auto, p.222) 
His account of the .onths on the Sonntagberg concentrates on the 
co.position of Chorus of the Newly Dead as if it were his sole 
employment, and Muir mentions reviewing only when he talks of the return 
6 to England. 
6. 'Leonard Woolf, a 1; that time the li terary editor of The Ha tion and 
Athenaeum, gave me books to review every now and then.' (Auto, p.226) 
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If this were an accurate reflection of his priorities in these years, 
it would be surprising that he continued to write critically at all; 
and yet he wrote several reviews for The New Age and the Evening Post 
11 terar;y Review during the months at the free school: and between 1922 
and 1928 he published approxiu. tely tvo hundred and fifty separate 
articles and reviews. 
Butter seems to have oaitted references to the progress of his 
career fro. his selection of Muir's letters, and yet their significance 
is unambiguous. For example, in September 1924 he writes to Schiff 
of the suggestion that he might review for the Weekly Westminster: 
this will be an opportunity I think for makjng an appearance in 
England. I shall take care to exploit it as well as I can.7 
There is equally little suggestion that he was writing only for money 
when he considers his first pieces for the Nation and AthenaeWl . in the 
same letter: 
They have sent me books weekly now for the last three weeks, and 
asked for a column notice. That is not much; I know exactly 
how little it is; but even a column like that, done regularly and 
conscientiously, should awaken a little respect. And it is only 
a beginning. 
Moreover, although The Freeman had opened up a further audience in 
America, there can be no doubt as to the direction in which his 
ambitions were aimed: he tells Schiff, 
I must write tvo reviews for The Nation and three for the American 
Saturday Review of Books, reviews which awaited me when I arrived 
here and which I am very glad to get, for if they are continued 
7. E.M. - Schiff, 1.9.24, NLS Ms. 19671 ff 47-50 (47). 
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they will give me a certain amount ot steady work and money. 
An acceptance trom The New RepubliC ot an article I wrote a 
long time ago also awaited me, with a request tor more, so fro. 
one point ot view I am very pleased. But I want particularly 
to be published and recognised in some form or other in England.8 
Later he again emphasises the iaportance of prestige in England to 
I think I could quite easily get the article accepted in America, 
but as I want primarily to get some kind of a hearing in England, 
I should like it to appear here first. 9 
Personal ambition seems to have outrun his awareness ot the Significance 
of the kind of work he was doing even at this comparatively late date: 
when Woolf told him that the TLS review of Chorus of the Newly Dead 
had sold over a hundred copies, he wrote to Schiff that he had never 
10 really believed that a review could have so great an effect. Yet 
although Willa reports that Woolf's com~ndation of his reviews gave 
A 
Muir 'deep satisfaction' (Belonging. p.118), he did occasionally have 
moments of doubt about the wisdom of the policy he advocated in his 





The effect ot the book will be to disgruntle most ot the writers 
I deal with; as a stroke ot policy it is the worst thing I could 
have done for contemporary literature, but that does not trouble 
1 1 me at present at all. 
E~. - Schiff, 2.8.24, NLS Ms 19671 
E.M. - Schiff, 16.9.24, NLS Ms 19671 
E.M. - Schiff, 12.8.26, NLS Ms 19671 
E.M. - Schiff, 8.2.26, NLS Ms 19671 
ff 37-9 (37). 
ff 51-3 (51). 
if 170-3 (171). 
ff 156-8 (157). 
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Clearly, the advancement of his career was of at least equal importance 
to him as the development of modern literature. 
But for all his desire to belong to that literary world, either 
his interpretation of the way in which it operated or his awareness of 
the rules by which that operation could be discussed was slightly askew, 
as is shown by the minor dispute with T.S. Eliot over the nature of 
'the Criterion group' towards the end of this period. Reviewing 
Sherard Vines's Movements in Modern English Poetry and Prose in ~ 
Nation and Athenaeum, he writes: 
Mr Vines in his interesting volume is biased, as he was bound to 
be; he is in favour of the school of criticism which exalts 
Reason and is represented chiefly by The Monthly Criterion. (C37'4) 
The next week Eliot's polite but firm response appears: 
Sir, -- Mr Edwin Muir, in his interesting review of Mr Sherard Vines's 
book in your issue. of April 14th, speaks very amiably of what he 
calls 'the school of criticism which ••• is represented Chiefly by 
The Monthly Criterion'. For this we should be grateful, but I 
should like to forestall a possible misconception. It would be 
unfortunate if a myth arose to the effect that 'the Criterion school 
of criticism' consisted of a compact body of theorists all holding 
one and the same theory. Someone would eventually demolish this 
myth, and the 'group' itself would be held responsible for its 
propagation. I see the danger of misunderstanding in the way in 
which Mr Muir joins the names of 'Mr Eliot, Mr Read, and Mr Richards'. 
I have great respect for the theories of the two latter: but it does 
not follow that I accept all of their theories, or that they accept 
all of mine or each other'S. There are manifest divergences of 
which everyone is aware; and if we add the names of other Criterion 
contributors, including foreign writers such as Mr Fernandez and 
Kr Curtius, the scope of divergence will be still more patent. In 
short, The Criterion is not a 'sChool', but a meeting place for 
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writers, some of whom, certainly, have much in common; but what 
they have in common is not a theory or a dogma. 
As for Mr Muir's other criticisms, I should be very glad if 
he would develop them at more length than is possible within the 
limits of a review of a book. 12 
That Muir had touched on a very tender nerve is shown by Eliot's 
repeating the argument in his editorial 'Commentary' a few weeks 
later: 
What unites, we believe, the various writers both in England and 
in foreign countries who constitute what has been vaguely called 
'the Criterion group', is not a common adhesion to a set of 
dogmatic principles, even of literary criticism, but a common 
interest in what we believe to be the most important matters 
of our time, which allows the widest variation in attitude and 
tendency. (VII 4, June 1928,p.4) 
Muir had received The Criterion from its inception, even (through 
Schiff) while he was on the continent (Letters,p.38-9),and he was 
well aware of its dominant attitudes. The precise nature of the 
Criterion group is not at issue. Clearly, such a group existed, and 
arguably Muir, having reviewed Conrad Aitken's Bring! Bring! (C282) 
and had his own First Poems and Transition reviewed in the paper,13 
held at least an associate membership which was untouched by this 
disagreement: he reviewed To Circumjack Cencrastus for Eliot in 1931 
(C398) • The interest of this exchange lies rather in the way it 
shows Muir, with his background of having Social Credit advocated quite 
openly in almost every article, still unable to achieve the degree of 
subtlety from which Eliot operated his ideological influence -- however 
12. 
13. 
. 'Th§ Monthly Criterion', Nation and Athenaeum, XLIII (21 April 1928), 
p."(4. ( 
The New Criterion, IV 1 (January 1926), P .205-7 and V 1 January 
1927), p.152-3. 
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well he was later to master the technique. This miscalculation 
shows him remaining somewhat on the fringes of the world he wanted 
to jOin, even after many years of assiduous apprenticeship and a 
considerable measure of success in its terms. 
Butter points out that after The Freeman closed Muir did not 
confine his contributions to any single magazine (M & P, p.aa). 
this reflects the seriousness of his attempt to reach the widest 
While 
possible audience and his reluctance to beco.e financially dependent 
on anyone paper, it also seems to suggest a certain fear of 
commitment. 
This inability to escape trom his peripheral situation led to an 
isolation that slowly increased his irritation and disillusionment 
with the form of his work, both as a reviewer and as an essayist. 
He begins to complain in his correspondence of the restrictions he 
fel~ 'I have been hampered once more by lack af space' he writes,14 
and later, discussing an essay on Schiff, he adds 'I could have entered 
into many other aspects of his work. Space alone prevented me fro. 
doing that,.15 He was expressing dissatisfaction as early as August 
1924: 
You may rely upon me when I say that I will do whatever I take 
in hand as well as I can, even if it is a half-coluan review. 
I have always done this, indeed; but I have often found that, 
in reviews especially, which have to be written at short notice 
and of a certain length, one can only give a caricature of one's 
raw impressions. With articles, too, which aust be of a 
specified length, one is condeaned to imperfection and can rarely 
get a subject in its coapleteness: in my opinion the 2000 word 
14. EM - Schiff, 15.5.25, NLS Ms 19671, ff 121. 
15. EM - Schiff, 21.8.25, NLS Ms 19671, ff 129-30 (129). 
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article which the weekly reviews, even the best, which are 
supposed to have a regard for literature, impose on us, is one of 
the aost insidious and powerful enemies both of good criticisa 
and literature that could have been invented by anyone who hated 
both. It aakes criticisa so difficult that hardly anyone atteapts 
it, the other way being easier. For, only being allowed to insist 
on one aspect of a writer, or being co.pelled to set out the 
various aspects briefly and generally, one is forced to be either 
grotesquely one-sided and convey an unjust iapression of one's 
author, or, in the alternative, say nothing about hia at all except 
what everybody knows. The a.tier is grossly iapossible, yet 
hundreds ot us aust follow it -- one of the aajor injustices ot 
literature today, it seeas to me, standardised by all the reviews. 16 
He begins to despise the material he had to review, co .. enting variously: 
No book I have had to review for the last three Bonths has given 
me real pleasure, and the majority have been unspeakably stale 
and unprofitable;17 
One's mind gets de.oralised by reading always, as I have to, only 
the half-foraed, the incomplete, the aediocre or the proatsing;18 
and 
I .. tired of getting disappointed over false starts. 19 
This dissatisfaction spills over into the reviews and articles thea-
selves, so that they coament on their own futility and becoae bitter in 
tone. For exaaple, in 1926 he coaplains of a selection of new novels 
that 
to criticize them would be absurd; the only thing that can fittingly 
be done with work of this kind is to advertise it. Those who read 
16. ~ - Schiff, 18.8.24, NLS Ms 19671, ff 42-6 (43). 
17. ~ - Schiff, 8.2.26, NLS Ms 19671, ff 156-8 (156). 
18. ~ - Schiff, 22.2.27, NLS Ms 19671, ff 185-7 (186). 
19. EM - Schiff, 6.10.28, NLS Ms 19671, ff 201-3 (203). 
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Billy Padley's Wife will not be even vaguely interested to hear 
that it is good or bad; they will, however, want to know that it 
can be procured, that the plot is exciting without being shocking, 
or, if shocking, shocking in the right way, and that there is a 
happy ending. This is a class of inforaation which should, and 
one hopes soon will, appear in the colu.nsof the daily press. (C330) 
The unspoken assumption that literary criticism has only to do with & 
certain class of literature and that all other· written aatter is Simply 
a comaercial product to be advertised highlights Muir's closeness to 
the concerns of the reviews, since the split in the reading public 
caused by the spread of bare literacy was one of the main topiCS of 
contemporary works. But the sense of personal failure, above or 
beyond the pressures of the literary system although not unrelated to 
it, comes more strongly in a piece written in 1928: 
A regular essayist, weekly or daily, must husband his talent, 
must make every drop of it go as far as he can, so that there 
may always be some left over for a future of essay writing. 
But the more apt he becomes in the art of the periodical essay, 
the better he will learn how to do this, the less he will 
contrive to say, and the more his talent will approximate to a 
talent for saying next to nothing. Lacking satter, he will 
become all manner; and manner in itself, as everyone must have 
found some time or other, has the power of convincing us for a 
while... Yet an unchanging manner soon ceases to keep our 
attention; we may acquire a habit of tolerating it or of liking 
it, but we do not actually attend; and the professional essayist's 
aia is really to amuse us without interesting us. This can of 
course be done, for everybody wishes to be amused, and very fev 
people wish to be interested. The real triumph of the regular 
essayist is thus a triumph of illusion; he convinces us that he 
is writing an essay when he is only pretending to do so. 
Obviously, a certain talent is needed for that, but it is not the 
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talent of Lamb or Mr Belloc; it is something else, rare, 
perhaps, but not on that account valuable. (C369) 
The idea that the essayist is playing a deceptive game on his 
readers, working an 'illusion' within the terms of the literary world, 
in order to advance his own career (he 'must make every drop of it 
go as far as he can, so that there may always be some left over for a 
future of essay writing') seems, in the light of his earlier 
resolution to exploit every opportunity to the full, a particularly 
personal sneer. His scorn for his profession grew to the point where 
he could say, albeit sarcastically, of the responses in Priestley's 
essays Ap.es and Angels: A Book of Essays: they are such, no doubt, as 
an essayist should feel; they are not such as a human being would feel' 
(C 378). Such opinions make it unsurprising that he should write to 
Schiff in 1929: 'I have given up reviewing for the time being, to my 
great relief' (Letters, p.67). That relief and the return of that 
sneering tone (so reminiscent -- in its short bitter sentences and its 
assumption of the rejection of all idealism -- of the 'Causerie' articles) 
reflect too the outcome of Muir's experiments with personae in this period, 
experiments closely associated to his handling of his major theme, the 
development of modernist literature. 
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III 3 
The fact that Muir's autobiography gives an unbalanced account 
of his work of the 1920s by mentioning only the New Age and Freeman 
articles obviously does not mean that these pieces were unimportant; 
but it can suggest that their importance might not lie exclusively in 
their relation to the financial exigencies Muir cites. His 
contributions to The Freeman, from 1920 to 1924, reveal the enthusiasm 
with which at the beginning of this decade Muir tackled the building of 
his career, the eagerness with which he intended to make the fullest 
use of the opportunities offered by a new paper with a new readership, 
and the ways in which he set about exploiting this opening by modifying 
his literary persona. 
Muir's association with The Freeman resulted from R.L. Mencken's 
publishing We Moderns in the United States: Van Wyck Brooks, literary 
editor of the paper, reviewed it in terms of extravagant praise, 
claiming that 
one thing is certain: no utterances more tonic, more bracing have 
rent the sultry firmament of contemporary literature. At a 
moment when mass fatalism was never more general, when determinism 
has become not only a conviction but a creed, when 'freedom' is 
demanded by all and universally misunderstood, such a book is a 
capital event. It is meat for the strong and music for the 
lovers of life. (The Freeman, 12 Hay 1920, p.214) 
Clearly the book had made a deep impression, and it was one upon which 
Brooks acted quickly, since the first of Muir's contributions in his 
paper --a column of aphorisms and short paragraphs -- was published 
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in December 1920. 
Although in England We Moderns had been credited to 'Edward Moore', 
the American edition gave the name of the author as 'Edwin Muir'; and 
while all his New Age pieces were signed with the pseudonym until June 
1922, 'Edward Moore' never appeared in The Freeman. The full functions 
of the persona which 'Edward Moore' Signals were closely related to the 
circumstances of The New Age, from which the American magazine __ 
working in a different social, political and cultural context -- was 
exempt; but the underlying confusion of Brooks having hired Muir on 
the basis of What might be regarded as 'Moore's' writing reveals itself 
in three abortive attempts to start a series of articles in the manner 
of 'We Moderns' for readers of The Freeman: 'Reflections and 
Conjectures' (C81, C99), 'Aphorisms' (C129, C134, C137), and 'Meditations' 
(C146, C147). The Significance of his USing this style at this time is 
discernible when Muir reprints a paragraph from one of these articles 
(C129) in a later column of the 'Causerie de Jeudi' series (C142B): 
the writing that attempts to repeat the style of We Moderns in order 
to secure Brooks's confidence also serves to recall that style for the 
readers of The New Age. Since only one paragraph is involved, this 
repetition cannot be seen as part of a programme for testing American 
and English readers with the same material, but only -- as the time 
lapse of five months also suggests -- as a failure of invention, so 
confirming the impression that by this time the restrictions imposed 
by 'Moore's' technique were limiting his writing to the point where 
they outweighed the advantages it had once offered. 
However, the exploitation of the freedom offered by the new, 
American audience involved much more than the delayed development 
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into a more sustained essay form. that occurred in his later Freeman 
articles. The contents list of Latitudes shows that in choosing the 
articles fram The Freeman which he wished to carry forward his critical 
reputation, the three which he deliberately brought to the fore by 
giving them initial placing were all about specifically Scottish 
subjects: 'Robert Burns' (0153), 'Ballads' (0145) and 'George Douglas' 
(0150). A major characteristic of 'Edward Moore' was his denial of 
Muir'S Scottishness, but here Muir seems to be positively emphasising 
his nationality and his national interests. Moreover, the general 
theme of these articles -- and the specific subject of the first --is 
the nature of the relationships in Scotland between the peasantry, 
the writer who comes trom the peasantry, and the social ~lite that 
consti tutes the :li terary world and informs it with its own class 
expectations and prejudices. The essays seem designed, at one level, 
to investigate the pressures that had demanded that earlier concealment 
of important aspects of his own identity: and perhaps, at another 
level, to compensate for that denial. 
Although A Drunk Man Looks at the Thistle and Albyn show attaCking 
the Burns cult to have been a standard practice of the Renaissance 
20 ' movement, and although Muir was to adopt an approach largely 
20. For example, 
and 
'No' wan in fifty kens a yord Burns wrote 
But misapplied is a'body's property, 
And gin there was his. like alive the day 
They'd be the last a kennin' haund to gi'e.' (1.41-4), 
'A great deal of Burns' work is eighteenth-century conversat-
ionalism of a deplorable kind. Most of his love-songs have a 
deadly sameness. The task of Scottish poetry today is to rise 
out of the rut in which it has so long been confined.' (Albyn, 
p.3S) • 
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oongruent with this, in 'Burns and Holy Willie' (C 639) and his 
review of There was a Lad(C1009) for example, the reaotions of later 
generations to Burns are not the oentral issue of this essay. It 
focusses rather on the sooial structure of eighteenth century Sootland; 
and Muir condemns that formation for having trapped the poet in an 
untenable position, the strains of which led to his self-destruction. 
'It was after his visit to Edinburgh that his nature, strongly 
buil t and normal, disin tegra ted', wri tes Muir, 21 immed.ia tely sugges ting 
that Edinburgh was for Burns, as a peasant, an unnatural and debilitating 
place. 'His character gradually fell to pieces', he argues, because 
within the structure of that society to be a poet alienated him from 
the peasantry while being a peasant prevented him from entering fully 
the social world of the literary ~lite. In Edinburgh 
the most dully respectable circle in literary history sat and 
watched Burns in his sober hours, driving him regularly to the 
extreme where good fellowship was not very strongly flavoured 
with decency. (p.3) 
This crude division of all Burns's acquaintances into the oategories 
of 'moralists or tipplers' (p.2), non-drinking intellectuals or non-
intellectual drinkers, is obviously an oversimplification, and it seems 
particularly crude in this essay without the analysis of the Scottish 
'dissooiation of sensibility' which buttresses extensions of the same 
argument in Scott and Scotland. But its function here is to set up 
the pioture of a divided society against which a particularly political 
reading of the poetry may be brought forward: 
21. Latitudes, p.3. 
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In his songs he put himself in a certain attitude, or rather, 
a certain number of attitudes, and the voices which spoke 
through them were those of the .entire Scots peasantry of his 
time... Even in his songs for men the voice was not often 
Burns'; it was generally that of the ideal young Scots peasant 
who is one of his chief creations. He hiaself became this Scots 
M 
peasant, generalising himself in his race and.('his class... So 
complete, so universal was he here that it may be said of him 
that he created the modern Scots peasant-.. He did not make 
the Scots peasantry any better morally, perhaps, but he gave 
the. something which is more valuable than morality, an aesthetic 
consciousness of their joys and griefs, their nature and destiny, 
and left the. with some added touch of humanity and of poise. (p.a) 
This notion of the writer deliberately and actively 'putting himself' 
into a number of 'attitudes' through which the voices of his people 
and class or alliance of classes, and the further notion that the writer's 
own identity vill modify itself in conforaity with the concept behind 
those attitudes (Burns 'became this Scots peasant'), might appropriately 
be read as an account of Muir's own creation of personae in the face 
of a later literary world froa which he, again as a me.ber 9f the Scots 
peasantry, had also been excluded because of 'his race and his class'. 
Indeed, since the members of this literary circle that Muir attacks 
for its part in the destruction of Burns were also Scots, this 'racial' 
factor seeas inappropriate: it was not Burns in Edinburgh but Muir in 
London who ran the risk of being excluded from the literary centre of 
the day because his nationality weighed against him. The personal 
iaplications break through the logic of the overt arguaent of the 
essay here, revealing a factor that had been iaportant in later 
extensions of the same problem as Muir had experienced it, but which 
are strictly irrelevant to the period with which the article deals. 
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FUrther, the idea that Burns vas writing on behalf of the peasantry, 
that his chief value was as an instruaent in bringing that class to 
an aesthetic self-consciousness of its 'nature and destiny', reflects 
the rempant idealism of 'Our Generation' and suggests soae 
dissatisfaction with his present role as a critic. Already Muir can 
be seen to be USing criticisa of Scottish topics as a way of wri~ 
about his personal difficulties, rewriting literary history in an 
atteapt to produce an analysis that would explain the unadaitted 
anoaa1ies in his own position as an adjunct to literary London. It 
is as if he were afraid of losing his position as Burns had done: 
'soae fairy', he says, 
had set him for a little in the centre of a rich and foreign 
society; then, calmly and finally, she had taken it fro. under 
his feet. (p.3) 
The use of the word 'foreign' in relation to Edinburgh SOCiety, while 
arguably apt in terms of Burns's feelings towards the dominant class 
and their cultural values, is not restricted to this level in the 
text, and seems more immediately relevant to Muir's situation in London. 
Since he was caught in the trap of being unable to discuss his doubts 
about his position openly for fear that such an admission would, by 
breaking the etiquette of the literary world's pretence to international, 
classless openness, jeopardise his hard-won acceptance at the centre, 
the rather coy and totally inappropriate figure of a transposing fairy 
reflects the uncertainty that infects his writing whenever he comes 
near to letting his audience see that he did not belong in any 
straightforward way to the sector and level of society which he 
purported to represent to thea. The essay shows Muir achieving a 
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greater literary subtlety with which to exploit the more cosmopolitan 
interests of his American readers while liberating repressed areas of 
his identity for conscious consideration. 
The poetic tradition which Muir opposes to that of literary 
Edinburgh here is the balladry of the peasants, and the discussion of 
this topic is continued in the second of the Latitudes essays, which 
shows that one of the results for Muir of being able to examine 
Scottish issues vas an increased willingness to advocate virtues 
eccentric to the mainstream of English literary criticism. For example, 
the ballads are said to 
go immediately to that point beyond which it is impossible to go, 
and touch the very bounds of passion and of life; they achieve 
great poetry by an unconditionality which rejects, where other 
literatures use, the image.(p.1S) 
Although such phrases as 'touch the very bounds of passion and of life' 
show that he has only the romantically impressionistic with which to 
oppose the contemporary belief in the image as the essential aspect 
of the poetic, he is at least trying to bring different criteria to 
bear. 
Similarly, his reference to contemporary writers in the essay on 
'George Douglas' is rather snide: The House with the Green Shutters 
is, he says, 
in solidity, in form, above all in imaginative power ••• easily 
greater than anything that has been achieved since, either by 
the reputations (a little aging) of Mr Conrad and Mr Galsworthy, 
or by later writers such as Mr Lawrence and Mr Joyce whom no one 
can avoid the obsession of taking too seriously (p.32); 
but he goes on to make the point that 'Douglas'S' imagination is of 
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the same order as that of Emily Bronte, and that English criticism 
has quite failed to come to terms with either's work. 
The prominence given to these essays in Latitudes reflects Muir's 
new confidence in his ability to handle material which might have 
alienated his audience; and since they appeared comparatively early 
in his association with The Freeman (in January and May 1923) it seems 
likely that they also indicate the frustration built up by the 
restrictions of The New Age. Other articles later in The Freeman 
could be said to attack the old 'Moore' persona further by being even 
more overtly personal: 'A Plea for Psychology in Literary Criticism' 
(C94), for example, or the reports sent back from his travels in 
Europe ('Impressions of a People' (C139); 'At Salzburg' (C183)). 
The most extreme case of this must be 'Edwin Muir and F.G. Scott -- A 
Conversation' (0204), in the course of which Muir refers to their 
attitude to art being 'characteristically Scottish' and concludes, in 
a manner slightly reminiscent of Mitrinovi6's 'World Affairs', that 
aesthetic judgement is probably 'a question of race in the end'. 
Such pieces are not included in Latitudes: that which the American 
readers of The Freeman magazine might be expected to tolerate might 
not necessarily be acceptable in a book also published in London. 
To some extent, however, Muir was able to turn his continuingly 
peripheral relationship to the London centre to advantage. In a 
benign cycle, The Freeman articles paid for his travels in Europe, in 
the course of which he learnt about European writers on whom he then 
wrote introductory articles for his American readers. With the 
debateable exception of 'George Douglas', none of these pieces was 
reprinted in Latitudes, suggesting that Muir himself recognised that 
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they were little more than simple sketches of each writer's scope and 
achievement; but he was helping to attack cultural chauvinism by 
encouraging an interest in foreign writers through these pieces, 
written with varying degrees of accuracy, on such writers as HOlderlin, 
Hamsun, Wedekind, Hoffmannsthal, Pirandello and Hauptmann. In tone 
these essays are rather bland, with Muir writing the dull English of 
th l Ot 0 t 22 d °t 0 0 0 e 1 erary essay1s , . an ~ 1S 1mportant to recogn1se that for all 
the advances in escaping from 'Moore' he felt it necessary to maintain 
his position within the literary world by leavening his output with 
such conventionally written pieces, even at this most adventurous time. 
Nonetheless, this role of cultural interpreter was one Muir found 
congenial and it was one that he could play on several levels. Since 
he was writing for American readers, he began to produce similar 
articles on English writers: Sitwell, de la Mare, Huxley, Squire, 
Drinkwater, Lawrence and Davies, for example, are treated in reviews 
expanding into more general considerations.23 Later in the decade, he 
was to write on Scottish developments for both American and English 
magazines;24 but perhaps the most significant instance of this kind of 
22. For example, he writes1ofHoffman: 
'this holding in the country of imagination was not so small 
as he himself said it was, and he lived on it with an 
intensity which one finds only in inspired artists' (C154); 
and of Davies that 
'not all that he has included in his Collected Poems will be 
remembered in fifty years time, but a fair proportion of it 
will, if only for the pleasure it will continue to communicate' 
(C217). 
23. C175, C178, C186, C190, C195, C207 and C217 respectively. 
24. See Chapter V. 
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activity is comprised of his attempts to deal, not with a single 
author, but with a particula~ i:~ternatio~al movement. He helped to 
identify the growth of modernism within the literary world, and he 
interpreted it to that world as breaking most of its barriers of class 
and culture. Perhaps because of The Freeman's general sympathy with 
the post-war revival of humanislli in America, his first essay on this 
topic was entitled 'The Assault on Humanism' (C160);25 and in it he 
laid the foundations of the attack on literary modernisffi that was to 
be his major and most significant work of the decade. 
III 4 
I have in my mind at present an essay on the assault in modern 
literature on the humanistic tradition: I mean the new savagery, 
shallow but powerful, in the works of such people as Kipling, 
Lawrence, O'Neill, the German ExpreSSionists and so forth, which 
I shall try to appraise from the standpoint of its human validity, 
that is, from the standpoint of humanism. All this I should like 
to show not as the appearance of something new but as the 
disappearance, the defeat, of something inmemorial: therefore a 
weakness, and a weakening of the grasp which the total hurranity of 
the world has upon itself. (Letters, p.27-S) 
Even in this firs t outlining of his ideas on modernism to Van '\';yck 
Brook3 in April 1923, Muir spends more time discussing the s~rategy of 
25. The essay was first published in The Freeman, VII (27 June 1923), 
( r-) . t .J. "'\... ("'0 + +. \... .. +-.,.... I p.369-371 C100. It was repr1n el.l 1n l.Le .;CQ"",1SLJ. .,.J.",~o ..... 
(4 Sent 1923), ,;-.6-7, and Grieve respor.ded to it iY". the iss11e 0: 
16 Oct p .4-5. ~·~uir repliei in ':'he J.ssaul t on iiaInanism Agair.' , 
The Scottisr: :';ation, II (6 =~ov 1923), t:.4 (C196&.), and. tr.ere was a 
further follow-up when F.Y. 3ran~ford's letter was ,;-~blished or 
10 :; ovem be r, ::. 10. 
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defence he will adopt than in identifying the enemy. He makes it 
clear that he is to take a stand on a principle of conservation: he 
intends to challenge that element in modern literature which he calls 
'the new savagery' not on the grounds that it is something new, but 
specifically because it signals 'the disappearance, the defeat, of 
something immemorial'. The aim is to defend what he sees as one of 
the principles on which literary culture in its existing form depends; 
and although the published version of the essay shows a broadening in 
the definition of the danger, the defence against it is unaltered. 
The assault on humanism is said to be 'unconscious', and it is held to 
'characterize our time': 
It is a movement which is difficult not merely to define, but 
even to perceive; for it is indirect, unconscious, and to all 
appearances more human than the humanistic tradition itself. 
Its chief preconception, crude enough when one has disentangled 
it, is that culture and civilization are things which stand between 
mankind and itself; and its main concern, therefore, is with the 
immediate contacts of life, in which it hopes to find a life beyond 
that which is expressed in all the activities of man, immediate 
and general. It uses the notebook more than the inward eye, and 
the diary more than either. It distrusts theories, it distrusts 
consciousness; it distrusts everything, indeed, but the instinctive 
contact with the immediate environment. It eschews that casting 
of oneself out into the world, that vicarious assumption of all 
forms of life, which is imagination; it will understand its immediate 
environment, and it will understand nothing more. This, I am aware, 
is a violent description of the movement against the humanistic 
tradition; but the movement has, in fact, become violent, and the 
qualities I have attributed to it are, without exaggeration, those 
of writers such as Mr D.H. Lawrence, Mr Sherwood Anderson, more 
than one of the German ExpreSSionists, and almost all of the members 
of the inarticulate school of poetry. (p.369-370) 
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The violent attack on the 'humanistic tradition' is described in the 
terms of a revolt by the senses and the instincts against culture and 
civilization, an assertion of the priority of immediate contact over 
the objectifying distance sought by the intellect; yet, almost 
paradoxically, Muir goes on to trace the origins of this movement in 
the political naturalism of Shaw and Wells: 
While failing to rise to that vision of human life in all times 
and in all lands which is the possession of the artist, they had 
a real apprehension of man as a political entity; they had, in 
short, a sense of the drama of society. This, which made them 
Humanists on one Side, deprived them ultimately of the final fruit 
of humanism; for they were compelled to distort the image of 
humanity a little, indeed more than a little, to fit it to the 
destiny they had fixed upon for humanity; and they saw mankind in 
the end, not- through the timeless eyes of the imagination, but 
through the most advanced preconceptions of a particular twenty 
years... They vulgarised the human drama, and immensely interested 
the public in it. They roused the people's conscience and sent 
imagination and wonder to sleep... They raised a standard of what 
might be desired and done; but at the same time they violated 
light-heartedly the most sacred canons of art. With intellectual 
and moral consciences of shining lustre, they had an artistic 
conscience which might shock savages. Their good and their evil 
they bequeathed respectively to the Socialist movement and to 
Mr D.H. Lawrence. (p.370) 
There is a confusion in this logic that arises from Muir's adoption of 
the notion that the intellect and the imagination are totally separable 
entities: an excess of the former in Shaw and Wells, it is argued, 
leads through an exaggerated interest in the particular to the 
repudiation of the latter by Lawrence. Muir is defending that article 
of centrist faith which holds that politics is a 'lower' activity than 
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art -- a useful one, as Muir concedes ('They were men all the same to 
whom one cannot deny admiration; for to stir an impersonal conscience 
in a raw mass of humanity is a feat which can hardly be overpraised' 
p.370), but one demanding the reduction of their art from civilized 
standards to those of 'savages'. Intellect versus imagination, 
politics versus art: the old universalism and totalising impulse of 
'Our Generation' have been left far behind. Having had to make 
extensive compromises with his own identity in order to win acceptance 
in this literary world, he is now prepared to produce almost any 
arguments in defence of its values. The pressure is such that his 
recognising the existence of the major developments in contemporary 
literature and his identifying of some of its characteristics cannot 
be freed from the restrictions of his cultural context; and the 
anomalies of that context are reflected by the flaws in the expression 
of his response. 
A listing of such flaws would include the violence done to his 
earlier belief in a totalising approach to criticism, but it would 
also mark the difficulty Muir had in reconciling the different 
commitments of his position in the early 1920s. One ins tance of this 
awkwardness centres on his remarks on internationalism in The Scottish 
Nation. 'The Assault on Humanism' was reprinted in Grieve's paper 
in September 1923 (C177A), and Grieve uses it as the basis for his 
review of a selection of books including Lawrence's Kangaroo and 
Psychoanalysis and the Unconscious the following month (C177A); in the 
course of his 'excessively rambling rejoinder' to GrieTe's remarks 
('The Assault on Humanism Again' jC196A),Muir writes: 
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Recently I happened to come across an anthology of .odem 
Swedish short stories, published in an American translation. 
I expected to find in them something which short stories written 
in London or Capri would not contain... But the younger writers 
without exception weighed me down with the accumulated banality of 
all the chief capitals of the literary world. Except for the 
northern names, and the fact that the snow fell more frequently, 
these stories might have been written in Paris, London, Berlin, 
New York, or even Prague. The writers did not seem to know the 
land they were born in. The fact is that the itch to be new, in 
all the latitudes of the earth, and to keep London in one's back 
parlour, has produced a very disconcerting result: it is impossible 
now to encounter anything really new in the writings of foreign 
peoples. I paint the general scene a little darker than it is in 
reality: for from nationality no one can ever absolutely escape, 
and the artist least of all. But what I wish to make clear is 
that inspiration is being more and more sought in generalised, 
unconsciously intellectual and secondary things, rather than in a 
given piece of life with which one is iaplicated (p.4). 
Muir fails to define the terms of his quarrel with modernism suffiCiently 
precisely at the outset, and their instability is apparent here. The 
notion that inspiration is being found in the 'unconsciously intellectual' 
seems a contradiction in terms and sits oddly in support of an original 
thesis that held 'the new savagery' to be a regression to the instinctive 
from the distanced rationality of 'culture and civilization'. Moreover, 
Lawrence's chief offence had been cited as a preoccupation with 'the 
immediate contacts of life', yet here Muir's coaplaint is that writers 
have lost contact with 'a given piece of life with which one is 
implicated'. Writing for The. Scottish Nation has complicated his 
defence of the central tradition. His response to this tricky 
situation can be seen as the classic imperialist manoeuvre: he tries 
to turn two forces threatening to loosen the control of the centre 
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against each other. By claiming that the internationalism of 
modernism is a disguised version of centralism (they are said to 
attempt 'to keep London in one's back parlour'), he suggests that 
they are more of a threat to peripheral cultures than the usual 
workings of English hegemony. 
This flexibility of persona, as Muir allows himself to be defined 
by opinions that are only partially congruent with the expectations of 
his audience, is clearly an extension of the practice employed with 
The New Age; but the increasing complexity of his positions must have 
demanded an even stronger commitment to the values of the centre as 
justification of his campaigns. Just as he had had to suppress some 
elements of his identity to join the centre on going to London, so he 
had now to fight against his natural inclination towards the modernists 
and his recognition that theirs is the best work of the period. 
Transition expresses these conflicting pressures by its very 
existence. In a letter to Schiff Muir wrote: 
I am really trying to put a new dose of intellectual honesty into 
26 these essays, testing myself quite rigorously as I go along. 
But the very earnestness with which he phrases this aspiration suggests 
he knows that the degree of 'honesty' he might attain would be 
circumscribed by his own position, which prevented him from explicitly 
acknowledging that although the essays disapproved of the writers in 
question, the fact that they absorbed most of his interest and 
stimulated his best critical writing through the middle of the decade 
speaks of at least some essential attraction. 
26. EM - Schiff, 1.1.25, NLS Ms 19671, ff 79-81 (81). Again, Butter 
omits this section from Letters, p.43-4. 
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Transition, as can be seen from the inclusion of Virginia Woolf 
and Lytton Strachey, goes far beyond the notion of a 'new savagery'; 
and indeed, although Muir never uses the word, the essays are working 
on different aspects of modernism. That he recognises that he is 
dealing with a significant phenomenon is shown by his justifying his 
exclusion of Wyndham Lewis on the grounds that he was not yet a mature 
writer and might prove not to belong to the movement at all: 
Lewis seems to hold up each of his characters in turn to study 
them, and there is therefore no vitality of movement in the 
book, but only a concentrated intensity of isolated gesture. 
This makes the book unnatural to me, though there are flashes 
of greatness in it. But I feel I can hardly include Lewis in my 
book of criticisms; as a writer I feel he has not come to anything 
like his stature yet; he may become a very great writer; in fact 
I feel that if he becomes anything as a writer he will become that. 
But I must wait, so far as he is concerned.27 
The tension of finding himself ideologically opposed to the most 
important writers of the day must help explain the insistence throughout 
Transition on the situational nature of all thought. It is almost 
as if, in his essay on the Zeit Geist, Muir is trying to warn his 
readers that his opinions are not definitive and that the remarks of 
his Preface are not merely modest: 
We are as much the children of the works of our age as they are 
of us; we are part of them, and yet we must pass judgement on 
them ••• We have reactions to them, and then opinions about them. 
These opinions transpire in conversation; they rarely are allowed 
the publicity of the printed word. A rash action may occasionally 
be useful; and it is in this belief that I have written these 
essays on figures whom a later age will judge or forget. (vii-viii) 
21. EM - Schiff, 1.9.24, NLS Ms 19671, ff 47-50 (49). 
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Since the central problem Muir identifies with these writers 
is that he differs with their use of tradition, it is not surprising 
that the essay on T.S. Eliot should typify and most succinctly express 
the problem. Muir divides Eliot's work according to the service his 
criticism and his poetry do for that tradition. The former is not 
given unqualified praise, since Muir's estimation of the role of 
tradition is higher than that of his subject: 
Why is it that ••• Mr Eliot always appears to us to underestimate 
the free character of tradition, the fact that in its living 
perpetuation it gives the artist his proper liberty, and is not 
so much a thing to be submitted to or imposed as to be discovered 
and welcomed? The influence of tradition on Mr Eliot's criticism 
is not to make it uniformly bold and comprehensive but more 
generally to make it cautious. (p.133-4) 
However, Muir is unable to accept Eliot's pessimism about the state of 
European culture: his poetry, he writes, has perhaps had greater 
influence than his prose, but 'it has not been in the same direction 
as his influence as a critic': 
Mr Eliot's poetry is in reality very narrow, and in spite of its 
great refinement of sensibility, very simple. In the main it is a 
statement of two opposed experiences: the experiences of beauty 
and ugliness, of art and reality, of literature and life... It is 
not false or shallow, but it is inconclusive: it lacks immediacy 
and importance. It expresses an attitude to life, not a principle 
of life... As a poet, Mr Eliot lacks seriousness. (p.137, 140-1) 
Muir's commitment to the tradition of English literature is clearly 
so strong that he is convinced that Eliot's poetry not only laments the 
loss of that tradition but is an incitement to its destruction. Only 
by understanding that he had been brought to this intensity of feeling 
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by the anomalies of his own position does it become possible to 
explain such apparent mistakes as his final judgement of Eliot __ 
Although his symbolism makes Mr Eliot's poetry arresting, piquant, 
unique, it makes him fatal to imitators and till no~ a poet of 
inferior range. The instrument of expression he has forged would 
not serve for a great poet, and could not be used by an unskilful 
one (p.143-4). 
and to see the Significance of Transition in his oeuvre as marking 
the continuing conflict of the differing aspects of his own identity 
with the social formations within which he wished to write. 
III 5 
In all his critical writing of this decade, Muir never drops the 
persona of the reviewer, of the educated member of the English literary 
scene whose interests were possibly more wide ranging than was usual 
in such men, but whose central role and position were unquestioned. 
Writing reviews and essays to meet a series of specific markets, he 
was able to modify this persona to suit the expectations of each 
separate audience -- becoming the defender of peripheral nationalism 
in The Scottish Nation or the cosmopolitan traveller for readers of 
The Freeman, for example -- so attaining a wider range of personae 
without disturbing the essential characteristics too severely. 
But as the decade progressed, Muir found himself increaSingly 
restricted by two related forces: the ideology created by his personal 
nosition in society and the responses he had made to that position 
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began to come into conflict with the ideologies of those with whom 
his natural allegiance might have been expected to lie (notably writers 
like Lawrence who shared something of his class background, and Eliot 
who was also not English), and for whom he did have a certain amount 
of sympathy. And, secondly, the limits of the periodical essay and 
review as forms through which significant work might be done also 
impressed themselves more deeply upon him, until he temporarily aban-
doned such writing altogether. 
From this state of disillusionment and confusion, Muir does not 
retreat into silence, but in fact attempts one of the most radical 
experiments of his career. In the novels he now writes, Muir can be 
seen to be tackling the problems of his cultural role, and of his 
Scottish and working class background; to be re-examining his attitude 
to the techniques of modernism; and to be further exploring the use 
of personae in seeking a new formation that would resolve these issues. 
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Chapter IV 
The Novels, 1927 - 1932 
1927 To Surrey 
1928 December: ceased 
1929 To Sussex 
1931 
1932 To Hampstead 
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The }1arione tte 
The Structure of the Novel 
Jorln Knox 





While none of Muir's writings is indexed i~ his autobiography, 
the sole mention of the novels in the text seems to be a single 
reference in passing to the writing of The Three Brothers. Again, 
the technique applied in dealing with works which do not wholly conform 
to the later ideology is barely to note their existence, and immediately 
to undermine the little recognition they do receive with the suggestion 
that the poetry he was producing simultaneously is the more important 
and significant work. 
Summing up the early thirties, Muir writes: 
We were still making a tolerable income from translating. My 
wife had finished her novel, Imagined Corners, and I was working 
on a story of the Reformation, The Three Brothers. Our young 
son simplified life for us, and filled it with a daily sufficiency 
beyon~ which we did not have any wish to look. Yet the foetry 
I wrote at that time was tinged with apprehension. The fears of 
~.~ 
writers living nearer the centre of things must have co~cated 
themselves to us. 1930 had passed, a~d t~e poetry of ~ystan Auden 
and Stephen Spender and Cecil Day Lewis had caught the general 
feeling that somethi~g ~ust be done if we were not to be entangled 
in a war. (A~to, p.231-2) 
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The tension between Muir's ambition to belong to the English literary 
centre and his religious transcendentalism must have been particularly 
taut at this time, as it became clear that that centre was being 
occupied by a set of poets claiming to write overtly political works 
from a committedly Communist position. Almost a decade later, and with 
that transcendentalism firmly established as the dominant element of his 
ideology, Muir still insists that his own poetry was related to the 
accepted English manifestations of the Zeitgeist, even if he qualifies 
that emphasis by stressing that he himself was not politically concerned 
but had only been infected by the anxieties of Auden, Spender and Lewis. 
The degree of peripheralness claimed is nicely calculated: his 
transcendentalism, his Scottishness, his age and his Labourite Social 
credit background separated him from that circle. said to have been 
'living nearer the centre of things'; yet his commitment to the English 
tradition attracted him to their work, and by 1940 is so strong that 
he prefers to align himself with them even at this secondary remove 
rather than to establish his own position. 
Muir'S unease with his fiction is revealed by his referring to 
Willa's 'novel' but calling his own book a 'story'. This terminology 
separates The Three Brothers from the class of narrative to which 
literary criticism is customarily applied, distancing it from his 
critical work. But the terminology has also a larger significance. 
Within the ideological structuring of the autobiography's narrative, 
instances of conventional '~ecdote function as the symbol and instrument 
of the peasant tradition of life in Orkney. From the first pages the 
telling of stories is identified as the means by which the chief example 
of the type of 'organic community' implicitly ad~ocated in the book 
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perpetuates its imaginative structures. Muir introduces the notion of 
their importance gently, almost surreptitiously, by referring to the 
tales of immediately preceding generations. He writes: 
My father's stories were drawn mostly from an earlier age, and 
I think they must have been handed on to him by his own father. 
They went back to the Napoleonic wars, the press-gang, and keelhauling. 
(Auto, p.12) 
But he goes on to stretch the time scale involved to hint at ancient 
ancestral -- almost archetypal -- memories: 
The devil himself, as Auld Nick, sometimes came into these tales ••• 
My father had also a great number of stories about the Book of 
Black Arts... My father also knew the horseman's word. (Auto, p.13) 
Naming The Three Brothers as a 'story', then, acts as a Signal that 
even this unvalued sector of his work is to be grouped with the products 
of the intuitive-poetic-religious aspect of his life. This reinforces 
the notion that his writing was always seeking a return to the condition 
of the Orkney peasant and discourages investigation of the other, 
political concerns of the fiction. The Marionette and Poor Tom are not 
discussed in Muir's account; and again the critics have followed his lead. 
agreeing that the novels are minor and insignificant works. 
Only Mellown's article, with the self-explanatory title 
'Autobiographical Themes in the Novels of Edwin Muir,1, considers the 
novels as a group in their own right -- and it merely catalogues those 
incidents in the fiction which were revealed by the publication of 
The Story and the Fable to have been based on the author's personal 
experience. The habit of evaluating earlier works solely by their 
1. Wisconsin Studies in Contemporary Literature, VI (1965), p.228-42. 
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correspor.dence to the autoeiography is taken to its logical extre~e 
in this essay. However, Butter goes beyond even this restriction: 
in Man and Poet he uses quotations from the novels to illustrate aspects 
of the biographical side of his study. For example, he gives David 
Blackadder's reaction to Edinburgh in The Three Brothers as an 
indication of Muir's first response to mainland Scotland (~~p, p.27), 
and he asserts, with a self-fulfilling logic, that particularly 
i~tensely-written incidents in the novels, such as Mansie's encounter 
with a horse in Poor Tom, must be autobiographical simply because they 
are interesting: he claims that 'Muir does not often write in his 
novels with such vivi~s except out of direct personal experience ••• 
so I think the incident must be from life' (M&P, p.21). Francis Hart 
is unusual in finding ~{illa's novels more interesting thar. her 
husband's;2 but his belief that 'for Muir the novel provided only a 
temporary and restrictive alternative to poetry' (The Scottish Novel, 
p.349) shows that he too has adopted the orthodox line. Consequer.tly, 
The Marionette is not considered, and the other two ~re attributed, 
contrary to Ttlilla's opinion, to 'the "queer" part of hiI:lself that produced 
his poems' (Belonging p.151). 
The same elend of neglect wi th unquestioning acce::tance of !·:'J.ir' s 
later preference for his poetry has led to a lack of awarene~s of the 
novels as a stage in the development of his writin;o Hart's notion 
2. He describes Imagined Cor~ers as 'the Mi~jl~~arch of a northe~~ 




that these books were some sort of diversion from the strain of his 
other writing might have been applicable had Muir tinkered 
recreationally with fiction throughout his career: but this is not 
the case. Although his early work as a reviewer had played upon his 
particular personal interest in psychoanalysis, and he had worked 
away from this subject as he made himself into a more specifically 
literary critic, the balance of his work had altered in the mid 1920s 
as he came to specialise by writing most frequently on contemporary 
novels. From 1925 to 1929 he wrote weekly columns on 'Fiction' for 
The Nation. The restrictions he felt in having to produce short 
regular surveys combined with his disagreements with Lubbock's 
The Craft of Fiction, Forster's Aspects of the Novel and Carruthers's 
Scheherezade to lead him to publish his own theoretical study, 
The Structure of the Novel, in 1928. This is a worthy but staid book, 
and its main achievement would seem to be that it led to his long stint 
of writing equally staid reviews of novels for The Listener to 
supplement his income in the 1930s and 1940s. Its production does, 
however, suggest that he approached the writing of his own novels with 
an unusually well-developed awareness of the theoretical problems of 
the form. 
Moreover, Muir's fiction was the product not of occasional moments 
of leisure, but of a distinct period of time which he set aside, 
cutting off nearly all reviewing work and sacrificing the income it 
represented, for the writing of fiction. He wrote three novels in 
the six years from 1927 to 1932, and because they failed commercially 
and aesthetically he did not return to the form. His contemporary 
letters attack both the notion that he did not take this work 
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seriously and the concomitant implication that his critics should not 
do so either. Of The Marionette, for example, he told Schiff that 
he was 'toiling at it steadily, writing nearly every day,;3 and 
although he sent it to Holms feeling that he had 'done well with this 
book',4 he entirely recast the second half in accordance with his 
friend's criticisms. 5 
Once it is agreed that the novels do claim some attention, it 
becomes possible that their uniquely keen significance in drawing 
together the major themes in the development of Muir'S career may be 
recognized. Coming out of the critical engagement with his ambivalence 
to modernism and moving to tackle the problems of Scotland and Scottish-
ness through a modification of the new techniques, they show him 
attempting to resolve the conflict between major elements of his 
identity, the literary figure of the London centre attempting to 
accommodate the Scottish socialist. 
But there is a failure to find an adequate model for the role of 
the narrator in relation to 'his' characters, to find a formalisation 
of authority through 'independent' personae, which mars the structure 
of all three novels. This inability to handle the concept of 
authority can be seen as a reflection of the peculiar political status 
of Scotland. At least since the loss of the independence of the nation-
state in 1707, all major decisions had been received from England, 
rendering the cultural notion of authority a problematic component in 
national structures of feeling. And this situation had contributed, 
in turn, to the absence of a large, self-conscious, self-confident 
Scottish middle-class, so denying Muir the kind of audience for which, 
3. EM - Schiff, 15.9.26, NLS Ms 19671, ff. 174-5 (174). 
4. EM - Schiff, 15.9.26, NLS Ms 19671 ff. 174-5 (174). 
5. EM - Schiff, 10.12.26, NLS Ms 19671, f. 181. 
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~ith his training in reviewing forthe 2~glist ;erioiic~l =~~ket, he 
the novel to ., ., . ., oe ae,sl.gr:ea. 
In 1919, Muir's failure to find a medium through which ~e might 
reach the audience that Grieve was to iefine shortly afterwards led 
to his departure for London; in the late 1920s, and ;artly ~s a result 
of that earlier move, he failed to find a fo~ that might appeal ~o 
the readership that was to take up, al:nos t sim'.ll taneous 2.J, Gib tor. ' s 
Scots Quair. This collapse of what was intended to be the major 
development of his literarJ career contributed greatly to his 
confusion over Scottish nationalism and marks the beginning of his 
disillusionmen t ·t'1i th the Renaissance Movemen t. Within this context, 
his atte~pts to write fiction assume an important transitional a~d 
causal role in the development of ~uir's ideological priorities. 
IV 2 
~uir's first evaluation of elements of modernism had been quite 
stern: of 'the assaalt on humanism' he declared that 
interesting, talented and siz:cere as it is, it is an 
aberratio~ which ••• if its life is unnaturally ~ro­
trac ted will work no thing b'.l t harn:. (C 16C/C 177) 
~he conclusion to Transition three years la~er shows 
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t 
~odifJing and mo~ifying thi~ j~dge~ent in recognition th~t these 
authors, ~lone aMong !:is conte-r.for.s.ries, were proc.ucing impo!"t3.!".t 
for the literatu!"e of transition, unsatisfying as it is, 
has brought ne"ll possi tili ties of tr.e ~ind. to light, has 
made certain things conscious 'Which tafore .... Tere uncO!lSCi011S; 
and ~o novelist '~ill be able i!: future to ~~'r:i.te :J.S i: tr:ut 
literature had never existed. 
. t'+" +' cJ"'l S lJ. 1ca ... lon. (rrt 't' , .... rar..sl. ,l.on, 
In that lies its ab~ndant 
p.218) 
Tha t this appreciation of the val 'J.e;; of r:1oc.errds~ co!: tinue:i to ir..crease 
thro'J;!h the decade and that i t ~ad a oersonal s if":-dficance :or !·~tdr' 3 
'-" ... ~ 
ow!:. prose is Shm'1!l by two reMarks on the Si ti'lclls. In Trarzition he 
~nd. been ve!'y t;uarded in comn;.eniir.g Sdi th Si twell 's ~'1ork: 
To see blmanity in this way is to see it fanatic&lly, without 
proportion~ without that feeli~g of solidarity with which it 
dis t:1.ng'liC!he~) hlJmar.is tic poetry. But it is at the same time 
to see it intensely and unconditionally, and outside all au!' 
+'p_., ...... 7> 
~ ----'"',; 
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that it would appeal to the Sitwells: it is in another way 
in the same line .0 
The reservation that his book is 'in another way' following the 
modernism of the Sitwells is important: while Muir is clearly trying to 
tackle one of the particular interests of modernism in attempting to 
portray an abnormally heightened type of consciousness, his technique 
stubbornly refuses to relax its conventionality. This is particularly 
damaging to the relationship between the narrator and the characters of 
the story: while Muir is willing to use them as centres of conscious-
ness, the narrator is constantly pulling back, insisting that the 
characters cannot function independently but are merely for his 
manipulation according to the designs of his plot. The reader is always 
made aware that the narrator knows far more about this novel than any of 
the characters. For example there is an account of Hans's reaction when 
the broken puppet, Gretchen, is returned to him after being mended which 
unashamedly flaunts the narrator's omniscience: 
She seemed to be Gretchen; yet she was not the Gretchen he knew. 
Her eyebrows sweeping in two smooth curves seemed bold and hard; 
her nose, her mouth, her chin, were cruelly palpable and final; 
her eyes were too close to him, and after a glance at them he 
turned his head aside. As if they were separate arcs and spheres 
woven into glass he saw the blue iris and small black pupil, open 
and still, like the works of a machine at rest; the cheeks exactly 
and too deliberately tinted; the mouth firm, physical and without 
mystery: and seeing these he could see nothing behind them; the 
Gretchen he had known was not there, in these physical lineaments. 
Remembering his former image of her, he felt ashamed; he wished 
to cover her face, too naked and too close to him.7 
6. EM - Schiff, 10.11.26, NLS Ms 19671, ff. 176-80 (177). 
7. The ~"'1rionett9 (192','). p.9S.3. 
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'He felt ashamed' simply states Hans's feelings. The cool, expository 
tone of the passage follows the movement of the boy's attention, from 
the first rapid survey ('her nose, her mouth, her chin') to a slower 
examination of each feature; but the repetition of the fact that he felt 
she was 'too close' to him does little to convey the supposed 
complexities of Hans's thoughts or emotions. The passage falls between 
two stools: the description is clearly the narrator's, but since he 
is known only by his attempt to describe Hans, he fails to be sufficiently 
interesting to make the passage successful. 
The general effect of granting supremacy to the authorial voice can 
be seen in the description of a moment when Hans wins a small Victory 
in controlling his irrational fears. During an early walk throu~h the 
town, he is particularly aware of the greatly increased number of people 
with whom he must come to terms: 
Far away he saw the small figure of a man coming towards him on 
the immense, vacant strip of pavement, and this man, because he 
was alone, had a strange importance. Hans watched him approach 
with a more oppressive fear than he had felt among the crowds. 
The man seemed to take an endless time to reach them; but he moved 
aside as he neared and made way, not even looking. To Hans this 
seemed strange but pleasing, like something in a dream. He grew 
confident; the next man who appeared on this pavement would make 
way and pass him in the same manner. (p.39) 
Again, the regularly structured and paced sentences emphasize that this 
is the narrator's account, since there is no attempt to suggest direct 
access to the boy's feelings for the reader. For instanc~Muir tells 
us that 'the man seemed to take an endless time to reach them', but there 
is no fluctuation in the briskness of the writing; and the passage does 
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not attempt to convey the experience of Hans responding to his SUccess 
in evading panic with a strengthening of confidence __ his state is 
merely stated by the writer. Priority is consistently given to the 
business of getting on with the narrator's plot, to his mastery over the 
text rather than to Hans's control of his fears, even at the cost of 
making these fears and that plot seem insubstantial and uninteresting, 
a merely willed hypothetical construction. 
This tension between the two levels of consciousness in ~ 
Marionette -- the narrator's and the characters' -- is also reflected in 
such disorientating details as the difficulty of knowing in which period 
the story is meant to be taking place. The constancy with which the 
incidents of the characters' daily lives are used simply as hooks from 
which to hang Muir's descriptions of the emotional and intellectual 
responses that are invoked directs attention away from occasional hints 
that the setting is not contemporary, such as mentioning horse-drawn 
'lorries ,8, lending the book an air of insubstantiality which is 
particularly noticeable in the opening chapters. Cumulatively, the death 
of the mother in childbirth, the total isolation of the family and above 
all the strict patriarchal authority of Martin over his son Hans and the 
servant Emma all suggest a late nineteenth century background: and since 
the book is largely an exercise of Muir's knowledge of Freudian and 
Jungian psychological theory, this would seem to be appropriate enough. 
But the technique used is such that the reader is always aware that Muir, 
as narrator, is uncomfortable because he has read their books while Martin, 
Hans and Emma have not. The problem is compounded by the fact that 
Muir's own experience had been of traumatic neurosis, which had responded 
to a psychoanalytic method to which Hans is denied access. He makes 
8. The Marionette, p.37. 
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the boy congenitally retarded, so that the reader Lot o~ly has tte 
feeling that the narrator knows some cr.swer to the situation of the 
book which he will not bring forward, but also that his kr~owledge is 
not precisely appropriate to the scenario which he creates. There is 
consequently a radical discrepancy between the plot of the novel and the 
subject Muir seems really to want to talk about. 
Although the commitment to examining unusual fOrKS of consciousness 
in this book can be seen as a reflection of modernist developne~ts, the 
style of the writing cannot. For example, the descriptions of Hans's 
journies through Salzburg attempt to suggest the confusion of his 
perceptions as if from the boy's point of view: 
• 
He could not distinguish clearly the separate forms; everybody 
seemed to have a white face and to be dressed in black. A 
carter on a lorry, in his trousers and shirt, his hairy arms 
bare and with a heavy moustache on a grimy face, seemed like 
an evil figure come out of his dreams. (p.38) 
Again, it is clearly the narrator who is speaking at all times, since 
Hans could not have articulated his consciousness in s~ch orthodox 
sentences. Throughout the novel, the reluctance of the narrator to 
experioent by letting the characters talk for themselves, in relaxing 
his authority over the book, creates a vast imbalance in his favour with 
which nothing is achieved. 
If r':uir flirts '~7i:h moderr.ist id.eas of psycholog-J in ':'he :\~3.ric!:ette. 
~e still does not commit hi~self to any serious experi~entatior. ceyo;1 the 
personal risk of attempting fiction for the first time. It is aG if ~e were 
afraid that he would. be 'mable to resis t the ar. ti-huzu;"is t i~pulse which he 
had. originally idcr.tified in that movement. Hart's decision to o~i~ t~.i~ 
, +'.... " ~ nove .... J.. .... om nl...., ... +u-ly ~a'~e<"" ;,,:) '" ,A.. _' - r .... ...., t ' . t th +"-'\.-"'" ~'t',... e s "::-: 1 ~_. 001' rT"_ C~.l. ·'~re , :'. e "J 0 1. ;'1 a" ',;, L e • ;~.:- e e .:: r 0 ..!' c;.: - ~ , -
Scottish in sucject matter as well as iL 3.~thors~ip; Jr.i since the~e 3how 
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Kuir to be willing at least to attemrt to break with his convention~l 
style of prose writing, it does seem that he regarded the concern with 
Scottish problems -- inextricably i~volved with his early socialism for 
Muir -- as sOQehow guaranteeing the humanist viewpoint he wished to defend. 
Unfortunately the nature of the society in which he hoped he might solve 
his problems with modernism raised other difficulties which prevented 
this potentially useful approach of these two sides of his identity from 
coming to any full or lasting solution. 
Ttat Muir began writing novels from within the acceptance of an 
Anglo-centric view of the form is shown by The Structure of the Novel. 
So secure is that understanding that he does not regard the prinCiples 
of the relationships between society and ir.dividuals, novels and their 
audience, as open to debate: 'the only thing which can tell us about 
the novel', he argues, 'is the novel',9 and he confines himself to 
examining the distinctions between 'novels of action' and 'novels of 
character' (Chapter I), defined as those which develop through tim~and 
those which rely on spatial distance (Chapter III). Although the book 
is a theoretical study, he uses the first person throughout, and this 
~eliance on a ~ajor aspect of the technique of 'Edward Moore' -- most 
noticeable when he presumes to claim on the reader'S behalf that 'we 
agreed earlier' to assent to his opinions (p.134) -- signals the 
continuation of t~e propagandist drive still associated with Anglo-cent~ic 
argumen ts in T·~ui~. His consequent failure to tackle the ~rotle~s of 
wrl'tl'~~ novels for and about a social formation :or which the =nglish d,.;) _ 
pattern of relationships is not parGdigmatic helps explci~ t~e :ailure of 
his Scottish novels. 
~~rt areues that :~e :~ree B~otte~s is 'a theological novel 0: 
9. ':'}:e 5tr:lct'.1re of th·~ [:YJ'el. p.12. 
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personal crisis, after the manner of J .H. Shorthouse or Pater's" . ['.ar1US, 
in which the hero's maturing centres painfully on a collision of faiths 
and allegiances dramatised at a historic moment' (The Scottish Novel, 
-0.210) • ... The conventional image of Muir always having been predominantly 
concerned with mystical subjects unduly restricts Hart's interpretation 
of the work, so that he fails to see it as Muir's first attempt to 
dramatise the thesis advanced at the end of his commissioned biography of 
John Knox: 
What Knox really did was to rob Scotland of all the benefits of 
the Renaissance. Scotland never enjoyed these as England did, 
and no doubt the lack of that immense advantage has had a permanent 
10 effect. It can be felt, I imagine, even at the present day. 
The Three Brothers greatly extends this tentative suggestion: 3cottish 
civilization is identified with Scottish Catholicism, and the 
Reformation is cast as the destructive enemy of both. \"hile David 
Blackadder's experiences of religious conversion may well represent 
aspects of Muir's own past, the novel is designed so that each member 
of the family represents one of the yariations of the Christian faith 
pOSSible in the transitionary period of sixteenth century Scotland, 
from the mother's Catholicism through Sandy's Calvinism and David's 
Anabaptism to the father's atheistic humanism. The fragmentation of 
the old faith is made responsible for the break up of the family and, 
by extension, of Scottish society: the mother dies without the comfort 
of two of her sons for example, because they are fighting in religious 
wars in the west. The second half of the book deals with the brothers' 
10 J h K Portra1't of a Calvinist (1929), p.309. • o ... n nox: _ 
11. The Three Brothers (1931). 
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experiences in Edinburgh and is hopelessly melodramatic, because the 
political emasculation of 'civil society,12 means there is no settled 
order in which the hero might seek and find a place. For example, not 
only is David's lover faithless, there is no attempt to pursue her 
murderer, because lawlessness is the condition of so broken a society; 
and the book ends not with David's vision of reconciliation (p.334) but 
with his leaving Scotland altogether. This fragmented condition is 
implied to have continued to present-day Scotland by the narrator 
describing the thoughts and feelings of Scots-speaking characters in 
standard modern English: again the narrator is afraid to let the 
characters think for themselves, even if they do speak with some 
autonomy. 
A novel set in modern Scotland had been a favoured project of Muir's 
12. The phrase is applied in Tom Nairn's major analysis of Scottish 
politics: 'the standard European (later world) pattern,' he 
argues, was 
of one political state and its society, or one distin-
guishable ethnic society and ~ own State. A wor~where 
the civil societies and the States mainly fitted each 
other, as it were, through the normal developmental struggles 
of last century and this. By comparison, Scotland was a 
hippogriff: a manifest bastard, in the world of nationalist 
wedlock... Scottish society apart from the State, 'civil 
society', was guaranteed in its independent existence by the 
Union. The church, the law, the aristocracy, the bourgeoisie 
of the Royal Burghs: all these institutions and the dominant 
social classes linked to them were confirmed in what they had 
demanded of separate identity. So was the distinct social 
culture they represented. 
The Scots pattern so strikingly counterposed to the usual 
models is therefore that of a distinct civil society not 
married to 'its' state. It is one of heterogeneity, not that 
relative homogeneity which became the standard of nationalist 
development. A foreign, much stronger State and political 
system is as imposed on Scotland by the Union. 
'Old and New Scottish Nationalism', The Break-Up of Britain: 
Crisis and Neo-Nationalism (1977), p.135-o. 
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since Qt least 1924. 13 Poor Tom attempts to chart the varieties of 
political faith as The Three Brothers had dealt with religion. Its 
ending is similarly pessimistic: the Manson family is destroyed as the 
Blackadders had been, with Tom's death, his mother's obviously terminal 
illness and the abandonment of the relationship between Helen and 
Mansie as she continues her destructive progress with Bob Ryrie. Muir'S 
attempt to redeem the bleakness by giving Mansie a vision of being 
enclosed l.·n 'f Id on fold' of 1l.·fe14 l.·s o no more convincing than his 
earlier security in the vision of the Socialist march. Yet Poor Tom 
remains Muir's most interesting novel because it is here that he takes 
the biggest technical risks of all his prose, relaxing his authority as 
narrator in an attempt to represent Mansie's own 'stream of conscious-
ness' • Having hailed Annals of the Five Senses for trying, like 
Joyce's novels, 'to follow the subtle windings of the intellect for 
their own sake' (C200), Muir was well aware of the Significance of 
adopting this style as a gesture towards modernism. The early experi-
mental passages are extensions of the movement between the consciousnesses 
1 3. He writes in some detail: 
Then there is the novel I mentioned; whether it will be a success 
is still a mystery to me. The idea is not so bad, but it 
requires more skill than I've been able to acquire yet. I am 
going to call it Saturday; and my subject is, in fact, that day, 
which in an industrial place like Glasgow, and to the bulk of 
the people in the British Isles, has an atmosphere quite different 
from that of every other day. I am going to try and render this 
atmosphere, suggesting as a background the other working days in 
the week. The feeling of pathetic freedom which workmen have on 
the day when they stop work at 12 instead of 6 I know well, for 
I have felt it myself. There will be a central figure: and in 
him will be worked out the gradual diSintegration of the day as 
it is consumed: the hope of the morning, the fr~shness of the 
afternoon after work, and then the gradual loosening and 
demoralisation of the evening, the slipping of happiness through 
one's fingers. To finnish it, I shall have a chapter, being the 
reflection and judgement of the chief figure on the day, an 
extract from his diary. The story should be about 50,000 words, 
Quite short, and I, have half of it already written in roueh draft, 
but I know it wili"'have to be written again and differen tJ Y. ~he 
idea is good, and ~ooner or later I hope to cope with it. 
(Letters, p.36-7) Only the use of the diary survived from this 
projection. 
14. PoorTnm (19,2), p.254. 
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of character and narrator practised in The Marionette and The Three 
Brothers, as, for example, when he explains Mansie's attitude to 
English: 
He disapproved of the travellers who put on a la-di-da Kelvinside 
accent; that was going too far altogether; and although he tried 
to speak correctly, in what he took to be English, he kept 
something plain and unassuming in the intonation: for it would 
have seemed to him offensive presumption to pretend to be anything 
but an ordinary fellow like anybody else. And besides it was 
only decent to the English language to pronounce it as it was spelt. 
(p.34) 
The movement from the narrator's comment (Mansie spoke 'in what he took 
to be English') to Mansie's own thoughts concerning the relationship 
between spelling and pronunciation works through the use of the phrase 
'an ordinary fellow like anybody else': it occupies the middle of the 
passage and the middle ground between narrator and Mansie. Towards 
the end of the book Muir's confidence increases and he attempts more 
sustained representation of a character's thought, as, for example, when 
he tries to capture the jokiness with which Mansie deflects frightening 
memories of Gulliver's Travels: 
There rose in Mansie's mind, a little obscenely, a picture of ' 
those powerful wrinkled haunches and that long, austere and 
somewhat stupid skull, so hard that it seemed to be made of 
granite rather than bone. If that were set on a throne of 
justice, by gum you would have to sit up! Not much friendliness 
about justice of that kind. Made a fellow shiver when he 
thought of it. Seemed to take all the stuffing out of a fellow. 
(p.174-5) 
Again, the narrator leads into Mansie's thought without conventionally 
signalling the change in viewpoint, but 'by gum' and the slight 
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disruption of syntax in the abbreviated beginnings of Mansie's 
sentences ('Not much friendliness ••• ', 'Made a fellow shiver ••• ' 
'Seemed to take all the stuffing ••• ') exhibits the tentativeness of 
Muir's approach: these may be Mansie's thoughts in Mansie's words, 
but the narrator is still discernible, writing them down. 
Quietly signalling his awareness of Poor Tom's being part of a 
tradition of Scottish literature, it is in conSidering Burns's position 
in Scottish culture that Muir lets the technique run most freely, but 
without extending the technique or its effect: 
He came to an open space. Tall shapes rose round him in the fog. 
George Square. High up, the electric lamps flung down cones of 
bluish light on the stony heads and shoulders of the smoke-grimed 
statues. It was dashed uncanny, all these figures standing there 
without moving. Standing there for ever so long, some of them for 
a hundred years maybe. Must seem a queer world to them if they 
were to waken up now; frighten them out of their wits, think they 
were in the next world. That tall one was Burns, couldn't even see 
his head. No electric light in his time, maybe no fog either. 
The banks 0' Doon. I'll steal aw~ to Nannie. And then this. 
The world was a terrible place, when you came to think of it. 
Burns had some dashed b~d hours in his lifetime. All these women 
he got in the family way. But none so bad as he would have if he 
were to waken up here now. Like johnnies frozen stiff and cold; the 
last fellows left on~arth might look like this. Would the earth 
be covered with fog then? Scooting through sp~~e, dead, 
the whole dashed lot of them, frozen stiff in the fog. 
left to care a hang for the poor beggars. (p.245) 
Nobody 
Yet perhaps the most disappointing aspect of Poor Tom is the fact of 
its being Muir's third novel. Attempting to reconcile his interest in 
modernism with his Scottishness, he had had to work through The 
~arionette and The Three Brothers before he could reach even this 
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mediocre level of stylistic experimentation. He had planned to make 
Poor Tom the starting pOint of a full examination of working-class life 
in Glasgow: as he wrote to his sister in 1932, 
I look upon it only as the first third of a whole, the second of 
which I look upon as noisily comic -- if I can bring it off. 
(Letters, p.7Z) 
But while the novels themselves seemed to be growing more adventurous, 
albeit very slowly, the cultural situation in which they were being 
produced was not. Muir's novels did not sell. He had been aware of 
the danger of this, writing of Poor Tom that 
in England Leonard Woolf will have to have it, after publishing 
my other things. I hope that this will not prejudice its 
sales; 16 
and although the book was actually published by Dent, and no records 
remain of the actual sales figures of any of the novels, William 
Johnstone's recollection that 'the book was a failure, only some eighty 
copies being sold' (Letters, p.77) is probably accurate enough. 
Unlike Gibbon, Muir was unable to create a technique which would 
give life to the notion of a Scottish community independent of the 
will of the narrator. Although he was beginning to let go of individual 
characters such as Mansie, his centralist training in expecting authority 
to reside outside the characters, parallel ing the lack of authority 
within Scotland, is reflected in the predominance of an English-speaking 
narrator: there is nothing to match the voices of Kinraddie in these 
books. 
16. EM - Schiff, 10.12.26, NLS Ms 19671, f 181. 
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But the very attempt to tackle the conflict of the elements of 
modernism and Scottishness in his ideology itself conflicted with the 
cultural situation in which he wrote,as embodied in the operations of 
the literary market. If the authoritarianism derived from his 
allegiance to the English literary centre prevented his novels from 
appealing to the Scottish readers who were to take up Sunset Song, 
his urge to examine Scottish issues simultaneously cut him off from 
English and American audiences. One reviewer of The Three Brothers 
noted of the characters that 
apart from such peculiarities of conflict and behavior as the 
religions of that time impose upon them, all five might just 
as well have been inhabitants of twentieth-century Edinburgh; 
and I cannot help thinking that they would all have been better 
17 off there; 
and another complained that the religious conflicts of the sixteenth 
century were simply unable to take his interest, although he conceded 
that 'to a Scot... they may be of thegreatest importance': he 
advised Muir to 'say goodbye to all that and discuss twentieth century 
Scotland, not ancient woes·.
18 Since Poor Tom was no more successful 
than the others had been, Muir was only able to follow his impulse to 
analyse the Scottish situation by abandoning the novel form altogether 
and attempting a more obviously political discussion in his later works 
of the 1930s. 
17. George Dangerfiel~ The Bookman (New York), LXXIV (January - February 
1932), p.534. 
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1929 To 3'J.ssex 
19:;·1 
1932 To Hampstead 
1933 January: recommences reviewing 
1934 Travels through Scotland 
1935 August: to St Andrews 
1936 Begins B.B.C. broadcasts 
1937 
John Kr:cx 
The Three :2rothers 
Six Poems 
Poor Tom 
Variatious on a Ti~e Theme 
Scottish Jo~rney 
Social Credit and the Labour 
Party 
Scott and Scotland 
Journeys end Places 
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V 1 
The aesthetic and commercial failure of Muir's novels precipitated 
two developments in his career: the first was that he was forced to 
return to the writing of reviews and periodical essays in order to earn 
money, and the second that the subject of those articles was more and 
more frequently a Scottish work or topic. In the early and mid 1930s, 
the main strength of his writing was channelled into an examination of 
the condition of Scotland, to help his understanding of the Scottish 
element in his own identity. But this exploration of the country and 
the culture which had rejected the proffered interpretations of The Three 
Brothers and Poor Tom was conditioned in part by that very rejection) 
and its influence. combined with the centralism ingested from Social 
Credit theory, led him to the conclusions of Scottish Journey, Social 
Credit and the Labour Party and Scott and Scotland which deny the 
viability of a separate Scottish state and culture as envisaged by the 
protagonists of the Scottish Renaissance Movement. 
The skill with which Muir by this time operates the device of a 
literary persona as an instrument of ideological propaganda - the 
technique he had developed when working on The New Age in the service 
of Douglasism -- is such that these books appear to be the honest 
reflections of the author finally rejecting the idea(l) of an independent 
Scotland; and the extent of skill that was employed to create this 
impression, t10Ugh the integration of the persona with the ethos of 
the text, becomes apparent when the development of Muir's ideology in 
the 1930s is examined. His writings from this period reflect the 
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changes in position induced by these last attempts to reconcile the 
conflicting allegiances Muir held before he renounced that effort and 
turned to transcendental Christianity; and as his most polished writing 
up to that point, and his most desperate essays in resolution, they 
reveal the nature of those allegiances and the character of those 
attempts more clearly than any other work. 
Unfortunately, his critics have only seen these writings as 
problematical. Grieve's vendetta against Scott and Scotland1 made it 
impossible for them to disregard the book in the manner in which they 
virtually ignore Muir's journalism and his novels; but because they had 
accepted the persona of the autobiography as the 'true' Muir, his 
undeniably political concerns in his treatment of Scottish affairs could 
not be accommodated to the vision of the mystical, apolitical man they 
expected to see. The result has been a general reliance on Willa's 
suspicion that the bitterness of Scott and Scotland at least2 derived 
entirely from his resentment at the social neglect of the English 
Literature department of St Andrews University (Belonging,p. 194), 
supplemented by George Bruce's assurances that Muir somehow did not 
realise the ideological implications of his own work at all. 3 Serious 
criticism of Muir's work cannot depend on the inverted snobbery of the 




ior example, in the introduction to The Golden Treasury of Scottish 
Poetry (1940) and in most issues of The Voice of Scotland, which 
ran from June 1938 to August 1939. 
Scottish Journey (1934)) not being a cause celebre, could be more 
easily disregarded - and is largely ignored. 
'1936 - The Borderer and the Orcadian', The Age of HacDiarmid, 
p. 100-121 (101). 
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most powerful writing was not under his conscious control. Rather, 
it requires an understanding of his ideological development(and its 
concomitant stylistic consequence~ which recognises Muir's particular 
sensitivity to a series of national pressures. For this reason it is 
important to see his work of the 1930s as the logical outcome of a 
progression from 1919, and not to denounce it as a regression from 1940. 
In their attempts not to explain but to explain away these writings 
the critics are, as usual, following the suggestions concerning the 
relative importance of his works made by Muir himself in his autobio-
graphy. As the narrative approaches 1939, Muir enhances the dramatic 
effect of the religious 'conversion', which he wishes to be seen as 
the climax of the story and the centre of its meaning, by the 
intensification of an already familiar technique: while his statements 
about his association with The New Age had been of dubious validity, 
and Orage had been pictured as an unreliable crank, here he goes 
further in virtually wiping out most of his work of the decade and 
A . 
scorning the people with ~om he had shared earlier conv~c.tions. His 
account of the family's financial difficulties) for example, suggests that 
the only sources of income were those he chooses to list: 
The war came at last, and our income from German translations 
stopped. I was writing a novel review for The Listener every 
fortnight; I had begun when Janet Adam Smith was literary editor, 
and when Joe Ackerley followed her he kindly asked me to continue. 
I was doing a weekly review for The Scotsman and occasional work 
for the Scottish B.B.C.; but all this did not bring in enough to 
keep the house going. My wife and I applied for teaching posts. 
(Auto, p.247) 
There is simply no hint of his other periodical articles, nor of the 
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books of the period. John Knox, the first study specifically of 
Scottish interest, and the first to include his criticisms of modern 
Scottish culture, is accorded a short paragraph: having been published 
in 1929, it was perhaps regarded as being sufficiently distanced from 
his other work on Scotland to be discounted as a personal reaction and 
discussed without implying too great an interest in the country itself. 
He writes: 
Biographies were popular at the time, and I was commissioned 
by a publisher to write a biography of John Knox. He was not 
a man I admired, but I had felt for a long time that he had 
had an influence on Scottish life which was still active. As 
I read about him in the British Museum I came to dislike him more 
and more, and understood why every Scottish writer since the 
beginning of the eighteenth century had detested him: Hume, 
~ Boswell, Burns, Scott'A~tevenson; everyone except Carlyle, who 
like Knox admired power. My book was not a good one; it was too 
full of dislike for Knox and certain things in Scottish life. 
Though dead for three centuries and a half, he was still too close 
for me to see him clearly, for I had met him, or someone very 
like him, over and over, it seemed to me, in the course of my 
life. The most surprising response to the book came from a 
Scottish minister. He told me he had never realised how badly 
the great reformer had behaved; it was clear to him that Knox was 
no gentleman. (Auto, p.231) 
This account begins by suggesting that the book was a commercial sop to 
literary fashion: he stresses that it was written not out of any great 
interest or feeling of compulsion on the part of the author, but solely 
in reply to a publisher's commission. He concedes that he was 
interested in Knox's influence on modern Scotland ('he had had an 
influence on Scottish life which was still active'), but this is soon 
transmuted into the reason for the failure of the work: 'My book was 
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not a good one: it was too full of dislike for Knox and certain 
things in Scottish life'. His transcendentalist view of time is 
superimposed on the discussion, when he claims of Knox, 'I had met 
him, or someone very like him, over and over, it seemed to me, in the 
course of my life', so using the book as an occasion for further 
propagandising the later ideology which had played only a minor part 
in shaping the study itself; and the slightly mocking tone in 
which he relates the superficial response of a minister implies that 
the work that elicited such old-fashioned comment is unworthy of further 
consideration. But at least this volume is dealt with in the 
autobiography: the others are excluded altogether. 
The determination with which this suppression is enforced is 
highlighted by the realisation that in his eagerness to avoid arousing 
the reader's interest in these works, Muir goes so far as to give a 
false impression of the events of the family's life. The most 
worrying example of this is in his omission not only of any mention of 
Scottish Journey, but even of the tour which he made as the subject of 
the book. Writing of the decision to leave England, he says: 
Gavin was in hospital for two weeks; then we brought him home 
with his leg in plaster, and he lay for a few weeks longer on 
the sofa in the sitting-room and in good weather on a~ing­
settee which we had set up in the garden. But when he was able 
to walk again he twitched and trembled whenever a car passed, 
and we saw that we should have to leave Hampstead for a quieter 
place. A friend got a furnished house for us in St Andrews. 
~ 
But first we went to Orkney, so that our son should have.(cornplete 
rest... The peace helped to still Gavin's fears. After a 
month we moved south to St Andrews. (Auto, p.24l-2.) 
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The reader of this account would have no reason to suspect that the 
holiday on Orkney was possible only because the payment for Scottish 
Journey met the expense, nor to understand that Willa and Gavin went 
to Orkney some time ahead of Muir, staying there while he travelled 
around mainland Scotland collecting the observations on which the book 
was to be based (Belonging, p.174). Social Credit and the Labour Party 
and Scott and Scotland, however, are completely ignored. 
As for Muir's associates, Grieve is completely absent from the 
record of the 1930s, as from the account of Montrose in the 1920s. 
The portrayal of those people whom he does mention is determined by 
the subsequent rejection of the values he had shared with them: his 
version of affairs concedes an interest in world politics, but only as 
a preliminary to scorning that interest and making it seem a vain, 
r 
temporary abe~ation from his true concerns. He does this most blatantly 
when discussing the attitudes taken in St Andrews towards the ~panish 
Civil War: 
The emergency brought a number of people together, Liberals, 
Socialists and churchgoers, and ourselves among them, and 
created a centre in the self-contained, averted little town. 
Without knowing very much about the situation, we were on 
the side of the Republicans; George Orwell had not made his 
first-hand report on it yet. We were, of course, right to be 
against Franco, but wrong to take the other side so self-
righteously. Everyone who serves a political movement must 
be appalled later by the confident blindness of his choice. 
The internal political pressure was also increasing. The 
campaign for a popular front to include Liberals, Socialists 
and Communists was warming up, and after a few discussions with 
odd acquaintances we became perfectly convinced that it was the 
policy to be supported. Soon afterwards the town was split in 
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two over the J;olicy of :-Ieville Chamberlain. People wto 
had been fast friends passed each other in :he street 
without speaking. (Auto, p.243) 
The values implicitly put forward in this passage are heavily weighted 
against the notion of political concern and activity. The confusion 
of categorisation in listing 'Liberals, Socialists and churchgoers' 
together suggests that the political discrimination of these people was 
itself equally woolly; and by describing St Andrews as a 'self-contained, 
averted little town' he hints that any concern of its intabitants with 
international politics was self-aggrandising, self-indulgent posturing. 
Claiming that their support of Republicanism was rased on little 
information again undercuts their principles, as does the attribution of 
their assent to the notion of a nonular front to a few discussions wit~ . ... 
odd acquaintances. The image of these people playing with political 
ideas, vaunting their social consciences to imJ;ress other parochial 
citizens, is unpleasant in the extreme. The distaste it induces is 
intensified by the observation that dis:putes over Spain could iestroy old 
friendsilips an observation so placed as to convey To'::uir' s dis trtlS t of 
political principle. He seeks to distinguish the ~otion of friendship as 
somehow existing on a higher plane than political co~viction, ani deserving 
of its sacrifice. The bland assertion that 'eve~yone who serves a 
politiccl move~ent must be aFpal~ei later by the co~fident bli~i~ess of 
h h' 1 th t ,. .... ... ~ f . t ~ is c oice makes it c ear a tnls accoun~ 1S wrl~~en ro~ a pOln 01 
h . . h d h ld' tl-. 1 d' -1 1"",7"'" view quite 0 ther than tat "'~ulr . a e 1n He ear y an ::L.. ':U,- S • 
~~ 1'" "d 10 car also be -ee n to ~e determ~~~ng ~~i='3 ve=~ion t .. e aver 1. eo gy.' ;:;.~ - - -~ ....... 
of hi3 own activity at that ti~e. ~aving co~plained of St ~nirews 'W& 
co~lj fiLj LO one to talk to' (Auto, p.243). ~~ir the~ re~er8 to the 
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friendship of Drury and Oscar Oeser: 
With them, we decided to start a small, informal club to discuss 
the questions of the day. The members met on Sunday evenings at 
one another's houses; the Oesers and ourselves, a congregational 
minister, two teachers from St. Leonard's Girls' School, two trade 
unionists, a local dustman, and some others. Like all who discuss 
political things, we assumed that we knew more about them than we 
actually did, and consequently came to no decision or to inadequate 
ones. The friendship which sprang up among us was the chief good 
produced by our meetings. (Auto, p.244) 
By listing the members of the group according to the social status they 
would be accorded in St Andrews, Muir seems to be ridiculing his own 
views on self-conscious displays of enlightened opinion in mixing with 
such people as a local dustman. Again, he generalises unjustifiedly 
broadly in claiming that all attempts at political discussion are as 
inconclusive as he says these meetings were; and again, he elevates the 
notion of personal friendship above political awareness as the 'chief 
good' of the gatherings. It is, of course, impossible now to judge the 
depth of international political concern in St Andrews in the 1930s; and 
to this study such an examination would be irrelevant: what matters is 
the role of Muir's account of the period in deflecting attention from 
his own political and cultural concerns and writings. 
This role is strengthened when he goes on to emphasise the importance 
of other areas of development. In earlier chapters of the autobio-
graphy the strategy is to make most of the poetic compositions of each 
period at the expense of the prose, but since he wrote little'poetry at 
this time and since the religious element is about to become obviously 
central, he is now more explicit: 
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Though I took part in political discussions, I was really 
concerned during these years with something quite different. 
I had been happy in London; I was more unhappy in St Andrews 
than I had been since the time of my obscure fears and the course 
of psycho-analysis that dispelled them. I had come to a point 
from which, looking back, I was profoundly dissatisfied with 
myself. The turning of German books, good and bad, into English, 
had become meaningless as a way of life, and more and more 
difficult to support because of its meaninglessness. I began to 
keep a diary as a sort of judgement on myself. (Auto, p.244) 
The description of translating from German as 'a way of life' implies 
that this was his only literary work of the period. Again, the 
suggestion is that his writing was merely a means of earning a living, 
involving no more than the most superficial level of consciousness, 
t-
while his true development was 'really' proc~ding, secretly but 
inexorably, on the spiritual planL. The keeping of a diary is said to 
have been a form of self-examination, leading to the narrative of the 
autobiography and the experience of his major conversion to transcenden-
talist Christianity: 
This dialogue with myself went on. Meanwhile the world was 
darkening, and our work was growing precarious. Then my wife 
fell ill and had to go into a nursing home. After she began to 
recover, I was returning from the nursing home one day -- it was 
the last day of February 1939 -- when I saw some schoolboys playing 
at marbles on the pavement; the old game had 'come round' again 
at its own time, known only to children, and it seemed a simple 
little rehearsal for a resurrection, promising a timeless renewal 
of life. I wrote in my diary next day: 
Last night, going to bed alone, I suddenly found myself 
(I was taking off my waistcoat) reciting the Lord's Prayer 
in a loud, emphatic voice. (Auto, p.246) 
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The strategy of the autobiography is, then, to concentrate on 
creating the image of the last 'conversion' as the most important and 
most desirable event of the decade, by pouring a lofty scorn on his 
earlier political activities and by ignoring the published 
manifestations of those political interests which were not so easy to 
manipulate into accord. Muir's critics, however, have found it harder 
to follow his lead here than from any other part of the autobiography, 
since the public row over Scott and Scotland forces them to acknowledge 
his involvement with the Renaissance Movement and attempt to deal with 
it as best they can. In this endeavour they have not been markedly 
successful. 
Butter does discuss the issues of his involvement with Scottish 
matters in Man and Poet, but in such a way as to make them seem secondary 
~ and entirely unrelated to the religious developments of the period. 
Although ten pages of the twenty-five on eSt Andrews 1935-1939' deal 
with the published writings, the strategy of orderly pr~cis and 
explicatory comment generally follows Muir's own emphasis by suggesting 
that this work was merely and coincidentally a background to the more 
important spiritual events. Scottish Journey is first mentioned towards 
the end of Chapter VI: 
In June 1934 he went to Scotland for a PEN Conference, and then 
set off from Edinburgh, in an old car given him by Stanley 
Cursi ter on his 'Scottish Journey'. The Cursi ters went to see 
J 
him off as he passed their house just outside the city; he came 
bowling along, stopped at traffic lights, looked up and enquired 
whether it was the red or the green that meant"gol. The car -
a 1921 Standard -- evidently had quite a personality of its own; 
and his rather inefficient handling of it is one of the humours of 
the book. (M & P, p.135) 
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This paragraph is entirely dependent on Butter's having accepted the 
persona of Scottish Journey not as an aspect of the work, but as an 
aspect of Edwin Muir himself who just happens to be writing a book. 
Since Muir adapted the 'Moore' persona according to the special purposes 
of each work, mirroring the changes in his own ideology with develop-
ments in his literary identity, Butter has little difficulty in 
selecting the attribute of the Scottish Journey persona most compatible 
with the autobiographical persona- his technical incompetence -- and 
making this the first point in his discussion of the book. 3 When he 
discusses the book in more detail, he olaims to be doing so 'from a 
speoial point of view, trying to understand his attitude to Sootland at 
the time he returned to live there and the attitude of Scotsmen to him' 
(M & P, p.147); yet his first comment has been that Scottish Journey 
3. Due to Maokay Brown's emphasis on this aspeot of Muir; such 
anecdotes have beoome overly familiar. For example, he devotes 
considerable space to emphasising that 'Edwin was not a good driver': 
'Onoe at least he had to appear in the magistrate court in Edinburgh 
for being involved in some minor road accident. And in Kirkwall, 
Orkney, one morning about a year later, I saw a stationary black car 
in close contact with the corner of a draper's shop. Outsia6 on the 
street stood Edwin Muir, looking at the scene with bewildered 
helplessness. A chunk of cement from the corner of the draper's 
shop was lying on the pavement. Edwin, it seems, was responsible 
for it all. The oar was not apparently damaged, for later that after-
noon Edwin was driving Willa, Gavin and myself through a narrow street 
in Kirkwall. Suddenly the car stalled, stopped dead, and refused to 
start again. It was Monday, the market day and the town was full of 
farmers. Unfortunately this narrow street led to the Auction Mart, 
where the farmers had most of their business that day, buying and 
selling live stooke Very soon there was a pile-up of angry farmers' 
cars behind Edwin's car. For the second time that day Edwin stood 
outside his car looking helplessly round him.' (A Brief Memoir, p.l1). 
The image of the transcendentalist man inoompetent in dealing with 
the mechanical world is oompleted when Brown recalls that Muir'S 
cousin, a business man from Glasgow on holiday in Orkney, was able to 
mend the oar quite easily. 
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'contains much quiet humour, sensitive descriptions of landscape, and 
passages in which the poet takes over from the social critic' (M & P 
p.147), automatically valuing the former before the latter and failing 
to appreciate the significance of the book in Muir's development. 
Social Credit and the Labour Party is dissociated from the move to 
Scotland when it is referred to only as or-e afthe pieces to be tidied up 
after the move from Hampstead: Butter writes, 
During that autumn they were very busy clearing up work left over 
from London. In that year they produced no less than five volumes 
of translations as well as his Scottish Journey and his pamphlet 
on Social credit. (M & P, p.148) 
This publication is the only piece Muir devoted entirely to the political 
and economic scheme which was one of his chief interests and which 
became a major component in his ideology. Moreover, it was written at 
a crucial moment during his last struggles to reconcile his Scottishness 
and his socialism with his Anglo-centric authoritarianism: and to 
mention it only in passing seems to mark an unnecessarily restrictive 
view of Muir's can-=-.on. 
Furthermore, Scott and Scotland's appearance in Butter's study is 
closely attended by the citation of Bruce's opinion that Muir 'was quite 
unaware of the storm which his earnest attempt to state the truth 
accurately as he saw it was to arouse' (M & P, p.152). The vocabulary 
here is redolent of that used in praising the autobiography, where making 
'earnest' attempts 'to state the truth accurately as he saw it' is 
portrayed as the defining activity of that persona. The implication is 
that Scott and Seotland is 'not a wholly convincing book' (M & P, p.152) 
because the subject matter somehow failed to be appropriate to his 
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level of analysis. 'He was a too quick despairer with regard to the 
possibilities of the Scots language' (M & P, p.154) ignores the wider 
cultural and political elements of Muir's argument, suggesting that the 
question of language is Muir's chief concern and is separable from the 
rest of the thesis: the weight of Butter's account would seem to be 
directed towards supporting the notion that the book's conclusions were 
drawn not from ideological conviction -however confused and temporary 
that may have been -- but from an 'uncharacteristic' haswof judgement. 
There is no attempt to examine any of these books as literary 
constructions, nor to discern the development in opinion between the . 
early and late 1930s. Butter further reinforces the structure Muir 
wished to be discerned in this period by following his account of the 
events leading to his conversion precisely, and by extending the 
quotations Muir gave from his diary. 
Writers on the Scottish Renaissance Movement have noted Muir's 
contribution, but mostly in isolation from his complete oeuvre, and 
often in the spirit of MacDiarmid's invective. As late as 1968 
Duncan Glen, for example, could still write covertly against Muir from 
within the terms of that rather one-sided feud,4 without attempting to 
4. It is worth noting that Muir did debate the issue publicly on at 
least one occasion. He wrote to the BBG on 4 November 1954 that he 
was willing to discuss the Renaissance in a programme in the 
Heritage series: 
'Yes, I think I should like to take part in the discussion on 
25 November, but it mightbeJworthwhile to find out beforehand 
if C.M. G~ieve would consent to take part if I were there; I 
have no objection myself if he has none.' (BBG archive, Reading, 
Muir File III 1939-57). 
Although no transcripts or records of the programme appear to have 
survived, The Radio Times listing for 25 November 1954 bills the 
programme, listing Grieve, ~uir, Douglas Young and David Daiches as 
participants under the chairmanship of Alistair Borthwick. 
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understand the wider context of the quarrel: 
Edwin Muir could write till he was blue in the face that the 
example of MacDiarmid should be ignored and that we have no 
choice but to absorb the English tradition. But the choice 
is there. The choice is not between following the example 
of Muir or the example of MacDiarmid. The choice is between 
rejecting ourselves and being ourselves. It has nothing to 
do with a choice between English and Scots. That will be an 
aspect of the result, but the choice is between deliberately 
censoring ourselves (consciously or unconsciously) to meet the 
demands of economic, social and non-literary pressures, and 
writing as ourselves. 5 
Glen does not seem to think it relevant that those 'economic, social 
and non-literary pressures' may have had a hand in determining Muir's 
personal option and his advocacy of that choice in his discussions of 
Scottish literature. 
Other of Muir's critics have followed Butter more closely, albeit 
implicitly as often as explicitly. Elizabeth Huberman, Tom Scott and 
Roger Knight, for example, all treat his relations with Scotland as if 
they were comprised solely of his Orcadian childhood and Glaswegian youth. 
Articles which take this relationship as their chief topic seem vitiated 
by a lack of conviction that they are dealing with anything other than 
some minor detail of Muir's work which ought to be tidied up for the 
sake of scholarly completeness. Margery McCulloch, for example, begins 
with the unexceptionable (and unexceptional) statement that '~win 
Muir's relationship with Scotland was an equivocal one',6 but she makes 
no attempt to suggest an explanation for this beyond repeating the 
5. Akros, III (7 March 1968), p.8-9. 
6. 'Edwin Muir and Scotland', Akros, XVI 47 (August 1981), p.67-81 (67). 
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clich~d attribution of his occasional verbal awkwardness to the 
Orcadian background: 
His Norse-influenced origins and his consequent sense of linguistic 
dislocation both from the English language and from the rich spoken 
Scots of the Borders and Lowlands which formed the kernel of Hugh 
MacDiarmid's personal 'synthetic' Scots, led him to over-estimate 
the role of language in his analyses of the possibilities inherent 
in Scotland's literary revival, and to discuss the language 
situation in the thirties in terms frequently more relevant to 
that of the age of Burns. (p.67) 
The examination remains little more than a catalogue of Muir's works 
and articles on Scotland and Scottish issues, ignoring the political 
dimensions of those pieces in favour of consideration of such points as 
that 'Calvinist~influence can be seen ••• in his reworking of Greek myth' 
(p.77). Without a wider and deeper understanding of the overall shape 
of Muir'S career, of the forces which determined it and of literary 
techniques which constituted its infrastructure, individual works will 
continue to be seen merely as the starting point for s'uch speculations. 
V 2 
Although, due mainly to Grieve's campaign against it, discussion 
of Muir'S views on Scottish politics, culture and literature has 
customarily centred on Scott and Scotland, the republication of 
Scottish Journey in 1979 did improve the general awareness of the 
complexity of the topic. McCulloch's article, for example, does take 
some earlier work into account. However, since her attitude to the 
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issue is as conditioned as Butter's by the conventional reading of the 
autobiography, this change is merely chronologically cosmetic. Only 
by an examination of the writings of the decade opposing Andrew Noble's 
thematic organisation of some of the texts7 can it be seen that the 
ambivalence Muir shows in dealing with Scotland is not part of a simple, 
continuous process of sloughing off political and national vestiges 
in the development towards pure spirit. 
Muir's published writings on Scotland can be divided into three 
groups: the essays and reviews of the 1920s, done before he gave up 
periodical writing in 1929; the commissioned biography of John Knox, 
The Three Brothers and Poor Tom; and the articles and reviews from 1931 
leading up to Scottish Journey and Scott and Scotland and continuing 
after 1936, although at a much diminished rate, throughout his life 
(including his many broadcasts, especially in the 1940s, for BEe 
Scotland). While the major books clearly demand individual consider-
ation, it would be misleading to read them as spontaneous manifestations 
of well-formed opinion outwith the context of the articles which chart 
the development of his views. And although his private correspondence 
shows that he never resolved the problems which he tackled, the 
publications do reveal shifts in attitude and in emphasis indicative of 
the conflicting pressures exerted by the different components of his 
ideology as he struggled to come to terms with the Scottish element of 
his identity. The decision to evade the problem by adopting a term 
of supposedly apolitical transcendentation then appears as - at least 
in part - a political as much as a spiritual movement. 
7. 
Muir's writings on Scotland really begin with the articles he 
Edwin Muir: Uncollected Scottish Criticism, edited and introduced 
by Andrew Noble (1982). 
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sent to The Freeman in 1923. Having maintained the determinedly 
English persona of 'Edward Moore' throughout the 'Our Generation' 
series, he responded to the sudden relaxation of that restraint with 
a sudden burst of activity in the area of Scottish literature. 
He had talked of simple homesickness for Scotland while in Europe) 
writing to his sister that 'for one brought up in Scotland there is no 
place like Scotland, and I've become intensely sentimental about that 
country at intervals ever since I left it' (December 1922, Letters, 
p.24); but there was a significant political dimension to this regret 
at not being a part of the developments he discerned from abroad: 
The Scottish election results, combined with the recent temper of 
the Glasgow group in Parliament, gave us quite a thrill. Things 
have changeJenormously since I lived in Glasgow, only a little over 
five years ago (it seems far longer). The Scottish members should 
make a move for Scottish Home Rule, and then they would have the 
field to themselves. Do you know if that idea has taken hold of 
the Socialist parties in Glasgow or not? There's a man C.M. Grieve, 
a Socialist, running the idea in The Scottish Nation -- a very bad 
paper which I sometimes see. When I see things stirring up so much 
I would like to be back to take a hand in the work... Perhaps in 
a few years Scotland will be a Socialist republic. I shouldn't 
wonder: things are moving so fast. (December 1923, Letters, p.29-30) 
In none of Muir's writings is there any mention of the pre-war work of 
the Scottish socialist republicans, such as John MacLean, and it seems 
clear from his excitement at the notion that the idea was quite novel 
to him in 1923, and did not at this time conflict with his under-
standing of Social Credit. Although he described The Scottish Nation 
as 'a very bad paper' (Letters, p.30), he sent Grieve 'The Assault on 
Humanism' for republication there, and replied to Grieve's response in 
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subsequent issues. The same eagerness to engage with development in 
Scottish literature is discernible in his review of Annals of the Five 
Senses (C2OQ). The first paragraph of this article laments the state 
of Scottish publishing and reviewing; but it is written not from his 
own point of view so much as to interest and flatter his audience. 
The emphasis is on the unfortunate effects the present system may have 
on the metropolitan English reader: 8 
How little we know of contemporary literature! By a series of 
happy accidents I came recently into possession of a remarkable 
book. It was published this year; it is full of unusual literary 
virtues; yet in none of the literary reviews have I seen a single 
mention of it. It might have been printed in Central Africa and 
distributed among natives who could not read, for all I might have 
known a few weeks ago; and, like most people who write about books, 
I watch with vigilance, which is somewhat like despair, over those 
customary notices which tell one so little unless one reads between 
the lines. I reflected that there might well be a dozen or more 
other volumes worth reading lost in the hurry of the publishing 
seasons, until I began to realise that the present volume had less 
than the usual chance and a preliminary send-off which explained 
convincingly its obscurity. Its author does not reside in London, 
and, moreover, he is his own publisher. (C200) 
8. The argument is similar to that of T.S. Eliot: 
If the English are to preserve the English way of life it is 
important for them that the Scottish and the Welsh should 
preserve theirs. The latter ••• may think that the danger to 
their culture is of its being replaced by another eulture, 
that of England. But the forces which are destructive of 
traditional culture in one part of the island are at work in 
the whole of it; as the culture of Scotland and Wales disappears, 
the culture of England disappears too. 
'Cultural Diversity and European Unity'. 
Review-45, II 2 (Summer 1945), p.61-69 (64). 
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Muir concentrates on placing Grieve not within Scottish culture but 
by comparison with the international figures of modern (and, arguably, 
modernist) literature, a framing held to be possible preCisely by 
virtue of his Scottishness: 
It is as if an alien were writing in English without attempting 
to be English in anything but his language. Now this has not been 
very often done. Stevenson did not do it, although in essentials 
he was as unlike an Englishman as possible; nor has Mr Conrad done 
it, Mr Conrad, who has almost succeeded in being more English than 
the English themselves. Mr James Joyce has perhaps succeeded 
better than anyone else; and in a something exotic and almost 
excessively acoomplished in his style, Mr Grieve is not unlike 
Mr Joyoe; and I should say that, except Mr Joyoe, nobody at present 
is writing more resouroeful English prose. Mr Grieve is a Soot; 
that is, he is more intelleotually subtle and on the whole less 
sane than the English who write English. Like Mr Joyoe he takes 
a delight in the subtle windings of the intelleot for their own 
sake, and, like Mr Joyoe again, that delight is in him partly 
sensuous. This, whioh must make the book appear foreign to English 
readers, is part of its originality. It oould only have been 
written by a Sootsman, and one of a type quite unguessed at by 
other peoples. (a 200) 
This review appeared in November 1923, and despite the anomaly that 
Annals of the Five Senses is written in English, its terms are 
precisely those of Grieve's 'Theory of Scots Letters' which had been 
serialised in The Scottish Chapbook in February, March and April of 
that year.9 Those pieces perhaps suggested to Muir the comparison 
with Joyoe by an early oomment that 
9. C.M. Grieve, 'A Theory of Soots Letters', The Scottish Chapbook, 
I 7 (February 1923), p.180-4, I 8 (Maroh 1923), p.210-4 and I 9 
(April 1923), p.240-4. 
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We have been enormously struck by the resemblance -- the moral 
resemblance -- between Jamieson's Etymological Dictionary of 
the Scottish language and James Joyce's Ulysses. A vis comica 
that has not been liberated lies bound by desuetude and 
misappreciation in the recesses of the Doric: and its potential 
uprising would be no less prodigious, uncontrollable, and utterly 
at variance with conventional morality than was Joyce's tremen-
dous outpouring. (The Scottish Chapbook,! 7, p.183) 
The notion that Grieve is taking 'a delight in the subtle windings of 
the intellect for their own sake', and one that is at least 'partly 
sensuous' and therefore foreign to English modes of thought and 
feeling, reflects at one remove Grieve's own enthusiasm for 
Words and phrases in the Vernacular which thrill me with the sense 
of having been produced as a result of mental processes entirely 
different from my own and much more powerful. They embody 
observations of a kind which the modern mind makes with increasing 
difficulty and weakened effect. (The Scottish Chapbook, I 8, p.211) 
Muir's claim is that Grieve has achieved the effects he sought in Scots 
by his own idiosyncratic use of English, opening out a modern(ist) 
sensibility and psychology through an experimental use of language. 
This adoption and adaptation of Grieve'S principles and values for use 
in a review of a book written in English, for the predominantly English 
readers of The New Age, could only most fancifully be seen as the first 
instance of Muir's disillusionment with the use of Scots: rather, it 
seems evidence of the extent of his acceptance of the basic te~ets of 
Grieve's programme -- and these precepts recur in later review.sof 
MacDiarmid's poetry. 
The strategy of the rest of the article is typical of many of his 
pieces on MacDiarmid: having aroused the reader'S interest by a 
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discussion in general terms, Muir provides a sizeable quotation whose 
difficulty he concedes with the comforting assurance that there is no 
more difficult passage in the book, and he ends with a more straight-
forward recommendation to the reader than is his practice with most 
of the other books he reviews. 10 
Although Muir complained during his six-month stay in Montrose in 
1924 that he and his wife found Scotland 'a sad disappointment to us 
after all the longing we had for it, so shut in, unresponsive, acridly 
resolved not to open out and live' (Letters, p.41), this disillusionment 
was not reflected in his published writings. Using his growing 
reputation as a reviewer, he began to propagandise for Grieve's 
movement, first introducing the concept of the Scottish Renaissance to 
the readers of the American Saturday Review of Literature in October 
1925. Again, he does so entirely within the terms of the Movement as 
described by MacDiarmid, but not uncritically: referring to the first 
mentioning of the idea by 'Mr McDiarmid's friend and colleague, 
Mr C.M. Grieve', he argues that 
The Scottish Nation was short-lived; the writers whom Mr Grieve 
expected to arrive did not appear, and the public was cold. 
The Scottish Chapbook, a monthly miscellany of Scottish poetry, 
ran the same course and had to be discontinued at the same time. 
It was in the main very poor, and decisively below the level of 
10. This is Mr Grieve at his most abstract and difficult, and it seems 
to me that there he is best... There are faults and to spare in 
the book, as I have tried to show; but as an achievement in style 
it deserves the attention of everyone still capable of maintaining 
an attitude of expectancy towards contemporary literature, and I 
heartily recommend it to them.' (C 200) 
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even the worst English reviews; but it was redeemed by the 
occasional appearancebf Mr Grieve's prose, of poems by Mr McDiarmid, 
and of various contributions by Mr G.R. Malloch. These represent 
thus far the net achievement of the Renaissance. (C 299 ) 
Since he is obviously no fanatical partisan, his opinions of Sangschaw 
assume more weight. Again, he places MacDiarmid in an international 
and 'un-English' context, and this time he makes the claim of 'modernity' 
quite explicitly if embarrassedly: the book, he says, is 
even more unlike contemporary English poetry than that of Mr 
Yeats and Mr Russell, and it is as ,little as theirs parochial. 
Mr McDiarmid's intellectual competence cannot be gainsaid, nor 
his modernity, to use an awkward but necessary word. He is by 
no means a mere dialect poet, a successor of the sentimental 
rhymers who have written in all the dialects of Scots because 
they have not known any other language. He has chosen Scots, 
rather, as a serious vehicle for all that a writer may desire 
to express. He has partly chosen it, partly created it, for 
the language he uses is one derived from all the Scots dialects, 
a composite language. (C299) 
Although he describes 'The Bonnie Broukit Bairn' as a 'decorative' 
poem, and claims that 'McDiarmid' is 'more incontestably a poet in 
poems such as "Country Life"', the implementation and the advocacy of 
MacDiarmid's ideas in his rejection of dialect status and sentimental 
attitudee~ the espousal of seriousness and tI1e welcoming of synthetic 
Scots, make Muir the most useful propagandist for the Renaissance furth 
of Scotland. This role is continued in his review of A Drunk Man 
for the readers of The Nation and Athenaeum: for a less enterpriSing 
audience than he had addressed through The New Age, Muir omits the 
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general comments on Scottish and English psychology and discusses 
the poem in terms of its structure, variety and power, ending, again, 
with a reassuring word for those chary of reading anything not in 
standard English: 'There is a glossary at the end which unfortunately 
is not complete; but even as it stands it should make the poem easily 
readable even by those who are not accustomed to Braid Scots' (C343).11 
In the same year, 1927, he writes to his brother-in-law of his distanced 
involvement with Scottish literature and politics: 
When we were in Scotland last time we heard a lot about Scottish 
Nationalism from C.M. Grieve (Hugh McDiarmid) who wrote A Drunk 
Man Looks at the Thistle. It seems a pity that Scotland should 
always be held back by England, and I hope the Scottish Republic 
comes about: it would make Scotland worth living in. Grieve is 
a strong nationalist, republican, socialist, and everything that 
is out and out. He thinks that if Scotland were a nation we would 
have Scottish literature, art, music, culture and everything that 
other nations seem to have and we haven't. I think that would 
probably be likely; but I feel rather detached, as I've often told 
Grieve, because after all I'm not Scotch, I'm an Orkney man, a good 
Scandi,.navian, and my true country is Norway, or Denmark, or Iceland, 
or somewhere like that. But this is nonsense, I'm afraid, though 
11. The technique is still in use in 1931 when he reviews To Circumjack 
Cenerastus for The Criterion: 
To Circumjack Cencrastus is in Scots, but I imagine it should 
give no very great difficulty to an English reader. It is a 
pity that the author has not provided a small glossary for 
then there need not have been any difficulty at all. But I 
shall quote one of the harder passages, merely to show that, 
even when some of the words are strange to him, the reader can 
gather from their sound the atmosphere and mood the author 
wished to convey ••• this is a good example of the daring and 
vitality of 'Hugh M'Diarmid's' language, and as it is very much 
more difficult than nine-tenths of the poem, I hope that the 
English reader will see that he nep.d not fear the book, and 
that to attempt it will repay him. (C398) 
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there's some sense in it. (Letters, p.64) 
There is no point in this letter on which Muir disagrees with Grieve; 
on the contrary, it is a collection of arguments in favour of Scottish 
political and cultural autonomy. When Muir raises the objection of 
his Orcadian background, it is not to dissociate himself from Grieve's 
battles, but to excuse his own lack of fervour: and as such, with 
the uncomfortable search for a country with an alternative claim to his 
allegiance, with the rather odd, almost desperate suggestion that he 
truly belongs to Iceland and, indeed, with his own concession that the 
whole train of thought is becoming nonsensical, it is a notable failure. 12 
It may be understandable that in talking of his relation to a 
nationalist movement he should immediately think in terms of elements 
of his identity not simply 'Scottish'; but the frequent reiteration of 
this explanation by his critics has done nothing to relieve its 
superficiality. It would seem far more likely that the unspoken 
reservations which he is trying to interpret here were rooted in the 
arguments he was to p~oduce when he began to split with MacDiarmid over 
Scottish issues: and these were not based in his Orcadian nationality, 
but in the bourgeois desire for a strong central authority that he had 
ab~bed through his association with The New Age and its philosophical 
underpinning in Social Credit theory. 
12. If a single opposing quotation were enough to counteract the 
exaggerated significance critically eccorded this letter, it would 
be necessary only to cite a statement in 'Extracts from a Diary 
1937 -39' t· 'I am for a Scottish Nation, because I am a Scotsman', 
The Story and the Fable, p.260. 
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Muir first hints of this centralism in the appendix to John Knox. 
He writes to John Buchan: 
My appendix on Scotland is, I cordially agree, inadequate; and I 
can only explain both its tone and its brevity by my surprise at 
the generalisations of other writers. (Letters, p.65-6) 
The conclusion to the book is untidily structured and impressionistic. 
Citing the inflated opinions of earlier historians as having drawn him 
into dispute, he enumerates aspects of Knox's tradition -- prophecy, 
denunciation, the institution of the Kirk Session --which he feels 
have been damaging to Scotland. The contention of Scott and Scotland, 
following Weber,13 that Scottish Calvinism paved the way for the extreme 
forms to be taken by the industrial revolution, is nodded at, but not 
explored: echoing 'Moore's' tone, he says that 'without going into 
the recondite question of the steam engine, there seem to be certain 
developments and phases of Scottish life which may not unreasonably be 
traced to Knox' (p.305). He passes over the role of the Enlightenment 
(as he does again in Scott and Scotland) with the concession that 
'Hume, Burns and men like them, it is true, lifted the country from 
its isolation for a time during the next hundred years', as a preface 
to his final generalisation: 
What Knox really did was to rob Scotland of allthe benefits of 
the Renaissance. Scotland never enjoyed these as Zllgland did, 
~nd no doubt the lack of that immense advantage has had a 
permanent effect. It can be felt, I imagine, even at the present 
day. (John Knox, p.309) 
13. Max Weber'S The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism 
was first published serially in the Archiv fur Sozialwissenschaft 
und Sozialpolitik, XX-1 (1904-5) and translated into English by 
Talcott Parsons in 1930. That its contentions are particularly 
applicable to ~)cottish development has been reaffirmed by Gordon 
Marshall, Presbvteries and Profits (1980). 
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What Muir meant by suggesting to Buchan that the tone of this piece 
requires explanation is clear even in this short excerpt: the 
distancing, urbane, almost cynical note of '1 imagine' like the 
reference to 'the recondite question of the steam engine', is a 
further development of 'Edward Moore's'voice. But the main point of 
Muir's complaint is already Scotland's peripheral nature, its failure 
to partake in the Renaissance movement centred in Europe as England 
had done. 
Muir recommenced publishing periodical essays on Scotland after 
his novel-writing with an article on 'The Scottish Renaissance' in 
The New Freeman of March 1931 (C395). By this time The Marionette had 
collapsed, and The Three Brothers seemed likely to follow suit: he had 
written to Schiff in April that 'the book, 1 should say, has been a 
pretty complete failure publicly, and there's little more to be said 
about i~sO 1 have started on another one' (Letters, p.69). Despite 
the optimism of this note, some bitterness induced by that collapse 
and possibly the start of the loss of hope -- are reflected in the 
opening paragraph of the article: 
Scotland is a country which for two hundred years has been 
steadily losing its nationality. Like those triangles which 
puzzle schoolboys, its centre lies outside itself. For a long 
time and amid many vicissitudes, that centre was Edinburgh; for 
a considerable time, amid the peaceful order of Great Britain, 
so much like sleep, it has been London. The more ambitious 
and serious writers whom Scotland produced last centruy strove 
to identify themselves with the English tradition; and Carlyle, 
Stevenson, James Thomson and John Davidson are figures in English 
literature as they wished to be. With the secession of her 
best, Scotland was delivered over to the sentimentalists and 
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provinoials, and as a national entity was oontented to 
be represented by the Kailyard Sohool and the pawky village 
poet. (C395) 
From this point, the notion of the laok of a Soottish oentre becomes 
an obsession, raised in nearly every article, and dominating Scott 
and Scotland. A new stringenoy appears in his discussion of the 
Soottish Renaissance: for example, in comparison with the 1925 
artiole of the same title (C299), this pieoe constitutes a more open 
dismissal of the origins of the movement as being anything other than 
Grieve's own will-power: 'There was actually not the faintest sign 
of a Scottish Renaissance at the time', he notes briskly. 
Yet his commendation of To Circumjack Cencrastus, as 'an 
astonishing work, and the erratic but genuine expression of a poet 
of genius', and his gathering of the work of contemporary novelists, 
under. -Grieve's banner, shows no lessening of his own commitment to 
the Movement. Indeed, with this review for Eliot's Criterion (C398), 
he continues to propagandise for the movement in magazines to which 
his work of the early 19205 had gained him access. But his belief 
in the need for a centre continues to grow, and the conflict between 
his desire to be part of the Renaissance movement and to maintain his 
centralism are almost pitiably revealed in the restless vacillations 
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in his letter of September 1931 to James Whyte. 14 Its essence is 
caught in a particularly anguished half-paragraph: 
A Scottish writer is in a false position because Scotland is 
in a false position. Yes that's what it comes down to; and 
now that I think of it, that is what fills me with such a 
strong desire to See Scottish Literature visibly integrated in 
a 3eottish group living in Scotland for that would make the 
14. 'I did not think that there was much immediate hope of an 
economically self-supporting Scottish literature - and it may be 
that there isn't ever any ultimate hope of it. You are on the 
spot, and far more in touch with things than I am; and your 
findings - with which I can do nothing but agree - are pretty 
hopeless. But if there is no ultimate hope of such a consummation 
or even no hope of it in our life-time - I think I am clear 
too on this further point; that Scottish literature as such will 
disappear, and that London will become quite literally the capital 
of the British Isles in a sense that it has never yet quite been; 
that, in other words, it will become our national capital in just 
as real a sense as it is the capital of an ordinary English man 
to-day. How long it will take for this to happen it is impossible 
to say - a few centuries, or only one, what does it matter? 'Hugh 
MacDiarmid' will become a figure like Burns - an exceptional case', 
that is to say - an arbitrary apparition of the national genius, 
robbed of his legitimate effect because there will be not literary 
tradition to perpetuate it. Scottish literature will continue 
to be sporadic - and being sporadic, it will be denied the name of 
a literature, and it seems to me rightly so. But for myself I feel 
so detached, when I look at this possibility objectively, that I 
cannot even quite exclude the thought that this resolution of the 
Scottish spirit, its disappearance finally into a larger spiritual 
group, to which it would inevitably contribute much, may be a 
consummation to he hoped for. At any rate, all things seem to me 
to be working for it: the fact that Scottish energy has gone mainly 
into international forms of activity, finance, industry, engineering, 
philosophy, science - forms of activity where one's nationality 
is irrelevant; the fact Scotsmen have helped to shape the industries 
of so many other countries and neglected their own: their almost 
complete blindness or indifference to the forms of activity in which 
the spirit of a nation most essentially expresses itself - poetry, 
literature, art in general: all this, looked at from outside 
might almost make us imagine that Scotland's historical destiny is 
to eliminate itself in reality, as it has already wellnigh 
eliminated itself from history and literature - the forms in which 
a nation survives. But the really awful phase is the present one: 
we are neither quite alive nor quite dead; we are neither quite 
Scottish (we can't be, for there's no Scotland in the same sense 
that there is an England and a France), nor are we quite delivered 
from our Scottishness, and free to integrate ourselves in a 
culture of our choice. It was some such dim feeling as this that 
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position unequivocal, or at least would be a first step towards 
doing it; it would not merely be a gesture or an expedient, but 
a definite act, and therefore with a symbolical value. England 
can't digest us at the present stage, and besides one doesn't 
want to be digested - it is a shameful process - one wants to be 
there. And there is no there for Scotsmen. And the idea that 
there might be is, I feel sure, a dream. Like Scottish 
Nationalism and the great digestive act, Scotland will probably 
linger in limbo as long as the British Empire lasts. 
inevitable. (Letters, p.71) 
It seems 
For Muir, a strong, single centre is the defining characteristic of a 
culture: without such a constitution, he believes it cannot exist, 
no matter how much he may want it to be~ 'One wants to be there. 
And there is no there for Scotsmen'. It is Muir's inability to see a 
way' round this impasse that leads from his association with The New Age 
and his reading of Eliot to his quarrel with MacDiarmid. 
Footnote 14 (cont'd.) 
made me take up the question. The very words 'a Scottish writer' 
have a slightly unconvincing ring to me: what they come down to 
(I except Grieve, who is an exception to all rules) is a writer 
of Scottish birth. But when we talk of an English writer we do 
not think of a writer of English birth: we hardly think of such 
things at all. A Scottish writer is in a false position, because 
Scotland is in a false position •••• 
All the same, at suitable opportunities, and when I feel like 
it, I am going to have a shot at advocating an indigenous Scottish 
school of literature in Scotland. I'm glad that you are thinking 
of writing an editorial about it. I think it should be pressed in 
the B.B.e. Don't you occasionally speak for them? The weekly 
review I pin little faith to; it would be inadequate for the 
purpose in any case. And I don't know why I brought the matter 
up at all except as a protest. It will have no effect in my own 
life, which will go on pretty much as it has gone, except for the 
possible accident that I may manage yet to write something better 
than I've written so far. Which is quite a praiseworthy wish.' 
(Letters, p.70-1) 
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While he continues to write in favour of the aims of the 
Renaissance in a general sense15 , Muir's interest begins to focus in 
the early 1930s on the political and economic roots of the Scottish 
malaise,but his articles still show an inability to break the deadlock 
between the differing elements of his iden ti ty. Prompted by the effects 
of the Depression, Muir takes exception to the middle-class attitude 
of most Scottish Nationalists. In a note on 'The Main Problem' in 
1932 he despises the notion of replacing Westminster with 'a little 
Edinburgh House of Commons', wishing for a synchronised cultural and 
political renaissance. Still vacillating, he concludes: 
So far as I can see it is ••• an impossible dream. Nevertheless 
without something of the kind I can see no future for the 
national movement in Scotland except a purely bourgeois one, in 
which case it would deserve no more attention than Prohibition 
or Empire Free Trade. (C412) 
The confusion of components constituting Muir'S ideology is 
perhaps never more apparent than in these writings of the mid 1930s. 
These pieces above all make it clear that his shift in 1939 to a 
supposedly 'apolitical', religious transcendentalism was not a 
rejection of a formerly simple political nationalism, but rather an 
attempt to evade the apparently unresolvable war between the different 
elements of his personal ideology. 
His difficulty with political nationalism was as dependent on 
the influences of his move to England as were his problems Nith the 
cultural Renaissance Movement. In a letter of 1934 he writes: 
15. For example, they have the same enemies: his article on 'Scot~ish 
Letters in 1931' (C402a) is largely an attack on the Kailyard 
melodrama of Hatter's Castle, for instance. 
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I don't know how Scottish Nationalism is to survive in the 
general revolution that seems to be sweeping over all 
civilization. It seems to be a counter-movement, but it ~ay 
be simply another form of the general process. 
it in any case. (Letters, p.80) 
I'm all for 
This is the argument, though not the conclusion, of Scottish Journey: 
that nationalism is essentially a bourgeois notion and as such is 
opposed to -- or at least a diversion from -- the socialism which is 
daily more urgently required to counteract the rise of fascism. The 
paradoxes of Muir's arguing this case are many: in the same year as 
Scottish Journey appeared, Social Credit and the Labour Party was also 
published, contending that Douglasism is the only effective means of 
achieving that desired socialism without upsetting the bourgeois 
stability Nuir defends. The basis of his dissatisfaction with 
Nationalism would seem to be his earlier commitment to the work of the 
Independent Labour Party, although the nature of that commitment had 
not been such that it could prevent his seduction by Social Credit, nor 
enable him to distinguish between the 'bourgeois nationalism' of most 
members of the SNP and the alignment of socialism and nationalism in 
MacDiarmid's plans for the Renaissance. He may argue that the effectual 
reason for Scotland's cultural, political and economic emasculation 'was 
Scotland's loss of her separate nationality' (C487); but his attempt to 
reconcile his faith in a central authority with the evidence of collapse 
which he detects around him can result only in the plea for a new 
Scottish centre, for a tartan metropolitanism in accordance with the 
notion of Scotland having displaced her focus, which would lead only to 
a return to the snlit between country and city said to have hel~ed iestroy .. 
Burns (C 1 53 ) • 
If his faith in Social Credit revive3 at this time, so too does the 
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totalising concern that had been a hallmark of The New ~e and of the 
'Our Generation' column. Although in these years he writes roughly as 
many articles and reviews based on social and political topics as on 
more purely literary ones, the boundary between the two is no longer 
as rigid as it had been in the mid 1920s when Muir was establishing the 
broader basis of his career in London. For example, in reply to 
Grieve's request for an article on the function of Scotland in the 
modern world, Muir argues that any small nation with 'some independent 
central organ directing and symbolising its life' must, if only by 
virtue of its geographical position, affect the other organic societies 
surrounding it and thereby influence 'the general course of civilization'. 
Scotland, again because she has no such centre, is said to belong 
rather to the category of 'hypothetical units, units which remain in a 
condition of unchanging suspended potentiality' and therefore can have 
'no calculable effect, as an entity, on the development of civilization' 
(C421), showing Muir to be explicitly judging the political situation 
of the country in terms of its generalised cultural effects. Similarly, 
his article on 'Bolshevism and Calvinism' (C437) draws parallels between 
the two not in terms of doctrine, but in terms of their characteristics 
as cultural phenomena: the significant similarities are enumerated as 
their foundation on a deterministic theory envisaging inevitable ultimate 
victory, their taking inspiration from a single book to which infalUbil-
ity is attributed, their relegation of secular literature to a 
secondary place, their elaboration of a completely new political system 
and mechanism, their seeking the supremacy of a single, repressed class 
(the elect/the proletariat), their revolt against the romanticisation of 
sex, their revolutionary and international character, their antipathy 
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towards traditional culture, and their great faith in the power of 
education. The conclusion he draws from this analysis is the political 
one that Bolshevism has the potential to take over as absolutely as 
Calvinism once did should it not be prevented by the implementation of 
Social Credit theories. 
A further example of this refusal to separate politics and culture 
comes in his attack on Ramsay MacDonald's speech at the unveiling of 
a statue to Burns in 1936: having analysed the 'involuntary', 
unconscious symbolism in structure of the occasion itself, and pointed 
out inconsistencies in the speech, his argument singles out a particular 
aspect of the complex relationship between politics and art: 
It may not be true that all writers reflect the economic ideology 
of the society in which they live -- I do not think it is -but, 
it does seem to be true that their writings are finally and in 
the long run made to reflect that ideology by a process of 
elimination and transformation, until the most influential classes 
in society can finally put their seal on the result. (C639) 
The question of assimilation, to dominate Scott and Scotland, is clearly 
foreshadowed in this and Muir's complaint against that process, even as 
that study is as in the press, shows that the battle within had not 
ended. As the decade progresses, these articles and reviews gradually 
establish the arguments concerning Scottish culture which Muir expounds 
at greater length in the books: 'Scottish Poetry' (C472), 'Literature 
in Scotland' (C477) and 'Scott's Critics' (C651), for example, all 
depend on the loss of an 'organic' community as the notion that explains 
the current state of Scottish literature. 
This consolidation of a temporary position should not, however, 
imply that Muir had somehow escaped from his personal conflicts to write 
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'honestly'. Each of these pieces is as deliberately crafted to meet 
the needs of convincing its likely audience of his case as any of 
the 'Our Generation' columns had been. For example, in reviewing 
No Mean City for The Spectator, Muir adopts, even for so short a piece, 
the persona of a concerned liberal advocating the book for its appalling 
'but never deliberately sensational' revelations about the slums of 
Glasgow: there is no suggestion whatsoever that the author has had 
any personal experience of such conditions, and in fact the review 
seems to go to some lengths to suggest precisely the opposite: 
The picture of overcrowding in this book is almost more horrible 
than the picture of cruelty and violence. Single rooms and 
. stairhead lavatories seem to be the rule in the Gorbals; the 
houses are infested with bugs; there are no baths; and there 
is no privacy_ The young rebel against their environment or try 
to escape from it: the gangs are doubtless an expression of this 
rebellion. This book is of great value because it describes from 
the inside a kind of life which exists not only in Glasgow but 
in all large manufacturing towns, yet is guessed at by very few 
people. (C573) 
Muir appears to be taking his whole knowledge of conditions from the 
book itself: to say that these things 'seem' to be the rule and the 
gangs are 'doubtless' an expression of rebellion, is as far as he is 
willing to go on the basis of its evidence. Moreover, he takes care 
to emphasise that this is not too specific a problem, omitting all the 
painful details he could have added from his own memory, in order to 
make the point more immediately relevant to the liberal, mostly 
English, readers of The Spectator, whose concern would be generalised. 
Similarly, in his review of Thomson's Scotland: That Distressed Area 
for The Criterion he puts forward an argument in favour of Home Rule 
1)9 
for Scotland which is ~ot mentioned anywhere else in his writihgs 
and which is rrecisely the only argument likely to appeal to the 
readers of that magazine in the light of its editor's faith in 
centralism and the centrality of English culture: 
It is clear that Home Rule should in any case be freely gran~ed 
by England LOW, both for her own sake and for the sake of 
Scotland; otherwise she may find that a still important Fart of 
her kingdom will have sunk past hope and past recovery. (C581) 
In anticipating Eliot's own argument for the Scottish tradition in 
literature (Review - 45) !1uir reveals a talent for the practicalities 
of propagandising undiminished since the days when he had anticipated 
Eliot's views on the Russian Ballet. 
In the years following ~cott and Scotland, Muir tends to avoid 
Scottish matters in print. There are, however, two letters which show 
the continuing ambivalence of his feelings about the position of 
Scottish culture and politics. Having written in 1936: 
The Scottish Nationalists have been trying to get hold of me, 
but quite without success, for there seems to be only one 
side one can take now, and it is not Nationalism (Letters, n.91), 
he nonetheless admits the continuing strength of nationalist feeling 
when he notes in 1940: 
I've been at-Ie to write very little durir.g the last two or 
three months, only a little poetrJ, and, very surprisingly, 
mostly in Scots -- I expect that the present time is drawing 
us all back to our base3, a good thing in one way, I t~ir.k. 
(Letters, p.123) 
This sentence alone ~hould have teen e~ough to silerce ttose critic= 
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who habitually cite his Orkney childhood in expiation of Scott and 
Scotland. The bitterness of the tone of that book, however, 
persists too, as can be seen from his comments in a surprisingly 
unpublished letter on what he refers to as 'Dr John Lewis's bright 
idea': rejecting practical proposals for the kind of grouping he'd 
asked for in 1931 (Letters,pJ1) he writes: 
As for a Scottish Poets and Authors Group, I think the idea is 
wild, like most of Lewis's ideas, from what I can make out. 
These people have a bland, self-complacent ignorance of Scotland 
which is almost unbelievable ••• Do you really think that there 
is any possibility of forming a Scottish Poets and Authors Group? 
How are they to group themselves, with one in Dundee, another in 
St Andrews, another in Orkney, another in Shetland, another in 
Barra, another in Dingwall, another (bedridden) in Perth, and a 
few in Glasgow and Edinburgh? I told Lewis this, but it must 
have slid off his fat head; he must have thought that I was 
manufacturing excuses instead of stating facts. I can't see 
how it is to be done, though I would be glad enough to be near 
. 16 
a group of some kind. 
Muir'S frustration at the failure of the Scottish Renaissance to 
establish the kind of central authority which both his political and 
cultural experiences in London had taught him to demand as essential 
to a healthy culture (although based only on the model of a healthy 
imperialist culture) is revealed in his abuse of the man who is putting 
forward plans for precisely such an embryonic grouping of cultural 
figures, in his exhaustive listing of the practical difficulties 
to be overcome which he regards as insuperable (including the rather 
cruel dig at William Soutar) and in his rather pathetic admission that 
16. EM - William Montgomerie,20.2.39, NLS ACC No. 6855. 
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for all his cynicism he would like to join this putative group if it 
could be brought into existence. This letter shows that in the course 
of the decade, the optimism of hoping for such a revitalisation had not 
been completely superseded by the bitterness against Scotland also 
becoming evident in 1931: 
I fancy that almost every other country in the world gives its 
writers a chance to live in it, Scotland does not. 17 
Perhaps because of this frustration, there was one area of his 
work into which Muir concentrated his interest in Scottish topics and 
concerns after 1938: his .work for the BBC. 18 While he did occasionally 
17. 'Why Scots Writers Emigrate', Evening News (2 September 1931), p.4. 
18. Initially, the BBC were doubtful about both r~uir's material and 
his voice. An internal memo of 18 March 1938 notes of his 
contribution to the Progress series that 'Muir's marked Scottish 
aceent was disliked by many English groups, who also found his 
material unnecessarily allusive.' The Programme Director handling 
negotiations for The Book of Scotland felt it necessary to remind 
colleagues that Muir's work depended on 'the great cultural back-
ground he has built up, and when we use such men we must pay them 
for it' (31 October 1941), and such memos were necessary until the 
growth of his poetic reputation after the war. 
In fact, there were frequent wrangles during his association 
with the BBC over money. For example, Muir asked that he again 
be paid 50 gns. for his St Andrew's day broadcast of 1937, but 
settled for 30 when told that he'd been paid at the standard metro-
politan rate in 1936 and reminded to 'appreciate that we pay higher 
fees for a programme broadcast on a London or National wavelength 
th~~ for one broadcast in a Region only' (21 October 1937). And 
an undated letter amongst correspondence of the early 1950s shows 
him still querying this discrimination when working on a poetry 
anthology. That the income derived from broadcasting was important 
is highlighted by a note from Edna Quade, 18 January 1943, saying 
that Huir had asked for advance payment for his work on The Road to 
Fotheringay, insensitively commenting 'He seems to be in financial 
difficulties!'. In the twenty years from 1936 to 1956 his total 
earnings from the BBC seem to have amounted to just over £1000 
(BBC archive, Reading, Edwin ~:uir files I-III, 1936-60). 
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contribute scripts for such series as 'Masterpieces of ~nglish 
Literature' broadcast by the Indian Service, and took part in Lo~don 
broadcasts such as a discussion on 'Tte Writer and his Putlic' with 
Desmond Hawkins and V.S. Pritchett, his main involvement was with BBC 
Scotland. He adapted novels (for example, The Antiquary in 1939), 
and provided the scripts for several St Andrew's Day celebrations. In 
1940 he devised a series entitled 'The Book of Scotland, intended to be 
a set of six programmes on 'Scottish liberty', to chime with war aims. 19 
Each was to be centred . around 'moments when Scottish life seemed to 
c:;:.rystallise into some new form', perhaps showing a slight relaxation 
of the insistance on centralism. He also edited the Scottish Chapbook. 
programme monthly from April to December 1943, and contributed to many 
other numbers in the series as well as doing much occasional work. 
The pattern of Muir's broadcasting can be described as a mixture of 
elements familiar from the development of his early reviewing and his 
1 . t· 20 nove. -wrl. l.ng. As in the 1920s, access to a new audience had been 
discovered, and he used the opportunity to explore further the Scottish 
situation and, by inference, his own position. But, repeating the 
development of the early thirties, lack of appreciation and the 
consequent meanness of remuneration turned broadcasting from a potent-
ially major to a relatively minor area of his career. And with these 
restrictions on this medium effectively closing such broadcasts after 
the war, Muir virtually gave up the public debate or. his Scottish~ess 
and withdrew into religious ~ysticism ~ore cOTpletely still. 
19. u: - Moultrie Kelsall, 3.8.40, ~~c ~rchive, Glu2bc~. 
20. Unfortur..a tely only fr:l~e'1 ta:-y evide!1ce of this work, s~lch as his 




Although Muir's investigation of his own country in Scottish 
Journey is the culmination to that date of a constant personal concern 
intensified by the commercial failure of his novels, it is also very 
much in keeping with the Zeitgeist of the early 1930s. The economic 
depression led to a spate of Mayhew-esque volumes, based on the genre 
conventions of the travel book informed with a consciousness of the 
development of SOCiological principles, that aimed to bring the facts 
of working-class life to the attention of the reading public. 
Scottish Journey was itself commissioned as one of a series that 
includes J.B. Priestley's English Journey; but a closer parallel might 
b d . th G 0 11 ' Th R d t . T • P . 21 h . h . t e rawn W:l... eorge rwe s e oa 0 'il1.gan l.er w l.C 1. 
resembles not only in terms of general subject matter and compassionate 
stance, but also in the use of a literary persona through which the 
observed details of contemporary life are filtered and given form and 
have their ideological import determined. 
While Muir was, from time to time, attracted by the notion of 
Scottish Republicanism, his socialism was founded in the labourite 
tradition of the I.L.P., and he was consequently committed to the 
reform of the existing economic system towards a socialist structure 
and opposed revolutionary change. This background made it easy for him 
to adopt the reforming policy of Social Credit and to join The New Age's 
venture of attempting to convert to that programme the great reforming 
21 . J.B. Priestly, English Journey (1934); George Orwell,The Road to 
Wigan Pier (1937). 
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English middle-class. However, when his novels were published Muir 
discovered that if a Scottish middle-class existed, it lacked the 
kind of self-consciousness that had created a dependable novel-reading 
public in England; and Scottish Journey can be seen as an attempt not 
only to suggest a particular role for the Scottish bourgeoisie, as 
readers and as political agents, but to do so in the manner most"likely 
to succeed in persuading that audience to accept the validity of his 
case. And again, Muir does this through the technique of creating a 
literary persona. 
While it may seem elementary to observe that Scottish Journey is 
written in the first person, too many critics have simplistically 
ignored the notion of its being deliberately written altogether, 
forgetting that it is essentially a book, a literary construct, and not 
a vehicle for the unmediated currency of Edwin Muir's experience. The 
persona who writes in the first person here is clearly related to Muir, 
but only in ways selected in order to improve his efficiency as a 
propagandist device. For example, he shares some of the memories Mnir 
was to record as his own in his autobiography, such as childhood on 
Orkney (SJ, p.218), the reading of Pilgrim's Progress on the farm (SJ, 
p.169), the arrival on the mainland (SJ, p.8) and work as a chauffeur 
on the outskirts of pre-war Glasgow (SJ, p.185); but 'he' does not 
share with Muir --nor, on a different level, with the reader 
memories of conversion to Social Credit, because these would reveal him 
as a long-standing holder of political convictions for which he has 
previously written propaganda, and not permit him to maintain the pose 
of the pl~in, honest ,man with no particular axe to grind who is merely 
reporting empirically detected truths. 
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This is the function of the persona throughout the book: to 
conceal its propagandist nature behind an image of an honest and 
essentially apolitical reporter being forced to assume a plan of 
Social Credit theory as the only pragmatic response available to such 
a person faced with such conditions. Its role is to persuade the 
reader that an ideological commitment to Social Credit is to be seen 
not as a matter of political choice but as a natural state: it serves 
to depoliticise the political, so denying the full awareness of the 
implications of Muir's choice to the readers whom he wishes to persuade 
to emulate him. 
This technique is most urgent in the beginning and ending of the 
book, when the reader is especially likely to reject both the persona 
and what he is offering. Scottish Journey opens with the statement 
that 'the first thought of writing this book came to me two years ago, 
one evening after I had driven through the 'mining district of Lanarkshire', 
so cutting out as much as possible of the reader's awareness of the book 
as a commercial product commissioned by a publisher and deliberately 
crafted: it becomes instead a personal response to the situation, and 
politically, a quite nalve one at this stage. In the introduction 
he stresses his own liberalism and impartiality to the point where he 
denies any existing opinion at the outset of the journey: 
I should warn fue reader, too, that this is not a survey of 
Scotland but a bundle of impressions: not the Scottish journey, 
but a Scottish journey. (SJ, p.4) 
Yet, through its coverage of Edinburgh, Glasgow, the Borders and the 
Highlands, the book is precisely a survey of Scotland; and the purpose 
with which its impressions are organised renders it much more 
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consciously (~afted than 'a bundle of impressions' would suggest. 
Similarly, towards the end of the book, the persona refers to having 
been 'looking at Scotland as impartially as I could' (~, p.234): by 
admitting the possibility of bias, as when he talks of living in 
Glasgow for fifteen years (SJ, p.101~ describes himself as an honest 
liberal man andinvites the reader to deny that there has been any such 
prejudice in the book. It is a rhetorical device no less effective 
for its simplicity. 
A less direct agent in this depoliticisation is the use of highly 
poetic imagery and metaphor in the description of Scotland. By 
intensifying the individuality of the account, these passages also help 
to build up the sense of an ldentifiable person writing the book; 
but their primary function seems to be to distance the tone of the book 
from that usually associated with political propaganda. As such, 
these passages and this tone are very effective: the quality of 
perception and the literary cadences involved in writing of Princes 
Street as a railway platform on which waiting passengers are beginning 
to realise that the train will never arrive (SJ, p.16), of the habit 
of observation there being such that the individual 'has the feeling of 
breaking, as he passes, through a series of invisible obstacles, of 
snapping a succession of threads laden with some retarding current' 
(SJ, p.17), of the 'sea-change' accomplished by floating sexual desire 
in Edinburgh tea rooms (SJ, p.18-9), of the factory hands of Jedburgh 
as 'gunmen out for a walk which might not end harmlessly' (3J, p.56), 
of discerning the features of George Bernard Shaw in a Chinese silk 
scroll kept at Abbotsford (SJ, p.58) or of the street dirt of Glasgow 
as an unwholesome 'soup' (SJ, p.115), are touched with a note of 
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whimsicality utterly foreign to the serious stridency conventional in 
the political pamphlet. Moreover, exemplifying the old totalising 
conviction of The New Age and 'Our Generation', such passages help at 
once to disguise and to express the political message of the book. 
Almost paradoxically, the political significance is further played 
down by the unwavering determination of the persona to provide an 
economic explanation for everything he chooses to discuss. It is a 
technique which is used very gently, with the narrator surrounding 
his analyses with extended metaphors that win imaginative assent from 
the reader, thereby avoiding a challenge to any existing political 
conviction. For example, in describing the social separation of 
Edinburgh he claims that a big town is 
~ 
like~very big and inefficiently yet strictly run house ••• the 
servants have to submit to the strictest regulation, both in 
their working hours and their leisure. They have their 
quarters, for instance, to which they must keep. They must 
on no account sprawl about in the drawing-room, even in their 
spare time... There are streets in Edinburgh which correspond 
exactly to the drawing-room and the servants' hall. The people 
one meets in the first are quite different from the people one 
meets in the second. The crowds that walk along Princes Street, 
for instance, are a different race, different in their mar~ers, 
their ideas, their feelings, their language, from the one in the 
Canongate... You never by chance find the Princes Street crowd 
in the Canongate, or the Canongate crowd in Princes Street; and 
without a revolution such a universal American Post is incon-
ceivable. The entire existence of Edinburgh as a respectable 
bourgeois city depends on that fact. (SJ, p.10-11) 
Similarly, when referring to clich~d elements of the image of ~cots, 
he prefers to redefine the problem in terms of class: Scottish 
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drunkenness is said to be worse than ~nglish, for example, and he 
concedes that 'one might put down this difference to a difference of 
national temperament or of national religion or to a hundred other 
things', but he himself feels that 
the question is not a very important or interesting one. 
more interesting is the difference which class distinction 
produces in drunkenness in a Scottish town. (SJ, p .14) 
r.1uch 
Reverting to the orthodox socialist line on nationalism, he discloses 
anti-Protestant prejudices in the middle of a passage which insists on 
an exclusively economic interpretation of society, even at the expense 
of ignoring major manifestation of elements of Scottish culture: 
I actually intended at one point to say something about the 
churches, and in particular about the furious clashes between 
Orangemen and Catholics which fill the cells of the lock-ups 
after every St Patrick's Day. But these things do not matter; 
they have only a fictitious importance; and to try to understand 
an Orangeman's state of mind in any case would not only be 
extraordinarily difficult, but quite profitless, for the Orange 
superstition is surely one of the most insensate of existing 
superstitions, and also one of the most uninteresting. 
Unfortunately the Orange demonstraters and marchers belong mainly 
to the working class, just as the Catholic ones do. This feud 
causes a great deal of trouble, and has not even the excuse of 
being justified by interest. It is sheer inzane loss: a form 
of hooliganism under the cover of something too silly even to be 
called an idea. But in the final count it comes to almost 
nothing. The fundamental realities of Glasgow are economic. 
How is this collapsing city to be put on its feet again? (SJ, p.161-2) 
Since the main rival to Social Credit for the allegiance of a 
putatively disaffected middle-class in Scotland in the early 1930s 
,~ould have been the SNP, the book goes to some lengths to make 
20Q 
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nationalism seem at best an irrelevance to the true issues, and at 
worst a potential danger. He dislikes the way in which the Scots are 
becoming 'almost contentedly' unhappy (SJ, p.30-1), and feels that this 
is because they fail to recognise that their economic plight is 'the 
only urgent question' (SJ, p.28); but Nationalism is condemned as 
'over-weening and dangerous in a great nation, and niggling in a small 
one' (.§1, p • 28 ) • His later reference to the persecution of the Jews 
in Germany (SJ, p.181) links this analysis of contemporary German 
nationalism as resulting from a mixture of inflated pride and a sense 
of oppression added to its being essentially a 'morbid' symptom (SJ, 
p.28) to make any political Nationalism seem both silly and sinister. 
The image of the persona is built up throughout the book. For 
instance, the reader knows that he is a man of some culture and 
literary specialisation from references such as those to Wordsworth 
(~, p.62), Dostoievsky (§l, p.97-8), Belloc (~, p.10S), Chesterton 
(~, p.240) and, above all, to King Lear in his discussion of the rates 
of dole money (SJ, p.134-6) and from the disproportionate amount of 
space devoted to discussing Scott (SJ, p.S7-61) and Burns (.§1, p.88-94).The 
persona is· perhaps most blatantly and successfully promoted, though, 
in the chapter dealing with the Highlands, the most lasting memory of 
which, judging from the critics' response, is of the technically inept 
narrator struggling to get the 1921 Standard up the succeeding mountains. 
A character so very obviously out of touch with the modern world is 
unlikely to be suspected of having anything other than unvarnished 
common sense to offer. 
In its determined relegation of Nationalism to a secondary place 




elevation of Social Credit, Scottish Journey shows no profound 
development in Muir's thought, no resolution that was to be in any 
sense 'final' of the conflicting elements of his ideology. But in 
its confident handling of a persona that comes closer t~ being a 
fully-rounded character, one whose past is referred to more explicitly 
than in any previous work, and in its willingness to employ the full 
range of registers in its discussion of political issues in order to 
mask their very politicalness, the book constitutes a decisive step 
towards the technique of the autobiographical writings. 
V 4 
Social Credit and the Labour Party, published in December 1935, 
virtually constitutes a footnote to Scottish Journey in being a plea 
to Muir's working-class colleagues from hisI.1~.days to join the 
middle-classes in the fight for Social Credit. Perhaps betraying a 
growing suspicion that the Scottish bourgeoisie was not sufficiently 
developed to implement the policy alone (as its English counterpart, 
had it been convinced, was thought to have been), the main interest 
of the pamphlet nevertheless lies in its being an almost flawless 
exerCise, albeit on a minor scale, in the handling of a persona. 
It is cast in the form of a personal letter addressed to 'X', 
and begins with a paragraph of reminiscences designed to establish the 
writer's credentials as a true member of the Labour movement: 
I often think of the time when we were in the Glasgow ILP 
together, studying economics and industrial history in the 
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same class, selling 'literature' at street-corner meetings 
and tentatively trying the strength of our own lungs. That 
was more than twenty years ago, before the War. 
happy time to me now. (SC & LP, p.5) 
It seems a 
The sentimentality of this nostalgic approach confirms the view that 
Muir's aim is to convert older members of the Labour Party worried by 
the apparent necessity to choose between Communism and Fascism in the 
mid 1930s: he explicitly argues that one of the chief recommendations 
of Social Credit is its avoidance of revolution. 
The most urgent argument against a violent revolution is the 
suffering it would be bound to bring; but that is not the only 
argument, nor, I think, even the most important one. In a 
violent upheaval many bad things are destroyed, but many good 
things are destroyed as well; and once a good thing is 
destroyed it can never be-replaced again. (SC & LP, p.11) 
His choice of illustration at this point -- the effects of the 
Scottish Reformation -- confirm both his continuing sense of 
Scottishness as declared in the reference to the Glasgow ILP, and 
I I 
his generally cultured stance. 
Throughout the pamphlet, the writer's calm reasonableness is 
established by his constantly suggesting the readers' objections to 
his case, and by his answering them. 'You will say', 'you may feel', 
'you might argue' are rhetorical formulae frequently used in 
argumentative prose which here serve the double function of contributing 
to the image of the writer as well as advancing his case. The final 
and supremely self-confident flourish of the close of the pamphlet, 
proclaiming his liberalism and denying the notion that he has used 
any propagandist technique at all, reveals that Muir had perfected the 
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double-bluff and transformed it into a habit of his writing: 
I have offered you a line of policy which seems to me reasonable 
and humane; it is for you to decide whether or not you can 
accept it. 
Yours sincerely, 
Edwin Muir. (SC & LP, p.22) 
V 5 
The history of Scotland is filled with legendary figures, 
actual characters on which the popular imagination has worked, 
making them its own and by doing so transforming them. 
Wallace and Bruce, Mary Stuart and Prince Charlie are not so 
much historical characters as figures in an unwritten ballad: 
~I 
they have taken on an almost purely poeticLreality, and are 
semi-inventions like Mary Hamilton and the Bonny Earl of Moray, 
the originals of whom we know to have existed aistorically but 
who are now part of a song. (§l, p.92) 
Where Scottish Journey attempts an economic analysis of Scotland, 
from a contemporary standpoint and without any great depth of 
historical explanation, Scott and Scotland is in part an attempt to 
subvert the mythopoeic imagination which Muir felt had dominated 
awareness of Scotland's past. He aims to provide a history based not 
on an account of the actions of great figures but on the operation of 
more general forces in society. The definition of the Significance of 
these forces within the book is, of course, determined by Muir's own 
ideology, and the notions of centralism prevalent in his work since 
1920 are dominant; but the book also serves a further role. The 
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conclusions Muir reaches through his study constitute the infamous 
advice that Scots must choose between English and Gaelic culture, and 
that 'of these two alternatives English is the only practicable one 
at present' (S&S, p.178): having realised with his novels and 
Scottish Journey that the Scottish middle-class lacks the strength to 
revitalise Scottish life as he would wish, he now advises that class 
to abandon the culture completely. 
There is only one theme to Scott and Scotland, and it is the 
absolute necessity of having a cultural centre within the country itself. 
Discerning 'a very curious emptiness' behind the apparent wealth of 
Scott's imagination, he writes: 
Men of Scott's enormous genius have rarely Scott's faults; they 
may have others but not these particular ones; and so I was forced 
to account for the hiatus in Scott's endowment by considering the 
environment in which he lived, by invoking the fact -- if the 
reader will agree it is one that he spent most of his days in 
a hiatus, in a countryJ that is to say, which was neither a nation 
nor a province, and had, instead of a centre, a blank, an Edinburgh, 
in the middle of it... Scott, in other words, lived in a 
community which was not a community, and set himself to carry on a 
tradition which was not a tradition; and the result was that his 
work was an exact reflection of his predicament. (S&S, p.n~) 
The appeal to the notion of the writer carrying on a tradition, and 
being able to function only within the terms of that tradition, is 
emphasised when he turns to the predicament of the contemporary writer: 
'only a people', he writes, 'can create a literature' (~, p.14), and 
armed with this almost mystical sense of the collective unconscious 
blossoming to consciousness in the individual writer, he concludes that 
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a Scottish writer who wishes to achieve some approximation tc 
completeness has no choice except to absorb the English 
tradition and that if he thoroughly does so his work belongs 
not merely to Scottish literature but to English literature 
as well. On the other hand, if he wishes to add to an 
indigenous Scottish literature, and roots himself deliberately 
in Scotland, he will find there, no matter how long he may 
search, neither an organic community to round off his concept-
ions, nor a major literary tradition to support him, nor even a 
faith among the people themselves that a Scottish literature is 
possible or desirable, nor any opportunity, finally, of making 
a livelihood by his work. (S&S, p.15) 
In Transition Muir had written of Eliot that 
if his criticism is sometimes weighed down by his sense of 
tradition, it is also enriched and enlightened by it. His 
great gift as a critic is that of seizing the artistic source 
and justification of a convention, the necessity in a poem of 
elements which may appear artificial, the real virtue of a 
school, the essential law of a work of art. He makes every 
work live while he considers it, for he sees its articulations, 
the necessity for them, and their living functioning. Thus, 
though at times he may appear to be concerned with craftsmanship 
alone, he is in reality concerned with the organic structure, 
trying to discover whether it is a living body or merely an 
agglomeration of parts. (Transition, p.135) 
Clearly, the argument of Scott and Scotland is a development of Eliot's 
notions in 'Tradition and the Individual Talent' and of his idea of 
the English seventeenth-century 'dissociation of sensibility' transposed 
to a Scottish setting: Muir claims that the nature of the Scottish 
Reformation destroyed the traditions of Scottish literature when it 
ended the old Catholic sense of community, and that consequently the 
Scottish writer can never achieve the wholeness which distinguishes 
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'literature'. Since 'Tradition and the Individual Talent' was 
published in 1919, the year in which Muir moved to London, joined the 
New Age circle and met Pound if not Eliot himself, it seems likely 
that he was aware of Eliot's work from a very early date. But the 
question of direct influence seems secondary: the comparison between 
'Our Generation' and the Criterion 'Commentaries' shows the degree to 
which they shared in the general ethos of the literary London of the 
early 1920s, and the more interesting point seems to be the degree of 
Muir's allegiance to that frame of critical vision. Scott and Scotland 
can be seen not as a betrayal of the principles of the Renaissance but, 
more importantly, as the response to his own position as determined by 
the earlier influences on his literary career. In a time of crisis 
both for Scotland and for Europe(and for his own caree~,~the dominating 
elements of his very mixed ideology prove to be those deriving from his 
days of opportunity in London, as he notes by referring 'finally' to 
the impossibility of the Scottish writer 'making a livelihood by his 
work'. Scott and Scotland has been interpreted as Muir's betrayal 
of Scotland: it was, rather, his attempt to understand what seemed to 
be Scotland's betrayal of him, and the oversimplifications of his 
conclusions themselves reflect the depth and persistence of the 
consequences which followed that early failure. 
Muir writes here in the first person again, and although this is 
an academic study, traces of the characteristics of his persona are 
apparent. The technique in this case does not involve the use of 
memory as in the other books of the period, but the style of sentence 
construction matches that developed from the days of 'Edward Moore' in 
several respects. There are, for example, comparatively few 
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subordinate clau~es: rather, he writes with long, simply cor.nectec 
structures, giving the impression of piling ur more and more evide~ce 
for his case. The simple declaratives suggest a plain analysis of 
the situation as written by a trustworthy man responding to the 
unambiguous facts of the case, and combined with moments of detectable 
impatience and frustration at the state of affairs before his remedies 
are applied, are as strongly re~iniscent of the tone of 'Our 
Generation' as they are similar to the quality of Scottish Journey. 
As an academic study, this book need not have teen written in the 
first person at all: that Muir chose to write it through a persona 
shows the depth of his involvement in the subject and the continuation 
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VI 1 
Someone like myself who remembers comparatively little of his 
early childhood approaches childhood me~ories with so~e sus-
picion, but Muir's account of his life on Wyre in the first 
chapter of his Autobiography soon sweeps away all doubts. 
(M & P, p.l) 
After transcendental Christianity becomes the dominant element of 
Muir's ideology in 1939, works arising fro~ aspects of his identity 
incompatible with that religious commitment are discredited through 
their treatment in his autobiography. His success in persuading the 
critics to accept his priorities depends upon the facility with which 
Muir proves able to synthesise in this work the major elements of his 
writing; and indeed, an autobiography might almost have been predicted 
to be the most suitable genre for Muir's skills. 
On one level, the form provided an opportunity to rewrite history 
so as to explain the present state of the country thro~gh his o~n past 
further to Scott and Scotland, while running less risk of summoning the 
kind of public disagreement that study had invoked by cealing with 
apparently isolatedly personal material. Simultaneously, autobio-
grapny's conventional demand for writing in the first Ferson singular 
constituted the most sustained challenge to his long-practised use of a 
persona, testing to the limit the success of his literary training and 
practice. ~1oreover, in composing the s tory of his own life Huir could 
again attempt to satisfy his desire to construct a narrative, to create 
an image of progression towards harmony that wO'lld deGcribe and er::.body 
his own political and philosophical resolutions in a literary form seeming t-o 
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reconcile major concerns of his professional career. 
That Muir can only achiev~ ~0mnromise between the conflicts 
continuing witnin his ideology, failing to find a solution for thee 
beyond the evasion of his transcendentalism, is shown by the way in 
which he adapts this theme of narrative (and its concomitar.t 
difficulties in the post-modernist period) to a major strand of his 
religious belief. Referring to the precedence accorded to his jrea~s 
in the autobiography Muir writes: 
I could follow these images freely if I were writing an auto-
biographical novel. As it is, I have to stick to the facts 
and try to fit them in where they will fit in. (Auto, D.48) 
This notion of the novel offering unrestricted freedom for the following 
of 'images' suggests an implicit reference to modernist examples of 
the form such as Ulysses and Annals of the Five Senses. Muir seems 
finally to be conceding the continued attraction of modernist tec~nique 
with which he had been contending since the composition of Transition, 
hinting that if he were to attempt an autobiograf;hical fiction it would 
naturally fall into such a form; yet the autobiography he does choose 
to write is the most conventionally plotted and patterned of all his 
writings,1 and it follows images only in order to construct from them a 
system of values within which he seeks to confine all jud[e~~nt of his 
• .... orks. 
Simultaneously, of course. this passage also contributes to t~e 
imp~ession given to the reader of the autobiographicql ~er2o~2, a device 
1. As earl:: as 1928, Muir ar";'J8S the relatior: of pp.ttern ~~d !:'9r~ativ~. 
s9ying that 'to reme~ber the ~ovel the first t~i~~ one ~ust ~o is 
to assume (that is. for~et) such t~ir~s as that it is about life 
~ir.d that li.fe has a patte::--!:'. (Tr:e Struct11r9 o~ tr.e 'rovel. ?1~) 
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still relying heavily on 'Edward ~·~oore' s' claim to be a plain !:3.~ 
working empirically with facts and without prejudice. Yet the se!'":se 
u 
of amateEism which accompanies this denial of ideological intention is 
belied by an article on the composition of The Story and the ?a~le ~Thich 
appeared shortly after its publication and in which ~uir emphasises his 
conscientiousness as a writer and his theory of a transcendental order 
imperceptible in this world.
2 
He states that in composing the book. 
I tried to make clear the Dattern of my life as a human being 
existing in space and moving through time, environed by mystery. 
After I had finished I went over the manuscript many times, 
seeking to make the pattern clearer, and felt like a man with 
an inefficient torch stumbling through ~ labyrinth. having 
forgotten where he had entered and not knowing where he would 
come out. (C837a) 
Here, the concession that the autobiography is a deliberate literary 
creation, a manuscript actively worked over many times to stress 'the 
pattern', is defused by having him only act comparatively, to '~aYe the 
pattern clearer' suggesting that it has an independent existence; and 
it is C!.ui te out":'leighed by the image of the s tumbli:-:g, forgetful 
persona's transposed inefficiency. The reader's attentior. is di~ected 
away from the process of the writing and towards the progress of the 
persona, the innocent 'environed by ~ystery' bravely coping with the 
'la~yrinth' • Such vocabulary is typical of the later ~ui~ persona 2nd 
is the instrument he uses to pro9a~~ndise in the interests of ~is lats 
ideology. '~rvironed', for examDle, implies that bein~ surrounded ty 
------_.------------------------------------------------------------
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to extend the intellect, so becoming a politically con~ervative force 
by opposing the changes of development; and the reference to the 
labyrinth depends upon and appeals to the classical bias in the 
education of the middle and upper classes (especially of those who , , !lac. 
been through the English public school systec) , flattering and 
fostering their 'elitist view of 'culture'. The language extends tte 
transcendentalism beyond its explicit discussion, each sentence becomi~g 
a move towards persuading the reader to regard its ~attern as the 
natural and exclusive mode for the understanding not of r~uir's account 
of his experience, but of that experience itself - and indeed, since 
he claims the right to interpret not only what he had felt but '~Ilhat we 
all feel' (Auto, p.2S), of every human life. The terms of that 
interpretation are set out quite immediately in 'Yestercay's Mirror' 
when he claims authority for his principles on the grounds that 
Our knowledge of life(is]significant only if we read into the 
pattern of our own past the universal pattern of human 
existence (p.40S); 
yet the impulse towards the interweaving of the writing ~ersona with 
~ narrating stance, a move that characterises the autobiography, can be 
seen to be irresistible even in this short piece, rendering it an 
intensified examnle of the method on which it purports to be a critical 
commentary. Such scrutiny as a theoretical article might be expected 
to direct towards the form of autobiography i!!1plies a self-con2ciousnes;: 
incompatible with the persona's assumed simplicity and direct~ess, c~i 
the degeneration 0: this essay into ~ecdote serves to distance s'lch 
expecta tio!:s from the narra:i ve voice which is er:~~lo:;ed.. :'~ea.nwhile, 
Chris tian :iogma anJ. the poli tical q'lietis2 with whicI: it is Ali5T.-ed ir! 
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~'~uir' s ideology are both encapsulated in the assertion here that there 
is 'an indefeasible rightness beneath the wrongness of things'; but te 
goes further in drawing his illustrations of this good and evil from 
childhood experiences such as are familiar from the autobiography and 
turning them· into small stories in their own right, to be judged aesthet-
ically as such. The morality of a child's rhyme, for example, is 
identified with that of The Brothers Karamazov, thereby not only 
suggesting a literary model for the appreciation of the subject matter, 
but also flattering the audience by the persona's expectations that its 
members are as well read as he is. More daringly, Muir turns from this 
to tellthe story of his 'first knowledge of death', claiming that it 
arose from the occasion of a neighbouring fa~er's son coming home to 
Orkney 'from Leith or Aberdeen' to die. Again, a reference to 
War and Peace in describing the young man's deoeanour suggests a 
narrative framework; but in this instance the entire anecdote is 
structured according to a literary nodel. ~he elements of the piece 
a young man returning to the countryside of his childhood from some 
unspecified but distinctly Scottish city where he has been contaminated 
by disease __ leads to a sentimental description of the scenery during 
the funeral: 
The men advanced slowly along the white road in the sunshine 
until they disap~eared over the brow of a little hill. The 
fields looked quieter than usual, and an intense peace lay 
over them. The distant group of men was thecentre of that 
peace, and when they sa~~ over the edge of the hill they took 
with them the fear I had had as I walked by the cart. (p.41C) 
:.he features stre:~3ec. here - the innocently 'white' roc::::', the sunshine, 
the littleness of the hill, the intense peace, the removal of :ear c~d 
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and the accepta~ce of death as belonging to an incoc~rehensible but 
absolute order --combine with the events of the story to turn t~e piece 
from a critical essay into an exercise in the ethos of Scottish k~ilyarC 
fiction,3 adopting entirely the image and interpretation of experience 
typical of that school's reliance on the Simplistic a~d co~servative 
dichotomy between the good countryside - heal thy, communal, moral and 
fixed -- and the evil city -- individualistic, Sickening, immoral and 
transitory. 
Both these techniques feature in the autobiography itself. The 
impulse to fictional:s~ is apparent in the Bildungsroman .odel 
discernible in the development of the persona from birth to the maturity 
signalled byms Christian resolution, and it is taken almost to the 
point of self-parody in the fourth chapter when Muir reprints 'an 
imaginary impression of my life in the bone factory' written a few years 
after leaving 'Fairport' and using a persona of whom the autobiographical 
narrator claims that 
the 'he' is, of course, myself, and was a device cy which I 
tried, without success, to see my life objectively ~A~to, p.136) 
an attempt now held to be the explicit purpose 0: the autobiography 
itself. 
. . t G ,4 Reference to 'Fairport', the pseudonym !~uJ.r 2.ss~gns 0 reenoc.-{, 
reveals his need to fictionalise on even so iLsigni:ic&nt a level as 
the names of the places which mark the spli t between co'mtr:;- and ci t;'l iL 
3. The motif of youth blighted by acquaintaY:.ce wi"'c!"i the cor~).:?ti!1€ 
1 d '" 1" I y ~. ~ C 1 ~ - e"" , co , f'orces of the r.:J.odern ~Tor a::n:;e:1rs, IO:" ex;].::~ e, J.::l ':.; ... ,'.c. -,:..;._ ...... 
3e~ide the Bcn~1ie Eri.ar 3ush- ~ 1894) e.r.1 :;c.J':~ C: 1>:1:-: :.:::.:: -:::-;-;,) (~895), 
and its ty-;;ic::.li ty is emphasised ty tbe stress 0:: t!'.e ':-:1 tter~·. :.n 
George DO~Jglas Brow::.' s ?he Honse 'tTi th the:;:-eer. '=h'J. tter:.: (1901). 
4. Letters, p.1 J • 
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the larger work, the conventional, pastoral, romantic classificatio~ 
which becomes the structural principle of the book, albeit in a more 
sophisticated manner. For example, although Prague is held to be an 
instance of a city preserving the communal properties of a rural world 
on his first visit in the 1920s (and by extension marks the failure of 
that optimism on his return to the post-war capital subjected to the 
Communist putsch), the p=ogression of the autobiography through chapters 
entitled 'Wyre', 'Garth', 'Glasgow', 'Fairport', 'London' and so on 
traces a journey away from what is held to be optimum condition of 
Orkney. 
While the autobiographical strategies applied to succeeding r-hases 
of his career in order to foster this impression of corruption have been 
discussed in their place, to neglect these chapters deali~g with his 
early life would be to underestimate the grand scale of the work's 
conception and the precision and skill of its execution. .';'1 though there 
'is no independent textual evidence from this pre-literary period against 
which to measure Muir's account of his childhood, the techniques by 
which he has been observed to promote and propagandise his religious 
beliefs at the expense of his secular concerns are equally apparer.t in 
the opening aeJin the later sections of the book. Ey giving an acco~~t 
of their ideological shaping, it is possible to counteract t:-~eir ability 
to induce the ~alve aS2ent of Butter's comment. and f~rther, to explain 
such 'critical' enthusiasm by revealing t~e ~ethod e~ploJe1 i~ t~e 
ini tial section where, leas t vulnerable to immediate c.h8ller.6"e. !·~uir 
e~tabltshed the markers of value that forT the ideological :r~~e~or~ of 
the whole book. The autobiography works by a principle tr.a t is ar.::1.lo f.:"o';s 
to th t~cd OVg-~l·r.- the ~An~l'ng of ~ .. l·S ~oet~~ qs descrited t~ e !De.. ;; ~_d -f.;, .-'-~ l' ~_. - " 
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Ritchie Robertson: the audience is, he says, required 
to internalize a relational pattern as the langue which 
enables the actu~l poems to be ~~derstood as its narole. 5 
Here Muir sets up a system so quietly that by the time the reader 
comes to the first explicit avowal of transcendentalist faith, deep 
inside the long first chapter, his principles have come to seem 
naturally just and corlpletely acceptable. The starkness of a state~er.t 
such as that 'human beings are understandable only '3.8 immortal spirits' 
(Auto, p.51) is cOucealed by its conforming to the standards established 
in the account of life on Orkney. And typically, it is quickly followed 
by a further declaration of the persona's inability to propagandise: 
I do not have the power to prove that man is immortal and that 
the soul exists; but I know that there must be such a proof, and 
that compared with it every other demonstratior. is idle. 
(Auto, p.51) 
This appeal to a transcending faith does not ask the validation of an 
external authority, but is the completion of a ~'..:.tuall~· justificatory 
sJT.thesis which attempts to seal the text from dissenting critici3~. 
Firmly emcedded itTi thin an account of ~1uir' s early life ~;hich is presented 
en tirely ~1i thin the terms of the value sys tern e~ar:a ting frorr. his 
religious priorities, it completes that descrirtion as its elecent of 
intellectual self-consciousness, while itself bei~~ ~ade secure by the 
experienti~l evidence ~tich these chapters are ~ade to provide. 
The autobiography, then, is not the investigative exercise whic~ it was 
SlLS'ges ted to be. After 1939, ~~L;.i r cct: Id no t s t 8p 01: ts ide ~is reliGious 
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commitment in order to exa~ine it, but necessarily ani consistently 
wrote from ;~ithin it; and consequently the notion of there beir.g an 
independent, objective pattern to which Muir 'fits'his o~n experience 
as best he can must be seen not as an account of his progress towards 
the theory of the story and the fable, but as an instance of its 
operation. 
The values which structure this pattern are advocated individually 
in the implications of virtually every sentence; but the strength of the 
autobiography is increased by their also being developed into a system 
that marks each episode for the guidance of the audier.ce, explicit or 
implicit associations co~ing to function as emblems of the author's 
approval and disapproval. 
The most consistent element of this system is religion, used with 
varying degrees of emphasis but remaining the central touchstone. 
St Magnus's Cathedral, for example, is said to be 'the most beautiful 
thing within sight' of the Eu (Auto, p.16), but this simple description 
is turned to a propagandist point when Muir adds that 'it rose every day 
against the sky until it seemed to become a sign of the fable in our 
lives' (p.16), anachronistically attributing to his childhood and to 
the family in general an interpretation dependent upon his own adult 
opinion. Although he claims to remember nothing of the routir.e of 
his first seven years (p.19), his first definite memory is of being 
baptized (p.18): since the very concept of the autobiography ienends on 
the persona's selection from ~uir's memories, this accords the ceremony 
a special prestige. Family prayers on a Sunday are said to be a~ong 
his 'hap?iest memories': ec~oing S~ott ~nd Scotlar.d's location of 
unified sensibility in the ?re-Refor~~tion ]eriod, t~ese occasions are 
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said to have provided 'a feeling of complete security and union among 
us as we sat reading about David or ~lijah' (p.26). Organised religion 
however does not meet with his full approval: his participation in 
the revivalist meetings on Orkney at the turn of the century is described 
as the result of childhood fears of exclusion, 'the only act which would 
make me one with my family again' (p.85), in order to enhance the private 
form of his own later spirituality; and the cumulative and systematic 
nature of the book's method is illustrated whe~ the dislike of-group 
worship established here is used to cast his later socialism in Glasgow 
into d-fsrepute: 'my conversion to Socialism', he needs only say, 'was 
a recapitulation of my first conversion at fourteen' (p.113). 
The political activism of his time in Glasgow is attacked in its own 
right: co~itted speakers at meetings of the Clarion Scouts are portrayed 
as self-seeking cranks, for example (p.112), and engagement is implicitly 
denigrated by being contrasted with the political quietism of Orkney. 
The landlord whose exactions there drove the family from saccessive fa~s 
(p.66) is discussed only in the context of his shooting trip to the 
island, and the terms of that description -- 'a mere picture' (p.15) 
insist that Muir felt no anger with the General, suggesting that his role 
in the capitalist system is on a par with that as a hunter of game bir~s 
ir. which it is symbolised: that it may not be particularly pleascnt is 
conceded, but that it belongs to the larger pattern transcending a~parent 
evil enables it to go unquestioned. 
There is a further emblematic distinction in ~uir's contrastir.g the 
prevalen t a tti t'..lde to beggars in Orkney with that in Glasgow. In the 
islands ~en such as John Si~pson -- reg~rded, al~ost as if ttey were 
1 , b· 'not r~ght in the ~i~j' -- are' alw2Y= 'blessed foo s .. as elng ~ 
taken in ~nd given food' (p.82): yet one of the first ttings the reader 
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is told about the adjustment to city life is that 
beggars were perpetually ringing the bell, and we did not 
learn for weeks that you must not take a ceggar ir. ~nd give 
him so~ething to eat, but must slam the door at one . ~. e l.n L~l.S 
face. (p.91) 
GlasgoTII is cast throughout as the antithesis of Orkney, presaged 
by bad omens such as his father's cold, the dark and windy day of the 
travel and the dirty train awaiting the family on the mainland (p.90). 
Leading into the 'chaos' (p.90) of family deaths, personal illness and 
the degradations of the bone factory, it becomes an ~llegorical image 
matching the rural idyll in which the hardships of farming poor land 
were conveniently rushed over (p.66). 
Another aspect of this ro:nanticism j~ the rei tera ted preference for 
the unconscious over the conscious mind whenever possicle. Childhood, 
for example, is the ideal: then, it is claimed, 'a child has this 
vision, in which there is a completer harmony of all thin~with each 
other than he will ever know again' (p.33). The notion that the status 
quo represents 'order' (p.19) (and that this is lost as the child becomes 
conscious, r~uir being said to have hated school in true 't!ordsworthian e..nd 
Rousseauesque fashion because it shut him off from nature (p.41)~reveals 
the conservatism inherent in Muir's use of this fo~ulation. 
Dreams are recorded whenever possicle, not becau3e of the influence 
of his Jungian psychoar.alysis, but because 'I should li~e:o save fro~ 
the !!liscelJ.aneous dross of experience a few glintD of i~o!'ts.li:y' (~.54): 
again, the value system is reinforced by ttis lir.~i!'"'g 0: ~:-.e '-.;.::--ccnsciollS 
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with faith in transcendental religion. 
This ability to synthesise elements and emblems is perhaps most 
apparent when the autobiogranhy makes links between Muir's poetry and 
the experiences of this period. By giving the dreams or anecdotes 
which provided images for some of his poems -- most notably 'The Horses' 
(p.22), 'The Little General' (p.15), 'The Ballad of Hector in Hades' 
(p.42) and 'The Combat' (p.65, p.106-7) -- he associates childhood, 
imagination and art within the context of his first mystical intuitions. 
'The Horses', for example, is based on farm animals which are said to 
have invoked a feeling of 'worship in the Old Testament sense' (p.22). 
The unconscious is also linked to this grouping by extension: poetry 
is said to arrive spontaneously, rising out of his subconscious like 
dreams or forgotten memories (as with the sailor suit and wooden whistle, 
for example (p.19) and being written down 'almost complete, at one 
sitting' (p.43). And again, this synthesis feeds another element of 
the ideology. At each stage in his development, Muir's readin~ is 
listed and attention directed to the manner in which it is said to have 
affected hiz;; for example, the earlies t rea~irgs of tl1e !"!illerrial 
speculations in The Christian Herald, are held to have sunk deep into 
his mind (p.28), while the vol~es o~ bound literary periodicals read 
in Glaswegian muniCipal libraries are said to have absorbed the sweat of 
their unwashed readers 'like a solution 0: misery' (:;:. S·6) • But the 
body of poetry held in greatest estee~ iA the ballads. Itl.aged as 
spon~2nAo~= i~aginative emanations from the collective lJICO~scious of 
the Catholic co~~u~ity of ~ea~~nts. they become a~ e~blem of the desired 
or '-a""'l' ~.- -; on of' h"Mun 1 ife and +rel7 ;:rdr. :!r. s.ided kudos :'ror.: hf.:..vi:--.g teen G' 4. : v _. ~ J. I.U..< .. ~ ~ • oJ ~ 
'hn ~ ~ ~ w or~ll~,' ~.or hundreds of ~ears' (,~.~Q'". Co r e·" .0. n .A _ v _  • ca~ryi~z the conce:t 
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f t d · t . t th 1., • 1 d ;If· • 0' , o ra ~ ~on 0 e c)_~.. ;: ... '..l~r In !':<:ney: no autobiography ca.n begin 
with a man's birth' he argues (p.48). The growth of this s:~bol ~roT 
his essay i~ The Freeman through his own experiments witt t~e ballad 
form and on to its key role in ~e ~state of Poetrv6 reflec:s Y~lir' s 
ability to play variations o~ a theme so well mo~lded to hi3 ideological 
system, never stepping outside it to consider the restrictions nlaced 
unon ~embers of a society so highly valuir.g orthodoxy, never cd~itting 
the possibility of opposition to his own ideals. 
In discussing his childhood r-Tuir comme~ts: 
we construct little by little with the approval of all the 
world, the mask we shall wear with such ease when we reach 
manhood. (p. 67) 
'Little by little' is this opening section of his autobiography Muir 
creates an ideological system which sits 'with such ease' on the 
material presented by his literary persona, his 'mask', in order to win 
'the approval of all the ~orld', that only by remembering that the system 
is .9.S consciously constructed as the mask does it 'tecome possible to 
appreciate the extent and the subtlety of Muir's literary ability 
and the dangers of the propagandist use to which he learned to devote 
them. 
6. In 1q56 the Bollingen Foundation awarded ~uir a grant ~or three 
year~ ~tudy of the Jallads. Willa took over this project after 
his death and wrote ~iving ~itt Ballais (1965). 
VI 2 
Although Muir's ideology underwent no maJoor ~evisio~ after 1Q~9 
..1../ , 
it did continue to develop, and the differences between the two 
published versions of his life, The StorY and the Fable published in 
1940 alid An Autobiography which appeared in 1954, ~how a distinct 
movement over the intervening fourteen years towa.rds a. deeper .iistruzt 
of the re~ants of his early political idealism and a greater confidence 
in his handling of tone and persona as propagandist devices against 
t " 7 hem. 
Some of the alterations are, of course, simply a ~atter of bringing 
facts up to date. For example, the death of his sister 2lizabetll 
leads him to change the single paragraph that refers to his relationship 
with her and Clara, omitting after his assertion that she had 'an 
eager mind and a spirit equal to anything' the phrase 'and still has', 
and amending 'she died some years ago' (of Clara) to 'both are now dead' 
(p.94/p.SOS). Even if the occasional failure to spot the need for 
such a change9is included in this category, it remains so small a 
grouping as merely to witness furhter the general bias of the autobio-
graphies away from the details of everyday life. 
More interesting are those changes w~ich =elate to the dominant 
areas of conflict within his ideology (notably, again, concernir€ his 
socialism and his Scottisrxess) and those which reflect his resFons~ to 
thn~ co~flOct ;~ the creatl.°o r of u ll.°terary perso .. ~.I.a·, ar.L·d l.°n each of c. " .i. l. ..~ ... _ .... 
7. ~here see~s to be no evidence of editorial infl~e~ce on eitter 
version of the au to tiography, ~r:d ir~jeed., i:\lir' s co:r:::er. t3 0:-. 
3truggliniS with revisior.s (see below) SUg612St ~l-L::tt the text wa.s 
fashioneJ by ~i~ alone. 
8. C o~p2.r[:. ti ve J:age references are 6i '.;en ir. c:l:'or.ologic.:=.l o~-:er. 
o 
..I • J .~ • 
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these cases, :~uiY can ~e seen :0 be rei:l.for~icg !-~is -t:,::.;.scende!".tc.li3~,. 
'l'KU1'r ··'~otp Tl-.QS+o""", ~""d t""n "",'\..,le '-1""01 y,~ --- ..... t',..,.. ;' h'~ 1'-' .'- ..... - I..... ,,~~... ..v - .... L:._ __ J. ....... . ~ •• e l~e 0_ .1 ... re l o 10US 
conversion of 1939, arre. so it is not s-.lrp!'ising that it should carry 
vestigial traces of the socialist interpretatio~ of society which he 
had been expounding -- albeit in the version diluted for ~iidle-class 
taste implicit in Social Credit philoso?hy -- as recently as 1935. 
The changes Muir makes to passages that reveal this socialist backgro~d 
show a development of the persona of The Story u!".d the Fable into a 
character for 'Whom, in An Autobiography, even the remnants of .such a 
concern are too narrow, too confining and too much concerned with tenporal 
reality. For example, in discussing the differing types 0: 'distortion' 
caused in what he sees as some essential kind of human nature by -the 
necessity to specialise in a single job or career, he wrote in the first 
case: 
These things are of enormous importance, 2r.d we shall never 
settle them until the miner can live a civilized life and the 
stockbroker has disappeared (p.5?). 
Echoes of the concept of class war, with the 1.11 tima te -victor;]! of the 
proletarian over the bourgeois class, are resolutely stYipped from 
this sentence in. the 1954 version: 
These things are of enormouS i:nportance, and we shall r~e"rer 
settle them ~~til the ~iner arrd the stockbroker live a 
civilized life (p.51). 
Similarly, in condemning the conditions in which he lived j~st beyond 
the slums of Glasgow, ~uir first cakes specific att~cks o~ tt03e w~o 
1 t ' . T '\.., I' , 0 "pr.,.. escare :rom :tem: 'successf· ~?lr.e2s-~er: .s..r:a. ,:",o.Lour '?'3-::ers W::. ,'/ .-,~ 
their :/ou th as if they were flaunting a dingy d.ecors tion' cl early 
worry the old member of the I.L.P., as is shown by his ~a~i~g them 
again ('Me~bers of Parliament orbusiness ~~gnates or trade-u~ion 
leaders') within the same paragraph (p.129). This attack i~ turned 
into a mere general observation in An Autobiography when he complains 
of any 'successful men' (p.110), so reducing the sense of the p~ccise 
phenomenon of social climbing diluting class awareness and political 
idealism which informs the earlier paragraph, and which must have been 
embarrassing for the cuI tiva tedly apolitical ar:.d successf1 l writer of 
1954. He actually goes f 1 rther at the end of this section ty inserting 
a new sentence which convicts him of a complacency perha~s different 
in kind but nonetheless arising from the same causes and equivalent in 
significance to that which he had condemned: to conclude this section 
with the observation that 
There has been a great improvement in the lot of the poor since 
the time I am speaking of, and that is one of the entirely good 
achievements of the century (p.110) 
implies that all is now well and political activity no longer carries any 
humanistic justification. 
Again, in the account Muir gives of his stay in Prague in the early 
1920s, he ini tially devotes a paragraph to the destrl1'=~ion of the 
communal, organic life he sensed in C zec~;o.slovakia by the ::azi invasion: 
Karel ~dpek died shortly after the seizure of his cour.try by 
}ermany, whether of his illrwss or 0: 3. broker.. heart I do not 
knmof • After the Prague in which he was 'Karlickll' to eve~y-
one 'l11d where he could walk 3. bOll t as he liked, tr.E' ;:e~o{ P:-ag'.le 
must r.D.ve see::r:.ed a prison-yard. ~e ~et ~~ny other Czech 
I dread to think \.rr:'Sl.t ::a.J" l::::..ve L:~~ened ~o tr.e!:l ~()".;: 
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even if no physical harm has come to them their life has been 
snatched away, and their Prague no longer exists. ~'le spent 
many evenings in their houses; we were taken into their lives. 
We had no premonition then that history, in Oswald Spen~ler's 
words, 'would take them by the throat and do with them what ~ust 
be done'. The idea of history taking people by the throat 
pleased Spengler. (p.229) 
By omitting this section from An Autobiogranhy (p.189), Muir implies 
that the only danger to the social life of Prague came fro~ the later 
repression of the Communist regime. Actively to have decided to cut 
from the text his earlier condemnation of Fascist repression implies, 
at least, that by 1954 he had an unbalanced view of political reality, 
and regarded repression inspired by right-wing convictions as being 
less contemptible than that resulting from left-wing dogm~s. '.'.l1ile 
the Communist take-over which he had witnessed when working for the 
British Council must have been more vivid in his mind in 1954, this 
excision reveals, if nothing more, a propagandist th~~st out of keeping 
with the notion of the apolitical but vaguely and generally compassiona~e 
persona. .. 
There is a further set of such political examples to be noted in 
the final section of The Story and the Fable, 'Extracts f~o~ ~ Diary, 
1937-39' • The omission of these pieces from the revised ver2ion of 
the book was obviously caused by the restructuring of t:-le I-lork; yet it 
remains pertinent to state that cut~ing these passages altogether ~ather 
tha~ working thee into the new ~atte~~ cta~ges the overall e~:e~t of 
the writing, ~~d helps co:.stituta the different to~p.~ of t~e ea~lier 
and late~ autobiographies. The most noticeable n~SS2zes of 
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i~Ferialis~ in Czechoslovakia as the inevitable exter~l·on f . o r.l.ne:eenth 
centurJ oaterialisre, industrialism and ideals of pro~ress ( 257) 
o p. I • 
References to the froblematical status of Scotlar.d ani , . [~~3 own 
Scottishness are less numerous than political observations, possibly 
because the quarrel over Scott and Scotland was barely three years cld 
in 1939. However, there are two significant alterations to pieces 
dealing with the idea of Scottish Nationalism. Thefirst is at the 
cOLclusion of his description of the organic comm~~ity te discerned in 
Prague; in 1939 he wrote admiringly of ~apek's popularity with all 
sections of the population: 
This warm, easygoing contact co~ld only have been possible in a 
comparatively small town, and it was the first thing that made 
me wish that Edinburgh might become a similar place and that 
Scotland might be a nation again. (p.228) 
The 1954 version of this section ends with the hope 'that Edinburgh might 
become a similar place' (p.189), and the question of how that result 
might be achieved is co~pletely ignored and so divorced from natioLalism. 
The second consideration of Nationalism falls into the category of 
observations noted ir. the diary extracts and dropped from An Autobio.graDhy: 
arguing against imperialism on the grounds that 'mankind has never 
managed to do anything as it should be done' because of the i~possibility 
of achieving full knowledge of all circumstances f~om within the tempor~l 
world, he continues: 
because of I believe that men are capable of organising 
the:nsclves or..ly in relatively s!:lall corr::::w,,:ities, and that even 
then they need c~stom, tradition and memory to g~ide them. 
T b I· . S t t· h "IT ... ~ • For these reasons J. e leve 1n ~ co 1S .. & ... lo::a1.1SC, ard shouL: 
like to see Scotland ~ self-governing nation. In 6reat e~pires 
the qt:.ali ty of i!1di vidual life declines : it becomes plainj.r.d 
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COL'l"2or:pl::..ce. The little tribal comnunity of Isr~el, t~e little 
city state of Athens, the relatively small Sne12ni of ~lizabeth's 
time, ~ea~ far more in the history of civilizatio~ than the 
British Eopire. I am for s~all nations as agsinst 12rge ones, 
because I am for a kind of society wtere ~e~ have some real 
practical control of their lives. 
hecause I am a Scotsman. (p.260) 
I am for a Scot:ish nRtion, 
Again, it seems likely that this passage was originally intended as a 
reply to :1acDiar:nid's contemporary attacks on ~cott and. ?cotlar.':; albeit 
implicitly, it certainly ridicules the insistence of the critics that Yuir 
never responded to MacDiarmid's invective, even if only by showing his 
continuing confusion on the subject. While the Eliotesque cast of thought 
here is perfectly in keeping with the notion of the ~~all organic corrmunity 
which An Autobiography propagandises, Huir chooses to excise its specific 
application to his own background from the later text, so reducing the 
political aspects of his philosophy and furthering the notion of an 
apolitical persona. 
The i~age of the persona is also strengthened in A~ Autobiogranhy by 
mo~ifications to the earlier text. Hollander, for instance, points out 
that every re:erence to 'Time' in The Story and the ?able is rewritten with 
~ lower case initial in An Autobiograuhv (~ibliographical ~tudy, ~.1~), 
showing a gre2ter confidence in the persona's abili:y to c2rry :he 
a~ld.ie'1c as' onini,on wi thou t s triki!:.g nos bl7'eS 1d~icr: drs,i'T 9. t tention ~o t~ eir 
ideological determina~ts. Other changes reflect core PQrtic'll.s.r inst:l::.~es 
of increa~E'd conserv9.tism 0''''', the part of the olier ~"Jir. 
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I have never had any social ambition, nor do I have any 
literary ambition beyond the wish to write well; I a~ not 
much concernedwhether I have or lack a reputation. To 
be a Member of Parliament would not excite me, and if I 
were one I should not look back on my youth in self-approval 
and think that I had done a great thing by rising from 
fourteen shillings a week to six hundred pounds a year. (p.129-130) 
Contemporary letters showing Muir's keenness to make a mark in the literary 
world ( even a column ••• done regularly and conscientiously should awaken 
a little respect. And it is only a beginning'; 'I want particulnrly to 
be published and recognised in some form or other in England'; 'I want 
primarily to get some kind of hearing in England 10) show this to be in part 
a device towards the creation of the image of the open, ho~est persona; but 
its omission from .. I\n Autobiograpty (p .11 0) shows a greCi ter degree of 
subtlety -- if not of embarrassment -- than fourteen years before, and a 
greater confidence in his powers to convince his readers by implying rather 
than stating the other-worldly concerns of the perso~a, and his re~oteness 
froffi such trivial matters. 
Again, in his account of his friendship with John Holms, he cuts 
almozt a fu.ll page (p.213/p.178) that refers to their shared love of detate. 
This may have beer.. because he was embarrassed by once having argued th6.t 
had he been Christ he would not have consented to be crucified for the zake 
of ma.nkind, since this denotes an interest in d.octrine tLat doesr:'t quite 
fit with the non-sectarian Christianity of the perzona; or it cay have 
been because it referred, in passing, to willa's having t~en occasionally 
impatie~t of the entire friendstip,11 and t~e ~otion of domestic di~har=ony 
11 • Schiff: 1.9.24, ULS rs 19671 , ff4"7 -- (48' ~ "'.~ ,-,:)0 ...;., e •.• - \ ,. , 
2.3.24, ?'I'T ("I :v::3 1 J(.71 , +,~-z,7-') (37) , l~ .1...- ~ ... -~ ..I 
16.9.24, NLS ~!S 19671 .'ff51-3 (51 ) • 
12. See Be lor~i!1e.;, p.126ff. 
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was equally inapFropriate. The general effect of the excision is to 
increase the sense of r·iuir 3i tting in judge:nent on his friend, and 
finding him, like Mitrinovic and Orage and the political discussion group 
in St Andrews, to fall short of the serious transcendentalizm he has 
himself since espoused. 
If most of the changes charted here show the greater confidence and 
subtlety of An Autobiography over The Story and the Fable, there is one 
case which reveals a greater degree of caution to have been a further 
characteristic of the later r~uir. Having quoted an excerpt from 
'Impressions of Prague' (C124, C133, C139) he comments: 
These reflections were set down when my impressions of Prague were 
fresh; they were sincere, on the whole. though romantically 
touched up. (p.226) 
All that follo't'lsthe zemi-colon here is omitted from An Autobiography (p.187): 
to admit that he was a professional writer, that he did not always remain 
more than 'on the whole' sincere, and that he was capable of literary 
manipulation as shown by his having 'touched up' what purported to be direct 
recording of autobiographical fact, was too near to adnitting do~bt of his 
current practice in the Autobiography to be allowed to stand. 
Incompatible with the image of the artless writer, its inclusion was an 
unnecessary risk that Muir later chose not to run. 
As well as being explicable in terms of a strengthening of the ~ersona, 
this single hint of a failure of nerve is, of course, fa~ outweighed by the 
structural development of An Auto1iography. The Story and the Fable e~cs 
with 'Extracts from a Diary'; of Muir's two ·'Scottish' novels, The T~ree 
Brothers concludes with excerpts from David Blackadcer's jo~rnal, and 
Poor Tom with a direct record of Mansie Manson's reflectio~s after TO~'E 
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funeral, presented thro~gh a technique approximating to a dilute versior. 
of 'stream of consciousness'. This parallel signifies the sr~red fictive 
nature of these works. The sense of oren-endecness in The Story ar-d tte 
Fable is an illusion worked by the form, since the final section is an 
unflinching exposition of Muir's faith in the order of the 'medieval 
communal feeling', and, following from its impossibility in the modern world 
('1 do not think there is anything admirable in being up to date, apart 
from the fact that it is necessary', p.263), his implicit transcendentalism. 
An Autobiography, on the other hand,is more conventionally formed, with no 
pretence at any openness of ending: here Muir, having asserted 'I cannot 
bring life into a neat pattern' (p.280), has the confidence to bring his 
book, which in terms of the literary artifact precisely and only 
constitutes his 'life', to a perfectly neat ending with all the satisfaction 
of a completed patter~ Qf development. And here the Christianity is 
explicitly avowed: 
As I look back on the part of the mystery which is my own life, 
my own fable, what I am most aware of is that we receive more 
than we can ever give; we receive it from the past,on which we 
draw with every breath, but also -and this, is a point of faith 
from the Source of the mystery itself, by the means which 
religious people call Grace. (p.281) 
Emphasising the personal again and again ('I look back', 'my own life', 
'I am most aware'), yet talking in the pl~ral ('we receive', 'we can ever 
give' 'we draw') he creates a balance that suggests the image of an , I , 
impartial writer unwilling to foist his opinionson the reader while 
cor.stantly impressing upon him the need to do so; and by suggesting that 
the term '~race' is one he car~~ot bring hi~self to use, let alone ~1opt, 
he implias ~n entirely ur.dogmatic fai~h that is held with all the 
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ab30lute~ess of a~y theologian. Shct techr:iques s}:m.; l:· ... dr oj:.,) !:2,ve 
developed betwee~ 1940 ani 1954 a surer convictio~ of tis own i~e~s, a 
stronger confidence in his abili ty to propagar"ciise t1:e::1 through his 
autociography, and a certain willing:-less to delineate through those 
techniques and in those works the ideological context in which his ?oet~j 
was to be reai. 
Chapter "'lII: 
The Poetry, 1925-1960 
1925 First Poems 
1926 Chorus of the Newly Dead 
1932 Six Poems 
1934 Variations on a Time Theme 
1937 Jo~rneys and Places 
1943 The Narrow Place 
1946 The Voyage and Other Poems 
1949 The Labyrinth 
1952 Collected Poems 1921-1951 
1954 Prometheus 
1956 One Foot in Eden 
1960 Collected Poe~s 1921-1958 
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VII 1 
Although to demonstrate too keen an interest in any sector of his 
literary career would have been to risk compromising his avowed commit-
ment to transcendentalism, Muir employs an autobiographical strategy 
which has been shown to be consistently directing the reader's attention 
from his prose to his poetry. His political journalism and critical 
essays, his reviews and novels, his political and cultural investigations: 
all these are in turn either ignored or disparaged in order to throw 
emphasis upon the contemporaneous poetry which is discussed at much 
greater length and in terms of positive value. Occasionally, this 
process is carried to the very limits of logical restraint: for example, 
the concluding comment to the account of his early years not only 
stresses again the centrality of the poetry, but goes further by suggest-
ing that the influence of his first literary training with The New Age 
ran counter to -- and delayed -- his 'true' development. 'I was thirty-
five then', he writes, 
and passing through a stage which, if things had been different, 
I should have reached ten years earlier. I have felt that 
handicap ever since. I began to write poetry at thirty-five 
instead of at twenty-five or twenty. (Auto, p.193) 
Even the tolerance for this passage invoked by the suspicion that it is 
an exaggeration constructed to provide dramatic (albeit slightly 
pathetiC) flourish with which to close the chapter cannot compensate for 
the sense of excessive paradox in the claim that non-existent, potential 
poetry is more significant than the writing which was published. 
While the autobiography attempts to assert that this prose work 
was merely the superficial product by which Muir earned money with which 
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to b~y ti~e for his poetry and pays little ~ttentio~ to its its 
success or its oanner of composi:ior., it also nukes considerable efforts 
to place the poetry as an essential cor:~or:ent of ':·:uir's' iJersonality 
1 
a clear reflectio~ of his Christian-tran3cendentalist ideolo6j. I 
For example, the rOffiantic notion that poetry is s;·ontaneously produced by 
the mysteriously hidden operations of the subco~scious mind is used to 
align this area of his writing with other markers established ir. the 
auto biography as signifying eleva ted pos i ti ves in IIIuir' s hierafhY, 
such as childhood and rural (preferably Orcadian) life. It is suggested 
that poems retain and represent some state of pre-ideological innocence 
because they are said to 'emerge' (Auto, p.246) from a pre-political 
level of the human psyche on their own initiative. Of the '3allad of 
Hector in Hades', for instance, the claim is that it 'came to me quite 
spontaneously; I wrote the poem down, almost cO~Flete, at one sitting' 
(Auto, p.43). Poetry is further distanced from the distrusted processes 
of conscious thought and the image of writing being something deliberately 
worked upon,1 shaped and fashioned, by the :lotion tha tit is so pHre( 1;/) 
a 2ubliminal product that it can 'emerge' only wten the poet is not 
too preoccupied with the affairs of this world to be able, as it were, to 
listen out for it. Of the years in St Andrews, f·::>r eX2.r.lj:le, to · ... ·j.iet 
he concedes a stronger (although misdirected) interest in politics t[,a~ 
1 ~h· d ~h t 1 ote~· 'T w~o+e ve_~y li~tle a ID0st ar.y o~ er per10 , ~ e narra or a 30 n ~. - - v --
poetry' (Auto, p.245). The noint is r:aie more ~xplicitlj wr:Er ... 
~ . d +0 th~ attempted wri tir"c"s in Hellerb.'l whic:-., dro.;?ing reI ere~ce 1.3 !!J.a e _ . J.~ ¥ 0 
, .. A h ld t b +'. C'i~~" ~o~ .. .,...,·· the verse composed for ':'r..e .. evl Hge, are.e 0 e ... i.e .. -~" 1:' - I_~J • 
1 • 
2L1( . -
I had no training; I was too old to sUbmit myself to 
contemporary influences; and I had acquired in Scotland 
a deference towards ideas which made my entrance into 
poetry difficult. Though my imagination had begun to 
work I had no technique by which I could give expression 
to it. There were the rhythms of English poetry on the 
one hand, the images of my mind on the other. All I could 
do at the start was to force the one, creaking and com-
MOi;1d. of 
plaining)into the(other. (Auto, p.205) 
Simply by admitting the consideration of technique at this point, the 
autobiography -- however surprisingly in relation to its other assertions 
about the spontaneous nature of poetry -- attributes more importance to 
the verse than the prose, by virtue of widening the scope of the 
attention it receives. Yet such is Muir's skill that this sense of 
paradox does not become intrusive, and does not prevent him from using 
even this passage to reinforce his own separation of values. He begins 
by claiming to have had 'no training' because he had received no 
instruction in the composition of poetry, so distanCing this area of his 
work still further from the very thorough instruction he had taken while 
becoming a highly efficient propagandist in prose under Orage's tutelage. 
He isolates himself from 'contemporary influences' to defend the purity 
of his imagination and to suggest, however implausibly, that in the 
years while he was preparing the essays for Transition he was unaffected 
in his own writing by the modernist ethos he was analysing, again pushing 
poetry away from the deliberations of his critical faculties. And the 
same estranging movement is apparent, with an oddly anti-Scottish twist, 
in the separation of 'Scottish ideas' from 'the English poetiC tradition', 
as if poetry and ideas were quite incompatible -- and as if he had 
become reconciled to preCisely the dissociation he had attacked in 
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Scott and Scotland. Muir seems determined that the reader should not 
suspect his own poetry of carrying Scottish ideas -- or any other sort, 
for that matter, lest they reveal its conceptual content. Indeed, the 
English poetic tradition is not aligned here with any Eliotesque images 
of the hard intellectual struggles of the apprentice poet, being referred 
to only as 'the rhythms' of English poetry, as if their adoption were 
able t~ be some kind of purely technical matter carrying no implications 
of wider cultural or political issues and no hint of rejecting a 
distinctive Scottish tradition. Moreover, by making distance in time 
('I was too old') rather than geographical or social distance from the 
English cultural centre the cause of his difficulties he further 
depoliticises the nature of the choices made at this time and the motives 
behind their determination; and, since problems of time are alone 
irresolvable, he adds to the pessimistic impulSion towards transcendent-
alism which permeates the autobiography. 
This claim to technical incompetence sits comfortably with the 
autobiographical persona's image of 'Muir' as the plain, unsophisticated 
writer na1vely recording the empirical truth of his experience whenever 
and in whatever mode he writes. But the autobiography is attempting 
more than the reinforcement of its own narrative stance in its treatment 
of the poetry. In providing an interpretation of the verse as a 
reflection of the trans~ndentalist ideology which the autobiography 
(. 
avows, the book seeks not only to lend the poetic precedence over all 
his other writings, but also to make its own values and philosophy, 
understood only from within its own terms, govern the reading of the 
poetry while disguiSing the propagandist intention of the alliance. 
So adept is Muir in this exercising of this literary manipulation that 
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::btter feels compelled to comment precisely tl:at 
propaganda is an expression of the will, poetry of the 
imagination; so te did not thi~~ propagandist poetrJ 
!)ossitle. ([£, p.143) 
To divide 'will' and 'imagination' in this ma~~er -- as if the li~its 
of the will were not set by the bo~ndaries of the imagination, ar.d the 
ter~s of the imagination went unaffected by the choices of the will __ 
shows how completely Butter adopts Muir's separation of the rational 
and the intuitive, the intellectual and the emotional, and reveals the 
success of the very propaganda whose existence he denies. 
Yet ironically, once the extent of ~uir'~ desire to persuade has 
been recognised and his transcendentalist val:les eschewed, tl:e 
autobiography still functions, from a wider perspective ounTith his 
ideology, as an index to his aesthetic. It holds within itself not only 
his attempts to determine one reading of the poetry, but also sufficient 
evidence to suggest the basis of another. 
Muir's own interpretation is facilitated by hi::: see:::ing large"!.:;.' 
to have devoted hi3 poetry to an ex;:,loratior. ryf the religious as?.-'ct 
of his thougtt which was eventually to G.oUlirka te tis ideology. .i:'C.:l:' 
achronologically and especially if ~ead i~ the volume 0: Collected 
?ccms ..,. 11 . t' T" "1' .,' t h 1 2 edited by John hE:. ~1J. n .. ;~ .... a ~· ... Ul.r s e_::: -- t~e poetry reveal3 
3. sys tew 0: ir::ages, of syr:J.bols and Lei tmoti:s, ~·!hich cr-eo. :es an i:::·~~bi!l-
utiv8 world whose values are always analo6ous to, if r.ct i~er.tic~l ~ith. 
th03e 0f the autobiography. In what mi6'h t be cor.s tr'..;.ed. ~s a CO[.;"'CIl -: on 
his own achievement ~uir wrote: 
''::he wor:::3 we :.a~ew like our right har.j, 
2. ~r' e·O. 
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Composed a legendary land ••• ' ( 'The Voyage', CP '60 138 , p. , 
1.69-71) -
Muir's critics have long recognised the existence of this system. 
Hollander, for example, dates the establishment of a parallel literary 
universe from 1937: 
In Journeys and Places Muir had gathered a volume of contemplative 
lyric poems that are his typical form of poetic expression. 
Figures and landscapes from classical antiquity, Christian myth, 
contemporary art and life (often perceived through the senses of 
Theseus, Odysseus, Penelope, or Abraham, as well as of Holderlin 
or Kafka) are the subjects; Time, the Fall, the Journey their 
mode of symbolic expression. ( Bibliographical Study, p.13-4) 
Yet the evaluation of this network is given with a confident appeal to 
the familiar theme of 'naturalness' which suggests a complacent and 
untroubled acceptance of Muir's own values. 'His succeeding volumes', 
Hollander writes, 'naturally give a sense of growing mastery, but not of 
new departures' ( Bibliographical Study, p.14). It is unsurprising 
that these characteristics should appear more pronounced in the late 
1930s. At this time Muir was withdrawing from public debate as a 
result of the controversy over Scott and Scotland, and working, through 
his diary, towards the personal affirmation of Christianity that shows 
the most accomplished and consistent exercising of the scheme in ~ 
Labyrinth and One Foot in Eden. But while its markers are more numerous 
and more diverse in character, and were developed over a much longer 
period of time than Hollander implies, perhaps its most significant 
aspect is exactly the absence of 'new departures' which seems to be so 
satisfactorily regarded. That the system which produced 'Childhood' 
in 1923 was substantially unchanged when it came to construction of 'The 
Horses' in 1955 seems to suggest less a remarkable and admirable 
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consistency than a determinedly exclusive rigidity. Such stasis would 
seem to imply that the poetic system was constructed to preserve an 
artificial balance, holding in check forces of which Muir's fear is so 
great that he will not admit any new agent or drop a single element, 
lest the entire construction crumble. 
The effort Muir invested in the creation of his system may be 
gauged from a brief enumeration of its components, showing their thematic 
links with his prose work along with the range of their recurrence 
throughout the career represented by the Collected Poems. 
The elements of Muir's poetic world include abstract themes as 
familiar from his autobiography as, for example, time. There are more 
than sixty references to the notion of time in the volume,3 establishing 
the complaint against change, development or decay which the poet is 
held to voice on behalf of his trust in an alternative, immutable, 
transcendent reality.4 Equally accustomed are the terms in which this 
protest is presented. For instance, the poetry is based on the image 
of a predominantly rural landscape which mirrors the pastoral bias of 
the autobiography in suggesting that the countryside is the natural 
habitat of man. 5 There are human settlements, villages, even small 
3. See CP '60, pp.19/20/1/39-48/57/61/73/4/8/80/3/6/91/9/101/2-5/11/6/ 
7/25:6/30-4/8741-4/54/5/68/6/8/7/3/6/80/3/5/8/95/200/2/8/11/7/23/7/ 
38/40/1/2/8/9/51/4/69/70/2/89/97/9/300. 
4. For instance, by Butter in 'Last Years' (~, p.271-300) and Knight 
in 'Something to Pursue' (An Introduction, p.165-198). 
5. Frequent reference is made to emblems of rural life: for example, in , 
CP '60 to such obvious signs as fields: pp.19/2/4/40/2/3/59/60/9/76/7/ 
81/3/5/6/92/3/107/9/12/5/26/30/40/1/49/s4i64/9/75/82/5/227/37/45/64/5/ 
72/89; and trees: pp.21/2/3/4/39/41/8/58/9/63/S/74/5/8/ 80/ 87/93/5/7/ 
100/2/4/7/8/9/16/9/20/7/31/3/47/8/54/8/69/79/200/14/26/7/53/66/70/3/ 
83/4. 
towns in this world: but no cities.6 Large conurbations imaging 
Glasgow marked industrialisation for Muir, signifying the destruction 
of the kind of organiC society idealised in Scott and Scotland. 
But the poetry is more explicit than that study in its acknowledge-
ment and acceptance of the restrictions in freedom imposed by such 
organisation. The scene may be composed of fields, trees and woods, 
divided by walls and roads,7 but it is also peppered with castles and 
8 towers, symbols of the social distribution of ownership by which these 
at the top of the hierarchy perpetuate their power over those at the 
bottom. The political implications of authoritarianism are hinted at 
in this power being an active force and these symbols retaining a 
practical role in the events which the poetry describes. The roads not 
only represent Muir's reliance on the metaphor of life as a journey --
associated with a childhood reading of Pilgrim's Progress (Auto, p.28) 
but also provide routes for the passage of vast numbers of people 
displaced, either as soldiers or refugees, in obscure wars waged by the 
operations of society.9 In the search for an acceptance of the human 
6. The predominant image is the house or home: for example, CP '60 
pp.19/20/40/1/2/7/82/7/95/114/25/9/30/2/72/7/86/218/9121/307s/53/72/4. 
7. Walls are cited, for example in CP'60 pp.24/59/62/6/72/3/5/94/5/100/ 
110/4/25/8/9/32/42/3/68/9/72/81/212/21/35/70/83; and roads on pp.39/ 
42/3/5/7/53/61/74/86/7/91/4/5/7/100/6/7/8/9/11/4/7/22/6/30/40/5S/63/ 
4/6/7/9/74/80/5/9/91/4/202/17/9/22/3/5/33/40/5/51/2/3/66. 
S. For instance, Qf '60 pp.43/6/64/5/6/S/72/4/7/81/96/103/10/11/1S/25/6 
/8/42/69. 
9. Journeys are referred to in CP '60 pp.410/2/94/107/S/S0/ 202 ; and wars 
in pp.20/39/40/3/8/61/4/70/173/4/6/83/5/6/91/3/4/5/101 /3/7/8/13/5/ 
21/5/8/9/30/42/8/77/9/85/7/237/44/6/50/2/62/5/6/74/S0/2/9. 
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condition on the grounds that it does not represent ultimate reality, 
Muir comes perilously close to condoning political quietism of the most 
irresponsible variety. 
The protagonists set against this landscape are drawn also from 
areas significant in other prose works by Muir. Named individuals 
appear, enacting grand themes and passions, as if this world aspired to 
the condition he detected in the tradition of the Border ballads; 10 and 
the autobiographical fascination with the consciousness of animals takes 
up another aspect of that tradition with beasts introducing to the scene 
a frisson of the supernatural. They most frequently take the guise of 
creatures from some unspecified mixture of mythologies. '1 
However, it is also suggested that his poetic construction is 
validated by its implicating more deeply elemental factors. Rock and 
stone, water, the sea and blood are all named to the point of 
incantation,12 as if the poetry were making a bid to escape the 
accidental sources from which Muir drew the elements of his consciousness 
and so approach the condition of the transcendental world to which he 
aspires. Religion, for example, appears most usually in the shape of 
ritual, the gods of classical myth being named only a handful of times 




For instance, Hector (p.24), Hglderlin (p.668), Mary Stuart (p.75) 
Penelope (p.114) Robert Bruce (p.115) Oedipus (p.189) Promethe.u. 
(p.214) and Telemachos (p.220). 
For example, CP '60 pp.19/20/1/6/8/9/31/42/52/ 61 /9/70///80/5/7/99/ 
102/8/9/13/29732/3/42757/60/71/6/9/200/2/7/16/46/53/8/73/4/6/8/83/ 
91/3/9/300. 
These elements appear less frequently but with a cumulative 
re~larity: for instance, rock on CP '60 pp.19/23/8/31/40/1/5/8/ 
60/5/82/94/125/131/2/40/50/2/208/330743; water or the sea, on pp. 
19/22/3/4/5/6/42/5/60/2/4/9/71/6/83/92/8/103/6/ 11 /4/7/21/5//35//43// 
69/77/202/8/29; and blood on pp. 28/39/42/51/94/108/16/27/8 30 3 
229/35/41/60/58/91. 
, I' t' 13 un1versa 1sa 10n. This apparent reticence, though, is undermined 
by the repetition of elements such as Eden and the Fall which cannot be 
used independently of their Judaeo-Christian connotations: 14 being 
less eclectic in his selection of myth than the Eliot of the Four Quartets, 
for example, Muir is unable to convey the sense of so high a degree of 
deracination. This blend of Christian and classical elements serves to 
integrate Muir's world with the structures familiar from the English 
tradition, so that the memories of Orkney which provide~he base of his 
rural vision can be read as Georgian pastoral. 15 Scottish elements in 
the system then become not evidence of allegiance to pan-Celticism,16 
but indicators of the successful assimilation of a 'peripheral' 
consciousness to the more familiar patterning of the 'central' literature. 
However, Muir's poetry does not always rely exclusively on this 
system of tokens. Apart from the early doggerel written for The New 
~, there are several published poems which show him attempting to 
express in verse ideas and beliefs other than his Christian transcen-
dentalism. Undermining the coalition of the poetic, the religious and 
the unconscious which he carefully seeks to establish in the autobio-
graphy, they reveal the continuing struggle throughout his career between 





For instance, CP '60 pp.63/83/165/89. 
The Fall, for example appears on CP '60 pp. 43/50/8/62/3/9/70/81/ 
3/7/8/100/32/3/99/202/7710/2/27/70. 
For instance, by Al Alvarez who claims in a review of CPo '60 that 
'spiritually and technically ••• he belongs to the generat10n of 
poets which was killed off in the first World War' (The Observer, 
8 May 1960, p.22). 
See Hoffman, Barbarous Knowledge. 
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The best-known of these pieces are probably the poems about 
scotland which were selected for the final Collected Poems by virtue 
of having appeared by Muir's own choice in The Narrow Place (1943) 
and One Foot in Eden (1956): 'Scotland 1941' and 'Scotland's Winter' 
respectively. Expressing his anger with the cultural condition of the 
country, both talk explicitly of Scotland's political paralysis, 
attacking the people for having 'no pride but pride~f pelf'('Scotland 
1911', 1.32) now that the 'obdurate pride' which 'made us a nation' has 
'robbed us of a Nation' (1.13-4). They take no comfort in any aspect of 
transcendentalism, being bitter attacks on those who can go 'content/ 
With their poor frozen life and shallow ban~ishment' ('Scotland's Winter', 
1.27-8); and they stand as representatives of the continuing fluctuations 
even after Scott and Scotland in his opinion of the country. No 
political solution may be explicitly offered in these indictments (in 
the name of Douglas and Bruce) of Knox and Melville, Burns and Scott; 
but their drive is in quite another direction from the pointers towards 
assimilation in English culture which conclude that study. 
'Scotland 1941' was reprinted in The Narrow Place within two years 
of its first appearance; but the publishing history of 'Scotland's 
Winter' is more interesting. It was printed in The Listener (C514) and 
in Scottish Journey in 1935, and can therefore be seen as part of the 
expression of the conflicts Muir was experiencing in that period and on 
the eve of his final submission to transcendentalism. But it was not 
incorporated into a collection of his verse until 1956, although four 
volumes were brought out in the intervening years and although only one 
comma had been changed when it did appear in One Foot in Eden. 
McCulloch may interpret the mood of the poem as one of 'resigned 
futilitY',17 but delaying publication until the poem might be included 
in his most securely transcendentalist volume suggests that Muir himself 
was wary of the emotions represented in this piece, and their political 
implications, and preferred to avert the critics' attention until it 
could be read as eccentric to the main trend of his thought -- or, at 
least, until its new context could reinforce its pessimism as an 
alternative to the way in which the setting in Scottish Journel 
emphasizes its anger. 
The ambiguous timing of the poem's various appearances was 
facilitated by --as well as reflected in -- the complexities of time 
within 'Scotland's Winter' itself. It begins by locating itself firmly 
in the pres en t: 
Now the ice lays its smooth claws on the sill (1.1); 
and that claim to perpetual currency, implying that the poem will be 
equally applicable in 1935 or 1956 or at any later date, already fore-
shadows the bitterness and cynicism induced by the situation the poem 
describes. The winter has frozen time, preventing any hope for a change 
in Scotland's status: but, surprisingly, it is shown to have set in 
at preCisely the point of Scotland's medieval history Muir usually holds 
to have represented her 'Golden Age'. This is a rural world undisturbed 
by change, where the daughter from the local water mill can only walk, 
not ride, from place to place. The military imagery, with the SUD 
'helmed' in its casket and brandishing a sword, reinforces the medieval 
suggestion, as do the references to Percy, Douglas, Bruce and leprosy; 
17. McCulloch, 'Edwin Muir and Scotland', p.78. 
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but the imagery is hostile, and the sun, looking down from the hills, 
is at best indifferent, refusing to thaw Scotland back into life. 
The rather erratic rhyme scheme and uneven line length focus attention 
on an even earlier and unspecified prelapsarian era by referring to the 
burial of Bruce, 
And all the kings before 
This land was kingless, 
And all the singers before 
This land was songless (1. 16-9) • 
The elegiac lyricism of these shortest, repetitious lines emphasises the 
connection between political autonomy (albeit of a monarchical variety) 
and artistic fluidity. But the longest sentence in the poem ends with 
the longest line -- 'This land that with its dead and living waits the 
Judgement Day' (1.20); and this suggests the failure by exhaustion of 
hope for amelioration before the completion of time itself. It is at 
this point that the mood of the poem changes, from the pessimism that 
McCulloch interprets as resignation to a cold, sneering contempt for the 
failure of the Scots to recognise their relationship to the heroes of the 
past. The commonalty does not know 'whence they come' (1.25), and 
without a clearer understanding of their own tradition and anger against 
its loss they remain not only frozen in time but metaphorically displaced 
in space - in 'shallow banishment' (~-.28) - as well. 
By stepping back from his custo~ary idealisation of Scotland's 
rural past, Muir allows the piece to turn away from the usual direction 
of his poetry in order to make more effective his particular point at 
this time. The familiar pattern is not radically disturbed, since the 
new ideal, one step further back in time, remains the same kind of 
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coherent, hierarchical society as he usually situates in Orkney; but 
in coming closer -- in its determinedly oppositionist stance -- to the 
'Our Generation' series than any other poem, 'Scotland's ltiinter' was 
clearly out of step with the general ideological commitment of the verse, 
so necessitating its prolonged period of obscurity. Bu t in its anger 
over the state of Scotland and its clarity of construction it demonstrates 
Muir's continuing political interest and his ability to find expression 
for this aspect of his identity within poetry, the genre supposedly 
devoted to the exclusive admiration of a transcendentalist ideal. 
Scottish Journey actually includes three poems: the other two were 
never republished at all. 'Pastoral' (§l, p.100-1) opens the 'Glasgow' 
section as 'Scotland's Winter' had closed that dealing with Edinburgh. 
It is a simple tirade against the quietism of the Scottish proletariat 
in the face of mass unemployment. With direct reference to the 
structure of the nineteenth century hymn, and religion coming under 
attack beyond its comments on the Kirk's well-stocked pulpits, the poem 
is closer to incitement to riot than to Muir'S more familiar theme of 
spiritual consolation: 
Praise God from whom all blessings flow, 
Praise him all bullocks here below, 
Praise him in chief the Scottish Kirk, 
For he is kind to stot and stirk. (1.25-8) 
The poem indicts the empty remnants of Scottish cultural traditions, as 
in the penultimate stanza's exposure of the degeneration of the old 
pride in education: 
Our stirks shall yet sing Scots Wha Hae 
In kilts. Our lustier bulls and stallions 
We'll educate at Balliol. 
t:' (1.21-4) The rest shall swell the Kirk's b~tal~ions • 
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The mock-popular form, and the rebellion against religious platitude 
and political complacence, shows Muir writing in a manner as reminis-
cent of the early 'Edward Moore' as of the contemporaneous political 
satire of Auden, Spender or MacNiece. 'Industrial Scene' (~, p.152-3), 
with a parallel publishing history, is a further attack on capitalism, 
without any explicit reference to Scotland apart from the contextual 
significance of its inclusion in Scottish Journey; but again it reflects 
the intensity of Muir's political feeling at the time of composition. 
It concentrates on the cultural shams of both the proletariat and the 
bourgeoisie: 
The hundred-horse-power pub's wave-shouldering boom 
And thickened voices babbling Judgement Day. 
At the big house the Owner waits his doom 
While his Rhine-maiden daughters sit and play 
Wagner and Strauss ( L 13-7) 
As in the case of 'Pastoral', this poem is attempting to use simple 
stanzaic form and diction, with personifications such as 'Rest' and 
'the Owner', as a pastiche of 'high' art. This return to the technique 
used weekly on the back page of The New Age to propagandise Douglasism 
while Muir was its assistant editor, together with the absence from 
the poem of any escape into his usual pastoral idealisation or trans-
cendental evasion, and its situation in Scottish Journey (as Muir's 
penultimate attempt to find a political solution to his dilemmas), 
suggests strongly that it was the poem's political implications and 
intentions which led to its exclusion from collections of Muir's work. 
These pieces from Scottish Journey show Muir's continuing -- if 
underused -- ability to write poetry not devoted to his Christian 
transcendentalism; and they reveal his preference for parodying eXisting 
literary styles in the process. Indeed, his reference to convention in 
his poetry has become the issue which divides the critics of his verse. 
Those who admire his work for its defence of religion tend to praise him 
as the opponent of modernism and defender of th~nglish lyric tradition, 
as if he had assumed in this area of his writing the role he nearly 
defined for himself as a critic in Transition. In order to do this, 
they must claim that some poems, such as Variations on a Time Theme, for 
example, are aberrations: the obvious debts of that sequence to ~ 
Waste Land are excused only by its following Eliot's mysticism as well 
as his technical experimentation. 18 On the other hand, several 
distinguished critics have, albeit regretfully, discounted Muir's poetry 
as being too old fashioned and bland in diction to merit much attention. 19 
Yet by returning to the autobiography, it is possible to discern in the 
poetry an aesthetic which reveals the confusions and conflicts already 
examined in his prose also operating within his verse and which explains 
many of the stylistic elements which have caused his critics such 
difficulty. 
The autobiography contains one passage in which Muir attempts to 
apply a particular strategy in the discussion of his poems, making a 
tactical move which goes beyond the usual suggestions that his verse is 
indissolubly linked with his irrational intimations of a transcendental 
world. In the long opening chapters of the book ~hich establish the 
18. 
19. 
For example, Louis Cazam@(~, 'Edwin Muir et Ie temps', Etu~es . , 
Anglaises, V 3 (1952), p.263-8; J.F. Hendry, 'Time a~d Edw1n Mu1r 
Adam International Review, 247 (1954), p.3-7; and Br1an Keeb~e, 
'In Timgs Despite: ~n the Poetry of Edwin Muir',Sewanee Rev1ew, 
81 (1973), p.633-55 • 
For instance Geoffrey Grigson, 'Recent Verse', Criterion, XIV 
(October 1934), p.141-3; Kenneth Allott, The Penguin ~ook of 
Contemporary Verse (1963)~ p.92; Maurice Lindsay, A History of 
Scottish Literature (1977), p.396-8. 
values by which all succeeding societies are to be judged, it 
nevertheless becomes clear that however privileged the Orcadians might 
be, their security could not be absolute by virtue of their temporal 
entrapment. Such a world must, for Muir, admit experiences of guilt 
and shame: and as well as being invoked by his curious anxieties 
concerning a bag of sheep-dip (Auto, p.34) and his ambiguous friendship 
with the daughter of a neighbouring farmer (Auto, p.40), these emotions 
are also associated with his having run away from a schoolboy fight 
with Freddie Sinclair. The incident is described as part of his 
childhood; but it is also brought forward, with a strange sense of the 
dislocation of time, as the source of a poem published almost twenty 
years before The Story and the Fable appea~ed: the 'Ballad of Hector 
in Hades'. 
I got rid of that terror almost thirty years later in a poem 
describing Achilles chaSing Hector round Troy, in which I •• ~ 
imagined Hector as noticing with intense, dreamlike preCision 
certain little things, not the huge simplified things which my 
conscious memory tells me I noticed in my own flight. The 
story is put in Hector's mouth ••• That is how the image came to 
me, quite spontaneously: I wrote the poem down~almost complet~ 
at one sitting. But I have wondered since whether that intense 
concentration on little things, seen for a moment as the fugitive 
fled past them, may not be a deeper memory of that day preserved 
in a part of my mind which I cannot tap for ordinary purposes. 
In any case the poem cleared my conscience. I saw that my shame 
was a fantastically elongated shadow of a childish moment, 
imperfectly remembered; an untapped part of my mind supplied what 
my conscious recollection left out, and I could at ,\ast see the 
h 1 b . . t"Sh . on a great and tragiC scale, incident woe y seel.ng 1. I\. appenl.ng, 
to someone else. After I had written the poem the flight itself 
was changed, and with that my feelings towards it ••• My feeling 
~Ol 
about the Achilles and Hector poem is not of a suppression 
suddenly removed but ratherof something which had worked 
itself out. (Auto, p.43-4) 
In keeping with the line taken throughout the autobiography, Muir here 
places the poem as a product of his supposedly pre-political Orcadian 
childhood. This dissociates it from the post-New Age, post-'Edward 
Moore', post-'Our Generation' period of its actual composition, enabling 
him to present it as something which 'came to me, quite spontaneously', 
as if it were utterly remote from the techniques of the professional 
writer which he had learned in London. Further, in this description of 
its radical innocence, the poem reaches back even beyond childhood, 
being ascribed not to his conscious recollections of the flight but to 
'a deeper memory of that day preserved in a part of my mind which I 
cannot tap for ordinary purposes'. With this reference to a mysteriously 
subliminal yet benignly active creativity ('something which had worked 
itself out'), Muir attempts to explain the poem in the terms of his own 
religious faith, reclaiming it from the public domain in which it had 
been open to virtually any interpretation since the date of first 
publication. By insisting that the poem's connotations are indissolubly 
linked to the ideological formations of the autobiography, not only 
for himself but for the reader as well, he attempts to define it as an 
image of the impossibility of escape from earthly struggles even 
through death -- without divine intervention, an exposition of the 
bleakness attributed to the pre-Christian consciousness of the 
~ 
Hellenic myth. The adaptation of the storyAinclude eternal recurrence 
since Hector need die only once for Homer's purpose -- suggests that 
Muir sought to use a familiar mythiC episode in order to insinuate his 
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own religious convictions almost unnoticed into the mind of his readers. 
At this point, the autobiographical account becomes an instr~ent for 
the attempted privatisation and monopolisation of the imagination; and 
its effect on the poem is to turn its manner from symbolism to allegory. 
It is in reference to this movement that Muir's doubts over claiming 
the status of being a symbolist poet become explicable. C.M. Bowra's 
study of that aesthetic, The Heritage of Symbolism, was published in 
1943, and of it Muir wrote: 
An absurd thing I realised after reading Bowra's book was that 
I had been writing symbolist poetry very frequently for years 
wi thout knowing it. (M.,P-, p .196) 
Some critics have taken this statement as sufficient basis for the 
categorisation of Muir and the concentration of their own efforts, 
again, on the explication of 'the system of symbols', since they hold 
that, in Wiseman's words, 
for Muir, the journey, the Fall, Eden, the labyrinth become a 
patterned symbology, a series of key symbols which are used 
over and over in slightly different circumstances. The poet 
releases these symbols into language in poem after poem, each 
time hoping that they will generate more significance. And 
by sheer accumulation they become richer and more meaningful. 
(Beyond the Labyrinth, p.33) 
But Wiseman's epigraphic quotation of the letter's reference to 
Bowra omits the immediately succeeding sentence, which shows Muir's 
awareness of some unexplored disparity between that theory and his own 
criteria in producing poems. 'He's inspired me to write one 
deliberately, which I enclose', he says; 
I think it isn't really bad: but I shouldn't have written 
it quite like that but for his book. (Auto, p.146) 
That Muir retained this vagueness in his understanding of the 
applicability of symbolist terminology to his own work is shown by 
an idea he recorded in 1947: 
I have almost a volume, but not quite, by this time; I intend 
to call the poems Symbols, or something of that kind, for 
they all deal with symbolical human situations ~types; and 
I hope ~ this will give the volume a sort of unity, and at 
the same time that it won't cause the contents to be monotonous. 
(Letters, p.146) 
From the suggestions being that the volume be called 'Symbols or 
something of that kind', it is clear that Muir was not clearly committed 
to the notion; and yet that it occurred to him a principle sufficiently 
significant to provide the structuring theme of a collection of verse 
some years after he had read Bowra does seem a comment on the 
attraction the alignment held for him. 
That appeal is not difficult to discern. In his introduction, 
Bowra's emphasis falls heavily and repeatedly on the 'fundamentally 
mystical' (p.2) nature of symbolisme. Placed as a reaction to 
nineteenth century scientific Realism, its adherents are said to have 
been in protest against the prevailing intellectual atmosphere, 
and their protest was mystical in that it was made on behalf 
of an ideal world which was, in their judgement, more real 
than that of the senses. (p.3) 
Such transcendentalist impulses could only seem sympathetiC to Muir. 
If he held back from consciously claiming too close an affinity, it 
might have been on the grounds that the movement is said not to have 
been, 'in any strict sense' (p.3), Christian; yet a less ambiguously 
phrased passage offers a suggestion towards a different explanation. 
Describing Mallarm"s poetry aB seminal in its quest for an ideal 
beauty, Bowra comments: 
All preliminaries, explanations, comparisons, are omitted. 
Only the essential points are given, and the gain in 
concentration and power is enormous. The poetry is fully 
packed. It has Some of the direct appeal of music. There 
are no prosaic joints or interstices. (P. 101 
That is to say, there is no narrative. And it is Muir's obsession 
with narrative which lies at the base of his aesthetic. 
It is no coincidence that it should be the autobiography's account 
of a poem which opened this discussion. The strategy employed here 
is to tell the tale of a distinct, complete and integrated episode in 
his life: he gives us the story behind the story, as it were, the prose 
version of the same narrative which repeats the poem in a different 
form. The chief expression of the paradox lies, of course, in the 
book's title: the Fable may be given half the weight of the equation 
syntactically, but emotionally it is credited throughout with all the 
positive values. But while it remains inaccessible, the great fable 
which no-one can really approach let alone be competent to tell (Auto, 
p.49), it does not appear to be quite so transcendent as Nuir would 
wish to suggest it to be. Rather, from all the evidence he supplies, 
it seems merely another instance of narrative: a grander, neater, more 
satisfying narrative perhaps -- but narrative just the same. Consequently, 
the great act of transcendence can never become manifest: the story is 
reiterated in different terms, but what the autobiography gives is 
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simply a rep~tition of the same narrative structure, not an escape 
from it. For the Greek heroes of the 'Ballad of Hector in Hades' 
Muir offers himself and Freddie Sinclair. He may regard thi s as 
pointing towards some essential truth: but the reader may take the 
freedom to note that the proliferation of instances proves nothing 
beyond their own commonness. And to change the personae while leaving 
the pattern unaltered suggests that the fable itself, if it existed, 
would have no greater significance than the earthly episodes which 
it repeats. 
Examples of Muir's repeating narrative patterns are to be found 
beyond his discussion of this particular poem. An Autobiography, 
his most compelling narrative, is after all a retelling of The Story and 
the Fable, itself a reworking of the pattern of his own life. The 
habit may be discerned, at very different levels, in the strategy of the 
'Our Generation' articles, for example, and in the antagonism of 
brothers in his second and third novels. Indeed from a wider perspect-
ive, all his prose works can be seen to be repeating, with variations 
in stress, a single basic pattern: that of seeking escape from conflict, 
but only being able to find another form of it in place of the desired 
transcendence. And moreover, the character of that conflict ultimately 
resolves itself into the struggle between the cluster of elements 
associated with the Scottish side of his identity and those that marked 
his desire to join the English centre. Each book comes, more or less 
successfully, to its own compromise, and the differences between those 
of We Moderns and Poor Tom and Scott and Scotland should not be under-
estimated: but the point remains that the same conflict is being 
replayed again and again to the extent that repetition becomes explicit 
as well as implicit theme, and that conflict is never escaped. No 
matter how often Muir tells the story, no matter what variations are 
made to details of the plot or features of the characters, its 
essential structure remains the same: and his role as story-teller is 
safely perpetual. 
The opening pages of the autobiography, retelling the myths and 
legends of his parents, emphasise that for Muir the relating of stories 
was inseparably linked to the values of his Orcadian childhood. 
Moreover, the use of the Ballads as a critical touchstone from the early 
1920s to the mid-1950s, and the shift to Scottish settings and themes 
. 
I 
in an attempt to solve his problems with autho~al voice and stance in 
~ 
his novels, suggests that this association was expanded so that the 
concept of narrative always carried special reference to the notion 
of Scottishness for him. In the chief crisis of his career as a critic, 
in the 1920s, he had turned against (English) modernism because of the 
threat he discerned to the humanist values of his residual (Scottish) 
socialism; and by another repetition he holds his poetry back from the 
commitment to symbolism by his adherence to the narrative structures 
which guaranteed his keeping faith with another aspect of his Scottishness. 
The resulting compromise is a confusion of impulses towards modernism 
and reCiprocal returns to pre-modernist features. 
The element of~bolism in his verse, for example, is transformed 
into a method of making a complete narrative stand as a symbol. The 
'Ballad of Hector in Hades' can be read as an allegory of his childhood 
flight, but it can also be seen as a fixed single image of the main 
problem of his life, his endless attempts to come to terms with the 
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conflict he could not escape. Even after death, in Hades, Hector 
can be given no release from the stasis of the present tense: 
I run. If I turned back again 
The earth must turn with m~ 
The mountains planted on the plain, 
The sky clamped to the sea. (1.13-6) 
Hector had been running through European consciousness since Homer's 
epic was composed: only Muir refuses him escape from his crisis 
through death. 
In 1958, he wrote to Norman MacCaig: 
I've been rather daunted in the last year or two by the fear 
that I am keeping on writing the same poem, and I fancy that 
it has inhibited (horrible word) the flow. (Letters, p.202) 
That fear was not groundless. The themes of ~scape, of timelessness, 
of transcendentalism, have long been recognised in his poetry; but they 
are not the records of a spiritual victory. Rather, they are the 
marks of a political defeat, of a failure to produce a synthesis from 
the dialectic of Scottishness and Englishness which Muir's life 
encapsulated. While the Scottish Journey poems show his most explicit 
approach to the problem, even a few of his most frequently anthologised 
and supposedly transcending poems can be seen to be replaying the same 
old story, and to be using the techniques first developed in 'Our 
Generation' to hide the problem while doing so. 
'The Labyrinth' remains the prime example of the problem. The 
long opening sentence, the careful modulations of rhythm, the ambiguous 
conclusion ('I did not know the place'), the invasions of the world by 
the labyrinth: all have been interpreted as constituting Muir's most 
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liberal statement of religious faith. Knight's assertions are 
remarkably bold: 
The power of the 'illusion' has been acknowledged; its presence 
in the poem is of a strength to deny the word itself. Do we 
then have a limp contradiction of that power, a hopeful 
assertion of faith in the existence of that other world? No. 
The power of an illusion does not convert it into a truth. (p.156) 
His interpretation derives from the absolute quality of the statements 
embedded in a structure of recurring doubt: 
I could not live if this were not illusion. 
It is a world perhaps; but there's another. (1.46-7) 
That was the real world; I have touched it once, 
And now shall know it always. (1.65-6) 
Yet what the poem actually embodies is the tension between the narrative 
-- the story of Theseus -- and his moments of vision. While narrative 
absolutely demands progression, the movement from the beginning to the 
end, religious vision such as Muir's requires precisely an escape from 
change, the achievement of temporal transcendence. By its reliance on 
a dramatic persona, on giving the poem the premise of being a monologue, 
Muir makes it impossible for it to evade its temporary and temporal 
nature, since speech can only be lineal and therefore 'in' time. 
Consequently it is not a statement of faith but of its failure; and that 
collapse is revealed through Muir's inability to speak directly of his 
own experience of repeated conflict, as if he hoped by giving it to 
Someone from an ancient Greek myth the perpetual cycle might be broken. 
The use of such personae is remarkably common in Muir's poetry. 
Not only does he have to tell his own story again and again; he tries 
to make it seem as if all other stories were approximations to the 
paradigm too. But even when the 'I'-voice is not credited to a figure 
from history or literature, the effect is st;ll of 1 • a iterary persona 
speaking, as it was in 'Our Generation'. 
One foot in Eden still I stand 
And look across the other land. (1.1-3) 
Caught uncomfortably 'still', so that there can be no movement in 
space or time, no return and no advance, that persona tries to reconcile 
the strangeness of the 'blessings' he discerns with the fact of their 
existence. Only the persona, described as physically having a foot 
in each camp, can bridge the two worlds~ he literally holds the poem 
together, since only his words constitute the link which is its subject; 
and the poem reciprocates by providing the persona with an existance, 
since he 'lives' only in the words of the poem. 
He may say that 'The World's great day is growing late' (1.3) 
but there is no suggestion beyond this mere statement of the approaching 
conclusion of time that there can be any truly alternative reality; and 
indeed, the finality of the end of a 'day') usually implying the start 
of another cycle of day and nigh~is problematical. 
When Muir attempts to write on themes whose closeness to that 
Scottish cluster of associations makes him uncomfortable, he uses another 
of 'Moore's' techniques :Javoid confronting his inability to speak 
clearly. The narrator does not become multiple as in the modernistic 
experiments of Chorus of the Newly Dead or the Variations on a Time 
Theme: but he does become plural. The use of 'we' in 'Our Generation' 
was pitched to suggest the writer's Englishness: later, as Muir 
recognises the failure of Social Credit to revitalise the ideal society, 
-
of th.e co;:.z.' .... :~al VOl.' ce r cc ~. , c.. re .... l:ec. 0:- ,;;a::i c 
cC:;-J[:u:-.i ty of ~cotland' s f as t. 11':' the 'C0::;:lair..: 0: :Le =:;iLg 
for ins tance, the specifici ty 0: reference to fi,;ul"es :- ro::. tr .. e ::-aii tior. 
and the echo of the "four-line Ball~i stanza stress that 7cice's 2cottist 
accer:.t: 
• 
Our old songs are lost, 
Our sons are newspapd:~€n 
At the singers' cost. 
There llere no pa.pers when 
0ir ?atrick Spens put out to sea 
In all the country cottages 
With music and ceremony 
For five cent~ries. 
~ill Scott and Rogg, the robbers, ca~e 
And nailed the singing trageiies 10wn 
In dumb letters under a name 
And led the bothy to the town. 
Sir Patrick Spens shut in a book, 
Burd Helen stretched across a page: 
A few readers look 
There at the effigy of our age. 
The singing and the harping fled 
Into the silent library; 
But we are with Helen dead 
And with Sir Patrick lost at sea. 
f t . s c,r be o~ive~ as a co~~:-essed Even the s tory of the failure 0 s orle '- .. 
t the ~ !'r~~ ... ; t.l.' or. a:~. 0 '1:-. t 1. r. but his atteffi~ts 0 save -----
the c~d to no more than recording its loss ir.. its own te:-~~. ~:. ';he 
~ifficult Land', this d.uceal to the notion of in:esrEi :ei Oi;t vc..:.is[-_e:' ..... 
..... 
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community is coupled with the attempted transcendental reconciliation 
of 'One Foot in Eden': 
'This is a difficult country, and our home'. (~.52) 
But the sense of entrapment is expressed, not neutralised, by the 
narrators' enumeration of the antithetical 'despairs' and 'love'. 
The expository tone of Muir's poetry, as if he were dealing with 
a number of shared assumptions, arises from his need to argue the case 
for transcendentalism, to persuade his readers -- and, in the light of 
multiple repetition, himself -- of the openness of that escape route. 
By force of the habit acquired from 'Edward Moore', he seeks to appear 
as the plain man who uses language honestly and directly, responsibly 
avoiding the confusions of stylistic complexity. But this attitude 
of accepting a reality to which the only response is flight is not only 
paradoxical but laden with political implications. The ideal of 
Muir's transcendentalism is timelessness: but the practical consequence 
of its search has been seen to be, ironically, a form of stasis, of 
being timelessly held in the attitude of conflict and flight. (The 
'despair' invoked at the end of each reading of 'The Combat' might more 
properly be attributed to the narrator and the poet than to 'the killing 
beast that cannot kill' (1.48), since the vision is of another 
repetition of another conflict that can never be over.) Amongst this 
tangle of aspiration and failure, political quietism becomes the order 
of the verse. 
'The Little General', for example, has tended to attr~ct the attention 
of critics only in so far as it repeats again an episode from the 
autobiography. Butter comments only that in the poetiC version of the 
l~njlo~d's shootin£ tri~3 to the :~lan~-
'-' .. - • .::> H .... .:J, 
here ~ore is done to ~ake the ietails 
in the hunter's cap corres~ondiLg to the falli~~ feat~ers ~~ 
the dead birds bring the ~.-70 together. Eun te~ 2.:--.:1 quarry a::'.:::. 
the remnant of an ancient tower on the hill, which has loo~:ed. 
0''';' t on many such scenes, together ~0r=J. a '?erennial e::lbleI:l 
painted on a shield'. (E&P, p.200-1) 
In fact, there is not much of ~1uir' s socialis t anger left in his 
autobiographical indictwent of the economic syste~ ~hich resulted i~ 
the family being expelled ~rom Orkney. He ~otes only that the General 
'was a very bad landlord, and in a few years drove ~y father out of the 
farm by his exactions' (Auto, p.15); and indeed the prose see~s to 
describe the poem written in 1938 rather than the experience of the 
1890's: 
It was a mere picture; I did not feel angry with the General or 
sorry for the birds; I was entrancei with the bright gun, the 
white smoke, and particularly with the soft brown tabs of leather 
on the shoulders of his jacket. (Auto, F.15) 
In making 'a mere picture' of the events, M~ir depoliticises them. 
The General comes 'Across the sound, bringing the island iea:n' (1.2), 
an~ he did kill not only animals and birds but also, through capitalist 
exploi ta tion, tt ~ Orcadian life which the :birs i:ne·,,;. "fet the poe::l 
d +~ .. Les ~o tlame for thi2, since o~ce ca~~t: expresses no anger a!1. a~\"r~:;uL. •. 
in the stasis of the Foem~ 
Hunter 3.nd in the bO'.llldless trap (1.5), 
the :;e!1eral can do not!:i~~ :::at is real ar::' cO!1sequ.er.tl:l lo::e~ re3-
pon;;:;ibility. The 
v' \.- ' , .. o·.r-~"'l.' €"'ce": 
C-"""'C1' o"rne:.:s 3ucL as .. U1r .ll.::r:e_~ ~'·l~· .. ..... of '-' ~ ... __ '-~- J. 
through his Glaswegian socialism; and in that conservative denial 
of movement his aesthetic is again indicted. 
Muir's aesthetic runs the same themes of conflict, flight and the 
failure of escape through his poetry again and again, to the point of 
obsession, and places his dilemma between the Scottish and the English 
aspects of himself at the centre of his writing. If Alvarez's contention 
that 'the poetry ••• ~ Muir's identity,20 is valid, it is only in the 
sense that the poetry embodies again the struggle that denies him any 
such unitary character. In his last critical work, the lectures given 
while he was Charles Eliot Norton, ;Professor at Harvard in 1955-6, ~l ,is is 
again the dominant theme as he seeks once more for a solution. 
20. Alvarez, review of CP '60, The Observer, 8 May 1960, p.22. 
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In the con text of the work to ""hich r-1uir' s critics pay ::os t 
a~tention -- his poetry and autobiography -- the replayi~g of the 
co~flict arising f~om the clash between his '2cottishness' and his 
'Z~glish' literary career in the lectures of T~e Estate of Poe~ry o~ly 
ur.derlines the centrality of these themes to his writing. Yet there 
are levels of repetition involved here ~hich can ce seen as slight~J' core 
subtle than simple continuation. That the conflict still requires iis-
cussion in 1955 shows that ~uir had failed to reconcile these warring 
elements -- but he had also ~roved ur.able to take the other alternative: 
the suppression of either side. Had he felt it possible to place him-
tl-
self wholely withir. a Scottis~ framework or to assi~ilate complet}y to 
English culture, he might have successfully escaped his tormented 
situation: the precise nature of his position was that each side was too 
strong to be denied. Read in the context of one of ttose major ele~e~ts, 
the 'Engl:ilsh' critical career to which they fonJ. the concl~J.sior~, the8e 
lectureS reveal the complexity of ~uir's dile~~a by taking their place ,~ 
the repetition of ar.other pattern -- the suppression of his f~ll :cot~ish 
interests i1: order that his r2putation might be enhanced (as in his tine 
'11i:1: ~he r e~tl ';'e;e) , fo llowed b~' the ex}:' 1 ici t c()i~3ide!'=- tio:': 0: 2cot 1: i::1"2".e;: s 
(a: in the release of his co~tributions to The ?ree~~~). 
~uirls career as a literary jour~~list did not end i~ 1939. ~lt~oush 
}., .... t + +' t' .. 19-:z: r 1 1,.. c trl.·n 1 ·• "~ir~~·ire,.:l .. e ::.e\'er ~.a tched t .. e 0'.1 !=,:l ~ 0.:. .:.e m1::' ~,~s, L.e er ,.::;:.. .... '" . ,c.;. • ,' ......... 
1. For ir::::~3.nce, seventy-fo· . ..;.r piece:; are 'i+;--:rir'1-+:9d to 1~'35, :.:r.:i 
':: 0>,''''- ~J to 18'76 ,_ t .... t;:...... ... _,' • 
i terr:s recorded by ~oy and :·1ellown, some eight hundred e.::d twer.ty ',lere 
writ~'?:l in tr:e years from 1913 to 1939, while approxi~e.telJ 
four hundred and fifty are listed for the ~i~eteen years between 1~42 
and 1959, showing a remarkablj slight diminution in average annual 
production rates with age. r·1uir see!!1S never to have been financially 
secure; but however severe the pecuniary pressures u~der which he wrote, 
the significance of this area of his work cannot be li:lited to claiming, 
in Butter's words, that 'it was a sad waste that he did not have mo~e 
time for his poetry and for critical works on a larger scale' (X & P, 
p.264). Rather, the importance of this body of criticism lies in its 
revelation that the effects of Muir's a~omalous situation were not escaped 
by the espousal of transcendentalism in 1939 but continued to mark his 
prose as well as his poetry to the end of his life. 
The most i~~ediately aDDarent of the various levels at which the 
... L 
retrenchment of this phase of his career can be see~ to be operatir.g is 
at that of the new conservatis~ of his approach. I:: the 1920s ~nd 1930s 
~·~uir tad written for an extraordinarily wide selectior: of periodicals, 
rangi~g from established papers such as The Athenae'm to innovative 
English, American and Scottis:: magazines such as The Calendar of ?olern 
:'ette~8, The Freeman and The r1ode~n Scot. 131,..;. t from 1940, -:'he Lis t er:er 
azo.J. n.t: Otser/er becorr.e the context for the F".lblica tior.. of tLe lI:c..jori ty 
.t" , • • 
o~ IdS lJ~ece2. Both of these had establisl:ei the::selves as c. ::;iidle-
b 1 . t ~ a-r.d S1'~ce n,el." tn' er gave 1~1"r~t nr1"oritJ·· row, ge~er~ -1D eres~ papers: ... - ~ ~-
to the propa5a tion of a ci:oser.. poli tical 0::' ae~ tl:e:ic p:-og-ra::.::re, :Leir 
C '- 7',....·,.· ....... ~-..J ~he iwfortar..ce or urge!:cy wi ti~ " .. u.icr. 
to write. ~ '~;c"" ~r:'ey O ". .•. _ •• ~ l 
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tOpiC8 3.gainst Ttlhich to exercise hiz skills. At the tegiLning of~is 
c~!'eer he had., ",i th r .. ot:!ble e~lectici3T., covered wor::8 or.. ;sj"c::o lOGY, 
religion ~nd 9hilosophJ', as well as literature of all genres ar.d ~ever~l 
nationali ties; but as if The Str'Jcture of the novel had been his on I;;" 
theoretical productior., he was now largely confir.ed to reviewing fiction, 
especially in maintaining his association with The Listener. His 
situation seems to repeat his position in the late 1920s, when he hud felt 
compelled to deal always with 'the half-fo~~ed, the inco~plete, the 
mediocre and the promising,;2 but while his response tten had ~een to give 
up reviewing altogether in order to write his own novels, the failure of 
those books and the conseque~t development of his career had closed any 
such options that he might have cor.sid.ered in the 1940s or 1950s. 
Yet there is an element of complacency in Muir's later work for 
periodicals too. Even while living as warden of Uewbattle Abbey College 
in the years between 1950 and 1955, when the first edition of ~~s 
Collected Poems in 1952 and the award of the C.E.E. in 1953 were bringir.g 
literary prestige to accompany his reasonable financial stability, he rna~e 
l'!0 ~oticea1:;le reductio'!.". in his reviewi:!ib' commi trnents. Content in the 
~ain to pr~cis the plots of the works under consideration, com~e~tine 
occ~nion~lly on so~e error of ta~te or =tyle, te pays little ~tte~~i0~ to 
." '~ ',. "1 ., fij ... _.... _ 
"'0 I f t"'" +' fr'e ed 10"- s+';""",,,,,, ~.·o a cr,_'t .. _:r.. th.',·"", "' •.a.r' t,}-1e .f'_i ...... ~t .. ve C 0 .... 13 .. l~e 0 .... r .... ~...:.:.., "1. .. ,, .. <_','" ~ _ • _ v -  - .-
~a~ife~ta.tions of litera~y oodernism in the 19209, it remains re~ti~ent 
to note that t~e rn~te~i3l compul~ion on ~li~ ~o write critic~ll: WG: 
~rnhably lese absolute than ~t ary otter ti~e of ti~ li~e ~ &n~ tt~t . 
4olo- ., 




challenge it ?Tovided. F 't \0,' or l.ns ance, ~ ... lS review of a selection 
of books on existentialism. ~lorks througho'.lt at the level of r..otir.g 
that 
Existentialism is a serious ~ovemer.t 5.r ... d r.o-: a. !"'i, .• ere f~ shl.' 0"" . c:. .1 , 
and in the last twe~ty years it has inspired and in a sense 
prod',lced an unusual nu.mber of remarkable writers: Heidegger 
ani Jaspers in Germany, and Sartre, Marcel and Camus in France. 
Following superficial comments on the individual volumes, he can only 
conclude, lamely, trmt 
the gulf between the two ~inds of Existentialism is so great 
that one has some trouble in remembering that both have 
certain beliefs in corr~on. (C1002) 
Articles written for periodical r~blication or as occasion~l 
lectures in these years suffer from the same lack of spirit. ':'hose 
collected for Essays on Literature and Society3 not only represAnt the 
problem, but a.lso suggest its cause. Each of r·~uir' s chief areas of 
interest is indicated within this volume: but the ter:ns in ·Ilhich this 
is done show only the repetition of established ideas ~ and a further 
degree of loss of nerve. Henryson, :Surns and Scott stand for :Jcottish 
li terature: but there is no consideraticr.. of the :Renaissance ~~cve;nE~nt 
or eve~, had he wanted to deal exclusively with in~ividuals. of 
~1acl)iarmid • Kafka, 2pengler and Holderlin pe~so~ify Cc~ti~ent~l 
, t' wrl 1ng: Broch and Feuchtwa~5er are omitted. 
l' '" f'; t:'ured l'r. "},a ....... ·''''' ('"'I},"'k-esne~"'''' T'r~''''''l''''''.:1' v ..... t:;; .. v .... .t'.-Jt. ............. v .... ~ .. _ ... 1 cl. ... t"":;:, ..., .. .:~ .... ~ ...... 0 
even ~n attempt to record his ~at~re o::ir.ic!1 
]._'1d Sne;lisl: Ii terat:tre 
Y' ~ '! ... .- ..... rl- ... a .... ·.l ~.:..J. .. ...J...). ther'1 is r.O t 
Of' l4'11' o~ ";)1'\ 11r:l Ja'ice • oj _,.J., " , 
3. l;"~.<:::,-., .... 0'" T.1' ..... r!"· .. ,'.,..e """'d ..... or.iu .. ·• (1 C.,1Q' ;-her:ce:o!"tr. ..... ~"--' ~,) ~ ....... I. V ""~.A..I.. c...4&. - __ ." \JJ \ _ t _; ""'- - -, n ~ c:: r. ~ .• ~' I ~~ ••. c:..:o. J ... ~ 
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Lawre~ce or Lewis. Further, the essays themselve3 see~ to a~ount 
to little more than pieceme~l elaborations on the rewriting of 
literarJ traditions which he had attempted before 1940. ~he niece on ... 
'Burns and Popular Poetry', for instance, takes up a con temporar; 
debate with Eliot on the role of a 'sensitive, critical and educated' 
audience for poetry (Essays, p.61); but its main point is still to 
emphasise Burns's peculiar status as a national poet of t~lly popular 
appeal, to which he had drawn attention as early as 1923 (C153) and 
which had been a chief factor in the argument of Scott and Scotland: 
there is ~othing gained by repeating in 1949 the opinion which had beco~e 
standard, not only in his own oeuvre but within the writings of the 
Renaiss3.nce, that Burns 
is a myth evolved by the communal imagination, a communal poetic 
creation, a Protean figure; we can all shape hi~ to our own 
liker.ess for a myth is endlessly adaptable; so to the respectable 
this secondarJ Burns is a decent man; to the Rabelaisian, bawdy;.-. 
to the Nationalist, a patriot; to the religious, pious; to the 
self-made man, self-made; to the drinker, a drinker. (Essays, p.5?) 
Similarly, articles on subjects Muir has not previously tac:-:led also 
tend to invoke terms already familiar in his writing. The analysis of 
King Lear, for example, defines the playas a conflict between 
civilization and barbarism: 
of the great tragedies King Lear is the only one in which two 
idea3 of society are directly confronted, and the old generation 
and the new are set face to face, each assured of its own right 
to power ••• Reg9.n, Goneril ~!1d Cornwa.ll never feel trat they h9:1e 
1on~ wrong, and t~is is bec3.use they repr~sent a new i1ea; ~nd 
nee" idea.s. like ever.7thir.g ne\,y bring with ther.J tr.ei=- ow!'. ~:ind 0: 
inflocence. (Ess~ys, p.35) 
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In this description of the 'new idea' as worshipping :ia ture because 
it gives its acolytes 'the freedom they hu~ger for, absolves them 
from the plague of custom' (Sssays, p.39) there are strong echoes of 
'The Assault on Humanism's' condemnation of modernisn's nreconception ... . 
'that culture and civilisation are things which stand between markind 
and itself' (C160). 
Scottish literature clearly receives more explicit attention 
during this period than was given it in the columns of The New Age; 
but it can be said to be suppressed in as much as it only appears as 
carrying standards relevant to the criticism of literature in general 
within The Estate of Poetry, so that the overall pattern is in parallel 
with that completed by the essays written for The Freeman. The first 
lecture is entitled 'The Natural Estate', and although the jockeying 
for position between the elements marked for ~!uir as 'English' or 
'Scottish' continues througho~lt the lectures, this initial movement 
repeating the successful strategy of the autobiography -- establishes 
the values of Orcadian narrative as the sta~dard by which all that follows 
is to be judged. Muir may claim that he is 
not advocating a return to a past that has gone forever, or 
ro~anticizing the coarseness of peasant life, or its poverty 
and hardship (Estate, p.S); 
but the argument of the lectures depends upon precisely s'lch a desir~d 
mover.lent, and their failure results from the ac~nowledging of its 
impossibility. 
Repe&ting the rat."ternir.g of the autohiograrhy's ':8Iues~ the~e 
lectures holti tr.e chief "1irtue of Ii tera ture to 'te its ::; r or. to.~eo;,lS , 
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'natural' relationship with the subconscious mind. This irrational 
touchstone is to be applied to each stage of the literary process: he 
concedes, for instance, that 
the poet does ~ttain part, sometimes the chief part of his 
excellence, by the rules of art, and that poetry, if conceived 
in a state of inspiration, or divine madness, or possession, 
is not born except with the assistance of art (Estate, p.27); 
but since the chosen representative poet is l/Tordsworth, and he is said 
to have been able to write well only from direct contact with nature --
'Instead of turning to the human scene, he went back to the hills and 
valleys which had first nourished his vision, but which would not 
nourish it much longer' (Estate, p.38) -- this is merely a strategical 
move whose effect is to reposition the intuitive within the structure 
without detracting from its importance. Similarly, the poem is itself 
to be about natural things: 'it is possible to write a poem about 
horses', he argues, 
for, apart from the work they do for us, they have a life of 
their own; it is impossible to write a poem about motor cars, 
except in a false rhetorical vein, for they have no life except 
what we give them by pushing a sturter. (Estate, p.8-9) 
Ani at the furthest end of the scale, criticis~'s 'greatest danger' 
(Sstate, p.69) lies in the New Criticism's effects in denaturalising 
the reading process: ridiculing the attempt 'to exa~ine a poem curiously, 
arresting it every now and then to scrutinize a line, a phrase, a word' 
(Estate, p.64), hi3 complaint is that such ~ ~~thod 
shut~ the poem in upon itself as a~ ot,ject, not of enjoyment :ut 
of scrutiny, ann cuts it off from the ai!" which it s!1o~lld 'tre::.ttp. 
t t " t~ h can,ah ... le of :J,1'1d i ~s SpO!'1 aneO'lS opera l.on on .• ose w .. o ~re _ 
receiving it. ~Te=ything is slowed down or arrestei; the 
poem canno~ get on; the rnove~ent, and tte move~ent of a 
poem is an essential part of it, is heli up, while we ex-
amine its parts in isolation. One ~hink~ of a l~toratory; 
ani indeed the analysis of poetry, pushed to this length, 
resembles a scientific test. (Estate, p.69) 
Perhaps Muir was never so comfortable in his persona as the plain man 
avoiding the ~litism of specialisation through an appeal to common 
sense as when he writes here: 
I confess that this kind of criticism, so thorough and so 
mistaken, seems to me of very little us~ to any reader, a.nd 
that for myself it gives me a faint touch of claustrophobia, 
the feeling that I am being confined in a narrow place with 
the poem and the critic, and that I shall not get away until 
all three of us are exhausted. (Estate, p.69) 
The stress on this being a personal point of view (tI confess', 'for 
myself', 'I am being confined', 'I shall not get away'), the feigned 
sorrow at the ass~ed error of others ('so thorough and so mistaken') 
and the tinge of urbane arr.~sement with which he regards American 
e~rnestness (in the image of forcible intellectual impriscr~ent) as if 
it were evidence of a provincial over-seriousness, all place the speaker 
as a direct descenda.nt of the urbane 'Edward Hoore'. And it is this 
use of the persona that indicates the context in which the plea for 
naturalness can more fully be understood, since the conditions wnich 
led to his inve~tion in 1919 are still infor~ing the urg~~ents of 1955. 
Although the definition of the lectures' ~ain topic echoes the 
close of 'Scotland's ~inter', that therr.e is exa~iLed cnly in tte cc~-
text of 'Znglish' 1i terEl.rj- :r.oderni3:'.' s resror .. 3e to the 10s3 of ar. ex-
, ... t' 1 ~ .... " r~·. r L.': or. Ac t . clu:;ii."t;;, elitist pu~lic as a. consequer.ce or ;,.e c/v ~a.1.,Co."... • 
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Sometimes poets are visited by a horrified surprise at the 
realization that things should be as bad us they are; that 
their audience tas ~elted away, And for the a'~,: ience there 
seems to r..ave been subs ti tu ted an al.:.rmir:g, vas t, shCipl-11ess 
something, deaf and blind to a once recognized and accepted 
part of life, and a hurr~an inheri tance. That sC!!lething is 
called the public, and it is quite unworried, does ~ot know w~~ 
it has lost, and goes ito way. (Esta te, p.2) 
The impression that the terms of Transition are again being recal:ed in 
this appeal to an inherited tradition and its primal i~Fortance is 
reinforced when Wordsworth is brought forward as the ideal poet; yet 
he is said to have had his imagination 'humanized' by his preserving a 
contact with nature (Estate, p.3S). The logical modification of this 
apparently illogical -- and at least paradoxical -- argument is to find 
an image of the ideal aesthetic conditioLs in a peasant society: and 
the repetition of Scott and Scotland's distinction between ~urrS's poems 
and the Border Ballads again brings forward r~uir' S image of that organiC com-
p 
munity as the ideal naturally to be preferred in o~osition to the ur-
banised, in~ustrialised i'lorld of 'seconiary' objects (Estate, p.S). 
Yet Muir's justification of his ~cheme here is highly suspect. 
Ris co~~endation of rural society is made primarily on religious grounds: 
for example, la ter gen~ra tions are deracina ted because they car ... r.ot share 
the peasants' 
sense of the mystery surro1,mding t21cm, in wtich they s:.:.w a -: one 
glance and with no sense of incongruity, Chrintia~ revclatio~ 
and natural magic. ( 23 ta te , p. 17) • 
f ··t' c at v~riou: 3'...A.t al th01lgh !':uir nods in the direction 0 ':;;l.rl. ua~ s~..:.prt;:n2. :/ 
1 t ' t ,,-1... ,.. ~ "c,e'_l.· e-re.: .... oi ..... ~~ 1·u th~ '.J.ecblr~s, ..... otl.· .. Y".g, for ei:'::'!"' ... D e, .t .. a, :"lle Fe.:;.~:::.r.v - " .F _ ....... .J ~ ... _ _ • 1 
~ore strongly tr~n an] otner claEs in ano~her world' 
( .... ~ ,,- ... c.. .... c:: -:. , 
\:";-.,J ,r!. '" w, _-'. , J I , 
and commenting, quite startlingly, that Yeats had 'aprarer.tly i~ex­
haustible reserves of Original Sin' (Estate, p.52), his argument i3 
not in favour of the transcendentalict escape for which he might have 
hoped, but an exposition of the aesthetic which he hud evolved iil his 
oyn writing as a way of living with his conflicts. 
Avoiding the political implications of the concept of an organic 
society, Muir claims that it is narrative which creates the community: 
We step into the picture book when we enter a church with 
frescoes picturing the Creation, the history of the patriarchs 
~ 
and the JuC\.ean kings and prophets, the Annunciation, the birth, 
life)and death of Christ, and the wQnderings of the apostles.,. 
For centuries the story and the painting and the poetry were 
shared by al~ from the different orders of society. 
p.102 -3) 
(Estate f 
The subject of the plot may be Christianity, but it is the existence of 
a shared appreciation of the convention of story telling that is essential: 
to Muir's programme: 
The tragic story affects us with _ unique power because it moves in 
time, and because we live in time. It reminds us of the pattern 
of our lives; and within that pattern it 'brings our loves, our 
passions, their effects, and unavoidable chance ••• A story gives 
a more complete idea of our temporal lives than any other means 
that has been discovered. (Estate, p.29) 
And it is the loss of that shared structure in modernist writing that he 
laments: 
u 
with the disappearance of the grea~ audience tte story has de-
cli~ed; so~e poets of our time have used it effecti'lely: T thi~k 
of Rocort Frost and cert~in ~oe~s of ~.S. Eliot, 




'- ~ 'J. J ' 
Disingenuo~sly omitting to specify tte ~oems to which he refers 
encoura.ges the reader to interpret this as E.o.dvocacy 0: religious 
poetry s1)ch as the Four Q'.lartets; but the ter:!ls in which :':uir CO!'1:".ends 
the aesthetic of the Ballads suggests that he may hE:.ve beg'lm rat!1er 
from his continuingly unacknowledged fascina tion ~li th the tec1:niques 
of modernist writing as displayed in Eliot's early imagiotic poems. 
Following the pattern of Scott and 8cotla~d, M~ir here repeats hi3 
failure to examine the nature of Scottish society in the eighteenth 
century, commenting only that 
the ballads are, with respect to Burns, on a dif:e~ent level; 
the level of tragic acceptance ••• They lie on the other Gide of 
the great plateau of the eighteenth century, with its human-
itarian passion and its vast hopes for manki~d. ( r;t~ t r. t e .... 1 '2: , \ c.~.1 c... 'r . J I 
But again, it is not the religious subservience that distinguishes the 
Ballads, in this account, but their ability to blend Y'.arrative with 
imagism, to turn an essentially historical (temporal) story into a 
single static (eternal) image. That story is traditional, since 
except for those which are cor-cerr-ed with leger.dary or super-
natural subjects, most of the callads deal '~ith actual event~. 
'Sir Patrick Snens' descri.bes a historical incident. A shi~ 
'" 
t t · . t t ~. ~ . '-w::s ser: J ou In W1.n er 0 urlng a ."orweglan f!"u:.cev3 to ::;cot-
lal,d to ma.rry a ,sCQ t tish ~ir~g. Cn the w~y bac~ the ~hip 
was wrecked, anj the priccess ani the Scottizh lords who 
~ad gone to escort her were drowr.ed. . 'I ,', len, long a:ter 
this, ~jal ter :;cot t ani JaDes Eo€;g ~.Tere goine; Do bC''J. t the 
Scottish Borders persu~jir.g cld wom~n to ~ing or i~tc~e 
the old poetry, people no longer kr:.ew the occa~ior: of tl'".e 
ballad. and 
only the poetry 1tlaS lef~. 
that ""00·"'·' which !':lOS t exci ":es ~ '"' ..... J 
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in re~1iLg the 3allads, 
t h " , "11 " t'" ~ .e1r economy, espec~a y ~n ~4e ~ranatic deploYW9nt of dialogue, 
is ",That strikes one first, and after that their use of tragic 
irony. ( Es ta t e ! p • 1 a ) 
The use of dialogue to avoid the difficulties of the narrator's stance 
elearlyattracted Muir; but 'Sir Patrick Spens' is used as the chief ex-
ample here precisely because of the narrator's &ssu~ption that a ces-
cription of the. actual loss of the ship would be s~perfluous since every-
one in his audience already blOWS the story: 'the balladist has seen 
the action, the storm gathering, tile ship sinking, and nothing but tr~t' 
(Es ta te, p. 19) • 
Read-·at least in part - as a defence of his own aesthetic, these 
lectures assume a new importance. The reference to harse3 ani moto~-
cars as possible and impossible;;subjects for poems ceases to re whimsical 
illustration and places the point as a reference to the comparative 
success of his m'1n, much-anthologised poem4 and of }1arinetti 's advo~acy 
of ~ race-automobile adorned with great pipes like serpent3 with ex-
plosive breath' as an aesthetic object 'more beautiful tha~ the Victory 
of Samothrace,.5 And yet the reliance on the image of a lost society, 
caught immutably in the stasis of the past, as the chief support of his 
programme an ticipa tes the loss of nerve ~lhich leads l'~uir to ret \il"n in 
the end to a pessimistic state of being caught betwee~ irreconcilable 
4. Hollander lists its inclusion in 5 vol~mes: 
B3 T~omas Moult 
B4 L.A.G. Strong 
35 S.A. Coblentz 
B9 .~ 0 Grover " L.I. • 
B10 l·r IT t ..... Hamilton 
The Best Poetry of 1924 (:Tew York, 192":) 
The Best Poe~s of 1924 (~o2to~,lS24) 
p,....; tl." -:011 ..,.... .... ...... Ly~ics 
IIol,yrood: A .. ~ .. ; ... -',-. ..,-' "'''r' r.l""~ ,.,f "".: =>l""' •• ·co " _ oe .. oJ \ -"" -. ',J'a. _.... ........... . J •. t-.,I -~ _ ... - - ... - -
5. l.T. f:arir.etti, The Declaration of ~",lh!:--isr.: (?ila.:l, 19~8). sectio!'.4 
fo.:'c63. Or:ly in the 30rier la~d te~wee~ Zr:gla~d. ~r~ ~cctln-l ~~T~O-
"4 - ........ '- - ............ .... ..t"~.- .t-"-
riately 
viving his own situation witho~t transce~di~g it: b~t e7e~ t~e~e ~e 
finis himself ca~lght behleen the iieals of tte P3.st Cir,i tl:e 
at~r~ctio~s of the present. ~':hether of not the society whict ::roc.';cei 
the Ballads was ever remotely s~ch as ~~ir described, 1:e acl~owled~es 
that it had passed and 'cannot be recovered; we cannot even ~i2h for 
it: we have been irreversibly changed' (33t~te, p.94). 
This i~ability to integrate the concept of change wittin his coll-
ation of those fe~tures marked for ~uir as 'Scottish' merely rea::irzs 
his continuing definition of Scotland as belonging to the r11ral,agri-
caltural, intuitive, positive but inaccessible past, wit~ Englani 3tand-
ing for the urban, industrial, rational, negutive a~d inescapatle present; 
and this reiteration shows !-Tuir finally to have rer.:lained incapacle of 
resolving the tensions to which this position gave rise. 
his :.tltimute reliance :l!Jon repetition must be ir..terpreted not as the 
~ark of optimistic persistence but as the badge of a stubtornly urCic~r:ow-
ledged d.efeat. A':'.d in parallel to this theoretical redundancJ. 3.12. his 
""Tri ting, i!l poetry and ~r(')se, can be distinguished by i ts 3.S2';r.p~ion of 
the co~dition of stasis which proved only to mirror. not to tra~sc~~~, 
,..,. 




For som~ime towards the end of the pre-Reforffiation Age there 
must have existed in Scotland a high culture of:he feelings as 
well as of the mind: a concord which was destroyed by the 
rigours of Calvinism, so that hardly a trace of it has been 
left. ~hat took its place was either simnle irresnonsible . ... 
feeling side by side with arid intellect, or else that re-
ciprocally destructive confrontation of both :or \OThich Gregory 
Smith found the name of 'the Caledonian Antisyzygy~ a recog-
nition that they are irreconcilable, and that Scottish life 
is split in two beyond remedy. ~hat Scottist life is split 
in two is certain; it is my main argument in this essay. 
But that it has always been split in ~dO _is false ••• and that 
it should be split in two, as Hugh M'Diar~id see~s to claim 
ir. his essay O~ the Caledonian Antisyzygy, is a theory ~hich 
not even the intellect can sustain. The mere assertion of 
life in its most_simple form is an act of reconciliatiqn. 
(Scott and Scotland, p.61-2) 
The image of a peasant aesthetic '''hich Huir develops in his writings 
from his first critical articles through the a.utobiographies to 
The Zstute of Poetry -- depends upon the notion that narrative essentially 
demands the discerning of pattern in a collection of apparently :1is-
cellaneou3 data, the telling of a story bei1'!g the recor..ciliation of 
dispara te elet!lents by the procession fro:n beginning to end. th:-O'lgh time. 
Such might, with equal aptness, be given as the defining char3c~~~-
iztics gove~ninb the co~posi~ion of literary theses. ,\ '-a;n tl:e u •. rice :-6 ..... , 
1emand is for the selectivity o~ the author, who is caught in a ~e:~ of 
restricting influences. At the behest of aca.demic co r..ven "tio:: , for 
exa:r.p:"e~ the writer must present a caEe th:-c --1£,1-: the decisior. :0 !"la~:e 
this t!rgu1I:ent rather than t!i.at, often at the cost of q:.lite excl~l~ing 
the other. Under the deterrnir:a tion of the te:r,poral lir:eari ty of the 
written structure, each point wust be given saccessive ~riority, takiLg 
a position of subservience to those uhich 1·t follow~ a~~ do ; 
y-.; - ...... rn ... nance over 
those which come after it as if such were their only ar:d immutable 
relation, in order that the chosen figure might be discerned more easily 
-- so that, in fact, a better story might be told. 
The tale which this thesis relates is of the conflicts between the 
'English' and 'Scottish' clusters of elemer..ts within N'Jir's identity, 
ar.d of the literary personae which he developed in order to cope with 
such tensions but by which he could never resolve the essential issues. 
Such a story lacks the easier satisfactions proffered by Muir'S own 
version of events. Not only does it omit the comforting pretence that 
every aspect of life and work can be cosily subsumed within a single 
interpretation which thereby reveals so~e absolute truth: 6 it ~lso ad~its 
th8;t the choices made in outlining this figure haTle been dete:!'mined by 
a desire to highlight one particular, neglected aspect at the cost of 
fictively prete;lding the irrelevance of all others. &"ld further, it 
eschews the rea3s~ring faciliari ty of the Bil:l'JTI£,:;sroman structure 
following the hero from childhood to ~at~rity which underlies the 
autobiographies' drive towards the triumph of Christiar:ity, r~placing 
it with the image of a writar inesc~rably tor~ented by a social, 
cultural and ~olitical situation which came to i~fo~ ar.d negate ~very 
atte~pted act of transcendence. Such a. rea:'ing rein terpret3 ~!:llir' ~ 
0 "'" .~~ t t' . c·, .&" eto~'Y>~1 co"', . .&'_ll·ct i~ the co:',ce"C .. t of tte !.pOS.1. ~ ... ~n 0 ,I..:.e pr~n ~p_c 0.... .. ..... .:... , 
6 ~ . L'_ ..:I.&' "". +-~'1 slr,·.;o...,~ "''''ce''''' +-1" 140r Oi:am,,::, 1 ° , no !Ilent~o!'l !1a~ ree:: mn.'1e 0 ..... ,,18 ......... n. _<- ... "")""" .. J'; 
,..e_c.·I''' ... iI ... ·O..J ~'r Po,..,""'-t<'!o .... ;n 'Y.w;!'l r"ui~'~ cont..3.ct yith '.;o~a.:'. ..... _~""'~h_ .. ,,'...l. J eJ .ta t..JV400 ~ ....... -..-...... 
Literature and its i!':.fluer:cc orr hi~ ':'~oug};t i:1~.i Poet:-y'. 
Caledonian Antisyzygy -- so strong a revulsion that he deems its anti-
thesis, reconciliation, the basic 'assertio~ of life' itself -- not as 
evidence of the wisdom gained by having gone beyond such notions but 
as the agonised repulsion of one who sees his own painful and inescap-
able situation too closely anatoffiised. 
This is certainly a sadder aLd more disturbing story than the overly-
familiar saga of the Orcadian mystic's salvation. Yet in its attempted 
analysis of the public forces which determined Muir's writings and in 
the framework of which those productions continue to affect our percep-
tions, it perhaps offers the hope of a more conscious aw~reness of the 
past from which the story of the future will proceed. 
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Appendix 1 (a) : The New Age, 1919 - 1921 
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Although the precise dates of Muir's employment as assistant 
editor to The New Age are unknown, the time span involved can definitely 
be placed between his arrival in London in September 1919 and his 
departure for the Continent in August 1921. And while the exact degree 
of his responsibility for the paper during that time remains similarly 
uncertain, his wish to dissociate himself from the journal when writing 
the autobiography -- shown in the emphasis on the dispute over the 
'Notes of the Week' (Auto, p.171) -suggests that he would have made the 
most in that account of any other major dispute he had had with Orage 
during that time. From the support for the 'Douglas-New Age scheme' 
expressed in 'Our Generation', and in the absence of any evidence to the 
contrary, it must be assumed that Muir was, at least, not opposed to 
the editorial policy of the paper. If the increasing rigidity of 
structure and the sheer weight of repetition in the magazine over this 
period reflects Orage's waning interest in politics as the attractions 
of Gurdjieff's mysticism grew for him, they also reflect Muir's inability 
to revitalise the paper. 
One of the distinguishing characteristics of The New Age was always 
the breadth of its interests. With the 'totalising' concern, derived 
from its socialist background and Douglasite philosophy, for all aspects 
of life, it aimed to cover new developments in as many areas of thought 
as it possibly might. To cite just a few editions from a single year 
before 1919 as examples, the issue of 16 February 1911 contained a 
supplement on housing, town planning and architecture)and articles on 
MaChiavelli, the Party system, American culture and Disraeli as well as 
reViews, letters and cartoons. On 25 May, lectures on dramatic theory 
by William Peel were accompanied jy pieces ~- .:1:,.; Decline and Fall of the 
Labour Party' and 'Judges and Justice'. C.M. Grieve's 'The Young 
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Astrology' was printed on 20 July; and The New Age which appeared on 
19 October carried T.E. Hulme's 'Notes on Bergson'. 
Ironically, Muir's influence vas insufficient to maintain the 
very breadth which had attracted him to The New Age before any 
contemporary Scottish magazine. Its main development between 1919 and 
1921 seems to be towards a greater reliance on the standard features of 
the periodical at the expense of the occasional articles and short 
series which had provided so great a sense of variety in earlier days. 
Regular columns -- such as the expositions of Douglasism, 'Towards 
National Guilds', 'Hengist's' 'Epistles to Provincials', Pound's 'The 
Revolt of Intelligence', 'Cosmoi's' 'World Affairs' and Muir's own 'Our 
Generation' -- are so extended as to seem merely habitual. At the same 
time, the reviewing section of the paper falls into a set pattern from 
which it rarely departs: drama is usually covered by J.F. Hope, art by 
'B.H. Dias' and music by 'William Atheling', while books are discussed 
in 'R.H.C.'s' 'Readers and Writers' column. With the regular opening 
of the magazine with 'Notes of the Week' and its invariable closing with 
letters and the 'Pastiche' section, the differences between issues of 
the paper become minimal. The contents of three editions -- taken from 
near the beginning, the middle and towards the end of Muir'S assistant-
ship -- exemplify the recurrence of accepted elements. The New Age of 
1 January 1920 contains articles on women in industry, 'Relativity and 
Metaphysics', and psycho-analysis, with 'Towards National Guilds', 'The 
Revolt of Intelligence - IV', drama, music, art and literature columns 
from the usual contributors, letters and pastiches. At the end of the 
year, the Christmas edition of 23 December carries 'Notes of the Week', 
an article by Douglas on the mechanics of consumer control, 'World 
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Affairs', 'Our Generation', the same reviewer's columns and 'AER's' 
'Views and Reviews', another regular feature. Letters are replaced 
by an extra review; but the pastiches continue undaunted. Just before 
Muir left London, the issue of 14 July 1921 contained 'Notes of the 
Week', 'World Affairs', 'Our Generation', an article on 'Einstein's 
Dilemma', the Psycho-analysis column, 'Readers and Writers', Hope's 
drama review, 'Views and Reviews', a music review and some letters. 
The pastiche column is slightly reduced to leave space for a selection 
of press-cuttings. 
Clearly, the magaZine did continue to publish interesting and 
adventurous material, and its influence on writers such as Pound, 
Eliot and Grieve suggests that their interest continued well into the 
period of its advocacy of Social Credit despite this retrenchment. 
Even a less enterpriSing New Age seems to have been in advance of most 
contemporary magazines. But the paper's growing reliance on a formulaic 
structure does suggest its entrapment in a vicious circle derived from 
its alignment with Social Credit. Determined to persuade its readers 
of the virtues of Douglasite persuasion, it has no alternative but to 
reiterate its message again and again; the editions of the paper come to 
seem indistinguishable, so the readership drops; and The New Age can 
only respond by saying the same things once more, with even greater 
emphasis resulting from the sense of urgency as the policy seems to be 
lOSing ground. So close a parallel to the development of 'Our Generation' 
demonstrates the extent to which Muir was imbued with the general ethos 
of the paper, reflects how thoroughly he had absorbed its politics and 
its concomitant and repetitious stylistic practices, and shows the nature 
of its seminal influences upon many levels of his ideology and his 
writing. 
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Appendix 1 (b) : 'Our Generation' and Eliot's 'Commentaries' 
In · ..·.i.er !..Ir~;cle "'''-: 'E:-'lw;n '!1~u;r ,.. nd r:<co·J.'" "--d.' 1 .. C l' , ..... -.... \..-u -.... 1'..... co. .. ' ..... "o..L.L , ._C il ~OC.Ll o3""'66e3 i,3 
that since in Scott and Scotland 
the description-of the effects of the d'vided Scottish 
sensibility is strikingly similar to T.J. Eliot's theory 
of the dissociation of sensibility in 'the !!lind of England 
between the time of Donne or Lord Herbert of Cher1ury and 
the time of Tennyson or Browning' ••• it may be that Nuir 
was influenced by Eliot's theory when he carne to exarr.ine 
Scottish literary development. (p.72) 
\v"hile the full history of the relationship between Huir and Zliot 
is still to be investigated, this tentativeness of approach seems to 
imply that r-!cCulloch doubts the sufficiency of material in support of this 
theory. But this appears an excessively cautious attitude, since there 
is much easily-available evider.ce which goes beyond the echoes of 
'Tradition and the Individual Talent' in the autobiography2 to show their 
writing certainly displaying interesting parallels long before the 
composition of Variations on a Time ~heme. 
The last 'Our Generation' article appeared on 28 September 1922; 
and al though 'Causerie de Jeudi' ran from :rove:r.ber that year till July 
1923, the breakdown in the structure of that column and the very 
different method a!ld topics it :ollows prevent any. claim that r~uir's 
New Age material and Eliot's Criterion editorials -- which began with 
the '!iotes' of July 1923 (I,4) -- overlap. Differe~ces other than the 
1. Akro3, AV! 47 (August,1981), p.67-81. 
2. For instance: 
'The progress of an artist is a contiI.L:..;.ul self-sacrifice, a 
cOLtinual extinction of pcrso&ality' ('Traditio& a~d t~e I~iivij~~! ~ 
Talent' (1919): Selected Zzsays ';:1 :'.S. E;liot (1923), ;.1;-22 (?17:; 
, . t ',... t o·ov';o·''''' ,. o"r 'If the soul is imoor tal a.nd the Fersona ... ~ <OJ ~~ r..o, .. "'~"'J I ~ 
real rank is not to cultivate b~t to get rid of perGo~~litj" \Auto, 
p.131). 
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time of writing also separate the two series. For instance, the 
'Commentaries' were editorials, with all the prestige and importance 
consequent upon their special authority and initial position in each 
issue, while 'Our Generation', although embodying the ethos of the 
Douglas-New Age Scheme more completely than any other single column in 
the paper, had none of this prominence; and there was no acknowledgement 
of Muir's position as assistant editor. Further, The New Age was a 
weekly paper of radical politics whose totalising concern for all 
aspects of social and individual life naturally led it from economic 
propaganda to a strong concern for the condition of the arts while The ......... 
Criterion, appearing quarterly or monthly at various times in its history, 
was primarily a literary periodical, albeit, as Eliot was at pains to 
point out, in the widest sense of the term: 
It is desirable to maintain our designation of a 'literary' review, 
because there is no other label which indicates so briefly the 
subjects to which this review is indifferent. The term serves to 
remind us that we are not concerned with matters of passing interest. 
We continue to publish the best fiction and the best verse that we 
can find, and to interest ourselves in the problems of applied and 
theoretical literary criticism and the maintenance of standards, 
and in the study and teaching of literature. But this same critical 
attitude is extended to all the problems of contemporary civilization. 
Historical and biogr~phical.s:'l~~~will have a larger part, naturally; 
but The Criterion is concerned with everything that can be examined 
in a critical spirit ••• 
In the theory of politics, in the largest sense, The Criterion 
is interested, so far as politics can be dissociated from party 
politics, from the passions or fantasies of the moment, and from 
problems of local and temporary importance. Which party is in 
power at home, or what squabble may be taking place in the Balkans, 
is of no interest, nor is jockeying for positions in treaties and 
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peace-pacts. But the general relations of civilized countries 
among each other should be examined; and the philosophies 
expressed or implicit in various tendencies, such as communism 
or fascism, are worthy of dispassionate examination. 
(VII 4, June 1928, p.3) 
In fact, a party allegiance can be detected in Eliot's writings: in 
considering the difficulties of editing a magazine, he notes that 
the success of any periodical depends upon the advertisers. That 
is to say, the material prosperity of modern civilization depends 
upon inducing people to buy what they do not want, and to want 
what they should not buy. The New Age would explain this 
necessity; ve cannot go into the matter so profoundly. But it 
seems a very flimsy structure; and the periodical press is a 
symptom, a result, not a cause. For the moment, we leave it at 
that. (VIII 31, December 1928, p.189) 
That The New Age is not said to suggest or discuss an account but 
absolutely to 'explain' the financial system implies that Eliot accepts 
the paper's scheme, to the point where he seems to be recommending it to 
his own readers. And that he declares 'we cannot go into the matter 
so profoundly', leaving the matter at that, distinguishes the differing, 
less directly political scope of The Criterion. Clearly Eliot read 
The New Age, as might be expected of a colleague of Pound; but although 
the 'Commentaries' follow 'Our Generation' temporally, there is no 
evidence that Eliot particularly noticed Muir's work, and it seems likely 
that the parallels between these series reflect not the direct influence 
on one writer by another, but the shared elements in their responses to 
the similarities of their situations. 
There are ninety-six 'Our Generation' articles, and to prevent the 
time lapse between the two sequences from making comparisons seem too 
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tenuous, only thirty 'Commentaries', up to JUly 1929, have been 
considered; and yet the likenesses remain striking. 
Although Eliot claims not to be concerned 'with matters of passing 
interest', each 'Commentary' consists, like an 'Our Generation' article, 
of reflections on some three or four recent events. Each is treated 
independently, with no overt attempt at thematic linking except in the 
most obvious cases; but the use of short titles tucked in near the 
margin at the start of a topic gives these columns a greater sense of 
fragmentariness. Neither series is afraid to devote an entire article 
to a single issue of particular importance (for example, on 29 December 
1921 Muir devotes his article to reflections on the role of 'Our 
Generation'; in January 1926 (IV 1, p.1-6), Eliot gives an essay on 
'The Idea of a Literary Review'): but the general pattern is for there 
to be several topics with the last always being given the briefest 
consideration. Although The Criterion's programme precluded the 
discussion of such directly political issues as Muir was keen to include 
(for example, unemployment in C73-2/12/6/7et cetera, or the miners' 
strike in C73-23), they do choose broadly compatible cultural topics, 
and they occasionally treat them in a surprisingly similar manner. 
This is apparent, for example, in the way in which they acknowledge 
the Arnoldian legacy to the tradition in which they see their articles. 
Arnold's redefinition of the relationship between 'culture' and 'society' 
included the proposition that 'the men of culture are the true apostles 
of equalitY',3 recreating a public accommodation for the idea that those 
who were primarily 'men of letters' might profitably extend their 
3. Arnold, Culture and Society, quoted by Terry Eagleton, Criticism a~~ 
Ideology ( 1976). p. 104. 
J 
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critical faculties to consider broader cultural and political issues. 
His realignment 0[30cial and cultural criticism was implicit in the 
Guild Socialist movement that had provided the context of Muir's early 
intellectual and political growth,4 and that the tradition was largely 
taken for granted is reflected in Muir's referring to Arnold only in 
passing. Culture and Society is built around antagonism to the popular 
press, and it is usually when Muir is continuing this campaign in 'Our 
Generation' that Arnold is named: for example, 
It is incredible, but the Saturday Review does not appear to have 
read Matthew Arnold. To what purpose were the Essays in 
Criticism written when this sort of thing can appear in a 
respectable -- or, at any rate, a respected -- English journal 
today? 
Again, Arnold is invoked when Muir quotes a report of Anglican plans to 
support the Scottish religious revival in 1922: 
Still -- 'with such a committee strategic centres might be 
available without an undue amount of organisation and sens-
ational advertising.' Shades of Matthew Arnold! -- to name 
no greater Name. 'Without an undue amount of ••• sensational 
advertiSing'! But these serious gentlemen already speak to 
the Press only, and in the very voice of the Press, for it is 
to be hoped that proposals and language of this kind take a 
long time in reaching the ears of God. (C73-63) 
But even when he is not actually named, the battle is waged in Arnoldian 
terms: 
4. It also provided a support of the Fabian Movement which had 
sponsored Orage and Holbrook Jackson when they took over The New Age 
in 1907: see David S. Thatcher, Nietzsche in England 1890-1914 
(Toronto, 1970), p.228. 
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The differnece between Lord Burnham and ourselves is now clear. 
He is responsible for the maintenance of superstition, and we, 
for the diffusion of light. That light may be dangerous, and 
dangerous especially to those who love darkness, may be true; 
but, in the name of thetwo persons in the trinity of duty, and 
in that of something else which it is difficult to name, we 
are bound -- freely -- to pursue it. (C73-70) 
Although Eliot had a quite different intellectual training, he publicises 
a new edition of Arnold's notes in a 'Commentary' article (III, 10 January 
1925, p.162) and makes a slight but Significant obeisance similar to 
Muir's when he question~ the role and attitude of newspapers in the 
controversy over Radclyffe Hall's The Well of Loneliness: 
What is disquieting about the affair is the solemn hysteria on 
both sides, a solemn hysteria which, as Mr Clive Bell would say, 
is uncivilised. But whereas Miss Hall's hysteria is an 
aberration from civilization, that of the Sunday Express is a 
degradation of civilization, and is much the more alarming of 
the two. It is indeed distressing to find that The Morning 
Post, The Times, The Daily Herald and other reputable papers 
are negligent shepherds of public morals, and that our security 
against vice and perversion depends upon the Sunday Express. 
There, as Matthew Arnold would say, is sweetness for you! there 
is light! (VIII 30 September 1928, p.3)5 
Eliot's more general attitude to the press runs closely parallel to 
Muir's. For example, he observes that 
the language is probably in a healthier condition among the 
lower classes of society who do not really read newspapers 
at all -- than it is among the middle and upper classes. 
(VI vi, December 1927, p.481) 
5. Again further references to Arnold are scattered throughout the 
, J 1928 series: for example in V3, June 1927, p.286 and VII 1, anuary , 
p.3. 
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The echoes of the opening 'Our Generation' article, with the comment 
that 'already unquestioning magnanimity ismost easily found among 
those who are called illiterate -- among those who do not read the 
newspapers' (C73-1), are particularly strong here. 
Similarly, the feeling that the other institutions of English 
society are also failing is common to both series. For instance, Muir 
attacks the Church for not taking account of new developments in modern 
thought: 
Part of all blind opposition to ideas is caused by the inertia 
of men who do not want to see the light, and part, as every 
propagandist of ideas knows, by some concealed interest. The 
character of great interests, however, is that without reflect-
ion they speak for one another. If one interest is threatened, 
all interests defend it. The Pall Mall Gazette, except in so 
far as it is obscurantist,- is not directly threatened by psycho-
analysis, but the sway of the Roman Catholic Church and of the 
medical profession is. For the Church was the spiritual healer 
of men, the medical profession their earthly healer; and to 
both, therefore, it appears, falsely, to be advantageous to 
discourage a new competitor. As for the Pall Mall Gazette, it 
is an interest; so is the Church; so is medicine. Voila tout. 
(C73-11) 
However, he makes it clear that the ideal would be for the Churches to 
stop evading such issues and to become a leading force in society~ 
The Church has a complex about the flesh, because it has never 
dared to incarnate the spirit in flesh. The spirit also has 
therefore died; and the Church is now equally incompe~nt to 
judge of spiritual or sensual matters, which means of everything, 
for in man every action is partly spiritual, partly material •.. 
'Become what thou art!' said Nietzsche -- that is, what you know 
yourself to be: but we all prefer to remain what we believe 
ourselves to be. The Church is in the same closed circle as all 
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of US; or, rather, all of us are in the same closed circle 
as the Church. (C73-1S) 
Eliotts attack on the revised Prayer Book is similarly an appeal to 
the Church to become strong in defence of its own values: 
The Preface reads like a rather embarrassed apology for change: 
everything is changing, so the Prayer Book must change. 'Far 
and wide the country has yielded place to the town, and the 
growth of knowledge has given to millions instead of thousands 
new means of earning their daily bread'. That may be so; but 
what connexion have these economio phenomena with the revision 
of a Prayer Book; and if they are connected, are they connected 
rationally?.. The editors oontinue: 'in religion as in all 
else truth is not prized less highly because it is no longer 
fenced on any side t • But when fences are down the cattle will 
roam, including two vagrant beasts named infinite and eternal, 
words which will wander so far, the fence of meaning being down, 
that they· will cease to belong anywhere. (V 2ii, May 1927, p.190) 
Moreover, Eliot follows Muir's practice of focussing his general 
dissatisfaction with the Church on the figure of Dean Inge, taking 
particular issue with his attempts to popularise religion through the 
Press. For example, Muir's first attack is on the grounds that 'he 
says and does things without giving the reasons for them'; that being 
twithout a raison d'etre of his own he is obliged to borrow and express 
the theories which he finds around him'; and that consequently 'in him 
one does not know whether journalism is becoming the Church or the 
Church is beooming journalism' (C73-7). Correspondingly, Eliot writes: 
Dean Inge attacks culture from within; by violent and unmeasured 
statements on literary matters in his occasional essays in an 
evening newspaper. It is possible that Dean Inge feels it 
necessary to write down to the level of newspaper readers: 
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if so he is wholly mistaken; for nothing is ever gained by 
writing down to any level. (II 7, April 1924, p.233) 
Inge is regarded by both as representing the Church's lack of conviction 
about its role, and this inner vacuity is defined for them and by them 
in his 'journalistic' use of language, although neither feels it 
necessary to give examples of his style: it is assumed that their 
readers will share their own sophistication of approach to his writing. 
There are, furthermore, several general themes which the two series 
of articles share. For instance, Muir was writing drama criticism 
for The Scotsman, and he occasionally comments on plays he has seen or 
theatrical matters (for example, C73-15/26/32/5), while Eliot frequently 
recommends the productions of the Phoenix Society (for instance, II 7, 
April 1924, p.234-5; II 8, July 1924, p.374-5; IV iii, June 1926, p.413-
9). Both feel impelled to comment when institutional powers seem to 
fail in their duty: Muir's attack on fox-hunting (C73-32) may be 
compared with Eliot's pleas for the preservation of London's churches,for insta:~c 
(IV 4, October 1926, p.628 and VI 1, January 1928, p.1-4). 
Interestingly, they also share the same blind spot in regarding 
cinema as exclusively harnessed to the values of the popular mass media: 
Muir notes as an example of bad taste the comment that 'if England lost 
her lead in this industry ••• there would be an immediate and general 
decline in her intellectual life' (C73-71), and returns to the subject 
in an attack on the aesthetics of the Manchester Guardian: 
We can only ask ••• whether (a man) could not be regenerated as 
easily by a real work of art as by a farrago of sordid and 
sentimental nonsense more silly even than Dean Inge's sermons. 
If a man is to be 'saved', is there any reason why he should 
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not be saved with good taste? •• The Manchester Guardian, of 
course, misses entirely the real danger of the cinema: its 
persistent encouragement of ugliness, and its insidious 
destruction of any popular conception of beauty. (C73-77) 
Eliot's belief that 'the cinema, because it is without words, is a 
potent agent against the intellect' (IV 3, June 1926, p.419) is also 
accompanied by a concern for the debased taste of film makers: 
It is a question of What happens to the minds of people who feast 
their eyes every night, when in a peculiarly passive state under 
the hypnotic influence of continuous music, upon films the great 
majority of which have been confected in studios of the Hollywood 
type. On the other hand, they might not gain much by changing to 
Hollywood films made in Britain. (VI 4, October 1927, p.290) 
However, there is no underestimation of the power of the popular 
philistinism. Both Muir and Eliot feel it necessary to defend the 
Russian Ballet when the Company visits London: 
A little over a hundred years ago, Nelson set the fashion of 
looking at the signs of the times with one's blind eye. The 
fashion has lasted ever since, and by this time it has become 
a habit. This remark is apropos the incredible stupidity of 
reviews which have greeted 'Chout', the new ballet with music 
by Prokofieff, which was recently produced by the Russian 
dancers. If the notices prove anything it is that our critics 
are not able to see a broad joke, and a delicious one, when 
they see it. Or, perhaps, that their conception of art demands 
something pretty, a little sickly, sensuous but not too sensuous; 
lingerie seen by moonlight. Yet it is baffling when something 
clearly and naively healthy like 'Chout' is regarded as perverse 
and diseased. (073-33) 
From November 27 the London public is to have the inestimable 
privilege of a season of the Diaghilev Ballet, and will be able 
to see again Leonid Massine and Lydia Lopokova, as well as several 
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new acquisitions of the finest ballet in Europe. Let us hope 
that Sir Oswald Stoll will be able to provide, at the Coliseum, 
other turns of sufficient liveliness to induce our London 
audiences to sit through the performance of the greatest mimetic 
dancer in the world -- Massine -- to the music of one of the 
greatest musicians -- Stravinski. The writer of these lines 
recalls his efforts, several years ago, to restrain (with the 
point of an umbrella) the mirth of his neighbours in a 'family 
house' which seemed united to deride Sokalova at her best in the 
Sacre du Printemps. May we at least tolerate a part of what 
Paris has appreciated! (III 9, October 1924, p.S) 
Their shared attitude to this issue is typical of the underlying purpose 
of the articles in facilitating the revaluation (albeit in different 
directions) of accepted traditions and habits of thought. But this 
example also highlights an occasional closeness in the strategy of the 
columns. Neither attempts any detailed discussion of the merits of the 
Ballet: 'Chout' is described as 'a broad joke', 'something clearly and 
naively healthy'; Massine is simply 'the greatest mimetic dancer in the 
world', Stravinski 'one of the greatest musicians'; but no reasons are 
given for these rather impressionistic verdicts. It is assumed that 
the reader will be aware of the merits of the Company. The approach 
is oblique in both cases: the brevity of the pieces, and their coming 
at the foot of the columns, suggest a shared assumption that the ready 
sympathy of the reader prevents the need for prolonged argument. Both 
emphasise England's failure to keep up with European developments; and 
both refer to the debased taste of popular entertainments (Muir'S 
'lingerie by moonlight', Bliot's hope that other 'turns' will induce the 
audience to 'sit through' the ballet). And like Muir's attitude of 
naive bafflement, and Eliot's mock plea for the minimum amount of 
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tolerance, these factors imply that the reader and the writer are 
united against popular philistinism. 
Furthermore, Eliot seems to be approaching here the ironic, 
slightly cynical tone that became increasingly apparent in the 'Our 
Generation' articles. The note is sounded only occasionally in the 
'Commentaries': for example, in discussing the state of the London 
churches, he declares: 
We renounce any attempt to appeal to our Shepherds on the argument 
for Art, or the beauty of London. We would remind them rather 
meeting them on what should be their own ground -- that if the 
church invisible is in decay, it is hardly likely, in the long run, 
to be restored by the destruction of visible churches. (IV IV, 
October 1926, p.629) 
To introduce the idea that there is no point in appealing to those in 
charge on the grounds of art or beauty immediately suggests that they 
are rather narrow-minded and unsuited to the kind of responsibility they 
carry; but to go on to refer to the state of the church as 'what should 
be their own ground', as if there were some doubt about their commitment 
to religion, implies a much graver concern than the topic would 
immediately appear to suggest. The painstaking tone of 'it is hardly 
likely ••• to be restored by the destruction of visible churches', which 
sounds as if Eliot sees himself as wearily pointing out obvious truths 
to rather recalcitrant children, makes it clear that the appeal is 
primarily to the reader of the column: it is not a simple memorandum 
to the prelates. Like Muir, he is trying to motivate his audience to 
take a more active interest in such matters -- and to see them from his 
point of view; and like 'Moore', he can seem to despair of the success 
of the enterprise. 
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A similar attitude is taken to the holding of a general election: 
All thatean be predicted this year is the usual waste of time, 
money and energy, a very small vote in consequence of the 
increased number of voters, and the return, known to Dryden, 
of 'old consciences with new faces'. (VIII XXXII, April 1929, p.377) 
Yet Eliot's cyniCism never becomes as pervasive as 'Moore's', and Eliot's 
column goes on undaunted. This is partly because he is not seeking 
the kind of immediate and obvious political change that a switch to 
Social Credit demanded: and perhaps it's also, to some extent, because 
Eliot was only writing these articles quarterly or monthly, so avoiding 
the strain of tackling such problems unsuccessfully to a weekly 
schedule. 
But Eliot's constancy is also attributable, 'at a deeper level, to 
his not having had to make so many compromises as Muir with the society 
he wanted to influence. Both came from outwith the London literary 
world, and their experience of the cultural situations in their own 
countries had made them seek the kind of central authority it seemed to 
them to represent. Being outsiders, they assume the freedom to 
criticise the centre in their writings when it seems to be failing in 
the role they attribute to it. But whereas Eliot came from an upper 
class family and had studied at several universities in America and 
Europe, Muir came from a working class background and had no academic 
qualifications at all. And while America, an independent country, was 
coming to material dominance over the rest of the world, Scotland, 
reduced to the status of a mere province, was sinking deeper into 
industrial decline. Each of these factors improved Eliot's acceptability 
to the centre and increased his self-confidence as it made it harder for 
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~uir to find an a~dience and diQinished the val~e he attrib~ted to the 
national and class clements of his identity; and the infl~ence of tr.ese 
larger aspects of the wider context in which they wrote or. the cor--
trusting degrees of their succecs car~ot be overlooked without the 
adoption of a narrow definition of 'literature' which wo~ld run quite 
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